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PREFACE 

 

 In the loving memory of Prof. Abraham Mehrez 
 without whom this book would never appear 

 

In recent years problems associated with developing various organization systems 

(OS) have been discussed extensively in scientific literature. Those problems become 

more and more urgent since nowadays modern OS are characterized by [168]: 

 increasing both the systems‟ complexity and the number of their hierarchical levels; 

 various random disturbances which affect the systems‟ realization (especially in 

project management); 

 evaluating the progress of an OS usually only at preset inspection (control) points 

since it is impossible or too costly to measure the system‟s output continuously.  

By examining the existing literature (see, e.g., [5, 168]) one can draw a conclusion 

that there exist at least three main shortcomings in the area of analyzing and synthesizing 

modern OS: 

I. The existing quality techniques are not applicable to OS since they deal only with 

finished products and services. The developed utility theory [125-127] is restricted to 

solving market competitive problems alone. Thus, all existing models focus on 

analyzing the competitive quality of OS‟s outcome products rather than dealing with 

the quality of the systems‟ functioning, i.e., with OS in their entirety. This may result 

in heavy financial losses, e.g., when excellent project objectives are achieved by a 

badly organized project‟s realization. 
 

Thus, a conclusion can be drawn that the existing utility theory cannot be used as the 

system‟s quality techniques. In order to fill in the gap, we have undertaken research in 

the area of estimating the quality of the system itself, e.g., the system‟s public utility.  

We will consider a complicated organization system which functions under random 

disturbances. Such a system usually comprises a variety of qualitative and 

quantitative attributes, characteristics and parameters, which enable the system‟s 

functioning. The problem arises to determine a generalized (usually quantitative) 

value which covers all essential system‟s parameters and can be regarded to as a 

system‟s qualitative estimate. We will henceforth call such a generalized value the 

system’s utility. 
 

II. Another conclusion which can be drawn, is as follows: 
 

It goes without saying that a large (multilevel) OS, like any other system, has to be 

planned and controlled. This, in turn, requires developing a corresponding multilevel 

unified mathematical model comprising local interconnected models at each level. 
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The latter have to determine both control actions (e.g., resource reallocation) and 

various decision making. It can be well-recognized that no real OS comprise such 

models as yet. Moreover, important OS such as construction, maintenance, service, 

agriculture, socioeconomics, safety engineering, do not implement even local 

optimization models at any level. More formalized OS like man-machine production 

and project management comprise various separate local models. However, the latter 

do not form a multilevel unified on-line control model with cyclic information. They 

are practically unable either monitoring the system‟s object under random 

disturbances, or estimating the quality of the system‟s functioning. 
 

In order to fill in this gap as well, we will create and outline in the monograph a new 

multi-parametric on-line control optimization model in order to maximize the 

system‟s utility as a generalized quality measure of the system‟s functioning. Since 

such a model is, in essence, a trade-off compromise between the system‟s parameters, 

we will henceforth call that model harmonization model (HM). 
 

III. The last major shortcoming of the existing theory of OS is that practically no attempts 

have been made to create proper analysis and synthesis models for hierarchical 

complicated OS, e.g., holding corporations including marketability problems, or 

highly complicated multilevel production and project management systems 

(especially by means of on-line control). We will do our best to widespread the utility 

theory on those systems‟ functioning, including the outcome product‟s life cycle. 

Newly developed models will be outlined in our monograph, including models for 

strategic holding corporations and three-level on-line control models of project- and 

production management. 
 

It can be well-recognized that the majority of man-machine OS under random 

disturbances are innovative in nature. Indeed, they deal either with: 

 developing new hi-tech products, unique installations with no prototypes in the past, 

modern safety engineering devices, multilevel stochastic project management 

systems, etc., or with 

 improving existing OS which function under random disturbances. 

Taking into account that since both cases usually result in obtaining novel results, a 

conclusion can be drawn that OS under consideration have a strong innovation tendency. 

The structure of the monograph is as follows: 

In Chapter 1 the description of man-machine OS is presented. A special emphasis is 

drawn on the four essential characteristics of the organization - the system‟s content 

(personnel, equipment and resources), its structure (man-machine OS comprise usually 2-

4 hierarchical levels), its communications (i.e., the information flaws) and the decision-

making procedures. Standard control actions typical for the majority of modern man-

machine OS, are presented as well. 
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It goes without saying that a single monograph is virtually unable to reflect the vast 

spectrum of man-machine OS being operated under random disturbances. Thus, we will 

focus our mind on the following man-machine OS: project management, construction, 

safety engineering, man-machine production systems with variable speeds, maintenance 

systems (relative to safety engineering), compound and multi-attribute OS, strategic OS 

(multilevel holding corporations and marketing OS). A special place occupy the so-called 

hierarchical active systems actually referring to man-machine production OS with a high 

influence of the human factor [32-38].                                                                                                                                                                                                  

In Chapter 2 a justification for using beta-distribution for calculating man-machine 

operations‟ duration is outlined. The presented material examines both cases of a single 

processor and several identical processors. Emphasis is made on particular “family 

members” of the beta-distribution variety, e.g., the Freshe distribution law [69, 92], 

which proves to be very efficient for estimating time durations not for a single activity 

but for a whole fragment. It is shown that the Freshe law is stable to operations of both 

convolution and maximization. 

In Chapter 3 control concepts in multilevel man-machine OS are outlined. Several 

essential control concepts, namely plan assignment, coordination, planning trajectories, 

various resource parameters, etc., are all introduced as basic techniques in planning and 

regulating production OS under random disturbances. 

In Chapter 4 we present models for determining inspection points in various OS. Both 

cases of one-level and multilevel OS are considered. 

Chapter 5 presents newly obtained results in developing optimization models for 

multiparametrical OS under random disturbances. The results may be applied to a wide 

variety of man-machine OS including those pointed out above. The newly developed 

theory enables both estimating and optimizing utility values of any man-machine OS. 

The optimizing process (as mentioned above, referred to as harmonization) is carried out 

on two levels and comprises a modified simulation model at the lower level accompanied 

by a search coordinate descent algorithm at the upper one. 

Chapter 6 outlines risk management problems associated with man-machine OS. New 

combined models including risk management and harmonization models, are presented. 

Chapter 7 houses a cluster of newly developed cost-optimization models related to a 

specific but very important case of man-machine OS with several production speeds 

(rates of advancement to accomplishing the system‟s objective) which depend on the 

degree of intensity of the system‟s functioning. It covers many representative man-

machine OS, e.g., construction OS where a construction team may be employed different 

hours a day. 

In the next Chapter 8 the theoretical results outlined in Chapter 5, are applied to 

estimating the quality of PERT-COST projects‟ network (both single and multiple 

projects) under random disturbances. For multiple projects networks, both cases of 
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projects with equal and different significances are examined. The chapter contains 

numerical examples obtained by means of harmonization modeling (HM). 

In Chapter 9 the HM approach has been applied to safety engineering fault tree cost-

reliability optimization. Corresponding numerical results are outlined as well. 

Chapters 10 and 11 relate to maintenance cost-reliability optimization, mostly with 

safety engineering implications. Two different models are examined - the HM versus the 

“look-ahead” predicting model. 

Chapter 12 covers both HM and heuristic modeling for the case of construction OS. 

Several different cost-optimization models for a three-level and a two-level OS are 

considered and developed. 

In Chapter 13 a hierarchical active man-machine OS [32-38] based on essential 

human influence is described. The basic idea is as follows: since the system‟s elements 

on neighboring levels (being in fact subordinated) are not contradictory in essence, the 

corresponding assignment plans, together with the revenue obtained by each other, must 

be optimal (or, at least, quasi-optimal!) for both of them. Several examples illustrating 

this general idea for PERT-COST project management systems, are being outlined in 

Chapters 13 and 17. 

Chapter 14 describes a compound multi-attribute case of OS referring mostly to 

strategic management in order to maximize the outcome product‟s utility on the basis of 

designing subproducts. 

Chapter 15 outlines a cost optimization model for a truly strategic OS, namely, a HM 

for a complex holding corporation, comprising several subsidiary corporations. 

Chapter 16 presents optimization models in strategic marketability and, in this course, 

outlines an algorithm determining the minimal R&D project‟s budget to enable 

accomplishing the project on time subject to the reliability constraint, thus resulting in the 

maximal marketability value. 

Chapter 17 outlines a hierarchical on-line control model for stochastic project 

management [70, 104]. A multilevel control model for several stochastic network 

projects is suggested; at any control point the model determines: 

 optimal budget values assigned from the company to each project, 

 optimal budget reallocation among the project's activities, 

 optimal control points to inspect each project, 

 optimal resource delivery schedule for project activities, 
 

and comprises two conflicting objectives: 
 

 minimize the total number of control points for all projects,  and 

 maximize the probability of meeting the deadline of the slowest project. 
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In the last section of the chapter we have combined the results outlined above with 

human factor influence techniques referred to in Chapter 13. A conclusion can be drawn 

that the combination of the theory of active systems [32-38] and the results outlined in 

Chapters 5 and 8, may raise essentially the quality of the hierarchical project management 

system as well as the human behavior of the system‟s personnel. 

In Chapter 18 a hierarchical on-line control model for production management is 

presented. The approach to solving interaction problems between different levels in 

hierarchical control systems is based on the conception of emergency, introduced by 

Golenko-Ginzburg and Sinuany-Stern [79]. By using the idea that hierarchical levels can 

interact only in special situations, so-called emergency points, one can decompose a 

general and complex multi-level problem of optimal production control into a sequence 

of one-level problems. This approach is applied to a control model for three-level man-

machine production system [78, 91, 102, 124]. The system comprises the factory level, 

several sections and multiple production units. A newly developed approximate method 

for solving reallocation problems is suggested. The method is a combination of the 

coordinate descent method and a high-speed iterative algorithm with an implemented 

switching procedure based on two objectives: the unit and the product criteria. 

Thus, it can be well-recognized that the monograph‟s content is subdivided into four 

different parts: 

I. Chapters 1-7 present various concepts for time-, resource- and control parameters in 

man-machine OS, including the general approach to solving optimization problems. 

Practically speaking, we present hereby our ideology. 
 

II. Chapters 8-12 describe the results obtained by applying the developed theory to 

several most important man-machine OS: project management, construction, safety 

engineering, various production OS, etc. 
 

III. Chapters 13-16 cover problems of strategic management with a higher level of 

hierarchy and, as a result, more complicated cost-optimization problems. 
 

IV. In the last two chapters (17-18) the newly developed multilevel hierarchical on-line 

control models for project management and production management are outlined. 

In conclusion, let us cite Prof. W.G. Scott (see [5], p. 119) who four decades ago 

wrote the following words: 

“Modern organization theory needs tools of analysis and a conceptual framework 

uniquely of its own, but it must also allow for the incorporation of relevant contributions 

of many fields. It may be that the framework will come from general system theory. New 

areas of research such as decision theory, information theory, and cybernetics also offer 

reasonable expectations of analytical and conceptual tools. Modern organization theory 

represents a frontier of research which has great significance for management.” 

We hope that our monograph will help meeting some of those prophetic targets which 

have not been reached as yet. 
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PART  I  
 BASIC CONCEPTS OF MAN-MACHINE 

ORGANIZATION SYSTEMS UNDER 
RANDOM DISTURBANCES 

 

Chapter 1.  Organization Systems’ Description 
 

§1.1  Standard two-level organization system 

Consider a standard two-level organization system (OS) comprising a control device 

at the upper level and n  elements kE , nk 1 , at the lower level. In order to outline the 

problem the following additional terms have to be introduced. 

1.1.1  Notation 

Let us denote: 

SR  - the system‟s resources at the beginning of OS functioning (pregiven); 

stR  - remaining system resources at moment t  (observed via inspection); 

ktR  - resources assigned to element kE  at moment 0t  (to be determined); 

kD  - the due date for kE  to meet its target (pregiven); 

kV  - target amount (the planned program) for kE  to be reached at kD  (pregiven); 

ktV  - the actual output of kE  observed at moment t  (a random value obtained via  

inspection); 

kp  - the chance constraint, i.e., the least permissible probability of meeting the 

element‟s target on time; 

 ktk Rv  - the random speed of element kE  depending parametrically on ktR ; 

minkR  - the minimal resource capacities; 

maxkR  - the maximal resource capacities; 

1.1.2  The problem 

The optimization problem to be solved at each emergency point t , when it is 

anticipated that a certain element kE  cannot meet its local target on time subject to its 

chance constraint, is as follows: 

For all non-accomplished elements determine new resource capacities  kt
R  to 

minimize the objective 
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(1.1.2) 

maxmin kktk RRR   , nk 1 , (1.1.3) 

st

k
kt

RR   . (1.1.4) 

Note that here we assume the simplest case of generalized resources (e.g., budget 

assignment) versus the case of detailed resources. Moreover, we will not consider the 

case of several element‟s speeds for one and the same resource capacity kR . Those 

different speeds may be achieved by intensification of the element‟s functioning, 

although the time unit cost would under such circumstances certainly increase. 

The problem (1.1.1-1.1.4) may have many modifications, but the principal 

conclusions outlined below remain the same: 

A. The information flows at moment 0t  go first downstairs, while at all emergency 

moments they develop upstairs, from element‟s level to the system manager, and 

afterwards (after the new resource reallocation) proceed again downstairs. Such a 

switching procedure remains in the course of the system‟s functioning. 
 

B. Decision-making, i.e., control actions, results in reallocating remaining resources 

among non-accomplished elements. They are implemented at the upper level only. 

In more complicated cases, i.e., in case of a three-level OS (e.g., several network 

projects of PERT-COST type [101, 104]), decision-making is carried out on two levels: 

at the upper one (resource reallocation among the projects) and at the project level 

(resource reallocation among project activities). Control actions may also result in 

changing the element‟s speed (in case of several speeds for one and the same resource 

capacity) and in re-scheduling the starting times for system‟s elements (if required). 

All these problems are being outlined in the below sections of the monograph. 

§1.2  General multi-parametrical harmonization problem 

We suggest calling the system's utility a weighted linear function of the system's 

parameters with constant coefficients. The parameters are divided into: 

 independent parameters, where for each parameter its value may be preset and may 

vary independently on other parameters‟ values, and 
 

 dependent parameters whose values may not depend uniquely on the values of 

independent parameters. However, when optimized (for the same values of 

independent parameters), they are solely dependent on those values. 
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Both independent and dependent parameters together with the coefficients of the 

utility function are externally pregiven. 

If an organization system functions under random disturbances and comprises  1n   

independent basic parameters  
1

ind
i ni1,R  , and 2n  dependent basic parameters   

 
2

dep
j nj1,R  , the harmonization problem boils down to maximize the system‟s utility 
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subject to certain restrictions. We suggest determining the optimal vector 
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(1.2.2) 

which delivers maximization to the system‟s utility SU , by means of the following 

sequential stages: 

Stage I - implement a look-over algorithm to examine all feasible combinations of 

independent basic values   ind
iR ; 

Stage II - determine optimal values   dep
optjR  for all dependent parameters by means of 

values   ind
iR  obtained at the previous stage; for each j -th dependent 

parameter an individual optimization model (called henceforth the partial 

harmonization model jPHM ), is used. The latter enables the optimality of 

each value   dep
optjR   which solely depends on the combination   ind

iR ; 
   

Stage III - calculate the system's utility SU  via (1.2.1) for the combination 

    ind
iR ,    dep

optjR  (1.2.3) 

  obtained at  Stages I  and  II; 
   

Stage IV - calculate the optimal system's utility by determining the optimal combination  

(1.2.2) for all independent and dependent parameters which delivers the 

maximum to sU . 

If,  due to the high number of possible combinations   ind
iR , implementing Stage I  

requires a lot of computational time, we suggest to use a simplified heuristic search 

procedure, e.g., a cyclic coordinate search algorithm. 

Thus, we suggest an approximate harmonization's problem solution as follows. At the 

first stage a relatively simple search algorithm in the area of independent parameters, e.g., 

the cyclic coordinate descent method, is implemented. At the second stage, in order to 

evaluate the optimal value of each dependent parameter, an optimization problem jPHM ,  
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2nj1  ,  has to be solved. Thus, the idea is to obtain independent parameters‟ values at 

the first stage and to use them as input values of all partial harmonization models at the 

second stage. 

PHM is usually a stochastic optimization model which is solved on the basis of 

simulation modeling. However, in certain cases, e.g., reliability and safety engineering 

problems, various PHM require more complicated formulations. In such cases we suggest 

to use additional heuristic models in order to implement realistic quantitative links 

between the system's attributes. For various dependent parameters the PHM may be 

formulated and solved by means of expert information. 

§1.3  Applications to safety engineering and project management 

Projects with pregiven structure (in the form of PERT-COST network models) 

comprise 3÷4 basic parameters as follows: 

 the budget assigned to the project (independent parameter); 
 

 the project‟s due date (independent parameter); 
 

 the project‟s reliability, i.e., the probability of meeting the project‟s due date on 

time (dependent parameter); 
 

 a safety engineering parameter, i.e., the probability of a hazardous failure in the 

course of carrying out the project (dependent parameter). 

Two different cases are considered: 

 case of one project; 
 

 case of several projects with different or equal importance and significance. 

The developed research considers the following models: 

1.3.1  Harmonization models in reliability and safety engineering 

A hierarchical technical system functioning under random disturbances and being 

subject to critical failures at the bottom level which may result in an accident or a 

hazardous condition including environmental safety violations at the upper level, is 

considered. If a certain failure at the bottom level occurs, it may affect some system 

elements at higher hierarchical levels, and, thus, cause a hazardous failure at the top level.  

All logical relations between the system's elements are formalized by a fault tree 

simulation model which is externally pregiven. Certain primary elements at the bottom 

level, together with their corresponding primary failures, can be refined by undertaking 

technical improvement. The list of the latter is pregiven as well. It is possible by means of 

fault tree simulation to evaluate the increment of the system's reliability by implementing 

any set of technical improvements. The harmonization models center on determining an 

optimal sub-set of technical improvements in order: 
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 either to maximize the system's reliability subject to a restricted budget assigned 

for the improvements' implementation, or 
 

 to minimize the system's budget subject to a reliability value restricted from below. 

Both PHM are optimized by a combination of heuristic decision-making rules and a 

fault tree simulation. 

Two different cases are considered: 

 a simplified cost-sensitivity trade-off model to solve cost-reliability problems for a 

complicated hazardous technical system with two basic parameters: cost and 

reliability, and 
 

 more complicated trade-off harmonization problems where the system's utility,  

cost expenditures,  reliability values and other basic parameters are linked together 

by means of sensitivity relations. 

1.3.2  Harmonization models for a single network project 

A PERT-COST type project with random activity durations is considered. The project 

comprises several essential parameters which practically define the quality of the project 

as a whole: 

 the budget assigned to the project ( C ); 
 

 the project‟s due date ( D ); 
 

 the project‟s reliability, i.e., the probability of meeting the project‟s due date on 

time ( R ). 

To establish the utility of the project, the concept of the project‟s utility is introduced.  

This is carried out within the framework of the general theory of optimal harmonization 

models for multi-parametric organization systems. In order to maximize the project‟s 

utility, a three-parametric harmonization model is developed. The model results in a 

certain trade-off between essential project‟s parameters and is, thus, a compromise 

optimization model. The model‟s algorithm is a unification of a cyclic coordinate search 

algorithm in the two-dimensional area (cost- and time values) and a partial harmonization 

model to maximize the project‟s reliability subject to the preset budget and due date 

values. The PHM comprises a heuristic procedure to reassign the budget among project‟s 

activities, and a simulation model of the project‟s realization. 

1.3.3  Harmonization model in project management with safety engineering concepts 

The harmonization model is extended by supplementing its basic parameters by a new 

essential parameter defining the utility of the project as a whole, namely, the probability  

P  of a hazardous failure in the course of carrying out the project. On the basis of expert 

information we came to the conclusion that a hazardous failure capable of jeopardizing 
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environmental or personnel‟s safety, depends mostly on the following project‟s control 

actions: 

 decreasing the project‟s due date, and 
 

 increasing the intensity of the project‟s realization without undertaking proper 

safety engineering measures. 

A formalized four-parametric harmonization model accompanied by a heuristic 

solution has been developed. The model is based on a cost – time – reliability – safety 

trade-off. 

Parameters C  and D  are input values of the model. Value R  is optimized by means 

of a heuristic procedure. Value P  is calculated on the basis of dependency  DCP ,  

obtained by means of statistical analysis and expert information. 

Optimizing the harmonization model is carried out by solving the main problem (to 

determine an optimal budget value C  and an optimal due date D ) and two subsidiary 

problems as following: 

 solving the optimal PHM problem, i.e., maximizing  DCR , , and 
 

 calculating  DCP ,  on the basis of expert information. 

Note that Problem III is the first harmonization model of mixed type, where 

optimization techniques, simulation model and expert information meet together. 

1.3.4  Harmonization models for several network projects 

A highly complicated project management system including several simultaneously 

realized PERT-COST type network projects, is considered. The projects are of different 

importance and significance; for each k -th project its corresponding priority index k  is 

pregiven. The total budget at the project management disposal to carry out all the projects 

is limited. Given for each project its priority value, the problem is to determine optimal 

budget assignments and optimal due dates of accomplishing each project, to maximize 

the weighted sum of the projects‟ utilities, i.e., the objective 

 



n

1k
kk1 UxaMJ  ,

 
(1.3.1) 

where n  is the number of projects, and kU  is the k -th project‟s utility. The problem 

centers on maximizing the system‟s utility by implementing for each project the 

harmonization model. The system‟s harmonization model comprises two levels. At the 

upper level a high-speed look-over search algorithm is implemented, together with a 

partial harmonization model to determine the projects‟ reliability values. At the lower 

level a linear programming model is imbedded under certain assumptions. 
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Another harmonization model covers projects of equal importance. This results in 

changing the objective, 

 
k

kD,C
2 UniMxaMJ

kk

 ,
 

(1.3.2) 

in order to maximize the utility of the project with the least utility value. Similarly to 

model (1.3.1), harmonization model (1.3.2) comprises two levels with the upper level 

identical to that in model (1.3.1). As to the lower level, modified linear programming 

methods are implemented. 

1.3.5  Interactions and linkage with other OS 

Harmonization techniques depend solely on the organization system's model (SM) by 

means of which trade-off optimization and utility estimation is carried out. Changing the 

system's model results in entire changes of HM including all PHM. 

For the case of Project Management the system's model is given in the form of a 

PERT-COST network with random activity durations. The latter depend parametrically 

on budget values assigned to those activities. All PERT-COST networks are presented in 

a formalized shape and do not depend on the nature of the project. Unlike risk 

management models, those SM do not deal with such risk factors as technology, design 

changes, market regulations and policies, etc., although they usually comprise 

probabilistic parameters which may affect those risk factors. All harmonization models 

which are based on such formalized network projects, deal with only one risk factor, 

namely, the risk not to meet the project's due date on time because of random durations of 

the project's activities. Besides optimizing the project's utility, HM may serve as a risk 

assessment technique. Being, in essence, operation research (OR) models (like fault tree 

models, various models of mathematical programming, etc.), HM, thus, are not similar to 

general risk management methods which are based on a variety of engineering, economic 

and political aspects. However, HM may be compared with similar risk assessment 

techniques, i.e., similar OR models, which are used in risk analysis. E.g., in cases when 

certain comparative alternatives and scenarios in project risk analysis can be presented 

in the form of PERT-COST sub-networks, harmonization models may be applied to 

analyze those sub-networks, including optimization and calculation of their utility values.  

Using HM as a risk assessment technique can be justified since harmonization models, 

being applied to PERT-COST projects, are essentially more effective than the traditional 

deterministic time – cost trade-offs which are used as yet in project risk analysis. 

For hierarchical production plants with the possibility of hazardous failures at the top 

level the system's model is given in the form of a fault tree simulation model, together 

with a list of possible technical improvements for primary elements at the bottom level.  

The developed harmonization models refer to risk assessment models at the stage of 

optimization. Those models cannot be compared with similar research on safety 

engineering since no developments on multi-parametric trade-off optimization have been 

outlined in prior references as yet. 
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§1.4  Human factors in active systems 

1.4.1  The significance of human factors 

In the last three decades by means of the scientific school of V.N. Burkov [32-38] a 

newly developed theory of the so-called active organization systems has been suggested. 

The theory, in essence, is based on human decision-making by implementing a 

competitive game between several human collectives. The theory of active systems 

comprises organizational and economic mechanisms of managing projects of various 

types. The theory is based on human's behavior and takes into account the reliability of 

information, obtained from executors in the course of projects' realization, and economic 

motivations of executors. Thus, the "human factor", substantially affecting the process of 

project realization and management, is directly considered. 

The problems met in the course of development of the theory of organization systems 

include the difficulties of applying formal methods, dimensions of the tasks involved, the 

immense number of interconnections and factors that do not support direct monitoring, 

the hierarchic structure of the management-control system, etc. Among the fundamental 

characteristics of organization systems is the goal-directed nature of the operation of their 

constituent subsystems. 

The goal-directed operation of organization systems is dictated by the involvement of 

human behavior in them. Moreover, the presence of man imparts a certain “activity” to 

the controlled process. The significance of this attribute lies in the ability of man to 

foresee the control functions from the side of the control element as well as the actions of 

other components of the system and, with this knowledge, to select (within the scope of 

available alternatives) his “actions and behavioral strategy” with a view towards attaining 

goals of one kind or another. Management practice gives us many examples of how the 

“activity” effect is manifested in organization systems. For example, in centralized-

planning industrial systems, the activity of the separate subsystems (associations, 

enterprises or corporations, institutes, companies, etc.) without coordination of targets 

results in such negative effects as excessive requisitions for resources and necessary 

finances, overpricing of products, breakdown of plans with respect to individual 

“unfavorable” types of products (including new technologies) while meeting the general 

aggregate indices of planning specifications; underestimation of production capabilities 

of enterprises in the synthesis of plans; overestimation of design fulfillment periods and, 

conversely, competition for the improvement of quality and efficiency and reduction of 

costs, etc. Looking at the enterprise and its subdivisions and judging from the materials of 

widespread publications, here again we can cite a long list of manifestations of the 

“activity” of subsystems. 

One general conclusion is obvious: The allowance for target-directed factors in the 

operation of the controlled processes in organization systems and the corresponding 

manifestations of their “activity” is a necessary condition for the formulation of a realistic 

organization theory. Of course, the consideration of these factors increases the difficulty 
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of formulating an appropriate formal theory. However, to ignore them, in our opinion, 

renders highly problematical the possibility of even synthesizing adequately realistic 

mathematical models equipped to investigate and solve, for example, such important 

economic policy problems as the selection of a system of rating indices for the results of 

the functioning of economic elements, the “horizontal” and “vertical” coordination of 

subsystem plans, the reliability of information, etc. These problems are certainly timely 

even today (we can mention, e.g., the “shaft” problem, the problem of “profitable” versus 

“unprofitable” operations, the sometimes unjustified overstocking of reserves, the search 

for the most effective forms of competition, etc.). 

Until now, management and control theory has not dealt with “active” target-directed 

processes. The theory of organization management with allowance for the “activity 

factor” (theory of active systems) has been in the process of development, and its status is 

summarized in several publications by Burkov [32-38]. The main focus of the present 

section is on new trends in research on the theory of active systems and practical studies 

in progress at the present time. A number of concepts and results of the work covered in 

this section have proved exceedingly useful in the development of the theory of active 

systems. 

1.4.2  Methods of description of organizations 

At present, the greatest progress has been achieved in the investigation of two-level 

“fan-type” organization systems, which we therefore consider a logical starting point for 

our discussion. 

The description of an organization system in the theory of active systems is based on 

its structural concept and the models and mechanism of its operation [34-37]. 

The structure of the two-level organization system comprises: the center (top-level 

management element), its subordinate active elements, and the “external medium” 

element. The model is understood to be a description of the organization system and its 

constituent elements in terms of vectors of states and constraints on those elements. It is 

customarily assumed that the center is a purely administrative organ. Then the system 

model represents a description of the states of lower-level elements as well as local and 

global constraints on them. The description of the center, on the other hand, is given in 

terms of a description of the actions that it can exercise with respect to organization of the 

system operating process and in the actual operating process of the system. 

The operating mechanism of a two-level system is the set of rules (procedures, 

functions) regulating the actions of all elements of the system in the course of its 

operation. The formal description of the operating mechanism of an active system [32-

33] is specified by a description of: 

 the mode of generation of data about the model (to be used in the event of 

imperfect information availability to the center) and states of the elements; 
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 the law of generation of control parameters in the system (control function); 
 

 the objective function of the system in the large (assuming that it coincides with 

the objective function of the center) and the objective functions of its constituent 

elements; 
 

 additional constraints introduced into the system, alone with the sequence of 

actions of the elements adopted in the system in connection with information 

communication and selection of the states of the system. 

The efficiency of operation of each active element in a given period is estimated in 

terms of the value attained by its objective function, and that of the system in the large in 

terms of the value attained by the objective function of the system. Of course, formal 

description of the objective functions of the elements and the system does not by any 

means pose a simple problem. In developing descriptions of this kind, it is necessary to 

consider factors of economic, social, and ethical consideration. It can be well-recognized 

that at present, the greatest success has been attained in formalization of the economic 

components of the objective function of active elements. This fact already enables us to 

implement the developed approach to economic systems and, in particular, to analysis of 

the management mechanism (with regard to the foregoing remarks). 

 It is understood that, generally speaking, an arbitrary state of the system, accessible 

under local constraints, is not necessarily accessible under the global constraints as well. 

An operating mechanism is called feasible if it ensures satisfaction of the following 

conditions: 

a) the state acquired by the total system as a result of any locally admissible 

selection of states by the elements is admissible, i.e., satisfies the global 

constraints; 
 

b) the state acquired by the total system as a result of any “rational” locally 

admissible selection of states by the elements is admissible, i.e., satisfies the 

global constraints. 

Due to the specification of hypotheses on the behavior of the elements, case (a) 

corresponds to the “strong” and case (b) to the “weak” feasibility condition of the 

operating mechanism. If condition (a) holds, then condition (b) is automatically satisfied, 

but the contrary may generally prove to be incorrect. For condition (a) to be satisfied, it is 

sufficient to construct operating mechanisms (or, more precisely, constraints and laws of 

generation of the control parameters) such that the condition of independence of the 

system elements is satisfied. 

As conceived, the developed methods of description make it possible to reflect many 

important features of real active OS in economics and industry. For example, the 

structure of an active OS reflects the inherent “subordination hierarchy”. The system 

model provides a means for specifying the description of the system in terms of natural 
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and financial indices as well as the relationships between elements. The description of the 

operating mechanism makes it possible to reflect: 

 the procedure used in the active OS for generation of management information; 
 

 methods of generation of the control parameters - plans, prices, and norms; 
 

 methods of financial control and economic stimulation; 
 

 organizational and financial constraints on the activity of organizations and their 

subdivisions; 
 

 real-time control methods; 
 

 methods of organization of competition; 
 

 and in general the entire set of organizational, legal, economic, and financial rules 

governing the operation of the active OS in economics and industry. 

It can also be assumed that the future outlook will include the possibility of 

formalizing and investigating a number of characteristics of the structures, models, and 

operating mechanisms with regard to the quantitative and qualitative characteristics 

implemented in investigation and description of real organizations. There are already 

existing indications of a certain positive experience of this nature (formalization of the 

degree of management centralization). 

1.4.3  Analysis and synthesis of operating mechanisms 

One of the central problems considered in the first studies on the theory of active 

systems was the investigation and assessment of the effectiveness of a number of 

operating mechanisms in two-level active OS. The problem was treated under the 

following assumptions: 

a) the center is fully informed, i.e., the center is fully aware of the set of possible 

states (or objective functions) of the elements correct to a finite-dimensional 

vector of parameters; 
 

b) the center strives to be fully informed and, for this purpose, organizes a certain 

procedure for the generation of estimates of parameters unknown to it; 
 

c) the operating mechanism of the system ensures independent selection of states by 

the elements; 
 

d) the operation (functioning) of the system can have either a recurrent or a non-

recurrent character. 

Also, hypotheses have been advanced regarding the activity of target-directed 

elements. It has been assumed that any element is familiar with the operating mechanism 

of the system, can select any state from the set of its admissible values, can communicate 
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to the center unreliable estimates of parameters unknown to it, and take into account not 

only the targets of the present, but also those of future operating periods. 

The statements of the analysis and synthesis problems have been formalized with the 

application of a number of modern game-theoretic concepts. The operation of the active 

system is treated as a game in which the players are the center and the active elements. 

The center is given the first move, which boils down to selecting the operating 

mechanism of the active system. After the center‟s move (i.e., with a given operating 

mechanism), the game is played between active elements. The strategies of the active 

elements in the game are to report information to the center and to select their states. The 

problem of analysis of the operating mechanism is to determine the values of the 

objective function and other indices characterizing the operation of the system and 

available in the decisions of the game between active elements, as well as to analyze the 

properties of the actual game decision. Here the decisions of the game between active 

elements are interpreted as situations that can be realized in the system when the elements 

act rationally in accordance with their criteria and the possibilities (strategies) and 

information available to them. If the operation of the system is recurrent in nature, then 

global stability requirements are additionally imposed on the decisions of the game [32, 

35]. The synthesis problem entails determining for the active system an operating 

mechanism that satisfies certain predetermined properties (which necessarily include the 

feasibility condition) and has maximum efficiency (in the sense of the value attained by 

the objective function of the system in the decisions of the game between active 

elements). The solutions of the synthesis problem are sought be the method of selection 

and detailed investigation of the properties of the “good” (from the economic and 

practical points of view) operating mechanisms. It is interesting to note that satisfactory 

(or good) results of operation can be achieved in cases where “sufficiently complete” 

planning of the state vector of the system and an effective system of penalties and 

incentives are instituted or “matching” of the interests of the center and the active 

elements is realized in one sense or another. 

1.4.4  New research trends 

Work is currently in progress on a number of new directions in the theory of active 

systems. Understandably, these efforts will aid in expanding the sphere of potential 

practical applications of the theory. We discuss these new directions in the present 

section. 

Extension of hypotheses on the informedness of the center. It is apparent that the 

“informedness (or awareness) index” of the center regarding the models of the elements 

in real active OS can vary its meaning within extremely broad limits, from the case of full 

“informedness” of the center to the possibility of total “uninformedness”. This has 

motivated a certain expansion of the set of hypotheses regarding the informedness of the 

center as treated in the theory of active systems (through inclusion in that set of the case 

of full informedness of the center regarding models of the elements and the case in which 

the center has no knowledge even of parametric representation of their models) and the 
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development of corresponding statements of the management problem for those cases, 

bearing in mind their subsequent investigation. 

Degree of centralization of the operating mechanisms in active systems. It is proposed 

that the problem of centralization of planning for a specified set of indices characterizing 

the state of the system and its elements be solved by comparing the corresponding criteria 

of efficiency of operation of the system. In the theory of active systems, the concept of 

the degree of centralization of an operating mechanism was first proposed in [32-33], 

where it was defined in terms of the set of planning indices, the “strength” of the 

responsibility of the elements for deviations of their states from the plan, and the 

constraints imposed by the center on the selection of states of the elements. This 

approach made it possible to introduce a partial order relation into the set of operating 

mechanisms, to formalize the problem of selecting the optimal degree of management 

centralization, to propose one version of classification of the operating mechanisms 

described in literature (uncontrollable and controllable markets, partially and completely 

centralized planning) and to perform a comparative analysis of those mechanisms. 

Following are the principal results obtained in this direction: 

 a theorem on the growth of operating efficiency of the system with increasing 

degree of centralization of the operating mechanism (without regard for 

management expenditures, which increase with the degree of centralization); 
 

 estimates of the cost of “decentralization” under conditions of full and partial 

informedness. 

These tools make it possible, through the synthesis of an efficiency function and loss 

function depending on the degree of centralization, to solve the problem widely discussed 

in literature: to determine the optimal degree of management centralization in the active 

OS. 

Active systems with dependent elements. An active system is called a system with 

dependent elements if its operating mechanism does not provide independent selection of 

states by the active elements. The strong feasibility condition can be satisfied in systems 

with dependent elements by invoking such mechanisms as specification of the sequence 

of “moves” of the elements and the introduction of a special rule for constraints on the 

elements‟ selection of their states (auctions, priority queues, random queues, quota 

constraints, etc.) or the introduction of a system for real-time control of the state-selection 

process. Only a few simple examples of active systems with dependent elements have 

been investigated so far [32]. 

Of special interest in the practical regard is the reduction of the problem of analysis of 

systems with active elements to the case of independent elements by means of behavioral 

hypotheses. For example, an element may assume that orders from external suppliers will 

be filled in the required quantity on schedule (see also the principle of coordination by 

prognosis of interactions). For “proper” operating mechanisms (i.e., which ensure the 

reliability of information and performance of plans), such a hypothesis makes it possible 
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to apply the procedure of investigation of systems with independent elements. The first 

steps in the investigation of systems with dependent elements, clearly, are also best taken 

in the investigation of the case of full informedness of the center regarding the element 

models. Thus, the strategy of each active element in this case merely boils down to a state 

selection (on the basis of the criterion of maximization of the objective function), which 

is facilitated by game-theoretic analysis. 

Satisfaction of the weak feasibility condition requires the solution of the following 

problems: 

a) to prove the existence of control parameters (also called equilibrium parameters) 

that will, in conjunction with the principles adopted by the elements for selection 

of rational strategies, ensure the selection of feasible states by the elements in the 

given system; 
 

b) to develop algorithms for computation of the equilibrium control functions or to 

develop iterative procedures for creating equilibrium control functions that 

“work” with the participation of the elements. A number of procedures of this 

kind have been investigated in studies on iterative planning and management (or, 

as they are also called, on decomposition methods). 

Active systems with “dependent" operating periods and adaptive control schemes. 

Active systems with “dependent" operating periods include systems whose operation has 

a recurrent character, where the results of operation (reported information and states 

selected by elements) of the current operating period affect the “payoff” of the elements 

not only in the current, but also in subsequent operating periods (for a fixed system 

model). This type of situation arises when the center uses adaptive procedures for the 

generation of control parameters, adaptive procedures for the reconstruction of unknown 

(to the center) parameters of the models of active elements, or some combination of these 

procedures with other procedures for the generation of data and control parameters [32]. 

With this kind of interdependence between individual operating periods of the system, it 

may prove useful for the active element to “sacrifice a little” in the current operating 

period in order to “gain” more in subsequent periods. One of the key issues in this 

context is how the active element takes future into consideration. Several modes of 

formalization of “assimilating the future” in the criteria of the active element (sum of the 

“payoffs” for several periods, discontinuation of the sum of the “payoffs” after several 

periods, etc.) are being outlined in [32]. 

At present, investigation of several aspects of the operation of active systems with 

dependent periods has already begun. For example, the concept of the decisions of the 

game between active elements in a system with recurrent and dependent periods has been 

developed, and decisions of the element game subject to certain behavioral hypotheses 

have been determined [32]. 

It is essential to note that the additional difficulties (both for the center in the 

investigation and organization of efficient system operation and for the active elements in 
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deciding a rational behavior) arising in connection with an interdependence between 

individual operating periods are largely associated with the difficulties of “assimilation of 

the future” in the criteria of the active elements. Accordingly, it is also instructive to 

examine operating mechanisms whereby the decision-making principle of the active 

element in the case of “coupled” operating periods does not depend (or depends only 

slightly) on the “mode of assimilation of the future” in its criteria. In particular, such 

operating mechanisms include the already-mentioned “progressive” operating 

mechanisms [32-33]. It can be well-recognized that with regard to the adaptive approach 

to data generation (or a countermeasure approach with heavy penalties) progressive 

mechanisms ensure reliable information on the element models. 

Iterative control schemes in active systems. Iterative schemes are those for which the 

control parameters are generated in the planning stage by the organization of a multiple-

step (iterative) procedure with the recruitment in each step of additional information 

requested by lower-level elements. A necessary factor of iterative schemes in this 

interpretation is that the stage of implementation of a state of the system not set in before 

the generation of control parameters in the system has been terminated. 

Investigations of operating mechanisms with iterative control-parameter generation 

schemes within the framework of the theory of active systems are conducted with the 

intention of developing methods for their game-theoretic analysis and synthesis. And 

although iterative schemes have been studied for some time, a number of unsolved 

fundamental problems remain. 

A great many publications have been devoted to the iterative method of generating 

control parameters (belonging to the family of decomposition methods). The 

substantiation of convergence and efficiency of such methods rests most significantly on 

certain hypotheses concerning the behavior of a subsystem in reporting of information. 

The legitimacy of this approach does not elicit any doubt with regard to the use of 

iterative methods for the solution of mathematical programming problems. However, if 

one is concerned with the treatment of iterative methods as planning methods for two-

level active OS, the question of the efficiency of a particular method requires further 

critical examination. For example, at least two questions requiring further critical 

examination are indicated in [32-33]: 

1) Will the decreed objective functions prescribed by the elements in a certain 

iterative scheme be consistent with the state of affairs in real OS? 
 

2) Are the hypotheses adopted in certain iterative schemes regarding the behaviour 

of the elements in reporting of information rationally according to the criteria of 

the elements? 

Thus, it is reasonable to assume that each element seeks to generate a “favorable” 

value of the control parameters established by the center specifically in the last iteration. 

Naturally, such a hypothesis on the behavior of the elements does not necessarily imply 

that the element will report in every iteration the plan optimizing their criteria in each 
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step of the iterative procedure; i.e., whatever hypothesis about the “locally optimal” 

behavior of the elements in each iteration serves as the basis for substantiation of 

convergence and optimality of iterative schemes for the generation of control parameters 

may be unsatisfied. 

Dynamic models in active systems. As this subtitle implies, we are concerned here 

with active systems in which the system model varies from one operating period to 

another. Such situations may evolve from a number of possible reasons listed below: 

 global constraints (for example, an exogenic resource, a finite production level) 

“link” several operating periods at once; 
 

 the sets of possible states of the elements vary (due to exogenic factors, scientific 

progress) from one operating period to another; 
 

 the set of possible states of the system in the current period depends on the set of 

its possible states in the preceding operating period. 

Only the first steps have been made towards investigation of the operation of active 

systems with dynamic models. For example, it has been shown (initially in the PLAN 

model [32] and later in a more general case[38]) that a number of results previously 

obtained for a static model can be carried over to the case of a dynamic model by 

enlarging the state space of the system. In the same vein, a number of problems are 

analyzed in conjunction with the aggregate description of sets of possible states of the 

system in the operating mechanisms of dynamic models. The already-mentioned problem 

of taking into consideration the “long-range forecasts” of the elements also arises in the 

case of dynamic models of active systems. This problem appears, for example, due to 

inconsistency between long-range forecasts of the center and the active elements. The 

center‟s choice of a “planning horizon” (fixed or “sliding”) poses a substantial problem 

of its own. 

Use of aggregate plans and aggregate descriptions of models of active elements in 

multilevel active systems. The methodology of extending the approach of the theory of 

active systems to these cases is discussed in part in [32-38]. The transition to operating 

mechanisms that apply a particular aggregation procedure makes it necessary to solve the 

problems of determining the “errors of aggregation”, which are rather complex from the 

mathematical standpoint. Some progress has been made in this direction for the case of 

full informedness of the center regarding the models of the active elements. The use of 

information-aggregation procedures in multilevel active systems is investigated in [32-

33]. Cases of “ideal aggregation” are discussed in examples in [32-37]. It is important to 

note the new approach, first explored in a simple model in [32], to the determination of 

the optimal “aggregation condition”. It can be well-recognized that the larger the 

parameters used to describe the models of the elements, the more precise will be the 

description, but at the same time the more difficult the control process (in the sense that it 

is more difficult to ensure reliability of estimation of the parameters, execution of plans, 

and, accordingly, high operating efficiency of the system). In light of these two 
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conflicting conditions, there is an optimal aggregation level ensuring maximum operating 

efficiency of the system subject to the condition of information reliability (within the 

aggregation error limits). 

In the following Chapters 13 and 17 we will outline some more detailed examples of 

improving the efficiency of a multilevel OS by taking into account human factors 

influence. 
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Chapter 2.  Justification of Using Probability Laws for Operations 
of Organization Systems under Random Disturbances 

 

§2.1  Introduction 

In various organization systems, e.g., in PERT analysis [42, 52, 58, 67, 69, 111, 128, 

132, 134, 146, 166, 182-184, etc.] the activity-time distribution is assumed to be a beta-

distribution, and the mean value and variance of the activity time are estimated on the 

basis of the “optimistic”, “most likely” and “pessimistic” completion times, which are 

subjectively determined by an analyst. The creators of PERT (e.g., [42, 44, 59-60, 146, 

etc.]) worked out the basic concepts of PERT analysis, and suggested the estimates of the 

mean and variance values 
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Here  a   is the optimistic time,  b -  the pessimistic time,  and  m   stands for the most 

likely  (modal)  time. 

Since in  PERT applications  parameters  a   and  b  of  p.d.f. (2.1.3) are either known 

or subjectively determined,  we can always transform the density function to a standard 

form, 
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Let  p1 ,   q1 .   Then  p.d.f.  (2.1.4)  becomes 
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with the mean,  variance and mode as follows: 
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From  (2.1.6)  and  (2.1.9)  it can be obtained 
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Thus, value xm , being obtained from the analyst‟s subjective knowledge, indicates the 

density function. On the basis of statistical analysis and some other intuitive arguments, 

the creators of PERT assumed that 4qp . It is from that assertion that estimates 

(2.1.1) and (2.1.2) were finally obtained, according to (2.1.6-2.1.9). 

Although the basic concepts of PERT analysis have been worked out many years ago 

[42, 146], they are open till now to considerable criticism.  Numerous attempts have been 

made to improve the main PERT assumptions for calculating the mean x  and variance  
2

x   of the activity-time on the basis of the analyst‟s subjective estimates.  In recent years, 

a very sharp discussion [65, 74] has taken place in order to raise the level of theoretical 

justifications for estimates (2.1.1) and (2.1.2). 

Grubbs [111] pointed out the lack of theoretical justification and the unavoidable 

defects of the  PERT statements,  since estimates (2.1.1) and (2.1.2) are, indeed,  “rough” 

and cannot be obtained from (2.1.3) on the basis of values  a ,  m   and  b   determined by 

the analyst. Moder [142-143] noted that there is a tendency to choose the most likely 

activity – time m  much closer to the optimistic value a  than to the pessimistic one, b ,  

since the latter is usually difficult to determine and thus is taken conservatively large. 

Moreover, it is shown [67] that value m , being subjectively determined, has 

approximately one and the same relative location point in  b,a  for different activities. 

This provides an opportunity to simplify the PERT analysis at the expense of some 

additional assumptions. McCrimmon and Ryavec [136], Lukaszewicz [134] and Welsh 

[182] examined various errors introduced by the PERT assumptions,  and came to the 

conclusion  that these errors may be as great as  33%.  Murray [146] and Donaldson [52] 

suggested some modifications of the PERT analysis, but the main contradictions 

nevertheless remained. Farnum and Stanton [58] presented an interesting improvement of 

estimates (2.1.1) and (2.1.2) for cases when the modal value m  is close to the upper or 

lower limits of the distribution. This modification, however, makes the distribution law 

rather uncertain, and causes substantial difficulties to simulate the activity network. 

Upon analyzing the most reasonable assumptions in  PERT analysis,  specific groups 

of assumptions can be considered,  namely: 
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Option I  [73-74] 

(1) Assume a beta-distribution with pregiven values  a ,  m   and  b . 

(2) Restrict the set of possible beta-distributions to those  for which 

  22 ab
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. 

(3) Approximate the mean by formula  (2.1.1). 
 

Option II  [65] 

(1) Same as for  Option I. 

(2) Restrict the set of possible beta-distributions to those  for which  4 . 

(3) Approximate the variance by formula  (2.1.2). 

In our opinion, both Options I and II result in considerably rough approximations at 

stage (3) because of very hard restrictions at stage (2). These restrictions leave too little 

degrees of freedom for the next stage  in order to obtain an accurate approximation for 

the entire distribution range. 

In order to refine the estimates, two further options can be introduced as follows: 

(1) Relaxing the restrictions at stage  (2); 

or  

(2) Obtaining a more precise approximation at stage (3) by partitioning the distribution 

range, i.e., by introducing a piecewise approximation. 
 

Option III  [58]  is based upon the second alternative  and results in the following: 

(1) Same as for  Option I. 

(2) Same as for  Option I. 

(3) Same as for  Option I. 
 

(4) Single out subinterval   1,0, ** 
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   provides a close approximation  ( 13.0* a ,  87.0* b ). 
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1,*b   re-estimate values     and  2   as 

constrained by the value of the mode. 

Thus, Option III is an extension of Option I. Its main shortcoming is the difficulty of 

implementation in practical PERT applications, since raising the accuracy of the 

approximation makes the latter more complicated. In particular, to estimate or simulate 

the activity – time, one has to use three alternative estimates or three alternative beta-

distributions, respectively. 

Option IV  [166-167]  is facilitated by means of the first alternative,  as follows: 
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(1) Same as for  Options I,  II  and  III. 

(2) Restrict the set of possible beta-distributions to those  for which value   k   is 

a constant  (but not predetermined,  4k ,  as in  Option II). 

(3) Restrict the set of possible beta-distributions to those  for which the alternative 

variance value  is equal to  
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(4) Determine value  k   and calculate estimates     and  2   on the basis of  a ,  m   and  

b . 

A comparative analysis [73] leads to the conclusion that for non-extreme values  m   

Options I-IV provide for the same accuracy. For extreme values (since values  b   are 

often estimated conservatively large, extreme values  m   are usually located in the lower 

tail of the distribution), Option III delivers a better accuracy, than the other ones. As to  

Option IV, it results in estimates which, being as simple as the PERT ones, are more 

accurate. 

A conclusion can be drawn [67] upon analyzing over a lengthy period different 

network projects that the “most likely” activity – time estimate is practically useless.  

Other statistical experiments [67] lead to the conclusion that additional assumptions  1p   

and 2q  are reasonable, since they simplify the PERT analysis without compromising 

the accuracy estimates for the project as a whole. Thus, the p.d.f. in the PERT statements 

can be modified to a simpler one 
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with the mean, variance and mode as follows: 
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This simplified modification has been used successfully in [67-69]. 

Besides the beta-distribution p.d.f. (2.1.4), other density functions have been 

examined as well [31]. Williams [183-184] accepts, besides the asymmetric beta p.d.f., 

symmetric p.d.f., e.g. normal and triangle distributions. However, an overwhelming 

majority of publications in the area of PERT analysis consider that an activity-time p.d.f. 

has to be asymmetric with finite upper and lower limits of the distribution. In addition, 

the following properties are usually accepted a priori in all project management systems  

which actually deal with network planning and control: 

  the activity-time  p.d.f.  is a continuous curve; 
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  the activity-time  p.d.f.  has only one mode; 

  both points of intersection of the activity-time  p.d.f.  with the abscissa axis are non-

negative ones. 

In this chapter, we will justify the beta-distribution p.d.f for an activity – time 

duration applicable to the cases when either one, or several identical processors, i.e., 

several generalized resource units, are operating the activity [9, 67]. 

§2.2  Case of one processor to operate a man-machine activity 

We will consider a man-machine operation which is carried out by one processor, i.e., 

by one resource unit. The processor may be a machine, a proving ground, a department in 

a design office, etc. 

Assume that the operation starts to be processed at a pregiven moment 0T . The 

completion moment F  of the operation is a random value with distribution range  21,TT . 

Moment 1T  is the operation‟s completion moment on condition that the operation will be 

processed without breaks and without delays, i.e., value 1T  is a pregiven deterministic 

value.  Assume, further, that the interval  10 ,TT  is subdivided into  n   equal elementary 

periods with length   nTT 01  . If within the first elementary period   nTTTT 0100 ,    

a break occurs, it causes a delay of length   nTT 12  . The operation stops to be 

processed within the period of delay in order to undertake necessary refinements, and 

later on proceeds functioning with the finishing time of the first elementary period  

      nTTTnTTnTTT 02012010  . 

It is assumed that there cannot be more than one break in each elementary period.  

The probability of a break at the very beginning of the operation is set to be p .  

However, in the course of carrying out the operation, the latter possesses certain features 

of self-adaptivity, as follows: 

  the occurrence of a break within a certain elementary period  results in increasing the 

probability of a new break at the next period by value   ,  and 

  on the contrary, the absence of a break within a certain period decreases the 

probability of a new break within the next period,  practically by the same value. 

2.2.1  The concept of self-adaptivity 

The probabilistic self-adaptivity can be formalized as follows: 

Denote k

iA  the event of occurrence of a break within the  1i -th elementary period, 

on condition, that within the i  preceding elementary periods k  breaks occurred,  

nik 1 .  It is assumed that relation 
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kp
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i
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 (2.2.1) 

holds. Note that (2.2.1) is, indeed, a realistic assumption. 

Relation (2.2.1) enables obtaining an important assertion. Let  0

iAP  be the probability 

of the occurrence of a break within the  1i -th period on condition,  that there have been 

no breaks at all as yet.  Since 

 
pi

p
AP i




1

0 , (2.2.2) 

it can be well-recognized  that relation 

   
  pAP

APAP
0
i

k
i

1k
i 




 

(2.2.3) 

holds. Thus, an assertion can be formulated as follows: 

Assertion. Self-adaptivity (2.2.1) results in a probability law for delays with a 

constant ratio  (2.2.3)  for a single delay. 

2.2.2  Calculating the activity – time distribution 

Let us calculate the probability nmP ,  of obtaining m  delays within n  elementary 

periods, i.e., the probability of completing the operation at the moment  

 1211 TT
n

m
TmTF  . 

The number of sequences of n  elements with m  delays within the period  FT ,0  is 

equal m

nC , while the probability of each such sequence equals 
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 . (2.2.4) 

Relation  (2.2.4)  stems from the fact  that if breaks occurred within  h   periods and 

did not occur within  k   periods,  the probability of the occurrence of the delay at the next 

period is equal 
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1
 , (2.2.5) 
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while the probability of the delay‟s non-appearance at the next period  satisfies 
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1

1
 . (2.2.6) 

Using (2.2.4-2.2.6), we finally obtain 
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 . (2.2.7) 

Note that 0 , i.e., the absence of self-adaptivity, results in a regular binomial 

distribution. 

Let us now obtain the limit value nmP ,  on condition that n .  From relation (2.2.7) 

we obtain 
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 . 
(2.2.8) 

Denoting  



p

,  
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p

p
,  we obtain 
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Denoting  xnm  ,    xxnm 1 ,  yP nm , ,  yyP nm  ,1 ,  via convergence  

n   or  0x   and,  later on,  by means of integration,  we finally obtain 

  11 x1xCy
 



 . (2.2.9) 

It can be well-recognized that the p.d.f. of random value 
n

m

n 
 lim  satisfies 

 
 

  11 1
,

1  





xx
B

xp  , (2.2.10) 

where   ,B  represents the Euler‟s function. Thus, relation (2.2.10) practically 

coincides with (2.1.10). 
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Thus,   is a random value with the beta-distribution activity – time p.d.f. By 

transforming     abayx  ,  we obtain the well-known  p.d.f.  (2.1.3). 

Thus, under certain realistic assumptions, the following conclusions can be drawn 

from the Section: 

1. Under certain realistic assumptions we have proven theoretically  that the activity-

time distribution satisfies the beta-distribution with  p.d.f.  (2.1.3)  being used in  

PERT analysis. 
 

2. Changing more or less the implemented assumptions, we may alter to a certain extent 

the structure of the p.d.f. At the same time, its essential features (e.g., asymmetry,  

unimodality, etc.) remain unchanged. 
 

3. The outlined above results can be applied to semi-automated activities, where the 

presence of man-machine influence under random disturbances is, indeed, very 

essential. Those activities are likely to be considered in organization systems (e.g. in 

project management), but not in fully automated plants. 
 

§2.3  Case of several processors 

To present the results, we will require additional definitions. 

Call an operation area W  an accessible area open to several identical processors in 

charge of operating simultaneously a certain activity. Call a specific operation area Z  a 

part of an operation area open to one processor only. Thus, relation 

Z
X

W
  (2.3.1) 

holds, where X  stands for the number of processors  being implemented in  W .  Call,  

further,  an  optimal specific operation area  optZ   in case it enables the processor‟s work 

with its  maximal labor productivity.  Note that the term “maximal labor productivity”  

denotes the maximal part  (usually in percentages)  of the volume V  of the work to 

accomplish the activity by means of one processor per time unit. It can be well-

recognized that setting value optZ  (for a pregiven operation area W ) results in 

determining the  optimal number of processors  optX   satisfying 

opt

opt

Z

W
X  . (2.3.2) 

If for a certain activity with preset operation area W  value Z  becomes less than optZ ,  

the result is both decreasing the processor‟s labor productivity  and increasing the number 

of processors. This means, in turn, that for a preset W  increasing the number of 

processors results at first in increasing the processor‟s labor productivity up to a certain 

value optX . The subsequent increase of value X  results in decreasing the processor‟s 

labor productivity.  A long variety of statistical experiments including time-studies [4, 9, 
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67] leads to the conclusion that the production speed to process an activity by using 

several processors is at first a linear function of the increasing number of processors, i.e., 

relation 

X
dt

dV opt   ,    optXX0  , (2.3.3) 

holds, opt  being the processor‟s maximal labor productivity. However, an additional 

increase of the number of processors, beginning from optX , results in two contradictory 

tendencies: 

  the labor productivity of a routine processor starts decreasing,  i.e., 

      optoptXX   ; (2.3.4) 

 

  

 

 

within a relatively short interval  






 max, XX opt   the production speed     proceeds 

increasing,  but not linearly,  since increasing value  X   slightly overbalances at first 

the decrease of the labor productivity value     (see  Fig. 2.1).  It goes without saying  

that the length and the structure of interval  






 max, XX opt   depends on the activity 

under consideration; 
 

  by increasing value  maxXX    production speed     decreases due to a significant 

decrease in labor productivity   . 

        

 

  
dt

dV
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

                                                        
optX           

maxX                                             X  
 

Figure 2.1.  The dependence of production speed on the number of processors 
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Note that we can describe the dependence  Xf ,  XX opt , by choosing a 

function 

cXbeXa , (2.3.5) 

where parameters  a ,  b   and  c   are unknown and have to be determined. 

Thus, the general problem is to “sew together” two curves 









XX,eXa

XX0,X
optcXb

optopt




 (2.3.6) 

in order to determine the production speed according to its properties outlined above. 

2.3.1  The model 

We suggest estimating speed (2.3.6) as follows: 
 

Stage 1. Determine the bundle of straight lines passing the point   optopt ,XA  : 

  optoptopt XXy   . (2.3.7) 

 
The first derivative  

dx

dy
  from  (2.3.7)  is equal  opt ,  while the first derivative  

dx

dy
  from  cXbeXay  ,  is equal  

  cXbeXa'y cX1b   . (2.3.8) 

 In order to obtain a smooth function from the  “sewed together”  functions  

(2.3.4)  and  (2.3.5),  their first derivatives at the point  optXX    have to be 

equal,  i.e.,  relation 

    optcX1boptopt cXbeXa
opt




  

 
(2.3.9) 

 holds.  Taking into account  (2.3.9),  as well as 

 

  optcXbopt

opt

eX
a


 , (2.3.10) 

 the straight line  (2.3.7)  can be described in the form 

   opt

opt

optopt
opt XX

X

cXb






 . (2.3.11) 

 Using relations  (2.3.8, 2.3.10-2.3.11),  we obtain 
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. (2.3.12) 

Stage 2. Shift function  (2.3.12)  in order to make it pass the co-ordinate source 

  

 
 




















XX,cXb1eX
eX

XX0,X
X

cXb

optoptoptcXb

cXbopt

opt

opt

opt

optopt

opt








. (2.3.13) 

 By determining the extreme values of function  (2.3.13)  it can be well-

recognized that the function obtains its minimum at two points  0X    and  

X ,  and has the only maximum at point 

 

c

b
XX max  . (2.3.14) 

Stage 3. The results obtained enable calculating values  a ,  b   and  c : 

 

  optcX1bopt

opt

eX
a





, (2.3.15) 

 
optXX

X
b




max

max

, (2.3.16) 

 
optmax XX

1
c


 . (2.3.17) 

Thus, conclusions can be drawn that in order to determine production speeds (2.3.6) 

for a preset operation area W , one has to know in advance only three parameters: opt ,  
optX  and maxX . 

Using (2.3.10, 2.3.15-2.3.17), we can finally obtain function (2.3.6) in the form 









XX,eX

XX0,X
optcXb

optopt




 , (2.3.18) 

where 
1











b

opt

opt

X

e
 . 

Note that in terms of specific operation area  Z   and operation area  W ,  function  

(2.3.18)  is as follows: 
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 , (2.3.19) 

where  
max

max

X

W
Z  ,  opt   is the maximal labor productivity of a routine processor,  

W   and  
X

W
Z    are the operation and specific operation areas,  correspondingly,  and  

  max

max

ZZ

Z

optopt opt

Ze   . 

Since the labor productivity ( LP ) is usually obtained by dividing the speed   by the 

number of processors, one can easily obtain 








 XX,eXaLP

XX0,LP
optcX1b

optopt
 (2.3.20) 

and, later on, the activity – time duration 



V
t   (2.3.21) 

satisfying 























XX,
eXa

V
t

XX0,
X

V
t

opt

cXb

opt

opt
 . (2.3.22) 

 

2.3.2  Random labor productivities 

However, a specific possibility has to be considered, namely, when the LP   parameter 

is a random value. If the activity under consideration is processed under random 

disturbances, it is usually taken into account that even for the case of several identical 

processors the maximal LP -value of a routine processor has a normal distribution with 

the p.d.f. 

    












 





opt

2optopt

opt

opt

V2

E
exp

V2

N
p






 , (2.3.23) 

where optE  and optV  are the mean and the variance values of opt ,  correspondingly;  

value  N   is obtained from an obvious relation 
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  1dpN

opt
b

opt
a

opt   





, (2.3.24) 

where opt

a  and opt

b  represent the lower and upper bounds, correspondingly, of the 

maximal labor productivity of a routine processor. 

Thus, the activity – time duration t  obtained from (2.3.22) becomes a random value,  

where parameter opt  has a normally distributed p.d.f. Note that values opt

a  and opt

b   can 

be estimated by means of extensive statistical experimentation. 

Values represented like (2.3.22) have been investigated [53] with the conclusion to be 

drawn that the random activity-time duration has a p.d.f. 
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where 
optD

V


   and 

opt

opt

D

M
k




 .  The corresponding probability function is as 

follows: 
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, (2.3.26) 

which can be simplified to 

  















 k

T
1NTF


 , (2.3.27) 

where   dzex

x

z




0

22

2

1


. 

Note that if the number of processors X  is equal optX , the p.d.f. does not depend on 

values a , b  and c . However, if optXX  , the p.d.f. function (2.3.25) becomes essentially 

more complicated. 

The p.d.f. (2.3.25) is an asymmetric distribution with unimodal value 
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, (2.3.28) 

as well as approximate values of the mean 
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  (2.3.29) 

and variance 
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, (2.3.30) 

and is close to a beta-distribution  p.d.f. 

The following conclusions can be drawn from the results obtained: 

1. For a broad spectrum of activities being processed by means of several identical 

resource units, the corresponding time – activity density functions prove to be 

asymmetric functions with finite upper and lower distribution limits.  Those  p.d.f.‟s 

are close to a beta-distribution  p.d.f. 
 

2. Various assumptions in activity – time analysis  (and in risk analysis as well !)  center 

on determining a numerous  “family”  of beta-distributions with different versions - 

parameters     and    -  of the general  p.d.f. (2.1.3). Those versions may result in 

changing certain estimates for certain activities. At the same time, they have 

practically no influence on the project as a whole. 
 

3. Thus, a general conclusion can be drawn that a random activity – time duration has a 

very high potential to be close to one of the beta-distribution probability density 

functions. The obtained theoretical grounds cover a broad variety of activities 

including the man-machine activities (with one processor) and semi-automated 

activities (with several processors). 
 

§2.4  Some stable distribution laws close to β-distribution 

We have shown that the β-distribution law can be used effectively to estimate the 

random duration of one activity.  Moreover, such a conclusion can be drawn for a broad 

spectrum of organization systems. However, β-distribution becomes less effective to 

calculate a fragment, i.e., a group of activities entering an organization system. For 

example, calculation of a network with a deterministic structure is known to be reducible 

to computing the time of completion of the final network event or duration of the critical 

path. This purpose is commonly achieved by implementing Ford-Fulkerson algorithms 

[59-60] which can be easily run on computers. If the network is ordered so that ji   for 

any activity  ji,  in the network, where i  and j  are, respectively, the initial and the end 

events of an arc, then the times of occurrence of network events in the order of their 

numbers ( nj ,...,2,1 ) are established using the following recurrent formula: 

  jitTT i
i

j ,max  , (2.4.1) 
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where  jit ,  stands for the duration of activity  ji, ; i  runs the sequence of the 

numbers of the initial events of all arcs ending by arc j ; jT  is the time of occurrence of 

the j -th event; and nT  is the length of the critical path of the entire network ( crT ). 

In the stochastic network,  jit ,  and, consequently, crT  are random variables. 

Therefore, maximization and summarizing in the above formula are replaced by 

operations over the corresponding p.d.f. Therefore, the main task of methods facilitating 

calculations in stochastic networks, boils down to performing operations over p.d.f.‟s, 

that is, to numerical calculations of the p.d.f.‟s or their estimates. In numerous papers [67, 

69, 92], attempts were made to carry out a probability-theoretical study of the laws of 

distribution of the durations of execution of both individual network fragments and the 

entire project as a whole. 

Let us consider the laws of distribution that can characterize the duration of activity 

execution in such a network. Stability to the main operations over durations at the events 

and in the chains of the network will be used as the criterion. The stable laws arising at 

some point of the network retain their analytical form over some segment of the network. 

A distribution law stable to some operation can be the limiting law to which the resulting 

distribution tends under the infinite increase in the number of original random variables 

involved in the operation. Stated differently, for the law to be limiting (asymptotic), 

stability is the prerequisite. One or another form of the limiting law is defined, of course, 

by the properties of the initial distributions. At the same time, one can well-recognize that 

in real systems of network planning and control (NPC), traditional laws of distribution of 

execution of individual operations have already formed. In particular, the β-distribution 

with density (2.1.3) 
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10,1
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xxfor

xforqpBxx
xqpB

qp

,
 (2.4.2) 

where  qpB ,  is the β-function, is accepted in some PERT-based NPC systems as the 

distribution of duration of activity execution. Its choice cannot be strictly substantiated, 

yet analysis of large volumes of statistical data and the fact that the general form of the β-

distribution is defined by several (not many) factors argue for using the β-distribution as 

an a priori distribution. The experts responsible for execution of each activity must 

estimate the minimal (  jia , ), maximal (  jib , ), and most probable (  jim , ) durations for 

activity  ji, . 

As shown above, the β-distribution used in PERT systems was chosen so that the 

expectation  jiM ,  and variance  ji,  of the time of execution for activity  ji,  satisfy  

         6,,4,, jibjimjiajiM  , 
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 jiajibji . 

Since the β-distribution is an unstable law of distribution, one needs to determine laws 

of distribution such that, on one hand, they are close to β-distribution and, on the other 

hand, enable one to calculate the resulting function of distribution of the durations of 

fragments or entire network, such that it is reducible to algebraic operations over the 

parameters of these distribution laws which would replace involved calculations and 

laborious analysis. Laws stable to the main operations in the network models, that is, 

summarizing and maximization of the independent random variables (durations of 

individual activities), can be used as such. 

2.4.1  Laws of distribution stable to operations of convolution 

Let us consider the main operations of calculating network probabilities. In a 

stochastic network, the chain of activities following one after another (concatenation of 

arcs) can be replaced by one equivalent activity with the distribution of probabilities of 

the time of its execution equal to the p.d.f. of the sum of random variables, that is, the 

durations of executing the activities included in the chain. For example [139], it is known 

that upon summarizing independent random variables the p.d.f. density if  ( ni ,...,2,1 ) of 

the summarized random variables is as follows: 

 


 nn
fffff ,...,321 , 

where 

       








  dzzfzxfdzzxfzfff jijiji . 

This operation is also called the convolution of functions 

if
 
and

 


jf . Since in the 

considered case the time of activity execution is a positive value and, consequently, 

if
 
of

 
the negative arguments equals zero, we obtain that relation 

        

x

ji

x

jiji dzzfzxfdzzxfzfff
00

 

holds. It is usually postulated that the times of carrying out individual activities are 

independent. Characteristic functions are used to investigate the operation of composition 

of random variables. The characteristic function of a random variable 

if
 
is determined as 

the mathematical expectation 
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b

a

itxdxexftf   

of random variable itxe , where t
 
is the real parameter. Interval  ba,

 
defines therefore

 
the domain of definition of random variable  , because outside it the density of   equals 

zero. Then the characteristic function is, obviously, obtained by applying the Fourier 

transform to p.d.f. density  xf : 

   




 dxexftf itx

 . 

The main advantage of characteristic functions lies in the fact that their characteristic 

functions are multiplied upon composition of random variables. Under certain 

assumptions regarding random variables, the counterparts of characteristic functions can 

be used alone with characteristic functions themselves: for integer random variables, the 

 -generating functions; for positive random variables, the Laplace  -transform of the 

corresponding densities of the distributions 

   


 
0

dxexfPf px

 . 

The Laplace transform is used also for analyzing distributions with distribution 

functions which exponentially approach unity for the argument tending to  . The 

generating functions and Laplace transforms offer multiplicative properties (multiplied 

upon composition of distributions) and define uniquely the corresponding distributions. 

As demonstrated above, the p.d.f. of the time of execution of all activities in a chain 

of the network is defined as the p.d.f. of the sum of independent random variables; 

therefore, the composition-stable laws of distribution play an ever increasing role in the 

theory of network models. A distribution is called composition-stable if for any 01 a , 1b

, 02 a , and 2b  there will be 0a  and b  such that for all x  

     baxFbxaFbxaF  2211 . 

As proved by Khinchin and Levy [112], the natural algorithms of characteristic 

functions that are stable to composition of distributions and only they admit 

representation  

    tttitCtitf 


,1ln  , (2.4.3) 

where  ,  ,   and c  are constants ( 20  , 11   , c0 , and   is any real 

number), 
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1ln2,

12tan,





fortt

fort
. 

Here,   is called the characteristic parameter of a stable law. For 2 , the above 

relation boils down to the characteristic function of the normal law. If 1  and 0 , 

we obtain the characteristic function of the Cauchy law. 

It can be well-recognized that the normal law is regarded the most important law 

stable to the operation of summarizing. By the central limit theorem, this distribution law 

has an asymptotic distribution for the sums of independent random variables under rather 

general assumptions about the p.d.f.‟s of the random variables involved in summarizing. 

The summarized random variables may have different distributions, provided they are 

indefinitely small, and their number tends to infinity [157-158]. In the case of a positive 

random variable (consider, for example, the activity duration), this law, however, ceases 

to be accurate as it provides nonzero values of the probabilities for the negative 

argument. Thus, the normal law truncated for negative arguments is therefore unstable 

[112]. Besides the normal law, other composition-stable laws are known; they make up 

the class of infinite-variance laws depending on both parameters   and  . Of special 

interest is the positive definite law with p.d.f. density 

  02 2321   xforxexf x  , (2.4.4) 

which was used by Ringer [157-158] and obtained in the explicit form by Smirnov 

[112]. The characteristic function  tf   of this law may be obtained from the general 

relation (2.4.3) for the composition-stable laws and 21 , 1 , 0 , 1c . 

As a matter of fact, the distribution laws considered above, namely - the normal law, 

Cauchy law, and Smirnov law - exhaust the list of existing explicit composition-stable 

laws. In what follows, we denote by X  all stable laws, where   is their characteristic 

parameter as represented by (2.4.3). 

It is possible to demonstrate [69] that for x  the p.d.f. becomes asymptotically 

close to 

  1,  xB ,  11   ,  20   , (2.4.5) 

where   ,B  is independent of x . 

2.4.2  Distribution laws stable to operations of maximization 

Let us consider another basic operation used to simulate the stochastic network. Focus 

will be made on determination of the p.d.f. of the time of occurrence of some event. In 

classical network models, the random variable representing the time of occurrence of an 

event is equal to the maximal value among all times of completion of the activities 

entering the given event: 
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  ji
i

j ,max   , 

where j  stands for the time of occurrence of event j  and  ji,  is the time of 

completion of the activity represented by the arc with initial event i  and final event j . 

Since any activity (arc) exiting the given event (event) cannot start before the occurrence 

of that event, we take the instant of event occurrence as the origin for counting the 

duration of executing any subsequent chain of activities. 

The p.d.f. of random variable j  may be determined by multiplying the integral 

distributions of random variables  ji, , provided they are assumed to be independent: 

       
i

jiji xFxF ,,  . 

Therefore, at the events of the stochastic network we have the operation of 

multiplication of the integral distribution 

   



n

i

in xFxF
1

max . 

Now, we switch over to natural logarithms of both sides of the last equality: 

   



n

i

in xFxF
1

max lnln . 

After differentiation, we obtain 

       



n

i

iinn xFxfxFxf
1

maxmax , 

where  xFn max  and  xf i  stand for appropriate p.d.f. densities. 

If we introduce the function      xFxfx  , then 

   



n

i

in xx
1

max  , 

that is, upon maximization of the random variables, their characteristics  xi  are 

summarized. 

Now, one may represent integral distributions  xF  in terms of  x : 

     xFxdFdxx  . 

Integrating both sides of the resulting equality from t  to infinity yields in 
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t

xFdxx
t






ln ; 

since   1F , we obtain    tetF  , where    



t

dxxt  . 

Similar to  xi , random variables  xi  are also summarized upon maximization. 

Conditions   00 F  and   1F  suggest that - must be a positive decreasing function 

with   0  and   0 . If we require that upon summarizing functions  xi  their 

form would be retained to within the linear transformation of the argument, then the 

distribution law will be stable to the operation of maximization. The simplest function of 

this kind would be as follows: 

    xx    ( 0 , 0 ). 

Then, we obtain a distribution with integral function 
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 (2.4.6) 

and density 
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. (2.4.7) 

Let us determine the mode mX  of this distribution: 

       21exp    xxxxf . 

Hence, 

 1  
mX ,     


1

1mX . (2.4.8) 

Therefore, mode mX  is proportional to parameter  . If random variables obeying 

such a law with identical parameters   for all random variables are maximized, then we 

obtain the same distribution with parameter 





n

i

m

in

1

max

 , 

which stems from the fact that corresponding functions  xi  are summarized. 

Consequently, with regard to (2.4.8) the mode of the resulting distribution mpX  may be 

represented as 
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that is, upon maximization of such random variables 
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mimp XX
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and for 1 , in particular, the modes are summarized. It can be well-recognized that 

distribution (2.4.6) is limited from left: 

 
  















xfor

xforx
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0exp
. 

If doing so, the entire curve and, correspondingly, the mode are just right-shifted by 

parameter  . It can be well-recognized [69] that the following stability condition is 

satisfied for law (2.4.6): 

     xFxFxF  21 , 

where 0x  and 0,, 21  , that is, these distributions may differ in parameters i . 

In terms of [69], p.d.f. (2.4.6) is often referred to as the Frechét law and denoted by 

 x . 

The advantages of implementing the Frechét law as the p.d.f. of the duration of 

executing an activity from the network fragment are as follows: 

1. Positive definiteness (   0xF  for 0x ). 
 

2. Simplicity of limiting from left by any value 0  (the density function  xf  has no 

discontinuity at truncation point x , that is,   00 F , where   can be treated 

as the minimal time required to execute the given activities). 
 

3. Stability to the operation of maximizing random variables with different parameters 

i  (consequently, different modes). 
 

4. Simplicity of determining the new parameter 
maxn  obtained as the result of 

maximization. 
 

Therefore, if the p.d.f. of the time of executing all parallel activities between two 

events of the network is described using the given law with fixed parameter   value, then 

they may be readily replaced by one activity distributed similarly and with parameter 





n

i

in

1

max

 , 
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which raises the question as to whether there exists a value    such that equality 

      xfxfxf  21  

holds, where 

     1exp  
  xxxf ,  0x , 

and   stands for the operation of convolution of functions. Therefore, it would be 

desirable to determine the value of parameter    such that the Frechét distribution law 

is stable to the operation of composition (convolution of the densities) of random 

variables. In doing so, different combinations of parallel and sequential connections of 

the arcs in the stochastic networks could be easily replaced by an equivalent arc, and 

determination of the equivalent p.d.f. of this arc would boil down to calculating the new 

value of   by means of arithmetic operations over the values of i  for the arcs entering 

the transformed segment of the network. To investigate the composition of independent 

random variables obeying this distribution law, it is desirable to obtain the characteristic 

function or the Laplace transform of the density for this law. It can be well-recognized  

that such an approach, which, in principle, can provide the Laplace transform for the 

Frechét law with integer values of parameter n , is described in [69] and includes the 

following considerations: 

1. For composition of identically distributed independent random variables obeying law 

  ( 20  ), X  with characteristic parameter    is the limiting law. 
 

2. For maximization of identically distributed independent random variables obeying 

law X  ( 20  ),   with characteristic parameter    is the limiting law. 
 

This conclusion stems from the fact that limiting laws satisfy the necessary and 

sufficient conditions for limitedness of themselves. Therefore, the above limiting laws are 

boundary laws for the distribution of the time of the critical path. If the number of 

parallel activities tends to infinity, we obtain the   law. If the number of sequential 

activities tends to infinity, we obtain the composition-stable X  law ( 20  ). The 

parameters of these laws retain their values and are identical for the boundary laws (

  ). 

As demonstrated in [69], distribution laws X  and   under consideration can be 

approximated in the limit by sufficiently close functions. It can be well-recognized that 

behavior of the p.d.f. laws in infinity, that is, in the extremal zones of the distributions, is 

of utmost importance for stability to the operations of composition and maximization. We 

represent the density of the   law as 

     1exp  

 xxAxf , 
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where A  is the constant independent of x . Here,   1lim 1 


Axxf

x


  holds. 

Consequently,  xf  behaves for x  as 1xA , that is, the following relationship 

holds 

  1 
 xAxf  for x . (2.4.9) 

With regard to (2.4.5), the asymptotic formulae of the densities of composition-stable 

X  law for x  are representable in the general form as  

  1 
 xBxP  ( 11   ,  20  ), (2.4.10) 

where   ,B  is independent of x . 

Comparison of (2.4.9) and (2.4.10) suggests that for 20    the densities of 

both laws   and X  at infinity behave in a similar way. Hence, we draw a similar 

conclusion that   laws are approximately stable to composition and X  laws are 

approximately stable to maximization and that they are “close”. 

2.4.3  Using stable distribution laws in applied calculations 

On the basis of the above results, we can draw a conclusion that in stochastic 

networks the operation of maximization of random variables is of no less importance than 

the operation of composition of random variables. The main temporal characteristic - the 

length of the maximal path from the initial event i  - is representable as the maximum of 

the random variables which are the lengths of all paths from the initial network event to 

the given event i . In the general case, these random variables are independent, which is 

the cause of main difficulties. 

For approximate calculation of the temporal characteristics of the stochastic networks, 

it is possible to assume that the random times of event occurrences satisfy the   law, 

and that addition to them of the random durations of activities does not modify the type 

of the distribution law. If the activity durations can be of the same order, then for a great 

number of network activities the form of the distribution curve for an individual activity 

can be regarded as being of no significance; it is only natural to assume a priori the same 

distribution with parameter ij  for each activity  ji, . 

By relying on the above considerations, it can be well-recognized, therefore, that the 

duration of any activity  ji,  satisfies the distribution law with integral function 

    










tt ijij exp ,   t0 . (2.4.11) 

The maximal and minimal estimates of an activity duration will be regarded as the 

respective quantiles of a probability close to unity and of a very small probability. The 
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exponent   which is taken to be the same for the entire network characterizes the level of 

uncertainty of the design because for the given distribution law the final instants of the 

degree   exist only for  . 

We assume that 1 . Then, the expectation of the duration of activity  ji,  may be 

represented as follows: 

   1 ijijm , (2.4.12) 

where   



0

dxxe x . The value of ij  can be determined from (2.4.12) using the 

known values of ijm  and   or from the known value of the mode ij  from relation 

   


1
1 ijij . (2.4.13) 

Thus, our study results in obtaining an efficient method for calculating characteristics 

of distribution laws for durations of network fragments realization belonging to the 

sequential-parallel type. 

1. The sequential subnetwork   can be replaced by one arc with parameter  : 

 




 
ji

ij

,

. 

In this context a sequential subnetwork designates the path passing through the events 

all of which - with the exception of the initial and the final events of the subnetwork - 

have precisely one entering arc and one leaving arc. The rule of summarizing for 

parameters ij  stems from the property of summarizing the expectations and 

proportionality of the expectation to parameter  : 

 
 

  
 

   



   


11
,, ji

ij

ji

ijmm .  (2.4.14) 

2. The parallel subnetwork   can be replaced by one arc with parameter max : 

 

   
 







1

,

max ,,











 

kji

k
jiji .  (2.4.15) 

 In this context a parallel subnetwork designates a set of arcs  
kji,  having identical 

boundary events. 

The rule for calculating parameter max  of the equivalent arc of the parallel 

subnetwork stems from the rule of summarizing parameters  
k

ji,  where the operation 

of maximization is applied to independent random variables: 

    
k

k
jitjit ,max,  . 
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The Martin algorithm [139] can be used to extract sequential and parallel 

subnetworks, but here the formulae of sequential and parallel reduction are much simpler 

because only one parameter   is involved. Consequently, an algorithm to represent the 

non- sequential-parallel networks as a hierarchical tree and then calculate them becomes 

quite feasible. The relation 

  jittt i
i

j ,max  ,  ji  , 

of the moment of occurrence of an event in the determinate ordered network offers 

another way to calculating the network probabilities from the estimate of parameter  . 

Here, the moment jt  of occurrence of the event i  and the duration  jit ,  of activity  ji,  

are random variables. By assuming that random variables   jitti ,  are independent, we 

obtain 

1









  ij

i

ij . 

This method is similar to the Fulkerson-Clinger method [44, 60] because in fact the 

estimate of the expectation of the random variable   







  1jjj mt  is calculated. Its 

implementation is computer-friendly because – on the contrary to the Clinger method 

[44] – it requires no multiplication of the integral distribution functions  iij cxF   and 

does not assume that it  is the numerical estimate ic  calculated at the preceding step 

rather than a random variable. It can be well-recognized that in case 2  there exist 

finite variances which can also be calculated using i : 

      22 12   iiiDt . 

It seems that the best results may be obtained by calculating   in combination with 

the Meshkov method [67] where several most significant paths k  (most lasting in 

expectation and least correlated with the rest of the paths) are preselected, and then the 

moments of the random variable 

 k
k

 maxmax   

are calculated as the estimates of the moments of the critical path. 

Having estimated the moments, one can assume that the actual law of distribution of 

the probabilities of lengths of the critical path lies somewhere between the composition-

stable and maximization-stable laws. If 2 , than these are the above laws X  and 
    

 

(   ). If 2 , than these are the normal law and the law to which the normal law 

tends for the operation of maximization of independent and similarly distributed random 
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variables. For example, consider a parallel subnetwork where the lengths  i                     

( ni ,...,2,1 ) of all parallel arcs comply with the integral function  

     xerfxF i 21   . (2.4.16) 

The execution time of such a subnetwork may be determined from the obvious 

relation  

 i
ni

n 
,...,2,1

max


 . 

Let us consider the random variable  

   22

,...,2,1
limmaxlim nnx n
n

i
nin




 . (2.4.17) 

Since    AxFxF A   , we obtain 

       n
n

n

n
xnerfxnFxF 22 21limlim  


. (2.4.18) 

It can be well-recognized that for y  the function   yyerf 2 . Since for 

0n  in (2.4.18) the argument 02 2 xn , we obtain 

      xnxxF
n

n
x  2exp21lim 


. 

For a sufficiently great n  in (2.4.17), we conclude that 2nn  ; then, the distribution 

of the execution time of the parallel subnetwork boils down to
 

     2122exp xnxF n   , 

that is, we obtained the law 21  with parameter  22 nn  . Implementing relation 

(2.4.15) of parallel reduction brings us to 









 



2

1

21 n
n

i

iRD , 

because the lengths of all arcs are distributed identically. Consequently, if the 

calculations are based on 

2n , (2.4.19) 
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then RDn  . Therefore, the calculated and theoretical results coincide for a 

sufficiently great number of arcs (without the a priori assumption that the arcs lengths are 

distributed according to the   law). 

2.4.4  Closeness of stable laws to β-distribution 

We have already noted that β-distribution is the most popular one among the random 

laws of activity duration p.d.f. Let us compare the calculation of the arc length by using 

  law as well as analyzing methods for estimating its parameters, with the law of β-

distribution. 

We compare normalized distributions over the interval  1,0 , which does not lead to 

loss of generality because linear transformation of the random variable enables passing to 

an arbitrary interval  ba, . To enable consideration over a finite interval, distribution   

is truncated from right for the unlikely great values. In doing so, the confidence 

coefficient  p1  was chosen to be close to unity, upon which the  p1 -quantile of   

was equated to the right boundary ( b ) of the interval including the remaining part of the 

distribution: 

 pFb   11

 , 

where 1p  and 1

F  is the function inverse to the integral distribution function 

     xxF  exp . 

Hence, we get the equation 

   1
1ln pb  . 

For small p , we obtain   pp 1ln  which in turn - because of the normalization 

1b  - boils down to the appropriate relation 

1p . (2.4.20) 

We will superpose the modes and expectations of the compared distributions because 

these parameters vary according to the same linear transformation as the random 

variables upon passing to the distribution over an arbitrary interval. The mode  mX  

retains its position upon truncation: 

     


1
1mX . (2.4.21) 

For the truncated distribution 2 , we derive the relation for expectation  m : 
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1

0

22
exp xdxxRm , 

where 

22R . 

The obvious substitution x  reduces this integral to 

   


 
0

2
 deRm . 

The final result might be therefore represented as follows: 

     erfm 1 , 

where    


x

dexerf
0

2
2  . For small x , we obtain   2xerf . The density of 

the β-distribution over the interval  1,0  is described as follows: 

    xcxx  1 , 

where c  is a constant. Both mode  mX  and expectation  m  of this distribution are 

expressed in terms of their parameters   and  : 
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. 

By choosing appropriate characteristics of the distributions     mm   and 

    mm XX  , we solve the system of equations     mX  and 

      m2  relative to parameters   and   and, as a result, obtain 
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121

21





 . (2.4.22) 

We assign the value 1.0p , which corresponds to the probability of appearance of 

the truncated values. Then, 32.0 , and we calculate   26.0mX  and   37.0m . 
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Their substitution in (2.4.22) provides 64.0  and 78.1 . We also compare variances 
2

  and 2

 . For the β-distribution, 

  
   32

11
2

2









  . 

For the given values of parameters   and  , we obtain 042.02  . We derive the 

relation for the initial moment of the second order of the truncated distribution: 

   

1

0

2

2 exp xdxxRV . 

Substitution  2
x  reduces the formula of 2V  to 

 22

2  iEV , 

where   0 




y

i deyE  . 

Now, we calculate 2

  from 2

2

2

  mV  and obtain that 184.02 V  and 046.02  . 

Therefore, for the given accuracy of calculations we get 
22

  , that is, the variances 

virtually coincide. This comparison suggests that distributions 2  are close to the β-

distribution with parameters 64.0  and 78.1 . Upon adjustment of these values, we 

obtain the β-distribution with parameters 1  and 2  and density    2
112 xxx   

which is reducible by linear transformation  xabay   to distribution over an 

arbitrary interval  ba,  as developed for the two-estimate technique [67, 69, 73-74], 

where       42
12 abybayy  . Therefore, the final distribution can also be 

approximated by distribution 2 , which enables applying the two-estimate technique to 

define parameters of distribution 2  from expert estimates. 

2.4.5  Conclusions 

1. The results obtained enable (2.4.6) to be recommended as the distribution of activity 

duration for stochastic network projects to be outlined in Chapters 5 and 8. Index 

0  varies here from activity to activity, whereas index 0 , designating the 

uncertainty parameter for the project as a whole, remains constant. In the regarded 

application, value 2  is preferable. 
 

2. Subnetwork 1  consisting of n  parallel activities  ji,  may be reduced to one 

resulting activity (2.4.15), whereas subnetwork 2  consisting of n  successive 

activities may be replaced by one aggregated activity (2.4.14). For 2 , distribution 
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(2.4.6) can be regarded as the stable law for operations of both convolution and 

maximization. 
 

3. If for activity  ji,  a two-estimate β-distribution with p.d.f. 

 
 

 
  2

4

12
xbax

ab
x ijij

ijij

ij 


   (2.4.23) 

 is used in a real NPC system as the duration law, then p.d.f. (2.4.23) has to be reduced 

to the form (2.4.6) by taking into account (2.4.21). Keeping in mind 

    32 ijijm baX   and 2 , we finally obtain here  

 
   ijijijijij baba  24.02

3

5.1
. 

  

(2.4.24) 

4. The results outlined above can be implemented in practically all optimization models 

described below in Chapters 5-12 and 14-16. Those models are based on optimizing 

OS comprising elements (activities) with random probability durations laws. In our 

opinion, they all have to refer to the “β-family”. This assertion stems from the fact 

that justification of implementing β-distribution p.d.f. as outlined in the above §§ 2.1-

2.2, was based on general assumptions about activities‟ random durations. Those 

assumptions are valid for practically any activity that might enter a man-machine OS, 

and not only for random activities in project management. 
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Chapter 3.  Control Problems in Multilevel Organization Systems 
 

§3.1  Introduction 

In the recent five decades extensive research has been undertaken in the area of on-

line control for various multilevel organization systems under random disturbances [see, 

e.g., Babunashvili [4], Mesarovich [141], Golenko-Ginzburg [67-72, 93-96], Elsayed and 

Boucher [56-57], Golenko-Ginzburg and Sinuany-Stern [79, 170-171], Kusiak [130], 

Ben-Yair [9, 103], etc.]. It can be well-recognized that a modern organization system S  

usually consists of two parts: the functional part, aimed at performing a certain set of 

operations, and the control part, provided for realizing algorithms defined on the set of 

operations and ensuring the system‟s advancement towards a certain goal. 

We can conditionally examine the functional part as an executive mechanism of the 

system. Every system‟s operation is, thus, performed and realized by that mechanism at a 

definite speed. Obviously, the functional part determines the dynamic properties of the 

system. 

The presence of the control part in the system is determined by the need for a 

purposeful growth and development of the system‟s process, which, in turn, is assured by 

selfcoordination: the control part coordinates the work of all elements incorporated into 

the system‟s functional part. 

Before formulating the problem of controlling the system, we must determine the 

basic parameters characterizing the routine process of local system‟s elements, as well as 

of the system as a whole. 

One of the essential parameters for controlling an organization system is the volume 

of the system‟s program, expressed either in output units (items) or in cost. For most 

enterprises of this kind, the assortment of the output is practically stationary and will not 

tolerate substantial changes within time. This means that the goal function of such 

systems is either a vector with a relatively small number of components, or is ordinarily 

reduced to a general equivalent, usually expressed in cost terms. This enables a clear 

formalization of the system‟s control procedures as well as of the nature of control 

actions to be introduced. 

A second essential parameter characterizing functioning of the system is the system‟s 

capacity - the amount of resources (financial, manpower, materials, etc.) at its disposal, 

which must be managed to the best advantage for achieving the goal set by the system. 

This parameter characterizes the system‟s ability to advance to its goal at a definite speed 

 tv pl , plTt 0 , where plT  stands for the duration of the plan period for the system, and 

thereby the time for carrying out a given volume of work. 
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§3.2  Basic parameters 

Imagine the control of a production system S  as a unit whose input is the plan 

assignment  , and the outcome is a coordination output or a control action  . Note that 

the system‟s advance to its goal takes place under certain disturbances   affecting the 

system. 

In the process of advancing towards the goal, inspections of the system‟s state are 

required at definite moments of time ,..., 21 ttt  , plTt 0  {we will henceforth call them 

inspection (control) or query moments}, to compare values corresponding to the true, 

actual curve reflecting movement towards the goal  tV f , which are random values, with 

values of the planned trajectory towards the goal  tTpl . Function  tV f , which 

characterizes the actual state of the system at every moment of time, is called the goal 

variable of the system. 

As for the plan assignment  , keeping with the terminology of [4, 67, 94-96], we can 

see that it is represented in the same form 

 tVpl . (3.2.1) 

Here  tVpl , as shown above, is the planning trajectory of the system‟s advancement 

towards the goal; it can be determined thus: 

   

plT

plpl dttRvtV
0

, , (3.2.2) 

where  tRv pl ,  is assumed to be a certain plan dependence on the time of the system‟s 

speed towards the goal, and can be ensured by available resources R . 

To develop an efficient control procedure, one must be able to devise a dependence 

between the system‟s speed in moving towards the goal and the amount of available 

resources, i.e., dependence 

   tRftRv , , (3.2.3) 

where tR  designates the capacity of the system‟s resources at moment t . 

Here it proves convenient to introduce the concept of the so-called complex resource 

[4, 67, 103]. This can be defined as the totality of the minimum quantities of resources of 

different kinds essential and sufficient for doing the job, i.e., a closed set of operations 

formulated in a definite way. Denote the unit of the complex resource by r . One of the 

best examples of a complex resource unit is a standard building team which is able to 

carry out any construction work. 
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Let rN  denote the number of units (capacity) of complex resource r  at moment t , 

then the total resources of the system can be formalized as 

'RrNR r   , (3.2.4) 

where 'R  stands for incomplete resources used in the system. 

Let the dependence of speed v  on resources R  be linear. Then a change in the 

system‟s resources by 
rN  units results in the change of the system‟s speed towards the 

goal by a certain value v . In such a case, the system‟s speed at any moment of time is 

expressed by the resources through relation 

  v
N

N
tRv

r

r 


,  . (3.2.5) 

Further, let f  in relation    tRftRv ,  not depend on time t . 

From this it follows that with a plan capacity of a complex resource  pl

rN , the 

system‟s speed of advancing towards the goal plv  ensures realization of the production 

program in the time planned, namely plT . 

Notice that different speeds of the system may correspond to one and the same 

capacity of resource R , depending on the degree of intensification of production. In 

keeping with [4, 67-68, 94], we will henceforth call speed , corresponding to the maximal 

intensity of production, the optimistic one, while speed , corresponding to the minimal 

intensity, will be regarded to as pessimistic. 

Let us examine more closely the concept of complex resources on the example of a 

production shop of a serial enterprise. For small size serial production mapped by the 

network model, we believe that the concept of complex resource refers to a set of 

minimal volumes of resources of the primary and secondary kind, capable of performing 

the elementary job in the network project. For production systems of serial and large-

scale serial type with a steady listing of output and substantial cycles of processing (when 

there is a big list of parts and units), we can regard as the unit of the complex resource a 

set of raw, unfinished, and other materials, as well as the lathes and automatic production 

lines capable of turning out an individual item. 

It is quite useful to employ the concept of complex resource since it allows using 

relations   plrpl vNv  ,   optropt vNv  ,   pesrpes vNv  , and implementing them in the 

process of optimal production control if we have the corresponding standards and 

specifications. 

Obviously, the minimal time IT  for reaching the goal (the planned volume of the 

system‟s program) must correspond to the maximal speed optv  of the system‟s 
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advancement towards the goal, satisfying relation plI TT  . Correspondingly, there must 

also be the upper duration limit IIT  of achieving the system‟s goal when moving with 

pessimistic speed pesv , plII TT  . 

For discrete production, the capacity of complex resource R  can change within the 

limits of min

rN  and max

rN . By definition, complex resource capacity 1min rN . In other 

words, when 0R , the speed of advancing towards the goal equals zero, and when 
max

rNR   there is no further increase in value  tRv , ; moreover, under certain 

circumstances this speed can even decrease. 

Thus, resources of capacity R  supplied to system S  ensure completion of the 

system‟s program  plpl TRV ,  for the period 







plT,0 . 

§3.3  Planned trajectories 

Depending on the degree of intensification of the system‟s process, the trajectory of 

the system‟s advancement to the goal can take the following forms: 

a) An optimistic trajectory of the system’s movement to the goal  tRVopt , , corresponding 

to the maximal intensification of available resources R . As pointed out above, 

inequality Ipl TT   must hold, with value IT  characterizing the moment when the 

system achieves the goal if work is done at speed 
dt

dV
v

opt

opt  , and being the result of 

solving equation 

  Ioptpl TRVV , .  (3.3.1) 

 Note that specific values of all the parameters regarded above (values plT , IT , plV , R , 

etc.) are determined at the planning stage, i.e., the stage preceding both inspection 

and control. A similar conclusion holds for an analytical description of dependence 

 tRVopt , . 
 

b) A planned trajectory of the system’s movement to the goal  tRVpl , , corresponding to 

some average intensity of the production process (i.e., taking into account the effect 

of certain favorable and certain adverse factors). Here the obvious equality 

  
plplpl TRVV ,   (3.3.2) 

 holds. 
 

c) A pessimistic trajectory of the system’s movement to the goal  tRVpes ,  is 

characterized by the minimal degree of intensification of the course of the production 

process. Note that the corresponding minimal speed of the system‟s advancement 

towards the goal can depend both on the presence of exceptionally unfavorable 

circumstances and the system‟s control device (the system is purposefully transferred 

to the least intensive work). 
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If the production program is carried out at speed 
 

dt

tRdVpes ,
, moment IIT  when the 

system reaches the goal satisfies the obvious relation 

 IplII TTT    (3.3.3) 

 and may be calculated by solving equation 

  IIpespl TRVV , .  (3.3.4) 

It goes without saying that all the parameters and characteristics corresponding to 

trajectories  tRVpes ,  and  tRVpl ,  are also formulated at the stage preceding all control 

procedures. 

An organization system can, thus, function with three rates: planning (normal), 

optimistic (tense) and pessimistic (not tense). Naturally, the “zero” non-working state, 

when no production program is drawn up at all, has also to be taken into account. 

In the process of moving to a definite goal, the system must aim at optimizing the 

conditions in which the movement takes place, since repeated and lengthy work at utmost 

rates (at the system‟s maximal speed optv  towards the goal) can exhaust and prematurely 

wear out the system. In other words, the planning time for achieving the goal 

IIplI TTT   must be chosen so that it will ensure reaching the goal not later than at the 

due date plT , together with minimizing the expenses of carrying out the production 

process. 

This, of course, by no means signifies that the system should not be allowed under 

any circumstances to work at the utmost rate accompanied by a certain overloading of its 

functional part. On the contrary, it is precisely the possibility of the system‟s functioning 

with the overload that constitutes the potential internal reserve of the system which must 

be used first of all in the process of removing possible discords between values  tRVpl ,  

and  tRV f , . 

It should be pointed out that practically any organization system functions in a 

situation of numerous random influences, circumstances and interferences from the 

environment, such as illness among personnel, disruption of supplies of raw materials, 

equipment going out of commission accidentally, and so on. 

The influence of such random factors must therefore be felt and reliably taken into 

account in the process of supervising the course of the system‟s production. At every 

routine query of the state of the system, objective conclusions must be drawn as to 

whether deviations  tRVpl ,  from  tRV f ,  can be explained by the disturbing influence of 

only random fluctuations, or whether the discord exceeds the permissible limits and one 

or another purposeful control action has to be introduced in the course of the system‟s 

functioning. 
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In this it is expedient to make use of the concept of the working cycle of a system ct  

[4], which can be represented as the sum of two intervals of time: working time, and time 

for renewing the system. There is a certain minimal level of renewal time rt , which must 

be determined in such a way that after the work of the system at the utmost rate 

(throughout time rcw ttt  ) the time rt  would prove to be sufficient for no irreversible 

wearing out system S  to take place. In each cycle, a certain possible potential increment 

to the goal variable can be introduced as follows: 

 
wploptcycle tvvV   ,  (3.3.5) 

where  
plpl

I

opt TRV
T

v ,
1

  is the maximal value of the average speed in proceeding 

towards the goal, and  plpl

pl

pl TRV
T

v ,
1

  is the planned speed for that movement. 

In the process of the system‟s movement towards the goal, the number of remaining 

working cycles  tkc  may be determined from relation 

 
t

tT
tk

pl

c


 ,  (3.3.6) 

where t  stands for the current moment of time within the bounds of the period that the 

system functions. Then the remaining possible potential increment to the goal variable of 

the system may be finally represented as 

   tT
t

t
vvV pl

c

w
plopt   .  (3.3.7) 

The last equality means that if at the current moment of time t  the deviation of the 

goal variable‟s value from the planned trajectory of advancement towards the goal does 

not exceed value V , the deviation can be eliminated by mobilizing only inner reserves 

of the system, i.e., by local (internal) control. Otherwise, it can be done only by 

introducing a control action from outside into the process of the system‟s movement, i.e., 

a parametrical (external) control. This alters the resources of the system rN , which, in 

turn, corrects speeds optv , pesv , plv , as well as the corresponding terms for the system to 

achieve its goal. 

Control of the system is effected by observing its goal variables at definite moments 

of time. Depending on the value of the goal variable‟s deviation from the planned 

trajectory, the control part of the system works out various purposeful control actions for 

compensating the deviations, and changing the structure of the system itself. In this, the 

strategy of querying the system should so be built that it will primarily ensure the 

system‟s achievement of the goal by attracting only its internal resources [4, 67-68, 94-

95, 100]. 
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The procedure proper for carrying out parametrical control actions for the system 

constitutes the second stage of the control process. Here there arises the need to obtain 

additional information on the state of the functional part of the system in order to effect 

such a redistribution of resources between its different elements that will ensure 

achieving the goal within the required planning period. 

A conclusion, thus, can be drawn that if the system‟s advance to its goal proceeds 

normally, with no deviation from the planning trajectory exceeding value V  

determined by (3.3.7), there is no need in restricting the query policy of the control. Even 

if in that situation the system‟s functional part undergoes certain changes, in most cases 

those changes are insignificant from the point of view of advance towards the goal. 

On the other hand, we naturally have to supervise the state of the outlined above 

functional parameters in general, since most substantial changes in the functional part of 

the system can disrupt the planning terms for achieving the goal. 

Note that in our practice we have mostly used three speeds with various levels of 

resource intensification. The number of possible speeds may be extended but the basic 

relations and definitions remain the same. 

§3.4  Control actions by means of resource reallocation in organization 

systems 

3.4.1  Introduction 

As pointed out above, the system‟s labor productivity at a controlled installation 

depends on the volume of available resources. If the target, e.g., the volume of the 

production program, plV , is expressed as a general equivalent and the resources 

consumed by the installation can also be expressed uniformly (e.g., in units of a complex 

resource [68, 95]), the question of optimizing the models presents no substantial 

difficulty. It is far more complex and worthy of attention when the controlled installation 

consists of a group of elements iE , ni ,...,2,1 , each of which contributes to the 

fulfillment of the production program and produces items of the same kind while 

consuming the same kind of resources. 

We can regard as such elements, in particular, a group of sections functioning in 

parallel and equipped with practically the same machinery. Of course, different elements 

may differ from each other in size or capacity, as well as in labor productivity. Let us say 

that all the elements start functioning at the same initial time 0T  and complete work by 

the moment the planned period plT  terminates. Let us further assume that for each 

element iE , ni ,...,2,1 , we can determine a functional  iii tRV , , expressing the volume 

of the outcome product manufactured by the element (in form of the general equivalent), 

depending on work time it  and resources iR  at its disposal (also expressed in the form of 

the general equivalent). 
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Each of the elements iE  at moment 0T  is supplied with resources of capacity  0

iR , 

satisfying an obvious equality  



n

i

i RR
1

0 , where R  stands for the total volume of 

resources available to the system control device (it is understood that the control has not 

changed throughout the planned period). Note that values  iii tRV ,  can be determined by 

means of a simulation model of a shop or a section, and, in principle, are not 

deterministic in nature. They can be expressed either as a table or a nomograph, or a quite 

complex analytical relationship, or a correlation of other type (non-linear, in principle). In 

the below sub-sections we will formulate and classify those problems. 

3.4.2  Simplified resource allocation problems without synchronization 

Let us consider a formalized statement of an optimization problem in resource 

redistribution.  

Determine the optimal n -dimensional vector 


R  for the values of resource capacities 

 nRRR ,...,, 21 , supplied for elements iE , to maximize 
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,   (3.4.1) 

subject to 





n

i

i RR
1

.  (3.4.2) 

Optimization problem (3.4.1-3.4.2) can be solved by regular methods or by means of 

statistical optimization. Note that optimization techniques enter the simulation model as 

an optimization unit. 

3.4.3  An example of the multilevel system’s description 

A group of problems to synchronize elements functioning in parallel in production 

systems of mass production-line type is an important particular case of solving 

optimization problems. Systems of this kind are multilevel and consist of a finite set of 

production flows (such as automatic production lines) which are also structured 

hierarchically. For any flow we can single out a subset of elements, or aggregates, at a 

certain hierarchical level into which semi-manufactured or raw materials are fed in from 

outside. It is assumed that each aggregate has an output bunker of either limited or 

unlimited capacity. When processing is accomplished, the semi-manufactured product 

(part) enters the aggregate‟s output bunker, which, as a rule, is of limited capacity. The 

external flows of raw materials for each aggregate are random variables, whose 

distribution functions are assumed to be known. 
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The set of aggregates has a subset of aggregates, from whose bunkers the processed 

parts are fed into the input (input bunker) of any one aggregate of the following level 

according to the technological flow. It is assumed that processed parts can be transferred 

from a certain level aggregate to the supreme level aggregate only in batches of pregiven 

volume, i.e., after a definite quantity (“transfer level”) of processed parts has piled up in 

the output bunker of the preceding aggregate. Putting it another way, the work of any 

aggregate at any level, except for the first one, begins only when its input bunker contains 

at least one complete set of parts processed in the group of preceding aggregates. 

If an input bunker is full, a batch‟s transfer to it is suspended and parts begin to pile 

up in the corresponding output bunker of the preceding level. If an output bunker is full, 

the corresponding aggregate becomes blocked, i.e., processing of parts in it is suspended 

until room is available in the output bunker. Under certain circumstances, such a blocking 

process can spread in the flow. 

Parts are transferred from the second level to the third level similarly, and so on, until 

the finished product is achieved on a single aggregate at the top level. 

3.4.4  Two-level optimization to synchronize the production process 

Problems of analyzing and synthesizing on simulation models of a standard two-level 

module consisting of a set (group) of aggregates at the same level working in parallel and 

an aggregate at the supreme level whose input bunker receives processed parts from the 

group of aggregates of the preceding level, prove to be of particular interest. Any type of 

flow structure can be represented as a union of modules described through information 

inputs of the supply of batches from the level output bunkers to the input bunker of the 

intermediate level aggregate. 

It is assumed that the productivity of any aggregate  sA  of the s -th level depends 

solely on vector 
 s

R  of primary resources. For the standard two-level module denote 

symbols  m

iR , ,...,2,1i , Wm ,...,2,1 , for the primary resources available to aggregates 
 1s

iA  supplying processed parts to the assembly aggregate  sA . Here m  stands for the 

primary type resource, such as equipment, etc., W  is the number of types of resources, i  

is the ordinal number of the aggregate at the  1s -th hierarchical level, while   is the 

total amount of aggregates. 

We are considering restrictions of type 

   



n

i

kk

i RR
1

,  Wk ,...,2,1 ,  (3.4.3) 

on variables  k

iR  throughout the time that the module functions. Here  kR , 

Wk ,...,2,1 , is a constant value designating the total quantity of k -th type resources 

available. 
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The productivity  1s

i  of aggregate  1s

iA  per unit of time is random, and the 

corresponding mathematical expectation is determined by 

      


 
W

m

m

i

m

i

s

i RE
1

1  ,  (3.4.4) 

where values  m

i  are of constant nature and are considered to be known beforehand. 

The purpose of control is to synchronize the work of the aggregates, since delay by 

even one aggregate in turning out produce by the pregiven due date can cause idleness of 

the corresponding aggregate at the next (receiving) level. 

The optimization problem of synchronizing output by a group of aggregates at one 

level working in parallel, at a routine inspection moment t , is formalized as follows: 

Determine optimal values  m

iR , ,...,2,1i , Wm ,...,2,1 , maximizing the output 

product for an assembly aggregate 
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and resource restrictions 
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,

  (3.4.7) 

values   1s

iE   being determined by (3.4.4). 

The problem of scheduling resource delivery moments to supply resources from the 

environment is of essential interest. Suppose, the system consists of n  homogenous 

elements of various productivity which we have described above. The controlled 

installation‟s secondary resources come from outside, and we know the law by which 

resource supplies enter the system. 
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The mean value of resources entering the system equals the planned volume of 

consumption plR . As the resources enter, they are distributed among elements iE , the 

distribution discipline being strictly formalized. Unlike functional  tRV ii , , functional 

 ii RV  is introduced, characterizing the volume of produce turned out by element iE  per 

unit of time when employing the iR  unit of resources. 

It can be well-recognized that such a controlled installation depends mainly on the use 

of raw materials, while primary resources renewed in the process of their use (machines 

and mechanisms) are not limited by the installation. 

As an additional system‟s ability, there could be the possibility of manufacturing by 

each element iE  with several intensities and with varying productivity for the invariable 

capacity of primary resource consumption and for different volumes of secondary 

resources. 

3.4.5  Inventory models 

In keeping with the theory of inventory models [175], signal levels of secondary 

resource reserves RC  must be controlled by the system periodically for each time unit 

(e.g., a day or a week). Value RC  is, thus a regulated characteristic. 

We propose therefore the following formal statement for an optimization problem: 

- It is required to minimize the signal level of secondary resource reserves  

RR CC min   (3.4.8) 

with restrictions 

  











 1
1

n

i

Rplplfi CVTVP ,  0 ,  (3.4.9) 

plRpl RCTTRE 















 ,0

  
(3.4.10) 

We determine value RR CC min  by means of a simulation model, and for the sake of 

undertaking better approximation, the entire plan period 







plTT ,0  is divided into 

elementary subperiods. 

It should be noted that the only way to solve optimization problem (3.4.8-3.4.10) is by 

implementing statistical simulation methods, subsequently determining the optimal value 

of 

RC  and carrying out the multiple “run” of the simulation model in each iterative loop, 

in order to calculate the frequency at which the system carries out the plan at each 

assured resource level. In the course of simulation, we simulate the submission of urgent 
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demands for also adding secondary resources (if the actual presence of the resources 

proves to be less than the assured value), and simulate non-plan procedures for adding 

resources upon those demands. 

It can be well-recognized that optimization problem (3.4.8-3.4.10) may be modified 

for the case of d  secondary resources       dRRR ,...,, 21  and d  signal levels  k

RS , 

dk ,...,2,1 , respectively. In this case, the optimization problem would become as 

follows: 

- Determine d  optimal values of signal reserve levels  k

RC , dk ,...,2,1 , to minimize 

the objective 
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k

RkCJ
1


  

(3.4.11) 

with restrictions (3.4.9) and 

   k

plRpl

k RCTTRE 














 ,0 ,  dk ,...,2,1 ,

  
(3.4.12) 

where k , dk ,...,2,1 , are pregiven priority coefficients. 

Note that though the external cycle in optimization problem (3.4.6-3.4.10) is usually 

implemented on the simulation model either by means of the dichotomy method [176] or 

other analogous ways of searching for the extremum, in case of problem (3.4.9, 3.4.11-

3.4.12) performing the external cycle is more efficient by the directed random search 

method [176] in the d -dimensional space  k

RC . As to performing the internal cycle, 

optimizing problem (3.4.9, 3.4.11-3.4.12) makes no principal difference in the procedure 

of searching for the extremum, as compared with the case of one signal level. 

Thus, we have formulated several resource optimization models for one- and for two-

level production control problems. Inventory and synchronization models are also 

implemented within the global framework of a multilevel model. The fitness of all 

optimization problems can be assessed by means of a simulation model which comprises 

all optimization problems as a control device. 

§3.5  Models of optimal probability control 

3.5.1  Introduction 

Probability control for industrial organization systems is mostly based on determining 

control actions ensuring pregiven reliability of carrying out the production program by 

the given deadline [56]. 
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In the case of individual controlled installations under random disturbances, control 

actions boil down to adding resources from reserves of higher hierarchical levels. The 

corresponding volume of compensatory resources, ordinarily expressed in cost, can be 

determined on the basis of classical models of the theory of automatic control (see, e.g., 

[56]). 

Such a strategy, quite efficient in the case of a controlled installation with a single or 

small-scale serial output, is inexpedient for the case of production-line serial output with 

several controlled elements (aggregates. automatic lines, etc.) functioning in parallel at 

one and the same hierarchical level. In the latter case, the choice and construction of the 

optimal strategy of probability control are based mainly on resource redistribution 

between the elements [95]. 

In this section we intend to formulate optimization probability control problems for 

production units working in parallel, including problems of optimal resource distribution. 

3.5.2  The system’s description 

The formalized description of the corresponding models is as follows. It is assumed 

that a two-level production system S  comprises k  elements  iA , ki ,...,2,1 , functioning 

in parallel at a certain hierarchical level in discrete time moments plTt ,...,2,1,0 . The 

functioning of the elements results in the production output. Moreover, there is a )1( k -

th element 0A  at the supreme hierarchical level, called the control element. 

It is assumed, further, that the output by the i -th element per time unit of time is a 

random variable  i , independent of the outputs of other elements of the system. 

The distribution laws of random variables [96] 

     i

i

i RtxxP ,,  ,  ki ,...,2,1 ,
  

(3.5.1) 

are pregiven. These are, generally speaking, time functions, as well as increasing 

functions of a certain generalized complex resource  iR , called the control parameter. 

Further on, parameter  iR  will be understood as the capacity of primary resources being 

used only by the i -th element and renewed periodically in the course of operations. 

Let us introduce a random vector variable as follows: 

ttt xx 


1 ,  Tt ,...,1,0 ,  plTT  , 

where 

      k

tttt  ,...,, 21


, 

     i

ti

i

t RtxxP ,,  . 
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Note that a vector-function       k

tttt RRRR ,...,, 21


 actually determines parametrical 

control actions of a control element 0A  in the course of manufacturing at moment t . 

Further, we will call the final set of vector-functions tR


, 1,...,1,0  plTt , the control 

strategy, and value  i
Tx  will denote the total output product of the i -th element. For every 

control strategy adopted, i.e., the resource distribution vector tR


, relation 

   





1

0

T

t

i

t

i

Tx   

holds. Without losing the generality, we can determine 00 x


. 

Each element  iA , ki ,...,2,1 , is destined to comply with plan term  i
plT  and plan  i

plV , 

i.e., the directive total output of the i -th element for period  







 i

plT,0 . The purpose of the 

system is to carry out its plan for each of the elements. 

Let us examine vector       k

plplplpl VVVV ,...,, 21


 in greater detail. For each plV


 we can 

determine probability  plT VxP


  and plT Vx


  when, and only when, 
   i

plT Vx
i

  for any 

ki ,...,2,1 . Suppose a stationary case of elements functioning takes place, i.e., relations 

     i

i

i

i RxRtx ,,,   ,  ki ,...,2,1 , 

hold. 

Let the plan periods of all elements be equal  
pl

i

pl TT  , ki ,...,2,1 , and time unit 

plTt  . Then by applying the central limit theorem, we obtain the distribution function 

of the total output of the i -th element at moment plT  in the form of 
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where 
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(   i

tE  ,   i

tV   being the mathematical expectation and the variance of random 

variable  i
t , respectively), and 
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According to our assumption, control element 0A  also functions at discrete time 

moments   (at inspection moments), but with a step t . At an inspection moment, 

the control element receives full information of the state of the system, and, if necessary, 

redistributes resources between the elements. Moreover, if an open model of the 

production system is constructed, element 0A  provides coordination inputs and transmits 

information inputs to the higher control device. 

3.5.3  Resource control strategies 

Now let us formulate several problems for controlling resources of system 
  0, AAS i  (or controlling random process tx


): 

 

I. Determine a control strategy (a dynamic resource distribution vector) tR


 maximizing 

the probability of system S ‟s completing the plan: 

   max








 plTplS VxPVP
pl


  (3.5.3) 

 and satisfying conditions: 
 

 

a) the total resources are limited, 

    ReR


, ,  1,...,1,0  plT , (3.5.4) 

 (symbol e


 stands for a unit vector and the parentheses signify the scalar product of 

vectors), and 
 

 

b) tR


's components are non-negative, 

 0R


,  1,...,1,0  plTt . (3.5.5) 

 Here R  denotes the total volume of primary resources at the system's disposal. 
 

 

II. Determine a control strategy tR


 minimizing the total resources in system S : 

 
    min,

1

0

 




plT

plS eRVP





  (3.5.6) 

 and satisfying both conditions
 

 

 
plplT pVxP

pl













 
(3.5.7) 

 (the probability that the system will meet the plan‟s deadline must not be below the 

given probability plp ) and non-negativity conditions (3.5.5). 
 

 

III. Determine a control strategy tR


 satisfying conditions (3.5.4-3.5.5, 3.5.7) of Problems 

I and II, and minimizing time plT  for system S  to complete the planned production 

volume plV


. 
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3.5.4  A generalized model 

In particular, we will examine a shop with a mass production line consisting of N  

flows functioning in parallel, their structure being close to that considered above, in §3.4. 

Each of the N  flows involves several automatic lines and an assembly section. Let us 

introduce symbolic according to which a flow with a variable index n  consists of ns  

automatic lines  i
nG , nsi ,...,2,1 , Nn ,...,2,1 , and an assembly section nM . Considering 

that there is also an input bunker (a raw material store) nA  for the n -th flow in the shop 

and an output bunker nB  before the assembly section nM , the structure of the flow can be 

presented as a two-phase service system with an input flow 

nP  for the supply of raw 

materials, bunkers  i
nA  and  i

nB  before and after each service channel, respectively, (at 

the first phase there are ns  parallel service channels), and an output flow 

nP  of finished 

products, Nn ,...,2,1  (see Fig. 3.1). 

 

Figure 3.1.  A formalized scheme of control actions for a FMS 

The mass production shop as a whole is represented as an N -channel service system 

which includes N  two-phase flow models. Parts are fed into bunker nB  from automatic 

lines  i
nG  of one and the same n -th flow at moment t  only if each of the bunkers  i

nB  at 

the output of the corresponding automatic line  i
nG  has at least one complete set of 

finished parts made on the line at that moment of time. 

In other words, sets of output products are supplied from the output bunker  i
nB , 

corresponding to automatic line  i
nG , into the assembly section bunker at moment t  only 
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if the number of parts  i
nr  in each bunker  i

nB  is no less than the corresponding complete 

set's volume  i
nK . If at a certain moment no set can be completed on at least one line, 

processed parts pile up in bunkers  i
nB  at the output of all the automatic lines  i

nG , till 
   i

n

i

n Kr  , nsi ,...,2,1 . 

We will assume that the capacity of bunkers  i
nB  is also limited. For the sake of 

convenience, let us omit index n  and consider only one standard flow. For that flow 

denote the current volumes of parts in bunkers  iB  by symbols  ir , si ,...,2,1 , and their 

permissible limit capacities by  iR . 

If the current volume r  of the exit bunker B  ( R  is the bunker's limit capacity) 

overflows, or if the automatic lines  iG  are not working synchronically, parts will pile up 

in bunkers  iB . This can lead further to an overflow of individual  iB  and as a result will 

block (stop) the work of corresponding line  iG , as it is shown on Fig. 3.1. 

In a general case, the incoming flow of raw material R  is a discrete random process, 

characterized by moments   of feed-in, and by random variables  L , the amount of 

raw materials supplied at those moments of time. 

We will also consider productivity  iX  of each automatic line  iG  as a random 

variable, with known distribution function  i
XF . Mathematical expectations   iXE  and 

variances   iXV  of values  iX  are pregiven deterministic functions of primary resources 

(control parameters)      i
m

ii RRR ,...,, 21 , used for the i -th automatic line. 

The actual productivity of line  iG  at moment of time t  will be determined as a 

random variable  iZ , equal to the minimum of its productivity  iX  and of the volume of 

input bunker  iA : 

         








 tPtXtZ iii ,min ,  si ,...,2,1 . (3.5.8) 

The total actual production of the i -th line in plan period 







plT,0

 
equals 
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T tZx ,  si ,...,2,1 . (3.5.9) 

Formalization of the shop's work allows us to state the basic problems of optimal 

control. 

For the case of a mass production line, the direct problem of optimal control, 

maximizing control reliability, is as follows: 
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Determine a set of vectors         i

m

iii RRRR ,...,, 21


, si ,...,2,1 , maximizing goal 

function 
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 (3.5.10) 

with restrictions 
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  0i

jR ,  si ,...,2,1 ,  mj ,...,2,1 . (3.5.12) 

Here  iE  is the planned shift quota for the i -th automatic line and 
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It can be well-recognized that the inverse optimization control problem for a case of 

homogeneous resources )1( m  would be follows: 

Determine values of homogeneous resources  1R ,  2R , … ,  SR  applied to 

corresponding lines  iG  to minimize the sum 
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with restrictions 
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probability plp  being fixed in advance and close to one, and   dyex

x y
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2

2

1


. 

3.5.5  The simulation model 

An integrated model to simulate functioning and various control procedures for a 

mass production line shop has been developed in [68, 96]. Optimization problems of 

maximizing the reliability of control and minimizing primary resources have been 

successfully solved by its use. These are the stages of the model's work: 
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After simulating model parameters "drawn" or given beforehand (specific 

productivity of automatic lines, parameters of the distribution laws for feeding raw 

materials into the flow, data on the specialization of equipment, primary resources, etc.), 

"draw" the random number of resource units out of production and in working order in 

the routine elementary period of time, - a day, for instance. Then determine the 

deficiency of resources on the automatic lines and in the assembly section, and distribute 

reserve resources according to the priorities given beforehand, or by solving inverse 

problem (3.5.14-3.5.15). After that, to simulate characteristics for the automatic lines as 

well as for the assembly section, "draw" random durations of processing the parts, or the 

productivity per unit of time. 

Simulating the work of the shift boils down to sequentially activating the "drawing" 

generators of the automatic lines and the assembly section productivities, taking into 

account the contents of the input bunkers nA , Nn ,...,2,1 , and recalculating their current 

volumes, as well as the output bunkers nB . Fix the current output of the lines and 

sections, idleness and incomplete production, the completion of the parts for assembly 

and compare the current time value with inspection moment kt  and the moment of the 

shift's end plT . 

At inspection moments kt , determined either beforehand or by means of the 

theoretical grounds worked out in [68, 94-96], simulate control actions: resource 

redistribution according to the solution of the direct or inverse control problems, and reset 

according to the resources renewed, the generators of random productivity of the 

subdivisions of the shop flows. The resources are redistributed for the three-level system 

according to the shop's hierarchical structure: production line - flow - shop. 

At first, solve the problem of maximal synchronization for the automatic lines of each 

flow, a direct problem of redistributing resources (3.5.10-3.5.12), complying with 

corrections for partially completing the volume of work by inspection moments kt . If the 

optimal value opt  of probability of fulfilling the plan by the line (the value obtained by 

formula (3.5.10)) is greater than the given plp , the redistribution at the automatic line 

level is completed, and forecasting plan fulfillment for the assembly section (the shop as 

a whole) is subsequently carried out. 

If the forecast probability M  of fulfilling the assembly plan is less than the given 

plMp , go again to the unit controlling the resources of the automatic line and solve the 

inverse problem of redistributing resources, in order to seek additional resources for the 

assembly section. If the resources supplied by the automatic line prove sufficient, the 

distribution at the second level, that of the flow, is over. Otherwise, seek additional 

resources at the third control level, that of the shop, in order to obtain surplus resources 

from other flows. 
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In the same way, transfer resources from the assembly section to the automatic lines 

in cases plopt p  and 
plMM   . After obtaining additional resources (if they are less 

than the requested) once again solve the direct problem of redistribution for the automatic 

line. 

We, thus, determine an iterative interlevel process of distributing resources which 

ends after a full review of the elements at all levels on shop scale, each iteration step 

solving an optimization control problem, direct or inverse. 

Besides inspection moments kt , the so-called emergency moments, moments of 

blockage blt , must also be taken into account (see Fig. 3.1). Upon request in emergency 

moments, the resources are redistributed from blocked automatic lines to other elements 

of the flow in order to increase the productivity of the flow and unload intermediary 

bunkers. 

Concerning the direct and inverse problems of optimal resource control, the latter boil 

down to either maximizing the automatic lines' probability of fulfilling their tasks for the 

shift, or minimizing the total quantity of primary resources used. The direct problem is 

based on smoothing the forecast probabilities of fulfilling the plan by various production 

sections. The iterative step-by-step smoothing algorithm is based on the existence of 

linear dependences in the form 
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, (3.5.16) 

The solution of the direct optimization problem, thus, takes productivity variations for 

various groups of automatic lines explicitly into account. The solution of the inverse 

problem boils down in practice to applying an analogous step-by-step algorithm with a 

given fixed probability of fulfilling the plan by all the automatic lines. 

In our view, such a “run” of the course of production on a simulation model, 

combined with the control actions described above, makes a choice of an optimal control 

strategy possible. Such a strategy can be realized in combination with the mathematical 

models of FMS described in [57, 68]. 

Thus, we have formulated and suggested algorithmic solutions for various probability 

control production models for one and several hierarchical levels. The considered models 

are imbedded in a generalized production model including both optimization blocks and a 

simulation model. 
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§3.6  Generalized production control model with complex resources 

3.6.1  Introduction 

Assume that we are faced with controlling an organization system (manufacturing, 

constructing, etc.) which can produce the outcome product with several different speeds 

under random disturbances. Those speeds include: 

1. The maximal (optimistic) speed optv  which offers the utmost intensity of the 

production process; 
 

2. The minimal (pessimistic) speed pesv  which corresponds to the minimal intensity of 

the production process; 
 

3. The planned speed  plv   which lies between the outlined above boundary production 

rates. 

Note that pesplopt vvv   holds. To manufacture the product, the system requires 

resources R  (manpower, machines, etc.), which can be evaluated in complex items, e.g., 

in standard teams of pregiven structure. Such a resource is called a complex one and can 

be evaluated in ordinal numbers. Call  tRVopt , ,  tRVpes ,  and  tRVpl ,  the average 

manufactured product to be produced at moment t , on condition that the system has 

worked only with the optimistic, pessimistic and planned speed,  correspondingly,  within 

the period  t,0  throughout. Call  tRV f ,  the random outcome product observed at 

inspection point t . In papers [4, 67, 94-96] we have introduced two different control 

strategies in order to determine routine control points 

it  (Strategy I) or 

it  (Strategy II). 

In order to describe those strategies more definitely, let us introduce some additional 

notations: 

plT  - the due date of the system; 

IT  - the average date to reach the system's goal,  if only optimistic,  i.e.,  the highest 

speed,  is actually used throughout; 

plV  - the system's target; 

T  - the least permissible time span between two adjacent control points  (to force 

convergence). 

3.6.2  Strategies 

Two different strategies [4, 67, 94, 103] will be imbedded in the control policy: 

Strategy  I 

It is assumed that in the case of the most unfavorable circumstances, which result in 

the minimal production intensity, the output within a certain interval  21, tt , 12 tt  , 

plTtt  210 , may not increase at all,  i.e.,  will satisfy     21 tVtV ff  . 
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Strategy  II 

It is assumed that even in the case of the minimal production intensity, the output 

within any interval  21, tt , 12 tt  , plTtt  210 , will increase by no less than   pesvtt  12 , 

i.e.,  relation        pesff vtttVtV  1212   holds. 

3.6.3  Internal control actions with both strategies 

Let us describe possible control actions (determining next control point, introducing a 

proper speed) for both strategies in greater detail [103]: 

Strategy I 
 

A. If at a routine control point  

it ,  1i ,  relation 

    iplif tRVtRV ,,    (3.6.1) 

 holds, the next,  1i -th control point 

1it  satisfies 

    Iplioptif TTtRVtRV  





1,, ,  (3.6.2) 

 and the system does not change its production speed. 
 

 

B. If relation  

       VTTt,RVt,RVt,RV Iplioptifipl     (3.6.3) 

 holds, where 0V  is a permissible threshold error (given beforehand), the maximal 

speed has to be introduced. The next control point 

1it  satisfies (3.6.2). 
 

 

C. If at a routine control point 

it   

     VTTtRVtRV Iplioptif   ,,   (3.6.4) 

 holds, system S  applies the maximal speed, while the next control point  

Ttt ii  

1   is determined by using the time span T . 
 

D. If inequality 

     VTTtRVtRV Iplioptif   ,,   (3.6.5) 

 holds, additional resources have to be introduced since the system is unable to reach 

its goal at moment plT , even by using the maximal speed  tRVopt ,  throughout the 

remaining time. In this case, the higher hierarchical level has to be applied to obtain 

help with resources of volume R . Value R  can be determined from relation 

        ifplpliplRopt tRVTRVtTRV ,,, . 
  

(3.6.6) 

 

E. If in the process of the system's functioning, value 

it  is so close to value plT  that 

inequality 

 
Tipl tT     (3.6.7) 

 holds, where 0T  is a permissible error (given beforehand), while the output 
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product is inspected at moment  plT . 

Strategy II 

By applying this strategy, the following situations can be pointed out: 
 

A. If at a routine control point  

it ,  1i ,  relation 

        
plplipesifplpes TRVtRVtRVTRV ,,,,     (3.6.8) 

 holds, we assume pli Tt 

1 , and the minimal speed  tRvpes ,  has to be introduced up 

to  plT . 
 

B. If relations  

        
   













iplif

plplipesifplpes

tRVtRV

TRVtRVtRVTRV

,,

,,,,
  (3.6.9) 

 hold, the routine inspection moment 

1it  is determined by 

        





  ipesifipesIpliopt tRVtRVtRVTTtRV ,,,, 11 ,  (3.6.10) 

 and system  S  continues functioning with the planned speed without introducing any 

other control actions. 
 

 

C. If at control moment 

it  relation (3.6.3) holds, the situation is similar to Case B for  

Strategy I, with the difference that the next control moment 

1it  is determined by 

using  (3.6.10), instead of (3.6.2). 
 

D. This case is equivalent to Case C for Strategy I. 
 

E. This case is equivalent to Case D for Strategy I. 
 

F. If trajectories  tRVopt , ,  tRVpes ,  and  tRVpl ,  are straight lines 
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  (3.6.11) 

 it is convenient to illustrate the control actions graphically, as presented on Fig. 3.2. 

3.6.4  Graphical illustration 

If on Fig. 3.2 we jointly construct diagrams ),( tRVopt , ),( tRVpes  and ),( tRVpl  as straight 

lines ),( tRVAB opt , ),( tRVCE  , ),( tRVAJ pes , AJLC , point C  having coordinates 









),(, plplpl TRVT , then rectangle AGCF is domain of definition of the set of all possible 

states of the system in the process of advancing to the target plV  within the planning 
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horizon 







plT,0 . It can be well-recognized that rectangle AGCF is subdivided by the 

straight lines into several areas. As the criterion for classifying those areas, let us 

examine: why do the points representing the actual state of the system at the control 

moments fall into them? Then, proceeding from the criterion chosen, we can single out 

the following three areas: 

 

 

Figure 3.2.  Decision-making areas for on-line internal and external control 

 

Region (area) ABCJ. Point Q , representing the current state of the system, can fall 

into this region both with a change in the speed of its movement towards the goal within 

boundaries      tRvtRvtRv optfpes ,,,   and as a result of the influence on the system by 

short-term positive and negative disturbances. 

Region AJF. Point Q  can fall into this region only due to negative disturbances 

influencing the system that hamper the normal course of the production process. In such 

conditions, the average actual speed  tRv f ,  of the system's movement towards the goal 

satisfies    tRvtRv pesf ,,  . 

Region AGB. Point Q  can fall into this area due to factors favoring the process of the 

system's movement towards the goal, determining the average speed of movement to the 

goal    tRvtRv optf ,,  . 
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But if we regard as criterions for the regions the control actions necessary to be 

introduced in the system's work in order to meet on time the planned volume of the 

production program, then the regions indicated must be described as follows: 

Region ALCE. By altering the speed of the system's movement within bounds

     tRvtRvtRv optfpes ,,,  , the goal can be reached from any point of the region.  

Local control action on the system at moment it  is in this case no more than an indication 

of the need to adopt a new speed  itRv ,  for carrying out the production program,  where 

   
   

ipl

ifipl

ifi
tT

tRVtRV
tRvtRv






,,
,, . (3.6.12) 

In other words, condition 

     VtRVtRV ifipl ,,  (3.6.13) 

holds, where value V  is determined according to (3.6.11). If we denote the change 

in the complex resource of the system as a result of performing external control actions 

obtained from the routine control by symbol R , relation 0R  is obviously satisfied in 

region ALCE, and there is no need to alter resource R . 

3.6.5  External control actions 

Region ECF. If point Q , representing the current state of the system, falls into this 

region, the system's further advance even at maximum speed  tRvopt ,  towards the goal 

cannot ensure meeting the target at point C . In other words, inequality 

   
   

ipl

ifipl

ifopt
tT

tRVtRV
tRvtRv






,,
,,  (3.6.14) 

holds. This, in turn, means that 

     VtRVtRV ifipl ,, , (3.6.15) 

and as has already been indicated, the system can achieve goal C in this case only by 

introducing a corresponding external control action by way of changing the total 

resources of the system by value 0R . Here R  can be determined from the following 

production situations: 

A. When it is possible to transfer system S  to the optimistic speed, value R  can be 

obtained from  (3.6.11)  as follows: 

       ifplpliplRopt tRVTRVtTRv ,,    (3.6.16) 

 with restriction  

 max

rR NR  ,  (3.6.17) 
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 where max

rN  is the maximal capacity of complex resource items. 
 

B. When system S  continues working with the planned speed, value R  can be 

determined from relations  (3.6.5)  and  (3.6.11)  in the form 

    

 
r

vtT

tRVtRV
R

ipl

ifipl






,,
  (3.6.18) 

 subject to (3.6.17).  

By symbol v  we mean a certain "specific" increment in the system's speed of 

movement,  achieved as a result of altering its resources by one unit of complex resource  

RN . 

Region LCG. When the point representing the current state of the system falls into this 

region, it means that in this case, the system, moving the further even at minimum speed 

 tRvpes , , will reach the goal ahead of time plT . Here    ifipl tRVtRV ,,  , and 

   
   

ipl

ifipl

fpes
tT

tRVtRV
tRvtRv






,,
,, . (3.6.19) 

If now a part of resources of the system can be released for working outside the 

system, it will be obviously not prevent the system from reaching its goal by plT . The 

released resources 

R  can be determined as follows: 

A. If the system continues working with the planned speed we apply relation (3.6.20)  

analogous to (3.6.18), and 

    

 
r

vtT

tRVtRV

ipl

iplif

R





,,
   (3.6.20) 

 subject to  

 min

rR NR  ,  (3.6.21) 

 where min

rN  is the minimal capacity of complex resource items to operate the system. 
 

B. When the system is transferred to the pessimistic or to the optimistic speed, the 

quantity of released resources can be obtained from equations (3.6.22) or (3.6.23),  

respectively, 

       ,,, ifplpliplRpes tRVTRVtTRv    (3.6.22) 

       ,,, ifplpliplRopt tRVTRVtTRv    (3.6.23) 

 subject to (3.6.21).  

Thus, from the different situations considered, connected with the system's movement 

to the goal, the corresponding conclusions can be drawn, regarding the need to change the 

movement's speed on the basis of internal control, and using possible external control 

actions by correcting the value of resources supplying the system. 
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3.6.6  Hierarchical external control actions 

We now take up a more detailed analysis of external control actions in hierarchical 

production systems [4, 67, 103]. Let symbol j

iB  denote an element with an i -th ordinal 

number at the j -th hierarchical level of system S . As has been pointed out above, any 

external control,  if we disregard cases of known preterm realization of the production 

program, is linked to additional resources introduced into j

iB  which must be obtained 

from a certain element  1jB  at the supreme level (for instance, at the expense of a 

centralized reserve of resources of element 1jB ). An alternative way of finding the 

required volume of additional resources in these conditions is to redistribute resources 

among co-subordinate elements (let them be m ). It must be noted that the procedure for 

redistributing resources also presupposes a review of certain plan characteristics, in 

particular, values  plpl TRV , . 

When it is necessary to introduce an external control action for element j

iB , the 

control of that element results in determining necessary requirements for resources with 

respect to the corresponding element 1jB  at the supreme hierarchical level in order to 

ensure the required intensity of the movement to the goal for all j

iB , mi ,...,2,1 . 

However,  before beginning to develop an algorithm for determining an adequate amount 

of additional resources, the structure of the resources must be examined somewhat more 

attentively; in several cases, the resources have quite specific properties, and in our view 

this is still insufficiently taken into account in contemporary control systems. 

In order to ensure that element  j

iB  reaches the goal at the given intensity, a definite 

set of resources must be available (the complex resource of the system), the system's 

speed of movement to the goal acquiring zero value if even one component of the set is 

lacking. Each component of the complex resource determines the speed and other 

possible qualities of the process of carrying out the production program, the set of such 

characteristics, for its fact, being determined by the technology for carrying out jobs by 

element j

iB . 

Generally speaking, the production program can be carried out with various resources, 

differing from each other in definite qualities of carrying out operations (speed, for 

instance). 

We will estimate the quality degree of the complex resource‟s suitability to the goal 

by a certain value  , 10   , and denote  , 10   , for the minimum threshold value 

of this degree. Then the requirement of the quality degree of a complex resource will be 

expressed by inequality   . 

The unit of the complex resource r  can be represented in the form of  nrrr ,...,1


,  

where kr , nk ,...,2,1 , is the quantity of the k -th resource of the complex resource unit.  
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The quality degree of the k -th component of the complex resource will be denoted by 

symbol k , nk ,...,2,1 . 

The threshold requirements of the quality degree for an individual component of the 

complex resource will be denoted by k , nk ,...,2,1 . The requirements of the quality 

degrees of the complex resource's components are thus expressed by inequalities

10  kk  . 

The need to implement external control actions arises when a production situation 

appears in element j

iB  that presents new requirements of the quality degrees 

k  for 

certain components of the complex resource. The corresponding element 1jB  is then 

faced with the problem of optimizing a subset of values   kk   within the corresponding 

components. 

For solving this problem, we will take advantage of a convenient characteristic of 

difficulty in reaching the goal 

 



n

k

kdd
1

11 , (3.6.24) 

where kd  is a partial difficulty for the k -th component of the complex resource,  

which can be determined by formula 

k

k

k

k
kd













1

1
. (3.6.25) 

Values d  and kd  are within interval  1,0 , difficulty d  becoming critical ( 1d ) if for 

at least one k , nk ,...,2,1 , equality kk    holds. 

It is known that improving the quality of any kind of resource is accompanied by an 

increase in expenditure for it, the expenditure, generally speaking, increasing non-

linearly. Let  kkkf    denote the value of expenditure caused by a given increase in 

the quality of the k -th component over threshold value k , 0

kk  . Then the total 

expenditures per unit of the complex resource with given 

k , nk ,...,2,1 , at fixed 

requirements 

k ,   kk  , are expressed by value 

 


 
n

k

kkkf
1

 . (3.6.26) 

If we consider that element 1jB  has means at its disposal singled out for the 

requirements of element j

iB , and that the volume of those means adds up to j

iA , in this 
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case choosing new values 

k , nk ,...,2,1 , requires solving the relatively simple problem 

of non-linear programming, namely, 

dmin , (3.6.27) 

with restrictions 

 

















kk

j

i

n

k

kkk Af




1

. (3.6.28) 

Given practically one restriction, even at a large value of n , it is not very difficult to 

solve the problem of non-linear programming (3.6.27-3.6.28). 

Thus, having chosen qualitative characteristics of the complex resource, element 1jB  

must pass on to determining the corresponding quantity characteristics. The problem of 

evaluating the optimal set of quantities for each type of resources k , nk ,...,2,1 , can be 

solved as a minimax problem 

k

k

k r
MinMax

k




, (3.6.29) 

the cost restriction taking the form, for example, of 

j

i

n

k

kk AC 
1

 , (3.6.30) 

where k  is the quantity of the k -th type of resource units, 

 kC  is the cost per unit of the resource, and 

 j

iA  is the total cost restriction for element j

iB . 

After singling out the corresponding quantities of resources for element j

iB , the 

problem transfers to local control actions, whose principles have been considered above. 

An integrated flow-chart for both internal and external control is presented on Fig. 

3.3. 

We have, thus, considered the case of application of external control actions for 

supplementing resources without redistributing them. If there is a need to redistribute the 

resources among co-subordinate elements (subsystems) of one and the same hierarchical 

level of system S , other optimization problems arise. 
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§3.7  New quality concepts for multilevel organization systems 

3.7.1  Introduction 

Man-machine OS are characterized nowadays by increasing both the systems‟ 

complexity and the number of their hierarchical levels as well as by various random 

disturbances which affect the systems‟ realization. Man-machine OS are usually managed 

by decision-makers on different hierarchical levels. Decision-making is usually carried 

out on the basis of periodical systems‟ inspection in control points and is also 

characterized by a variety of optimization problems [68, 78-79] which are solved at 

control points in order to determine control actions to speed up the system‟s progress and 

to increase the system‟s reliability value. In the material under consideration we intend to 

show some applications of results described above, in §§3.1-3.6, on the example of two- 

and three-level flexible manufacturing systems. 
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Figure 3.3.  Flow chart for external and internal control of a multi-level system 
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3.7.2  Notation 

Let us introduce the following terms: 

S  - flexible OS; 

R  - vector of resource capacities at the disposal of the system (personnel, various 

renewable resources,  budget values,  etc.); 

plV


 - vector of the planned program (the system‟s target); 

plT  - the due date (the planning horizon); 

 tV f


 - the actual state of the system observed at moment t , plTt 0  (a random 

value); 

Q  - the system‟s objective; 

p  - the least permissible probability of meeting the system‟s target on time  

(pregiven). 

To simplify the problem, consider a two-level OS with a control device at the upper 

level and n  elements iE , ni 1 , at the lower level. Elements iE  may represent 

production units entering a section, etc. Additional terms have to be introduced as 

follows: 

iR  - vector of resource capacities assigned to the i -th element; 

iV


 - vector of the planned program assigned to the i -th element; 

 iij Rv


 - the j -th speed of element iE , mj 1  (a random value with density function 

 vf ij  depending parametrically on vector iR


); 

m  - number of possible speeds; 

ikt  - the k -th inspection (control) point of element iE , iNk ,...,1,0 ; 

iN  - the number of control points of the i -th element; 

iks  - the index of the speed chosen by the decision-maker at the control point ikt  

(the lower level); 

 iICA  - internal control action to speed up the element iE  (by introducing a higher 

speed ijv ); 

ICA  - internal control action for the two-level system  (by reallocating resources  R
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or re-distributing target  V


 among elements iE , ni 1 ); 

ECA  - external control action for the two-level system (by supporting the system with 

additional resources R


 ); 

rT  - the r -th emergency point, ...,2,1r  . 

3.7.3  The problem 

The optimization problem to be solved at each emergency point rT  when it is 

anticipated that a certain element cannot meet its local target on time, may be formulated 

as follows: 

 
QOpt

ikikii stRV ,,,


, (3.7.1) 

subject to 





n

i

i RR
1


, (3.7.2) 
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1


, (3.7.3) 

    pICAVTV plplf


Pr , (3.7.4) 

     niICAVTV i

i

plf

i  1,1Pr 


, (3.7.5) 

where   is close to zero. Restriction (3.7.4) means, that the system is able to meet its 

target on time by using only its internal reserves iR


, namely, by supporting the slower 

elements on the account of the faster ones. Restriction (3.7.5) means, that each i -th 

element is able to accomplish its local program iV


 on time by using the element‟s 

reserves, e.g. introducing higher speed ijv , jsik  , at control points ikt . 

3.7.4  Quality estimates 

We suggest the following quality estimates [100]: 

A. Case of one-level OS 

 
 

1. The system‟s  stability value q  satisfies 

 
 

 








 plplf VTVq


Pr , (3.7.6) 

 
 

and defines the system’s ability of meeting the due date on time without any 

internal control actions, i.e., by choosing at moment 0t   speed jv  which will be 

used within the planning horizon without inspection points. 
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2. The system‟s  internal ability value q  satisfies 

 
 

   








 pICAVTVq plplf


Pr , (3.7.7) 

 
 

and defines the system’s ability of meeting the due date on time by introducing 

only internal control actions, i.e., by changing periodically, at control points kt ,  

the speed jv , ksj  , in order to speed up the system.  If    pq   holds, external 

control actions have to be introduced. 
 

 
 

3. The system's  external ability value q  satisfies 

 
 

   








 pICARVTVq plplf ,Pr


, (3.7.8) 

 
 

which means that to meet the deadline on time both external and internal control 

actions have to be applied. Note that the need of ECA results in a low system’s 

quality. Thus, value q  cannot be regarded as a high quality estimate. 
 

B. Case of a two-level system 

 Stability value q  is defined by (3.7.6) taking into account that at moment 0t , both 

vectors plV


 and R


 will be redistributed among the elements. For all of them at 

moment 0t  speeds ijv  will be determined which will not undergo any changes 

within the planning  horizon  







plT,0  . 

The system‟s internal ability value q  satisfies (3.7.7). Note, that for a two-level 

system S  ICA results not only in changing the elements‟ speeds at the lower level, but  

mainly in re-allocating periodically the remaining R


 and plV


 at emergency points rT   

among the system elements iE , ni 1 . In case   pq  the external ability value  
q  is determined by (3.7.8), where R


  is the minimal additional reserve which 

enables   pq .  

3.7.5  A three-level OS 

Consider a three-level production system: factory (company) – section – production 

unit. At the upper level the optimal problem is solved at each emergency point rT  and 

results in minimizing value  C  - the cost of hiring and maintaining the vector of resource 

capacities R


. Additional terms have to be introduced: 

gS  - the g -th section subordinated to the company, eg 1 ; 

e  - number of sections; 

igE  - the i -th element - production unit at the lower level -  subordinated to the g -

th section, gni 1 ; 
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gn  - number of production units subordinated to the g -th section; 

gg VR


,  - resource and program vectors assigned to gS ; 

igig VR


,  - resource and program vectors assigned to igE ; 

kigt  - the k -th control point for the element igE ; 

jskig   - the speed introduced for igE  at kigtt  ; 

jigv  - the j -th speed of element igE ; 

sICA  - internal control action for system S ; 

 - internal control action for section fS ; 

igICA  - internal control action for element igE . 

The problem is as follows: 

 
(3.7.9) 

subject to 

  








 pICAVTV s

plf


Pr , (3.7.10) 

, 
(3.7.11) 

, 
(3.7.12) 

, (3.7.13) 

 

 (3.7.14) 

, (3.7.15) 

where  is the minimal time span introduced in order to force convergence. 

The general problem (3.7.9-3.7.15) can be subdivided into hierarchical models as 

follows: 
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Regulation Model at the Upper Level at emergency points : 
 

 
(3.7.16) 

subject to (3.7.10-3.7.12) and 

 (3.7.17) 

Regulation Model at the Section Level: 

 (3.7.18) 

subject to (3.7.13-3.7.14). 

On-Line Control Model at the Production Unit Level 

 
(3.7.19) 

and  

 
(3.7.20) 

subject to (3.7.15). 

Note that , while . Here  is determined by 

(3.7.3-3.7.5) subject to (3.7.11-3.7.12), while control actions are determined by 

various heuristic rules. Those actions result in determining control points  and speeds 

. 

For a three-level system value  is defined by (3.7.7). 

Thus, we suggest using values  and  as the main quality estimates for OS. It can 

be well-recognized that relation  always holds. As to value , it depends on 

 and, thus, cannot serve as a quality estimate. 
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Chapter 4.  Models for Determining Inspection Moments in 
Multilevel Organization Systems 

 

§4.1  Introduction 

Controlling production process is an activity aimed at fulfillment of the production 

program (plans, filling orders) for the entire list of products. In order to carry out this 

task, the management must make a timely evaluation of fulfilling the program, watch the 

tendency of production to deviate from the planning rate and direct the resources at its 

disposal towards eliminating those deviations. 

In many fields of production, e.g., petrochemistry, sugar refining, etc., accounting the 

amount of intermediate and finished products is automated, and the personnel can at any 

time know the figures characterizing the course of production. However, in fields like 

automobiles, metallurgy, construction, high technologies, and certain others, it is quite 

difficult to evaluate how the production program is proceeding. 

Every operation for showing the actual fulfillment of a program and controlling 

delivery time for each type of products calls for taking stock of the finished product both 

dispatched and in storage, keeping count of all process stock, and the state of the means 

of production. This is an expensive operation, often calling for suspension of the 

production process. It is therefore desirable that this be done as rarely as possible, but 

without missing the moment when the tendency to deviate develops into jeopardizing the 

output of finished products. 

Let us examine the process of controlling the work of production system S  of a 

single-goal type, the volume of the production program being expressed in the form of a 

general equivalent - in output units (items) or in cost. For production programs turning 

out several important types of output products, inspections for each type simultaneously 

have to be undertaken. 

In the previous chapter we have pointed out that the functional dependence of the 

course of carrying out production program  tRVpl ,  on time t  is the planning trajectory 

satisfying  
plplpl VTRV , . 

Within the planning horizon, when advancing towards the goal, it is then necessary to 

compare the true (actual) values  if tRV ,  - random values - with those calculated for the 

planned trajectory  ipl tRV ,  at definite moments it . The latter have to be determined 

beforehand. The corresponding control actions thereby ensure that the system will reach 

its goal at the pregiven due date plT . 

The planned trajectory  tRTpl ,  corresponds, as has been outlined in Chapter 3, to a 

certain temporary estimation of the duration of that moment plT . Besides, in the process 

of inspecting the work of the system, it is essential to use concepts introduced before, 
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such as  tRVopt , ,  tRVpes , , and  tRV f , . Note that actually speaking, all those trajectories 

are realized under random disturbances and are determined on the basis of average 

values. 

§4.2  Determining inspection moments 

Let us consider the method for determining inspection points [67, 71] by using the 

basic system‟s characteristics plV , plT , IT , IIT . We will call the corresponding procedure, 

which is illustrated on Fig. 4.1, Strategy I. First, we shift trajectory  tRVopt ,  parallel to 

itself in such a way that the end of the trajectory  tRVopt ,  coincides with point  plpl TV ; . 

Henceforth, this shifted trajectory will be denoted the symbol    tRVTTtRV Iplopt ,,  . 

At the intersection of the abscissa axis and line  tRV , , we obtain point 1t . It is easy to 

see that even if the system has not functioned at all by moment 1t  and has not advanced 

towards its goal (in other words,   0, 1 tRV f ), there obviously still exists the probability, 

differing from zero, that beginning with that moment of time 1t , and employing the 

extreme possibilities of the system‟s functional part, we can still reach the goal by 

moment plT . Thus, moment 1t  can be considered as the extreme permissible time for the 

first inspection of the system. Physically, this consists in the following: 

- If the first inspection is made later than time 1t  and reveals the presence of an 

unfavorable situation in the system, since the highest speed of the system‟s advancement 

towards the goal is determined by trajectory  tRVopt , , the due date plT  can under no 

circumstances be assured. 

It can be well-recognized that the expression for estimating the time 1t  of the first 

inspection of the system will appear as follows: 

Ipl TTt 1 .
 

(4.2.1) 

Thus, in order to assure that the system achieves goal plT  by the deadline, the first 

inspection must be made at a moment of time within the span of 100 ttt  . Upon 

reaching the set time 1t  and having made the inspection, the system receives information 

as to the dynamics of the course of fulfilling the production program by comparing values 

 1,tRV f  and  1, tRVpl . 

Based on the information obtained, if it shows a deviation between the plan and the 

actual course of the production process, local or parametrical control actions which have 

been introduced in the previous chapter, must be initiated to eliminate the deviation. 

Further, drawing a line through point   
11 ,, tRVt f  parallel to the abscissa till its 

intersection with the shifted curve  tRV , , we obtain a point with abscissa 2t , 

determining, according to the reasons submitted, the limit value of the moment for the 

second inspection of the system. 
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Figure 4.1.  Obtaining inspection moments by Strategy I 

 

The next inspection moments are determined analogously. If for value  if tRV , ,  

1tti  , relation 

   
Iplioptif TTtRVtRV  ,,

 
(4.2.2) 

holds, the next  1i -th inspection moment 1it  is determined by solving equation 

   
Iplioptif TTtRVtRV  1,, .

 
(4.2.3) 

The method described may have several modifications. In particular, the moment of 

the first inspection of the system can be determined on the basis of Strategy II (see Fig. 

4.2) and employing relation 

   
Iploptpes TTtRVtRV  11 ,,

 
(4.2.4) 

In a general case, we can allow the not quite obvious assumption that the speed of the 

system‟s advancement to the goal can under no circumstances be less than the pessimistic 

one. In the same way, following inspection moments it , 1i , are devised, as shown on 

Fig. 4.2, by using relation 
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Iplioptipesifipes TTtRVtRVtRVtRV   11 ,,,,

 
(4.2.5) 

Among the methods described above for determining inspection moments, there are, 

thus, two methodological approaches. By the first, under the worst of circumstances, the 

system will not increase the volume of the production program already achieved; i.e., it 

advances to its goal at speed 0
dt

dV
. However, when adopting the second approach, the 

system in a similar situation does continue advancing to its goal, by maintaining the 

pessimistic trajectory  tRVpes ,  at that; the system functions at the minimal rate. 

 

Figure 4.2.  Obtaining inspection moments by Strategy II 

 

Between those two extreme approaches there may be intermediate assumptions, 

namely, the following method can be suggested for determining moments it , ,...2,1i . 

We will denote terms 

it  and 

it , ,...2,1i , respectively, for moments to inspect the 

system, obtained by applying relations (4.2.2-4.2.3) or (4.2.4-4.2.5), respectively. Note 

that usually inequality   ii tt  holds, and the number of inspection moments by using the 

first of the methods exceeds the number when applying relations (4.2.4-4.2.5), as will be 

shown below. 

Under these conditions, the values of the inspection moments would be estimated by 

applying relation 
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    iii ttt  1 ,
 

(4.2.6) 

where   is either the value of a random variable equidistributed in interval  1,0 , or 

established by experts as the specific weight of one of the strategies. 

Along with that, a fundamentally different approach can be taken, based on the fact 

that at each routine inspection, Strategy I is chosen with probability  , or Strategy II 

with probability  1 . Note that, in principle, we can employ elements of adaptation 

and self-instruction in the process of performing such a method, with   being calculated 

as a function of the ordinal number of inspection i , i  , where 10  i . 

The strategy for determining inspection moments for the system is no more, no less 

than a result of applying the principle of randomization to the procedure of supervising 

the course of production, like randomizing preference rules in the scheduling theory [68]. 

A sort of simulation of the heuristic action of an experienced dispatcher checking the 

work of the system is effected, with the right of interference in the course of the 

production process. 

To our opinion, it is also promising to synthesize methods of forecasting and 

modeling at varying intensities which consists in the following: 

- The evaluation of the routine inspection moment can be determined as follows: 




 
4

1

,11

k

kiki tt  ,
 

(4.2.7) 

where 1,1it  is the root of equation (4.2.3); 

 2,1it  is the root of equation (4.2.5); 

 3,1it  is the root of equation 

   3,13,1 ,,   iIpliopt tRFTTtRV ,
 

(4.2.8) 

where  tRF ,  stands for the extrapolation polynomial constructed on the basis of 

dynamic series    itRFtRF ,,...,, 1  in points itt ,...,1 ; and 

 4,1it  is the root of equation 

       plpl

pl

iiifIpliopt TRV
T

tttRVTTtRV ,
1

,, 4,14,1   .
 

(4.2.9) 

Equation (4.2.9) is used on the assumption that during period 







pli Tt , , system S  will 

function at planned intensity. 

As for weight coefficients k , 4,...,1k , they are defined either experimentally or by 

normalization of values k  of a random variable, uniformly distributed in the interval 

 1,0 . 

The main deficiency of the methods described above is that they do not use statistical 

information accumulated in the process of modeling the system‟s work. 
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We have already underscored that the actual trajectory of the system‟s movement to 

the goal  tRV f ,  is random in nature. Depending on the actual form and shape of the 

trajectory, one and the same volume plV  of the production program can therefore be 

produced during some interval of actual time 







fTt ,0

. It can be well-recognized that 

three different cases may be distinguished here: 

1. Case fpl TT   arises when: 
 

i) the system is uncontrollable; obviously, for such a system there is no sense in the 

inspection procedure, and the corresponding degenerate situation will no longer 

concern us; or 
 

ii) when even if the system is controlled, condition plf TT   is not assured. In this 

case, at some step of the inspection process we will surely land on the shifted 

trajectory  tRV , . Since the probability of the system‟s strict movement along 

trajectory  tRV ,  for any length is small, the task of the control unit in this 

situation boils down to ensuring the least delay in fully completing the volume of 

jobs (production program) planned by deadline plT . 
 

2. When complying with inequality plfI TTT  , a final number of steps is obviously 

required for inspecting the system, to verify its advance towards the goal. 
 

3. Lastly, when plf TT  , the sequence of all inspection points has a convergence limit 

plT , and the approach process takes place, strictly speaking, in an infinite number of 

steps. However, since practice ordinarily requires accomplishing value plV  by the 

deadline plT  at only a preset accuracy plpl TT  , the task in this case boils down to 

falling into region 







 plplplpl TTTT , , which will be reached, unlike convergence 

to plT , in a finite number of steps of inspecting the system. 
 

However, we must bear in mind the circumstance to be demonstrated later, that when 

performing local control actions at inspection moments it , the system‟s speed towards its 

goal can be subject to alternations. Then the situation can be illustrated by Fig. 4.3 for 

quite a widespread case, when trajectories  tRVopt ,  and  tRVpes ,  are given as straight 

lines. 

Assume that trajectories  tRVopt ,  and  tRVpes ,  are as follows: 

 












I

pl

opt

T

V
tg

ttgtRV



,

,
 

(4.2.10) 
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II

pl

pes

T

V
tg

ttgtRV



,

, (4.2.11) 

Denote as the average speed: 

   

ipl

ifplpl

i
tT

tRVTRV
tg






,,
 ,

 
(4.2.12) 

at which it is necessary to move, beginning at moment it  in order to complete the 

production program by moment plT . 

 

 

Figure 4.3.  A modified algorithm to determine inspection moments 

 

Employing relations (4.2.2-4.2.3, 4.2.10, 4.2.12), we obtain for the case of a straight 

line relation 

 




tg

tg
tTTt i

iplpli



 1 .
 

(4.2.13) 

By applying recurrent relation (4.2.13)  1i  times, we can obtain the following 

relation for the limit inspection moment 
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 i

i

k

k

plpli
tg

tg

tTTt





  1

11 .
 

(4.2.14) 

It can be well-recognized that implementation of (4.2.14) depends substantially on the 

earliest time for reaching the goal  1tTT plI , and on the corresponding maximum 

average speed of advancement towards the goal 
I

pl

opt
T

V
vtg  . 

§4.3  Determining the limit inspection moments 

Let us determine the limit inspection moments using relation (4.2.11). Examination of 

triangle CAD  on Fig. 4.3 reveals that: 

    tg 









 1i1i1i tttV ,
 

(4.3.1) 

while examination of triangle ADO '  leads to 

    tg 





 i1i1i tttV .
 

(4.3.2) 

By equating the right parts of these relations and making simple transformations, we 

obtain 

1

tt

t

i1i

1i























tg

tg

tg

tg

,
 

(4.3.3) 

where 

1it  is the limit value of the  1i -th inspection moment for the case of zero 

value of the lower boundary of speed of carrying out the production program (Strategy I); 


it  stands for the moment of the i -th inspection obtained under the same assumptions as 


1it . Symbol 

1it  signifies the limit value of the  1i -th inspection moment for the case 

of the lower boundary pesv  of the system‟s speed in moving towards the goal (Strategy 

II), and values tg  and tg  are determined by using relations (4.2.10-4.2.11). 

Transforming (4.3.3) with consideration of equality , we obtain the following estimate 

for the limit moment of inspecting the system: 
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(4.3.4) 
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§4.4  Determining the number of inspection moments 

Consider the number of inspections of system S  to be obtained for the case of 

relations (4.2.10) and   t
T

V
tRV

pl

pl

pl ,  with pregiven values plT  and  
plplpl VTRV , . 

Assume that the actual course of the system‟s movement towards the goal coincides with 

the planned one, and in the process of optimizing the query frequency we apply Strategy 

I. It can be well-recognized [71] that under these conditions, the relation for determining 

the  1i -th limit inspection moment would become as follows: 

 
 





  111

,
tT

V

tRV
tt pl

pl

if

i
,
 

(4.4.1) 

where      iplif tRVtRV ,,  represents the actual state of system S  at moment of time 


it , 

1t  being the first limit inspection point. Taking into account the obvious relation 
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,
 

(4.4.2) 

we can transform (4.4.1) into 
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(4.4.3) 

With the last expression, we can easily obtain the relation for the value of the  1i -th 

inspection moment: 
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(4.4.4) 

The latter relation, obviously, may be also written as 
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(4.4.5) 

Further, in view of equality 
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transform (4.4.5) into 
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(4.4.6) 

Since plTt 

1 , it is simple to see that the right part of (4.4.6) is a convergent series. 

Now representing the regarded equality as 
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(4.4.7) 

we can see that value 
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(4.4.8) 

represents the remainder of the convergent series examined. Note that the accuracy 

error in fulfilling production program plT  is the parameter restricting the value of 

remainder nQ , and pln TQ  . Meanwhile, the method for choosing value plT , stemming 

from certain general conditions of the system‟s functioning, will be examined below. 

Given a certain upper boundary nQ  equal to plT , we can calculate the corresponding 

number of inspections n . Rewrite (4.4.7) as 

pl

n
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i
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t
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(4.4.9) 

and note that the member under the sign of the sum in the right part of the equality 

represents in fact the sum of a decreasing geometric progression. The latter can therefore 

be rewritten as 
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Substituting the last expression into (4.4.9) and implementing simple transformations, 

we obtain relation 
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(4.4.10) 

from which we easily derive 
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(4.4.11) 

Taking into account the fact that Ipl TtT  

1  is the earliest moment for the system to 

reach the goal, the final expression for determining the number n  of inspections required 

for checking advance of the system with parameters plT , IT , and plT  towards its goal, 

boils down to 

pl

I

I

pl

T

T

T

T

n

ln

ln


 .
 

(4.4.12) 

To develop the above estimate, we assumed values IT , IIT , plT , and plT  being 

invariable and deterministic. However, when actual systems function, these values may 

be affected by a large number of random influences. They can be corrected and usually 

undergo alternation at inspection moments. Moreover, due to the implementation of 

parametric control actions, values IT , IIT , plT , and plT , and in some cases plV  too, can 

change, which, in turn, results in correcting the corresponding inspection moment it  for 

system S . 

§4.5  Controlling multilevel organization systems by means of periodical 

inspections 

4.5.1  Notation 

Let us present the following terms [93]: 

S  - hierarchical organization system; 

plT  - final due date (planning horizon); 

n  - the number of control points within the planning horizon for controlling a certain 

element entering hierarchical system S ; 

plV  - production plan (target amount) of the element; 

 tv c  - the average speed to reach the element‟s target plV  on time, dc 1 ; all speeds 

are sorted in ascending order; 

d  - the number of possible speeds; 

 tv pl  
 

- the planned speed function which on the average assures that the target plV  will 

be reached by the due date plT ; 

IT
 

- the minimal average completion time of the goal, plV , if only the highest speed, 
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 tvopt , is actually used throughout; 

 tvb



 
- the lower boundary value for speed  tvb , cb 1 ; 



plT  - the average completion time of the goal if only speed  tv pl  with its minimal 

boundary rate, i.e., speed  tv pl

 , is actually used throughout the planning 

horizon; 

plT
 

- predetermined value of the closeness to the due date (to force convergence). 

4.5.2  The strategies 

Two different strategies - Strategy I and Strategy II, which have been introduced in 

the above §4.2, are used in the model. 

According to Strategy I,   0 tvb  for all speeds  tvb , i.e., the lower boundary rate 

equals zero for all speeds. Strategy II is based on the alternative assumption that even in 

the case of most unfavorable circumstances value   0 tv pl  for any 







 plTt ,0 . The 

following assumptions are also implemented in the model: 

A. All speeds  tvc  are independent of time. 
 

B. The time of inspecting the element is negligibly small. 

The problem is to determine the number of inspection points within the planning 

horizon on condition that the process is on target, i.e., the system‟s element advances 

with the planned speed. As outlined above and in [93], value n  satisfies 

- for the case of implementing Strategy I: 
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(4.5.1) 

- for the case of implementing Strategy II: 
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(4.5.2) 

It can be well-recognized that implementing Strategy II results in decreasing the 

number of inspection points n , i.e., value n  calculated by (4.5.2) would always prove to 

be less than that of (4.5.1). 
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4.5.3  Case of hierarchical organization systems 

As an example of an organization system consider a large-size network project with a 

source node A  and a sink node B , correspondingly. The project itself may be an element 

entering a large hierarchical project management (PM) system. Denote henceforth the 

system‟s top element as an element of zero ranking; decreasing the element‟s ranking 

results in increasing its rank number, i.e., an element of k -th rank subordinates to an 

element of  1k -th rank. 

Assume that each activity entering the network project obtains the rank with number 

k  while the enlarged network system regarded as an enlarged activity  BA,  obtains the 

rank with number  1k . From the other side, each elementary activity entering the 

project can be regarded as a subsystem of the k -th ranking belonging to the large PM 

organization system. The meaning of the term “subsystem” is as follows: there exists a 

subordinated controlled subsystem which is governed by a certain algorithm. The latter 

optimizes the objective of the subsystem which, in turn, is an element of the large 

system‟s objective. 

Assume that the network project‟s critical path comprises m  activities. Choose from 

those activities the one with the minimal number of inspection points (i.e., with the 

minimal number of preventive inspections) determined by (4.5.1) or (4.5.2). Without 

losing generality let us assume relation (4.5.1). Let the chosen activity be of number i . 

Thus, relation 
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(4.5.3) 

holds, with evident relations 

     r

pl

r

I

r

pl TTT  .
 

(4.5.4) 

If each r -th activity, mr 1 , belonging to the critical path, is inspected in  times, 

then the minimal number of inspections for the critical path is as follows 

r
mr

i nmnm



1
min ,

 
(4.5.5) 

where in  denotes the minimal number of control points necessary to inspect the 

critical path with the assumed level of detalization  i
plT  to be predetermined for the 

element of rank k . 
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Consider the network project as one activity  BA,  with certain parameters plT , IT  and 

plT . Let those parameters depend on parameters of the i -th activity as follows 
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(4.5.6) 

where 
1j , 

2j , 3j  are arbitrary positive values larger than 1. Assume that relation 

321 jjj 

 
(4.5.7) 

holds. Introduce a reasonable (from the point of a hierarchical structure) assumption 

as follows: diminishing the number of the rank results in reducing the number of 

inspection points. Assume that 

inn  ,
 

(4.5.8) 

where n  represents the number of inspections required to control the enlarged 

activity  BA, , taking into account its ranking with number  1k  and using relation 

(4.5.6). To satisfy (4.5.8), together with evident relations  
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pl TjTjTj  321 ,
 

(4.5.9) 

one has to implement certain constraints for values 
1j , 

2j  and 3j . 

Implement evident transformations 
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From (4.5.10) it can be well-recognized that, in order to satisfy r
mr

nn
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min , it is 

sufficient to satisfy  
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The latter inequality may be rewritten as follows: 
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Taking into account 
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and carrying our evident transformations, we obtain the first sufficient condition as 

follows: 
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From the other side, taking into account the previously imposed constraint plI TT  , 

i.e.,    i
pl

i

I TjTj  32 , we obtain 
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Using (4.5.11) and undertaking similar transformations, we obtain another sufficient 

condition 
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It can be demonstrated [93] that the developed sufficient conditions are at the same 

time the necessary ones. Thus, we finally obtain that in order to satisfy r
mr

nn
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min , the 
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following both sufficient and necessary conditions regarding values 
1j , 

2j  and 3j , 

mr 1 , have to be honored: 
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(4.5.17) 

Note that values 
1j , 

2j  and 3j  are essential parameters for the element with ranking 

 1k  entering the large PM system. 

Those relations are essential for the hierarchical control system and can be used for 

undertaking synthesis of optimization in multilevel organization systems. 

§4.6  On-line models for determining control points for the case of random 

disturbances 

4.6.1  Introduction 

We have outlined above, in §§4.1-4.4, some analytical estimates for on-line 

inspection points within the planning horizon when controlling production systems with 

due date plT  and target amount plV . Three production speeds (rates) are considered - the 

optimistic speed, the planned speed and the pessimistic speed. When using an optimistic 

speed the target can be reached at moment IT  while applying the pessimistic speed 

increases the time duration up to IIT , III TT  . Two basic strategies are introduced for 

determining inspection moments: 

Strategy I is based on the concept that in the worst case, due to certain breakdowns in 

the system, within certain subintervals the system‟s output does not increase. 

Strategy II is used for cases when an assumption can be drawn as follows: the system 

always increases its output with the minimal rate equal to the pessimistic speed. 

As has been pointed out before, organization systems‟ parameters are affected by 

various kinds of random influences, circumstances, and interferences, whose appearance 

causes a need to provide probability intervals for changing possible values, both of 

parameters IT  and IIT  - intervals [


II TT , ] and [


IIII TT , ], respectively. Here two 

fundamentally different cases arise: 

 

1. The lengths of conditional intervals [


II TT , ] and [


IIII TT , ] are close to the time unit 

for undertaking on-line control. In this case, we will assume that the estimate is given 

precisely, i.e., optimistic and pessimistic trajectories  tRVopt ,  and  t,RVpes  are 
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deterministic functions. In such a situation, all the deliberations outlined in §4.2 

remain in force. 
 

 

2. The lengths of intervals [


II TT , ] and [


IIII TT , ] are substantial as compared with that 

of the time unit interval. In this case, it is obviously necessary to know the 

distribution functions of random variables IT  and IIT  in the given interval. At the 

same time, we can help nothing that the requirement to know the distribution 

functions of various parameters characterizing the process of carrying out the 

production program is a too rigid condition, taking into account the high degree of 

uncertainty. It is therefore natural to postulate the most general distribution, one, for 

instance, like the beta distribution which has been successfully applied for developing 

the probability model of activity durations determined by two estimates (see Chapter 

2). 

We suggest a beta distribution of random values IT  or IIT  with preset boundary values 

given in the form of intervals [


II T,T ] or [


IIII T,T ] with the density distribution 
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(4.6.1) 

where ta  is the lower boundary estimate of duration IT  (or IIT ) for carrying out the 

production program; 

 tb  is the upper boundary estimate of the duration. 

Distribution (4.6.1) corresponds to mathematical expectation 

 
5

a3b2
tE tt 

 

(4.6.2) 

and variance 

   2tt ab04.0tV  .

 

(4.6.3) 

Such a distribution law reflects the work of an actual system to a large degree []. After 

each inspection, all the time estimates are corrected on the basis of the information 

obtained. Postulating distribution of IT  or IIT  by (4.6.1) we face the need to consider 

random changes of values tg  and tg  (see §4.2) and, correspondingly,  t,RVopt  and 

 t,RVpes , step by step in the course of carrying out an on-line control. 

4.6.2  Models for limit inspection moments 

In this case, the limit values of inspection moments 

1it  in §4.2, 1i  , within the frame 

of applying Strategy I will be determined by the intersection point of a straight line 
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passing through a point with coordinates 

it  and  if t,RV , and parallel to the abscissa 

axis, with a corrected trajectory    t,RVt,RV iopti

 , whose form is determined at the i-th 

step of the inspection (see Figs. 4.1-4.2 in §§4.1-4.4). 

Thus, several relations outlined in §4.2 require transformation, namely: 

 relation (4.2.14) in §4.2 for this case takes the form 

 
i
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iplpl1i
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  ,

 
(4.6.4) 

where itg  is a certain average optimistic speed of system S 's movement to the goal, 

determined as a result of correcting the limit possibilities of the system after the i -th 

inspection moment. 

 appropriate changes will also take place in (4.2.15), which in this case may be re-

written as 
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(4.6.5) 

When applying Strategy II, the time estimates are also subject to random influences 

and have to be corrected at the inspection moments. The expression for the limit 

inspection moment in this case will be (see Fig. 4.3 in §4.2) as follows: 
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(4.6.6) 

where itg  is an average pessimistic speed characterizing the revised minimal 

possibilities of the system. 

Let us denote 

i
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i
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ii B
tgtg
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(4.6.7) 

and present (4.6.6) as follows: 



  iipli1i tBTAt .

 
(4.6.8) 

Note the obvious equality 1BA ii  . 

Applying (4.6.4) and (4.6.6), we obtain the expression for the value of the inspection 

step for both cases 
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(4.6.9) 
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Comparing (4.6.9) and (4.6.10), and equating 

it  to 

it , we can show the validity of 

inequality 







  i1ii1i tttt  (4.6.11) 

uniformly for all i 's. Indeed, from inequality 
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 (4.6.12) 

follows relation 

i

i
i

tg

tg
1A




 , (4.6.13) 

which obviously proves our assertion. 

4.6.3  Comparison of strategies for determining inspection points 

The outlined above assertion stipulates that it is preferable to determine the inspection 

step according to  Strategy II,  rather than  Strategy I,  since a change of the strategy 

practically does not change the probability of the system's reaching the goal plV  by 

moment plT . At the same time, as can easily be seen by (4.6.11), using Strategy II 

reduces the inspection frequency. This, in turn, results in reducing control expenses 

without decreasing the efficiency of the control itself [106]. 

Since values IT  and IIT  fluctuate randomly, it is necessary to introduce appropriate 

correctives in the formula for determining the limit inspection moment. 

There is the obvious danger that when determining a new optimistic speed, trajectory 

 t,RVi

  will pass to the left of point  if t,RV . This testifies to a disruption of the plan 

time limit for performing the entire production program. 

Indeed, by shifting trajectory  t,RV   in parallel to itself by a certain value t  so that 

it comes somewhat to the right of point  if t,RV , we find that the term for completing the 

production program of system S  shifts by IT , in spite of the fact that the system's limit 

possibilities are employed. In order to forestall this, the inspection point must be shifted 

to the left. 
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Taking into account that parameter IT  is characterized by a density distribution 

function (4.6.1) with a finite variance, we can apply the Chebyshev inequality 
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  . (4.6.14) 

Consequently, the value of the shift of limit inspection moment 

1it  at the  1i  -th 

step is determined by formula 

 
  III

I
I

TTETP

TV
T





 . (4.6.15) 

Here,   IIII TTETPP   is the probability that the optimistic time estimate 

taken at a certain  1i  -th step will not differ from the mathematical expectation of the 

optimistic time estimate expressed by (4.6.1) by more than IT . Obviously, we must 

preset the value of probability Ip  in order to determine the value of IT . 

In the same way, we take into account the correction with regard to a random 

fluctuation of the pessimistic estimate; in relation (4.6.15) we need only to substitute IT  

for IIT . 

Consequently, a summary correction for determining the limit inspection moment 

1it  

will equal 

III TTT   . (4.6.16) 

Then relation (4.6.8) will take the form 

TtBTAt iipli1i  

 . (4.6.17) 

We should know that a restriction is imposed on value T , determined by the 

restrictions for the control system. One substantial restriction is the reliability of the 

control, characterized by the given probability plp  that the target amount plV  will be done 

by moment plT . This, in fact, corresponds to setting permissible boundaries for plT  to 

deviate from plT . In other words, in view of equality (4.6.16), the following restriction 

holds: 

plIII TTT   . (4.6.18) 

If at a given plT  and proceeding from the considerations examined, we should 

choose Ip  and correspondingly determine IT , we can choose the optimal value of IIT  
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by (4.6.18). The limit value can be determined in this case with the help of equality 

IplII TTT   . 

Having thus determined the value of IIT , and knowing the value of   IITV , we can 

determine probability 

    

 2
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II
IIIIIIII

T

TV
TTETPp


   (4.6.19) 

from the Chebyshev inequality. 

Knowing probability IIp , we can obtain the corresponding quantile 
IIpW . It 

determines a certain average speed that can be considered as the lower limit value of 

speed in order to obtain the subsequent inspection moments on the basis of the previous 

ones. 
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Chapter 5.  Trade-off in Organization Systems to Determine 
Quality Estimates 

 

§5.1  Introduction 

In recent years the concept of system approach to large-scale organization systems 

(OS) has been developed and outlined in several publications (see, e.g., [4, 9, 26, 28, 38, 

45, 109, 140]). In the system approach, an OS is viewed as an operation system, i.e., a 

collection of people, resources, and information that is intended to perform a specific 

function, or reach a predetermined objective [140].  Within the last three decades various 

analytical and simulation tools have been suggested to be used in the design, planning, 

organizing, and controlling those systems. Many of them, e.g., project planning and 

management systems, function under random disturbances. 

Most developed techniques enable judging the system by three important criteria:  

cost, timeliness and quality. The latter criterion is usually applied for products and 

services, which have to be of a certain quality level and yet not overpriced. There is, thus, 

always a trade-off between quality and cost. An overwhelming number of publications 

deal with quality control  which involves control of design products and services,  control 

of incoming materials,  control of work in process,  and the final inspection and testing of 

completed products and services. It can be well-recognized that to implement quality 

concepts one needs to use utility concepts. Thus, in recent years, the utility theory has 

been developed. 

Every operation for showing the actual fulfillment of a program and controlling 

delivery time for each type of products calls for taking stock of the finished product both 

dispatched and in storage, keeping count of all process stock, and the state of the means 

of production. This is an expensive operation, often calling for suspension of the 

production process. It is therefore desirable that this be done as rarely as possible, but 

without missing the moment when the tendency to deviate develops into jeopardizing the 

output of finished products. 

Note that the use and importance of utility theory in various branches of operation 

management, e.g., in project management [168], has been outlined in recent years in 

various publications [38, 125-127, 161]. The developed utility theory techniques can be 

classified as follows: 

 single-goal utility techniques; 
 

 multi-criteria utility models and methods. 

5.1.1  Single-goal utility models 

The techniques outlined below refer mostly to decision-making in order to choose 

between a host of activities. These are referred to as actions (or strategies), and each 

results usually in a pay-off or outcome. Should decision-makers know the pay-off 
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associated with each action, they would be able to choose the action with the largest pay-

off. Most situations, however, are characterized by incomplete information, so for a given 

action, it is necessary to enumerate all probable outcomes together with their 

consequences and probabilities.  The degree of information and understanding that the 

decision maker has about a particular situation, determines mostly how the underlying 

problem can be approached and resolved. 

Two persons, faced with the same set of alternatives and conditions, are likely to 

arrive at very different decisions regarding the most appropriate course of action to be 

undertaken. What is optimal for the first person may not even be an attractive alternative 

for the second one. Judgment, risk, and experience work together to influence attitudes 

and choice preferences. 

Implicit in any decision-making process is the need to construct, either formally or 

informally, a preference order so that alternatives can be ranked and the final choice 

made. Thus, a profit-maximization rule has to be determined. Note that in more complex 

situations where factors other than profit maximization or cost minimization apply, it 

may be desirable to explore the decision maker‟s preference structure in an explicit 

fashion, and to attempt to construct a preference ordering directly. Important classes of 

techniques that work by eliciting preference information from the decision maker are 

predicated on what is known as utility theory. This, in turn, is based on the premise that 

the preference structure can be represented by a real-valued function called a utility 

function. Once such a function is constructed, selection of the final alternative should be 

relatively simple. In the absence of uncertainty, an alternative with the highest utility 

would represent the preferred solution. For the case where outcomes are subject to 

uncertainty, the appropriate choice would correspond to that which attains the highest 

expected utility. Thus, the decision maker is faced with two basic problems involving 

judgment: 

1. How to quantify (or measure) utility for various pay-offs. 
 

2. How to quantify judgments concerning the probability of the occurrence of each 

possible outcome or event. 

Assuming the presence of uncertainty, when a decision maker is repeatedly faced with 

the same problem, experience often leads to a strategy that provides, on average, the best 

results over the long run. In technical terms, such a strategy is one that maximizes 

expected monetary value (EMV). Notationally, let A  be a particular action with possible 

outcomes nj ...,,2,1 . Also, let jp  be the probability of realizing outcome j  with 

corresponding pay-off or return jx . The expected monetary value of A  is then calculated 

by using the expected utility maximization model 

  



n

1j
jj xpAEMV .

 
(5.1.1) 
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It can be well-recognized that in order to undertake proper decision-making, one has 

to implement utility measures for each alternative active under consideration. In [168] a 

number of reasonable axioms which refer to a single goal in decision-making (Axioms 1 

and 2), to multiple goals with acceptable trade-off relations and to multiple goals which 

are not substitutable, are outlined. The axioms are as follows: 

1. Ordering. For two alternatives 1A  and 2A , one of the following must be true: the 

person either prefers 1A  to 2A , 2A  to 1A , or is indifferent between them. 
 

2. Transitivity. The person‟s evaluation of alternatives is transitive: if he prefers 1A   

to 2A , and 2A  to 3A , then he prefers 1A   to 3A . 
 

3. Continuity. If 1A  is preferred to 2A , and 2A  to 3A , there exists a unique 

probability p , 1p0  , such that the person is indifferent between outcome 2A  

with certainty, or receiving 1A  with probability p  and 3A  with probability  p1 .  

In other words, there exists a certainty equivalent to any gamble. 
 

4. Independence. If  1A  is preferred to 2A , and 3A  is some other prospect, a gamble 

with 1A  and 3A  as outcomes will be preferred to a gamble with 2A  and 3A  as out- 

comes, if the probability of 1A  and 2A  occurring is the same in both cases. 

These axioms relate to choices among both certain and uncertain outcomes. That is, if 

a person conforms to the four axioms, a utility function (sometimes referred to as “value” 

function) can be derived that expresses his preferences for both certain outcomes and the 

choices in a risky situation. In essence, they are equivalent to assuming that the decision 

maker is rational and consistent in his preferences, and implies the following expected 

utility theorem: 

 Given a decision maker whose preferences satisfy the four axioms, there exists a 

function U , called a utility function,  that associates a single real number or utility 

index with all risky prospects faced by the decision maker. This function has the 

following properties: 
 

1. If the risky prospect 1A  is preferred to 2A  (designated as 21 AA  ), the utility index 

of 1A  will be greater than that of 2A  [i.e.,    21 AUAU  ]. Conversely, 

   21 AUAU   implies that 1A  is preferred to 2A . 
 

2. If A  is the risky prospect with a set of outcomes    distributed according to the 

probability density function  p , the utility of A  is equal to the statistically 

expected utility of A ;  that is, 
 

    AEUAU  . (5.1.2) 

  

If  p  is discrete, 
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 pUAU ,
 

(5.1.3) 

  

and if  p  is continuous, 
 

 

 
       





  dpUAU .
 

(5.1.4) 

  

As these equations indicate, only the first moment (i.e., the mean or expected 

value) of utility is relevant to choice. Honoring the Bernoulli‟s principle, the 

variance or other higher moments of utility are irrelevant; the expected value takes 

full account of all the moments (mean, variance, skewness, etc.) of the probability 

distribution  p  of outcomes. 
 

3. Uniqueness of the function is defined only up to a positive linear transformation.  

Given a utility function U , any other function *U  such that 
 

 0a,baUU * 

 

(5.1.5) 

  

for scalars a  and b , will serve as well as the original function. Thus utility is 

measured on an arbitrary scale and is a relative measure. 

The outlined above approach provides a mechanism for ranking risky prospects in 

order of preference, the most preferred prospect being the one with the highest utility.  

Hence two concepts are involved: degree of preference (or utility) and degree of belief 

(or probability). 

Utility functions must be assessed separately for each decision maker.  To be of use, 

utility values (i.e., subjective preferences) must be assigned to all possible outcomes for 

the problem at hand. Usually, a frame of reference is defined whose lower and upper 

bounds represent the worst and the best possible outcomes, respectively. In many 

circumstances, outcomes are non-monetary in nature. For example [168], while selecting 

a portable computer, the decision maker might consider such factors as speed, memory, 

display quality, and weight. It is possible to assign utility values to these outcomes; 

however, in most business- related problems, a monetary consequence is of major 

importance. 

In the general case, we are given a set of m  alternatives  mAAAA ,...,, 21 , where 

each alternative may result in one of n  outcomes or “states of nature”. Call these

n ,...,, 21 , and denote ijx  as the consequence realized if j  results when alternative i   

is selected. Also, let  
jjp   be the probability that the state of nature j  occurs. Then, 

from (5.1.3) we can compute the expected utility of alternative iA  as follows: 

      m,...,2,1i,xUpAU
n

1j
ijjji  



 ,

 
(5.1.6) 
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where  jijij xx   is an implicit function of j . For the deterministic case where  

1n  , implying that only one outcome is possible, (5.1.6) reduces to    ii xUAU  . 

5.1.2  Multi-criteria utility models and methods 

The multi-criteria aspect of decision analysis appears because outcomes have to be 

evaluated in terms of several objectives (also called goals). These are stated in terms of 

properties, either desirable or undesirable, that determine the decision maker‟s 

preferences for the outcomes. As an example [168], for design of an automobile, the 

various multi-criteria objectives must be to: 

(1) minimize production costs; 
 

(2) minimize fuel consumption; 
 

(3) minimize air pollution, and  
 

(4) maximize safety. 

The purpose of the value model is to take the outcomes of the system model, 

determine the degree to which they satisfy each of the objectives, and then make the 

necessary trade-offs to arrive at a ranking for the alternatives  that correctly express the 

preferences of the decision maker. 

The multi-attribute utility theory (MAUT) [125-127, 168] is usually applied to 

projects and suggests developing a hierarchy of objectives and sub-objectives with the 

lowest members of the hierarchy called attributes. Each attribute should represent a 

significant criterion in the decision-making process and should be quantified. The set of 

attributes should satisfy the following requirements: 

1. Completeness. The set of attributes should characterize all the factors to be 

considered in the decision-making process. 
 

2. Importance. Each attribute should represent a significant criterion in the decision- 

making process, in the sense that it has the potential for affecting the preference 

ordering of the alternatives under consideration. 
 

3. Measurability. Each attribute should be capable of being objectively or subjectively 

quantified. Technically, this requires the possibility to establish a utility function for 

each attribute. 
 

4. Familiarity. Each attribute should be understandable to the decision-maker in the 

sense that the latter should be able to identify preferences for different states. 
 

5. Non-redundancy. No two attributes should measure the same criterion, a situation that 

would result in double counting. 
 

6. Independence. The value model should be structured so that changes within certain 

limits in the state of one attribute should not affect the preference ordering for states 
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of another attribute or the preference ordering for gambles over the states of another 

attribute. 

Once attributes have been assigned to all objectives and attribute states have been 

determined for all possible outcomes, it is necessary to aggregate the states by 

constructing a single unit of measurement that will accurately represent the decision 

maker‟s preference ordering for the outcomes. This can be achieved by specifying 

weights for each attribute or criterion. 

If the set of attributes satisfies the requirements listed above, it is possible to 

formulate a mathematical function called a multi-attribute utility function that will assign 

numbers, called outcome utilities, to each outcome state. In general, the utility   xU  

 N21 x,...,x,xU , of any combination of outcomes   N21 x,...,x,x  for N  attributes can 

be expressed either as: 

(1) an additive, or; 
 

(2) a multiplicative function of the individual attribute utility functions  11 xU ,  22 xU

,...,  NN xU , provided that each pair of attributes is: 
 

1. Preferentially independent of its complement; that is, the preference order of con- 

sequences for any pair of attributes does not depend on the levels at which the other 

attributes are held. 
 

2. Utility independent of its complement; that is, the conditional preference for lotteries 

(probabilistic trade-offs) involving only changes in the levels for any pair of 

attributes, does not depend on the levels at which the other attributes are held. 

To illustrate Condition 1, suppose that four attributes for a given project are:  

profitability, time-to-market, technical risk, and commercial success. Preferential 

independence means that if we judge technological risk, for example, to be more 

important than profitability, this relationship should remain true regardless of whether the 

level of profitability is high, low, or somewhere in between; and also regardless of the 

value of other attributes. 

The second condition,  namely utility independence,  means that if we are deciding on 

the preference ordering (ranking) for probabilistic trade-offs between, for example,  

technological risk and time-to-market, this can be done regardless of the value of 

profitability. 

It is necessary to verify that these two conditions are valid, or more correctly, to test 

and identify the bounds of their validity. The mathematical notation used to describe the 

model is therefore as follows [125]: 

ix  - state of the i -th attribute; 
0
ix  - least preferred state to be considered of the i -th attribute; 
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*
ix  - most preferred state to be considered of the i -th attribute; 

x  - vector  N21 x,...,x,x  of attribute states characterizing a specific outcome; 
0x  - outcome constructed from the least preferred states of all attributes; 0x =  

 0
N

0
2

0
1 x,...,x,x  ; 

*x  - outcome constructed from the most preferred states of all attributes; *x =  

 *
N

*
2

*
1 x,...,x,x  ; 






 0

ii x,x  

 

- 

 

 

outcome in which all attributes except for the i -th attribute are at their least 

preferred state; 

 ii xU  - utility function associated with the i -th attribute; 

 xU  - utility function associated with outcome x ; 

ik  - scaling constant for the i -th attribute; ik  =  




 0

i
*
i x,xU ; 

k  - master scaling constant. 

If the two independence conditions hold,  xU   assumes the following multiplicative 

form: 

    








 


N

1i
iii 1xUkk1

k

1
xU ,

 
(5.1.7) 

where the master scaling constant k  is determined from the equation  

  
i ikk1k1 . If 1k

i i  , then 0k1  ;  if 1k
i i  , then 0k  ;  if  

1k
i i  , then 0k   and (5.1.7) reduces to the additive form: 

   



N

1i
iii xUkxU .

 
(5.1.8) 

Since utility is a relative measure as shown above, the underlying theory permits the 

arbitrary assignment of   0xU 0
ii   and   1xU *

ii  ; that is, the worst outcome for each 

attribute is given a utility value of 0 , while the best outcome is given a utility value of 1 .  

The actual shape of the utility function depends on the decision maker‟s subjective 

judgment as to the relative desirability of possible outcomes. A point-wise approximation 

of this function can be obtained by asking a series of lottery-type questions such as the 

following: “For attribute i , what certain outcome, ix , would be equally desirable as 

realizing the highest outcome with probability p , and the lowest outcome with 

probability  p1  ?”. 

Thus, a conclusion can be drawn that the most important MAUT stages comprise: 

 a pairwise preferential judgment  [150]  based on experts  which is usually carried 

out in the form of a trade-off between a couple of attributes; 
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 assigning a scaling constant for each attribute which is pregiven by experts as well; 
 

 determining the project‟s utility function in MAUT which depends on the decision- 

maker‟s subjective judgment on the relative desirability of possible attributes‟ 

outcomes. This can be achieved in the form of various interview questions being 

addressed to experts; 
 

 the attributes are usually ranked in ascending order of importance as they progress 

from their worst to their best states (values). 
 

The most important stage of MAUT is to rank the alternatives. This may be 

accomplished by using the multi-attribute utility function to calculate outcome utilities 

for each alternative under consideration.  If two or more alternatives appear to be close to 

rank, their sensitivity to both the scaling constants and utility functions should be 

examined. 

Multi-attribute utility theory can be applied in situation when the state of an attribute 

may be uncertain. “Completion time of a task”, “reliability of a subassembly”, and 

“useful life of the system” are common examples of attributes whose states may take on 

different values with known or unknown probabilities. In these cases, ix  is really a 

random variable, so it is more appropriate to compute the expected utility of a particular 

outcome. For the additive model, this can be implemented by means of the following 

equation: 

         
















N

1i
iiiiii xdxfxUkxUE ,

 
(5.1.9) 

where  ii xf  represents the probability density function associated with attribute i ,  

and  E  stands for the expectation operator [127]. 

Ranking alternatives is often carried out on the basis of the analytic hierarchy process 

(AHP) which has been first outlined in [161] and provides a multiple-criteria 

methodology for evaluating alternatives. 

Typical applications of the AHP can be found in portfolio selection, transportation 

planning, manufacturing systems design, artificial intelligence, etc. The advantages of the 

AHP lie in its ability to structure a complex, multi-person, multi-attribute problem 

hierarchically, and then to investigate each level of the hierarchy separately, combining 

the results as the analysis progresses. Pairwise comparisons of the factors (which, 

depending on the context, may be alternatives, attributes, or criteria) are undertaken using 

a scale indicating the strength with which one factor dominates another with respect to a 

high-level factor. This scaling process can then be translated into priority weights or 

scores for ranking the alternatives. 
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Like MAUT, the AHP starts with a hierarchy of objectives. The top of the hierarchy 

provides the analytic focus in terms of a problem statement.  At the next level, the major 

considerations are defined in broad terms. This is usually followed by a listing of the 

criteria for each of the foregoing considerations.  Depending on how much detail is called 

for in the model, each criterion may then be broken down into individual parameters, 

whose values are either estimated or determined by measurement or experimentation. The 

bottom level of the hierarchy comprises the alternatives or scenarios underlying the 

problem. 

From analyzing the utility theory techniques in operation management, the following 

conclusions may be drawn: 

1. Utility theory techniques can be used [150, 168] from the point of choosing new 

competitive goals to be reached. Those goals in combination with monetary policies 

usually apply to new technical devices to be designed and created. 
 

2. The existing utility theory models and methods are not applicable to operation 

management (organization) systems which are usually governing and monitoring the 

process of the systems‟ functioning, since all MAUT models are restricted to market 

competitive problems alone. Thus, nowadays, the existing utility theory is mostly 

restricted to analyse the competitive quality of the organization systems‟ outcome 

products. The theory, however, does not deal with the quality of the systems‟ 

functioning, i.e., with organization systems in their entirety. This may result in heavy 

financial losses, e.g., when excellent project objectives are achieved by a badly 

organized project‟s realization. 

§5.2  Trade-off optimization models 

In the last five decades, the research literature on trade-off optimization models to 

determine a compromise between certain parameters in organization systems is 

practically restricted to project management systems. Various time – cost trade-off 

models have been developed by Arisawa and Elmaghraby [2], Arsham [3], Deckro and 

Hebert [47], Howard [117], Kelley [128], Peck and Scherer [152], Moder et al. [142], 

Moore et al. [145], Hillier and Lieberman [116], Menipaz [140], Nandi and Dutta [148], 

Golenko-Ginzburg [70], Gonik [109], de Coster [46], Chase and Aquilano [41], 

Panagiotakopoulos [151], Shtub [168], Siemens [169], Laslo [131], etc. Those 

publications usually investigate a compromise between time and cost parameters.  Such a 

compromise may be implemented by means of stating and solving certain optimization 

problems. 

5.2.1  Deterministic time-cost trade-off procedures 

A variety of publications is related to deterministic network projects (in the form of a 

graph  A,NG  comprising nodes Ni  and activities   Aj,i   leaving node i  and 

entering node j ) with deterministic activity durations. For any activity  j,i  entering the 

network project  A,NG , it is assumed that: 
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 the corresponding activity duration ijt  depends parametrically on the budget ijc  

assigned to that activity, and 
 

 the budget value  ijc   satisfies 

    maxijijminij ccc  , 

where minijc  stands for the minimal budget capable of operating activity  j,i ,  

and maxijc  is the maximal budget required to operate activity  j,i . Both values 

minijc  and maxijc  are pregiven beforehand. 

Note that in case maxijij cc   additional value maxijij cc   is redundant. Thus, function 

 ijijij cft   can be implemented for any    ANGAji ,,  . The main objective of the 

time – cost trade-off procedure is to consider the relationship between the project 

duration and the total project costs. 

Time constraints arise in a number of ways. First, the customer might contractually 

require a scheduled completion time for the project. Then, the original time constraint 

might change after the project has started, requiring new project planning. These 

amendments arise because of changes in the customer‟s plans; or, when delays occur in 

the early stages of a project, the new expected completion time of the project may be too 

late. The most interesting time constraint application arises when one asks for the project 

schedule that minimizes total project costs, direct plus indirect altogether. This is 

equivalent to the schedule that just balances the (indirect) marginal value of time saved 

(in completing the project one time unit earlier) against the (direct) marginal cost of 

saving it. This situation occurs frequently, for example, in the major overhaul of large 

systems, such as chemical plants, paper machines, aircraft, etc. Here the value of time 

saved is very high, and furthermore it is known quite accurately.  In such application, the 

crux of the problem amounts to developing a procedure to establish the minimum 

(marginal) cost of saving time. This assumes, of course, that some jobs may be carried 

out faster if more resources are allocated to them. The resources may be manpower, 

machinery, and / or materials. It is usually assumed [109, 117, 144-145, 173] that these 

resources can be measured and estimated, reduced to monetary units, and summarized as 

a direct cost per unit time. 

Thus, the main purpose of the time – cost trade-off  can be stated as the development 

of a procedure to determine activity schedules to reduce the project duration time with a  

minimum increase in the project direct costs, by buying time along the critical path(-s)  

where it can be obtained at the least cost. 

The development of the Critical Path Method (CPM) time – cost trade-off procedure 

is based on a number of definitions which are outlined below and represented in Fig. 5.1. 
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Figure 5.1.   Activity time-cost trade-off input for the CPM procedure 
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Activity direct costs include the costs of the material, equipment, and direct labor 

required to perform the activity under consideration. If the activity is carried out in its 

entirety by a subcontractor, then the activity direct cost is equal to the price of the 

subcontract, plus any fee that may be added. 

Project indirect costs may include, in addition to supervision and other customary 

overhead costs, the interest charges on the cumulative project investment, penalty costs 

for accomplishing the project after the specified deadline, and bonuses for early project 

completion. 

Normal activity time – cost point. The normal activity cost is equal to the minimum of 

costs required to perform the activity, and the corresponding activity duration is called 

the normal time. (It is this normal time that is used in the basic critical path planning and 

scheduling, and the normal cost is the one usually supplied if the activity is being sub-

contracted). The normal time is actually the longest time required to carry out the activity 

under the minimum cost constraint,  which rules out the use of overtime labor or special 

time saving (but more costly) of materials or equipment. 

Crash activity time – cost point. The crash time is the fully expedited or minimum 

activity duration time that is technically possible, and the crash cost is assumed to be the 

maximum cost required to achieve the crash performance time. 

The normal and crash time – cost points are denoted by the coordinates  DC,D  and

 dC,d , respectively, in Fig. 5.1. For the present, it will be assumed that the resources are 

infinitely divisible, so that all times between d  and D  are feasible, and the time – cost 

relationship is represented by the solid line. It will also be assumed that this curve is 

convex, and can be adequately approximated by the dashed straight line. 

The CPM computational procedure chooses the duration times for each activity so as 

to minimize the total project direct costs and at the same time satisfy the constraints on 

the total project completion time and on the individual activities, the latter being dictated 

by both the logic of the project network and the performance time intervals  D,d  

established for each activity. 

The simplified time – cost trade-off model for a CPM network is as follows: 

given a CPM graph  A,NG  together with functions  ijijij cft  ,     A,NGj,i  , and  

values minijc  and maxijc , determine: 

 the minimal total project direct costs C , 
 

CniM ,                                                  and 
 

(5.2.1) 

 the optimal assigned budget values  opt
ijc ,  subject to  

  DcftT opt

ijijijcr 








 , (5.2.2) 
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j,i

opt
ij Cc , (5.2.3) 

maxij
opt
ijminij ccc  , (5.2.4) 

 

where D  stands for a pregiven due date.  

Problem (5.2.1-5.2.4) is usually solved [46-47, 142] by means of heuristic methods 

based on “normal” and “crash” concepts outlined above. In cases of non-linear ijf  the 

problem becomes too difficult to be solved analytically [2]. 

5.2.2  Stochastic time-cost trade-off procedures 

In most stochastic network projects the major resources involved in the project 

realization are financial resources. Thus controlling the project boils down, in essence, to 

introducing various control actions with regard to the budget assigned to that project. 

It can be well-recognized from various studies in PERT-COST [41, 47, 61, 67, 70, 77, 

109, 116, 142-143, 148, 154] that activity duration is close to being inversely 

proportional to the budget assigned to that activity. Since random time duration ijt  in 

PERT studies is assumed to be beta-distributed (see Chapter 2), we may consider the time 

– cost curve for random time activities, as indicated in Fig. 5.2. Note that for all  

activities    A,NGj,i   both time – cost pessimistic and optimistic curves are to be  

predetermined externally,  while the time – cost average curve can be determined on the 

basis of the beta-distribution with pregiven lower and upper bounds  ija  and  ijb   called 

optimistic and pessimistic values (for each ijt ). 

Assume for simplicity  that for all activities    A,NGj,i   values 
ij

ij

ij
c

a
t   and 

ij

ij

ij
c

b
t   , with pregiven constants ija and ijb , represent optimistic and pessimistic time – 

cost curves, respectively, while the beta-distribution density function of the activity 

duration according to [67, 70, 73] may be written as 

 
 

   2ijij4

ijij

ij tttt
tt

12
tp 


 


.

 
(5.2.5) 

Note that for this simplified beta-distribution relation 

ij

ijijijij
ij

c5

b2a3

5

t2t3
t









 
(5.2.6) 

represents the time average cost curve indicated on Fig. 5.2. 
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Figure 5.2.   Time-cost curves for activities with random durations 
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This simplified relation has been used successfully in project management [70, 75, 

109]. However, for certain practical cases generalized relations can be recommended, 

namely 

 ij

ij

ij
c

a
t       and      

 ij

ij

ij
c

b
t   ,

 
(5.2.7) 

where 15.0   . It has to be pointed out that from the principal point of view all 

PERT-COST techniques remain unchanged even when implementing assumptions 

(5.2.7). However, the management can adopt any suitable distribution as long as its 

density function presents a linkage between time and costs. The corresponding algorithms 

and control models are capable of handling and adopting different types of distribution 

functions. 

In [76-77, 109] the trade-off model minimizes the allocated budget under given time 

chance constraint. The extension of problem (5.2.1-5.2.4) for a random activity duration 

ijt  is as follows: 

given the PERT-COST project  A,NG  with random activity durations ijt ,  

   A,NGj,i  , where for each activity  j,i  its probability density function (p.d.f.)  

 tpij  depends parametrically on the budget ijc  assigned to that activity: the problem is 

to minimize the project’s budget C  

CniM ,
 

(5.2.8) 

as well as to determine the optimal budget volumes opt

ijc  assigned to each activity 

   ANGji ,,   subject to 

  pDctTPr
opt
ijij 









 ,
 

(5.2.9) 

  Cc
opt
ij , (5.2.10) 

maxij
opt
ijminij ccc  . (5.2.11) 

Here: 

  opt
ijij ctT  stands for the project‟s random duration on condition that all the 

activity‟s durations are random values with p.d.f.  ijij ctp . Value  opt
ijij ctT  can 

be determined either via simulation, or by means of approximate analytical 

methods; 
 

 D  designates the pregiven due date; 
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 p  is the minimal value of the chance constraint (pregiven by the project 

management as well). 

Problem (5.2.8-5.2.11) is a very complicated problem which even for medium-scale 

projects cannot be solved analytically. It requires therefore heuristic solutions that are 

widely used nowadays in various design offices [69-70, 99, 109, 138]. 

As outlined below, in §5.3, a modification of problem (5.2.8-5.2.11) enables the 

solution of the partial harmonization problem for project management systems. This, in 

turn, enables solving harmonization problems for PERT-COST projects with trade-offs 

between three basic parameters: cost, time and reliability. In our opinion, this is an 

essential advancement in the area of multi-parametric optimization. 

§5.3  Harmonization models in organization systems 

5.3.1  Introduction 

As mentioned above, in §5.1, there are very few publications (see, e.g., [100]) dealing 

with estimating the quality of the system itself, e.g., the system‟s public utility. We 

suggest using the term “utility” henceforth as a generalized quantitative value to estimate 

the quality of the system‟s functioning. To develop the corresponding techniques we 

suggest to take into account the basic parameters, which actually form the utility of the 

system - validity, reliability, flexibility, cost, sensitivity, forecasting (timeliness), etc.  

Most of those criteria are difficult to be formalized and require human judgment and 

rating schemes in order to turn qualitative information into quantitative estimates. 

The backbone of this Chapter is to formalize the multi-parametric harmonization 

model in order to maximize the system’s utility as a generalized quality measure of the 

system’s functioning. 

Another main result of the Chapter is the development of the principal idea of the 

harmonization problem’s solution. As outlined above, in §1.2, we suggest to sub-divide 

the basic parameters into two sub-sets: 

 independent parameters, where for each parameter its value may be preset  and 

may vary independently on other parameters‟ values,  and 
 

 dependent parameters whose values may not depend uniquely on the values of 

independent parameters. 

We suggest a multi-stage solution of harmonization problems. At the first stage a 

look-over algorithm to examine all feasible combinations of independent basic values,  is 

implemented.  The independent parameters' values obtained at that stage are used as input 

values at the second stage where for each dependent parameter a local subsidiary 

optimization problem is solved in order to raise the system's utility as much as possible.  

Solving such a problem enables the solely dependence of the optimized value on any 
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combination of independent input parameters. At the next stage the system's utility value 

is calculated by means of basic parameters' values obtained at the previous stages, while 

Stage IV carries out the search for the extremum in order to determine the optimal 

combination of all basic parameters' values delivering the maximum to the system's 

utility. 

To facilitate further discussion in this chapter, we will require additional notations. 

5.3.2  Terminology 

Let us introduce additional terms: 

S  - organization system; 

sM  - the system's model; 

kR  - the k -th basic system‟s parameter, nk1   (to be optimized); 

n  - number of basic parameters; 
 ind
iR  - the i -th independent basic parameter, 1ni1  ; 

1n  - number of independent basic parameters; 
 dep
jR  - the j -th dependent basic parameter, 2nj1  ; 

12 nnn    -   number of dependent basic parameters; 

0kR  - restriction for the k -th basic parameter, nk1  , i.e., the worst permissible 

value which can be accepted; 

00kR  - the best value of the k -th basic parameter, nk1  , which by no means can be 

refined (pregiven); 
U  - the system‟s utility (to be optimized); 

k  - local parametrical utility, nk1   (pregiven); 

0U  - basic utility obtained for  0kk RR  , nk1   (pregiven); 

k  - search step for the k -th basic parameter (pregiven); 
  - pre-specified search tolerance for optimizing the system‟s utility (pregiven); 

 

    dep
j

ind
ij RMaxRPHM   - partial harmonization model to maximize the j -th  

dependent parameter   dep
jR  on the basis of the  1n   input 

values   ind
iR , 1ni1  ; 
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parameter values. 

5.3.3  General concepts 

Consider a complicated organization system which functions under random 

disturbances. Such a system usually comprises a variety of qualitative and quantitative 

attributes, characteristics and parameters, which enable the system‟s functioning. The 

problem arises to determine a generalized (usually quantitative) value which covers all 

essential system‟s parameters and can be regarded to as a system‟s qualitative estimate.  

We will henceforth call such a generalized value the system‟s utility. 

Later on we will require some new definitions. 

Definitions 

I. Call the system's model sM  a formalized description of the system's structure as well 

as the system's functioning. sM  usually comprises the logical links between the 

system's elements, decision-making rules, various random parameters, etc. For project 

management systems various sM  may be used, e.g., network PERT-COST models 

(see §5.2), GANTT chart models [168], CPM models [142, 151, 154, 168], GERT 

models [2, 55, 67, 70, 144, 168], etc. PERT-COST network models which are widely 

used in project management [67, 70, 76, 109, 168], are used as sM  in Chapters 8, 16-

17. Such a network model is actually a graph type simulation model comprising 

activities with random durations. The p.d.f. of each activity duration depends 

parametrically on the budget value assigned to that activity.
 sM  usually comprises all 

the basic parameters (see below) which have an influence on the system's utility. 
 

II. Call a quantitative parameter entering the system a basic parameter on condition that 

changes in the parameter result in changing the system‟s utility. Note that the 

restriction value for any basic parameter is, actually, the worst permissible value that 

may be implemented into the system. The set of basic parameters, together with the 

corresponding restriction values, are externally pregiven. 
 

III. Call the system‟s utility which corresponds to the pregiven restriction values for all 

basic system‟s parameters, the basic utility. Denote henceforth the basic utility by 0U

.  Value 0U  is externally pregiven as well. 
 

IV. Call the direction of changing a basic parameter‟s value which results in increasing 

the system‟s utility, a positive direction, and vice versa. Call the change of the 

system‟s utility caused by altering a parameter by its unit value in the positive 

direction, a local parametric utility. Denote henceforth the additional local parametric 

utility for the k -th basic parameter by 0k  . Parametric utility values are also 

pregiven externally. 
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Denote henceforth the pregiven restriction values for each basic k -th parameter,  

nk1  , by 0kR , correspondingly. If restrictions are given in the form 

  0kk RR   ,    nk1  ,
 

(5.3.1) 

it can be well-recognized from (1.2.1) that the system‟s utility  U  satisfies 

  



n

1k
0kkk0 RRUU 

 
(5.3.2) 

subject to (5.3.1). Here 
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(5.3.3) 

where   is an extremely large negative number which practically eliminates value  

kR .  It can be well-recognized that relation (5.3.3) ensures restrictions (5.3.1). 

Note that to solve the harmonization problem, we need to define for each k -th basic 

parameter its best values which by no means can be refined. Denote those values which 

are externally pregiven, by 00kR , correspondingly. 

To proceed with, we require additional definitions. 

V. Call the basic system‟s parameters which can be pregiven independently from each 

other, independent basic parameters. It goes without saying that setting values of 

independent basic parameters honors restrictions (5.3.1). 
 

VI. Call other basic system‟s parameters dependent basic parameters. Thus, the basic 

parameters can be subdivided into two groups: independent and dependent 

parameters. The latter do not depend uniquely on the preset values of independent 

parameters.  Moreover, a combination of independent parameters may correspond to 

numerous different values (sometimes to an infinite number) of a certain dependent 

parameter. If, for example, a PERT-COST network project is carried out under 

random disturbances, setting the cost value (assigned for the project) and the time 

value (in the form of the project‟s due date) does not define solely the value of the 

project‟s reliability, i.e., its probability to meet the deadline on time. This is because 

the budget value C  assigned to the project has to be reallocated beforehand among 

the project activities in order to start processing the latter. Each budget reallocation 

results in a certain project's reliability and, thus, different feasible (but non-optimal!)  

reallocations correspond to different non-optimal reliability values. However, for the 

same preset independent basic parameters - cost and time values - it is possible to 

maximize the project‟s reliability by means of optimal budget reallocation among the 
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project's activities. The corresponding problem together with its solution is outlined 

below, in Chapter 8. 
 

Thus, we suggest to implement a solely dependency of each dependent basic 

parameter on the combination of independent input values by means of a subsidiary 

optimization procedure (heuristic, simulative, approximate) in order to maximize the 

system's utility for the fixed combination of independent parameters and the 

optimized dependent parameter. We will henceforth call the optimized objective 

(5.3.2) where at least one basic parameter value is pregiven beforehand and remains 

unchanged in the course of optimization, the conditional system's utility. 
 

VII. Call a partial harmonization problem jPHM  an optimization problem (analytic, 

simulative, heuristic) which on the basis of preset independent basic parameters 

delivers an optimum value to a dependent basic parameter jR  in order to maximize 

the conditional system‟s utility. Thus, a PHM  enables the solely dependence of a 

dependent parameter from independent ones. 

Practically speaking, the partial harmonization model is mostly optimized by means 

of optimal budget reallocation among the system's elements. In the case of a project 

management system with sM  representing a PERT-COST type network model, optimal 

budget reallocation among the project's activities enables maximization of the project's 

reliability value R . In the case of a hierarchical production system with sM  based on a 

multi-level fault tree model together with a pregiven list of possible technical 

improvements for the bottom level elements, the partial harmonization model centers on 

an optimal budget reallocation among a chosen sub-set from the list of improvements.  

However, such an optimization problem is essentially more complicated than in the case 

of a network project,  since we have to cope both with choosing an  optimal sub-set  from 

the set of improvements as well as with an optimal budget reallocation among the chosen 

elements to be improved. 

Note, in addition, that in the case of project management systems the budget value C  

is always an independent basic parameter, while the project's reliability value R  is a 

dependent one. In the case of hierarchical production systems under consideration some 

PHM  use the budget value C  as an independent parameter with reliability value R  as a 

dependent one, while other PHM  act vice versa, i.e., the reliability value us externally 

pregiven and is an independent parameter, while the budget value C  (to be minimized)  

serves as a dependent one. Thus, those two basic parameters are, as a matter of fact, 

interchangeable. 

It can be well-recognized that the efficiency of a harmonization problem depends 

mostly on the efficiency of partial harmonization models, since it is easy to implement a 

search algorithm for several independent basic parameters. Thus, the main difficulty to 

solve a practical harmonization problem (especially in cases of numerous basic 

parameters) is to develop a combination of a high-speed partial harmonization model and 

a relatively simple search procedure for independent basic parameters. 
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Thus, using Notation in 5.3.1, we obtain for the system's utility 
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(5.3.5) 

Value U  may comprise both analytic jPHM  as well as jPHM  based on simulative 

modeling. In some cases jPHM  can be based on subjective decision-making. 

5.3.4  Optimal harmonization problem and the general idea of the problem’s solution 

Referring to 5.3.3 and using Notation in 5.3.1, the harmonization problem is as 

follows: determine optimal values nk1,Rk  ,  to maximize the system‟s utility 
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(5.3.6) 

subject to 

   00k0kk00k0k R,RMaxRR,RMin  .

 
(5.3.7) 

Since 0U  remains constant, the objective can be simplified as follows 
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(5.3.8) 

subject to (5.3.7). 

Problem (5.3.7-5.3.8) is a very complicated optimization problem which usually does 

not provide analytical estimates. 

Let us analyze the general harmonization problem in greater detail. Since independent 

basic parameters  ind
iR  serve as input values which can be optimized by means of a 
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search algorithm, the harmonization problem‟s solution suggests itself as a combination 

of two sequential problems: 

 to determine an optimal combination of independent basic values    optind
iR  by 

means of a lookover algorithm that checks the feasibility of each possible 

combination (Problem I), 
 

 to solve all the partial harmonization problems by means of   ind
ij RPHM  

(Problem II), and 
 

 to facilitate a search for the extremum in order to  maximize utility value (5.3.5). 

Theorem 

Optimal values  opt
kR , nk1  , in problem (5.3.7-5.3.8) satisfy 

          optind

ij

optind

i

opt

k RPHMRR  .

 

(5.3.9) 

Proof 

Assume that   opt
kR  does not satisfy (5.3.9), i.e., there exists a combination 

       ''' dep

j

ind

ik RRR 

 

(5.3.10) 

satisfying (5.3.8) and not coinciding with (5.3.9). Note, first, that relation 

     '' ind

ij

dep

j RPHMR 

 

(5.3.11) 

holds, otherwise the combination  '

kR  may be improved by substituting   'dep

jR  for 
  'ind

ij RPHM . This, in turn, contradicts relation (5.3.8). Secondly, relation 

      optind

i

ind

i RR '

 

(5.3.12) 

holds as well, since values    optind

iR  have been obtained by means of an optimal 

look-over algorithm  which checks all possible combinations   ind

iR ,  including   'ind

iR .   

Thus, our assumption proves to be false and combinations (5.3.9) and (5.3.10) fully 

coincide.                                                                                                                                              

5.3.5  Optimization techniques 

The proved theorem enables solution of problem (5.3.7-5.3.8) by means of a 

sequential solution of Problem I and II. However, if, due to the high number of possible 
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combinations   ind

iR , solving both problems on a look-over basis requires a lot of 

computational time, we suggest a simplified heuristic algorithm as follows. 

Since practically most partial harmonization models jPHM  (see, e.g. [124]) for OS 

are complicated non-linear functions (5.3.5) of independent parameters   ind
iR , 

determining the optimal system's utility results in implementing the theory of 

unconstrained optimization for non-linear problems. As outlined in [133], the most 

effective and widely known methods for maximizing a non-linear function of several 

variables, e.g., the gradient method, the Newton's method, the conjugate direction 

method, etc., cannot be carried out without determining the gradient vector at each search 

step. However, solving the gradient equation for partial harmonization problems based on 

simulation models comprising stochastic programming constraints leads usually to futile 

computational efforts. 

Thus, a conclusion can be drawn that more attractive and at the same time more 

realistic approximated algorithms have to be implemented. According to the general 

recommendations outlined in [133] we have replaced the precise look-over algorithm 

(Problem I) by the cyclic coordinate search algorithm (CCSA). The latter optimizes the 

non-linear function of independent parameters cyclically, with respect to coordinate 

variables. To implement the cyclic coordinate algorithm we suggest accepting several 

rules as follows: 

 

1. An initial search point       ind

0n

ind
20

ind
10 1

R,...,R,RR   has to be taken, i.e., the initial 

point corresponds to the least permissible utility 0U . 
 

 

2. First, coordinate  ind
1R  has to be optimized, by advancing with a constant search step 

 ind
1R  in the positive direction, while all other 1n1   coordinates remain un- 

changed. After establishing the quasi-optimal value  ind
opt1R  the latter is fixed, and the 

second coordinate  ind
2R  with other unchanged coordinates      ind

n

ind
3

ind
opt1 1

R,...,R,R  has 

to undergo optimization in the positive direction until obtaining value  ind
opt2R . With 

two coordinates  ind
opt1R  and  ind

opt2R  fixed, the third coordinate  ind
3R  is subject to the 

coordinate optimization procedure, etc. Thus, at the beginning of the search procedure 

all coordinates advance in their positive directions. 
 

In this course, objective (5.3.8) is substituted by another one,  namely 
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subject to (5.3.7). 
 

 

3. Coordinate  ind
iR  reaches its quasi-optimal value in three cases: 
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a) if in the course of the coordinate optimization value  ind
00iR  is reached. It is taken 

then as the optimized value optiR ; 
 

  

b) if in the course of the coordinate optimization at least one of the dependent 

parameter values  dep
jR  (while solving the partial harmonization problem) ceases 

to comply with restrictions (5.3.1) or (5.3.7). This means that we have entered a 

non-feasible area,  and the last successful coordinate value is chosen as the quasi-

optimal one; 
 

  

c) if in the course of the coordinate optimization objective (5.3.13), i.e., the 

conditional system‟s utility, ceases to increase. In such a case we act similarly to 

case b). 
 

4. For certain organization systems which function under random disturbances, values  
 

2
dep

j nj1,R  , may be random parameters as well. Thus, objective (5.3.13) becomes 

a random value too. To calculate its average value at each search point, numerous 

simulation runs have to be carried out to obtain representative statistics. 
 

 

5. After accomplishing the first iteration, i.e., determining values      ind

optn

ind
opt2

ind
opt1 1

R,...,R,R ,  

the corresponding search step values are usually diminished (mostly by dividing by 

two), and the search process proceeds anew - cyclically with respect to the coordinate 

variables, beginning from  ind
1R . 

 
 

6. For all future iterations  value  
1

ind
i ni1,R  , is calculated in two opposite points: 
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to determine the direction of objective‟s (5.3.13) increase. The search is undertaken 

along those directions,  i.e.,  values 
 

          ind

n

ind
i

ind
i

ind
1i

ind
1

*

1
R,...,RrR,R,...,RU  , 

 

,...,3,2,1r   
 

are calculated. 
 

7. The cyclic coordinate optimization algorithm terminates  when the relative difference 

between two adjacent iterations with indices v  and 1v   
 

   







 ind

i
v* RU    and      









ind

i
1v* RU  

becomes less than the externally pregiven tolerance 0 . 
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In order to improve the algorithm's global convergence we have additionally 

implemented the highly recommended Aitken Double Sweep Method [133] which is used 

as follows: first CCSA is carried out with coordinate variables sequenced in the order 
     ind

n

ind
2

ind
1 1

R,...,R,R , and afterwards - in the opposite order:      ind
1

ind

1n

ind

n
R,...,R,R

11 
. The 

maximal objective is taken as the algorithm's quasi-optimal solution. 

It can be well-recognized that increasing the number 1n  of independent parameters 

results in raising the efficiency of CCSA. Note that in project management there are at 

least two independent parameters with continuous values - budget C  assigned to the 

project and the due date D  of accomplishing the project. 

As for another class of organization multi-level technical systems with safety 

engineering problems, - there is usually only one independent parameter - the budget 

value C  or the reliability value R . Using CCSA algorithms for such systems cannot be 

advised since a non-linear function of a single variable can be optimized by other 

methods as well. However, as outlined below, implementing other classical precise 

methods, e.g., the method of dynamic programming, usually leads to unavoidable 

computational difficulties. This is because in safety engineering optimized variables are 

usually various technical improvements which have to be carried out without exceeding 

the allocated budget. Thus, obtaining the optimal solution for a safety engineering 

problem results in determining an optimal subset of technical investments for the 

pregiven set of possible amendments. If the number of possible amendments is large 

enough the harmonization model boils down to an enormous amount of stages [176],  

each of which centers on determining the system's reliability value by means of the 

simulation model. However, since reliability of a technical system with possible 

hazardous failures has to be exceptionally close to one,  evaluating reliability value by 

means of simulation requires a tremendous number of simulation runs to obtain sufficient 

statistics  (in certain cases up to a million simulation runs and sometimes even more).  

Thus, only reasonable heuristic approaches may result in an acceptable solution. 

Tables 5.1 and 5.2 present a concise description of the system's models, basic 

parameters and partial harmonization models for the organization systems to be discussed 

below: project management systems and hierarchical technical systems. Note that 

changing the system's model results in ultimate changes of the corresponding PHM  

techniques. 

§5.4  Application areas 

Besides the examples outlined above, the developed harmonization principle covers a 

broad spectrum of other hierarchical organization systems, especially of man-machine 

type. Several important examples of potential areas of implementation are presented here. 

I. Consider a complicated multilevel technical system to be designed, e.g., a new 

commercial aircraft. Here the number of basic parameters  which actually define the 
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aircraft‟s utility, exceeds three by far; the basic parameters are as follows: 

 

Table 5.1.   System’s model and PHM for project management systems 

System's  model 

 

Parameters 
 Partial  harmonization  models    

Indep. 
 

Dep. 
 

 A,NG  -  PERT-COST network; 

 j,i  -  activity,     A,NGAj,i  ; 

ijc  -  budget assigned to   j,i ; 

minijc ,  maxijc  -  lower and upper  

ijc   bounds; 

Total budget  
 


j,i

minijcC   ; 

Due date  D ; 

p.d.f. 
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 the budget assigned for constructing the new aircraft (an independent parameter); 
 

 the number of passengers to be taken on board (an independent parameter); 
 

 the flight distance (a partially dependent parameter); 
 

 the average cruise speed (a dependent parameter); 
 

 the reliability value, i.e., the probability of the aircraft within a specified 

exploitation period not to develop any critical failure  which may result in air fleet 

accidents,  sometimes of catastrophic nature (a dependent parameter); 
 

 an environmental failure parameter, e.g., the level of noise (a dependent 

parameter); 
 

 various technical design parameters, e.g., the aircraft‟s size, weight or even certain 

aesthetic features which nowadays may influence the aircraft‟s priority level 
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(usually dependent parameters), etc. 
 

It goes without saying that increasing the number of basic parameters results in a 

dramatic increase of the level of complexity of the regarded harmonization model. 

 

 

Table 5.2.  System's model and PHM for hierarchical technical systems 

System's  model 

 

Parameters 
 Partial  harmonization  models    

Indep. 
 

Dep. 
 

Fault Tree Simulation Model  SM ; 

 

Possible technical improvements 

 kTI ,  Nk1  ; 

 

Corresponding cost investments 

 kC ,  Nk1  ; 

 

Budget  k
k

CMinC  ; 

 

System's current reliability  0R ; 

 

System's desired reliability  

0RR  ; 
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II. In agriculture, e.g., in cotton harvesting, a multilevel decision-making control system 

is especially useful for cotton-growing areas with restricted resources [170]. Since all 

cotton harvesters are equipped with trailers, one of the independent basic parameters 

of the model should be the amount of trailers available to each harvester. Other basic 

parameters may be singled out as follows: 
 

 the volume of the trailer (an independent parameter); 
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 the number of trailers used to form the so-called “cotton trains” delivering raw 

cotton to the cleaning factory (an independent parameter); 
 

 the number of harvesters (an independent parameter); 
 

 the weather forecast (a random disturbance parameter); 
 

 the type and agricultural quality of soil (an independent parameter); 
 

 the harvesting period for cotton  (an independent parameter); 
 

 the budget to be assigned for cotton harvesting in a cotton-growing district (a 

dependent parameter); 
 

 harvesting expenses per square unit of plantation (a dependent parameter); 
 

 the weight of cleaned cotton obtained from the above (a dependent parameter),  

etc. 
 

The cotton harvesting organization system is, thus, an extremely complicated one.  

However, using harmonization models as suggested in this paper may result in 

significantly increasing the system‟s utility. 
 

III. A promising application area of the discussed theory and methodology lies in 

developing new approaches for designing hospitals (or providing capital investments 

for expanding existing medical health facilities) in rural areas [135]. The basic 

parameters to determine hospital‟s utility  may be listed as follows: 
 

 the main costs of designing and building a new hospital (an independent 

parameter); 
 

 the population to be serviced (an independent parameter); 
 

 accessibility and the geographical distance from the hospital to most remote 

settlements (an independent parameter); 
 

 the number of beds (a dependent parameter); 
 

 various quality and quantity parameters of medical care (partially dependent 

parameters); 
 

 the average number of days for a patient to stay in the hospital, i.e., the patient‟s 

“turnover” value (a dependent parameter), etc. 
 

Thus, a hospital is a good field for implementing harmonization trade-off problems.  

Note that within the last three decades numerous decision-making models on health 

care and health service have been described in various publications. However, 

attempts to define the hospital‟s utility in its entirety have not been undertaken as yet. 
 

IV. In recent years another important field for implementing the utility theory presents 

itself in the mobile communication business (M-Commerce). The harmonization 

trade-off to be optimized may be formulated as a compromise between capital 

investments in cellular telephones‟ infrastructure (like the amount and capacity of 

transmitting stations), on one hand, and certain reliability parameters of providing 
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services to local internet based enterprises  (connectibility and accessibility to the web 

by mobile phone, throughput of information, etc.), on the other hand. Here the 

number of basic parameters seems to be lower than in examples outlined above, but 

the levels of dependency between those parameters have neither been formalized as 

yet, together with the system‟s formalized description. 

§5.5  Main research stages to implement harmonization models 

In order to apply harmonization models to practical OS the following research stages 

have to be undertaken. 

Stage 1. Within the course of this stage the OS under consideration has to undergo a 

careful and thorough inspection in order to: 
 

 determine all the information and the material flows which pass through the 

system,  including income and outcome flows; 
 

 determine all the coordination and control signals connecting various elements at 

different hierarchical levels; 
 

 determine all control actions for the case when the organization system undergoes 

on-line control; 
 

 determine the system‟s goals to be achieved in the course of the system‟s 

functioning; 
 

 determine the main links between the system‟s hierarchical levels; 
 

 determine the existing techniques for governing and monitoring subordinated 

hierarchical levels; 
 

 determine the formalized description of the operations to be carried out at each 

hierarchical level; 
 

 determine the main system‟s restrictions. 
 

Thus, in short, implementing Stage 1 results in undertaking preliminary inspection of 

the system. 
 

Stage 2 has to be carried out in order to: 
 

 single out all the essential, basic system‟s parameters which mostly affect the main 

quality and quantity estimates of its functioning; 
 

 subdivide the previously obtained basic parameters into an independent and a 

dependent subsets; 
 

 formalize functional dependencies between the basic parameters by means of 

statistical analysis, by applying theoretical approaches or by using expert 

information; 
 

 determine the upper and lower bounds for all basic parameters; 
 

 determine the system‟s utility on the basis of the values of essential parameters. 
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Note that Stages 1 and 2 are usually carried out by system's analysts. 
 

Stage 3 results in determining and, later on, simulating the main random factors entering 

the system, and the main random processes taking place within the system‟s 

functioning. To carry out the stage  one has to: 
 

 single out all the random variables in order to determine their probability density 

functions; 
 

 determine the random processes at each hierarchical level; 
 

 develop a preliminary simulation model in order to connect all the stochastic 

processes entering the system; 
 

 determine decision-making rules for essential events of the simulation model. 
 

Stage 4 results in formalizing and developing optimization models, including both 

harmonization models and partial harmonization models. To implement the 

stage  one has to: 
 

 develop a simplified and high-speed version for optimizing independent 

parameters; 
 

 develop a high-speed heuristic procedure (usually by means of simulation) to 

optimize dependent parameters on the basis of the independent ones; 
 

 to undertake a search procedure to optimize the system‟s utility. 
 

Stages 3 and 4 have to be performed by system analysts who are qualified in 

harmonization modeling. 

As far as we are concerned, nowadays there exist only two classes of OS being able 

and ready to accept the developed harmonization theory: 

 semi-automated, man-machine technical systems under random disturbances  

which comprise several hierarchical levels and can be controlled by means of 

decision-making at inspection points only,  and 
 

 a broad spectrum of project management systems under random disturbances. 

The reasons for the above conclusion are as follows: 

 both classes of organization systems within the last five decades have already got 

accustomed to numerous trade-offs (cost – reliability trade-offs in technical 

systems, time – cost trade-offs in project management) being dealt with by means 

of optimization and simulation models; 
 

 in spite of the poor techniques and the restriction to only two basic parameters, 

formalized descriptions of both systems have been carried out properly. 
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Thus, practically speaking, research Stages 1-3 as outlined above are a by-gone day 

for those systems, and implementing the last stage is not going to result in inflicting 

additional heavy cost losses. The gain to be obtained will be swift and effective. 

In contrast to those systems, other OS are only starting to be formalized, i.e., are 

passing their baby-hood period. Since the broad scientific community is interested to 

enhance the development of new managing models, we suggest to take the same 

measures which have been taken so rapidly and so effectively in project management five 

decades ago: namely, we suggest to incorporate in each OS a research team or a 

department comprising various skilled scientists from different areas, including an expert 

team. The goal of such a research division would be to carry out the above four stages in 

order to formalize the system‟s functioning. One cannot hope that the success to be 

obtained may result from the enthusiasm of just a few individuals; but the anticipated 

benefit from implementing harmonization models can prove to be tremendous. 
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Chapter 6.  Risk Management in Organization Systems 
 

§6.1  Risk management techniques for large organization systems 

6.1.1  General introduction and definitions 

Risk is a major factor in organization systems (OS), especially for projects under 

random disturbances, e.g., various research and development (R&D) projects. In project 

management one usually refers to high levels of uncertainty as sources of risk [7, 39-40, 

43, 45, 50, 61, 86, 115, 118, 122-123, 140, 156, 168, 180]. Principal sources of 

uncertainty include random variations in component and subsystem performance, 

inaccurate or inadequate data and the inability of proper forecasting. The following 

uncertainties can be taken into account in large OS [168]: 

1. Uncertainty in scheduling. Changes in the environment that are impossible to 

forecast accurately at the outset of a project, are likely to have a critical impact on 

the length of certain activities. 
 

2. Uncertainty in cost. Limited information on the duration of activities makes it 

difficult to predict the amount of resources required to complete them on schedule. 

This translates directly into an uncertainty in cost. 
 

3. Technological uncertainty. This form of uncertainty is typically present in R&D 

projects where new (not well tested and approved) technologies, methods, 

equipment, and systems are developed or employed. Technological uncertainty 

may affect the schedule, the cost, and the ultimate success of the project. 
 

4. Market regulations. New regulations may affect the market for a project, while 

certain changes in the policies of project management participating organizations 

may disrupt the project's implementation. 
 

5. Human uncertainty stems from erroneous judgment in the course of designing the 

system by a human operator, especially when an emergency starts to develop. 

Outlined below are some classical definitions related to risk in OS including project 

management [50]: 

 Failure is the inability of a system, subsystem, or component to perform its 

required function. 
 

 Quality assurance is the probability that a system, subsystem, or component will 

perform its intended function when tested. 
 

 Reliability is the probability that a system, subsystem, or component will perform 

its intended function for a specified period of time or under normal conditions. 
 

 Risk is a combination of the probability of an abnormal event or failure and the 

consequences of that event or failure to a project's success or system's 
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performance. 
 

 Risk analysis (assessment) denotes any process and procedures of identifying, 

characterizing, quantifying, and evaluating risks and their significance. 
 

 Risk management denotes any technique either used to minimize the probability of 

an accident or to mitigate its consequences with, for instance, good engineering 

design, good operating practices, or preventive maintenance. 
 

 Uncertainty is a measure of limits of knowledge in a technical area, expressed as a 

distribution of probabilities around a point estimate. The four principal elements of 

uncertainty are statistical confidence (a measure of sampling accuracy), tolerance 

(a measure of the relevance of available information to the problem at hand), 

incompleteness and inaccuracy of the input data, and ambiguity in modeling the 

problem. 

Once the risks are determined, managers must decide what levels are acceptable based 

on economic, political, and technological judgments. The decision can be controversial 

because it necessarily involves subjective judgments about costs and benefits of the 

project, the well-being of the organization, and the potential damage or liability. 

Risk is tolerated at a higher level if the payoffs are high or critical to the organization. 

What-ever the level of risk finally judged acceptable, it should be compared with and, if 

necessary, used to adjust the risks calculated to be inherent in the project. The probability 

of failure may be reduced further by use of redundant or standby subsystems, or by 

parallel efforts during development. Also, managers should prepare to counter the 

consequences of failure or setbacks by devising contingency plans or emergency 

procedures. 

Risks may be caused by several factors [148-149, 168]: 

1. Technology. Since technology is expanding by rapid pace a new product may 

prove to be obsolete at the moment of the project's completion. In order to avoid 

this risk, the project management has a tendency to use the latest technological 

designs which in some cases may be unproven. 
 

2. Complexity and Integration. Since modern complex systems are based on the 

integration of parts and subsystems, the interfaces between those components may 

be s source of risks. 
 

3. Changes. Virtually all projects are subject to design changes through their life 

cycle [49, 122].  Those design changes may be risky since each change may have a 

different effect on the system and its components. As a result, the risk of 

integration may undergo an essential increase. 

As a matter of fact, whenever the design process or the design itself deviates from 

current procedures and established techniques, technological risks are introduced. These 

risks can be related to the product design, to the process design, or to the design of the 
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support system, and may vary widely in magnitude. For example, in product design a 

low-level risk might be one associated with a modification of an existing sub-assembly. 

A moderate-level risk would concern the design of a new product based on currently used 

technologies and parts (integration risks); a third, even higher level of risk is related to 

the use of new materials, such as ceramics, in a product that was previously fabricated 

out of conventional metal alloys. 

It can be well-recognized that the risk management techniques comprise both risk 

assessment procedures together with a variety of techniques for evaluating cost and 

benefits of alternative projects or policies. The corresponding steps in risk management, 

thus, include determining objectives and goals for all project options, identifying 

constraints and developing measures of effectiveness of feasible alternatives. Thus, the 

main goal in project risk management is to evaluate the risks and benefits that are likely 

to result from project outputs. However, it is very difficult to generalize all the possible 

steps in project risk management. An enlarged scheme of risk assessment steps for 

subsystems engineering [162] is presented on Fig. 6.1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.1.    Systems engineering approach to risk assessment 
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The scheme under consideration comprises three primary steps: formulation, analysis 

and interpretation. 

In risk formulation we determine (usually by means of experts) the types of 

anticipated risks. Note that risk formulation covers a very broad area of economical, 

organizational and technological risks. 

The probability of success (or the risk of failure) should be estimated and monitored 

through the life cycle of any project, unique production plant and various other OS. The 

evaluation of alternative designs for a specific organization system, the decision to adopt 

or to reject proposed design changes as well as the implementation of such changes,  are 

all parts of the risk management process. The latter deals usually with analyzing the 

probability of undesirable events and the consequences of those events. 

In general, high risk corresponds to a strongly adverse event that has a high 

probability of occurrence, while low risk corresponds to a low probability of occurrence 

and low severity. Moderate levels of risk correspond to combinations of probabilities and 

consequences that fall between these extremes. 

The level of risk in risk management depends both on the severity of an adverse 

output and its probability of occurrence. A project, e.g., may face a schedule risk related 

to the project's delay, a cost risk associated with the event of budget overrun.  Multiple 

sources of risks and different aspects of organization systems that are subject to failure or 

delay, make risk management a demanding and important endeavor. 

Besides the risk elements, all types of constraints have to be identified as well in the 

course of risk formulation. 

In the analysis step, we forecast the failures which may occur in the course of 

implementing the project. All kinds of simulation modeling, mathematical programming, 

various trade-off models, etc., are all implemented in the analysis.  It goes without saying 

that from the point of modeling and optimization, this step is the heart of risk assessment. 

At the final step, corresponding organizational, technological, and design 

interpretations are assigned to any risk impact. Interpretation is usually carried out 

together with decision-makings. The latter are usually based on choosing the best 

alternative which includes the desirable combination of risk and benefit. Such a choice is 

also based on individual judgment by employing a group of trained experts. 

As a matter of fact, nowadays there exists a large amount of different risk 

management and risk assessment approaches for various large-size projects. It can be 

well-recognized that most effective models and methods of project risk analysis are 

presented in [45]. 
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6.1.2  Major risk analysis models for large projects 

There exists nowadays a broad variety of risk analysis models for large projects. 

However, there is no single all-purpose risk analysis model, and each major project may 

be viewed as unique. The need for risk analysis is usually high when projects involve 

[45]: 
 

 large capital outlays; 
 

 unbalanced cash flows, requiring a large proportion of the total investment before 

any returns are obtained; 
 

 significant new technology; 
 

 unusual legal, insurance or contractual arrangements; 
 

 important political, economic or financial parameters; 
 

 sensitive environmental or safety issues; 
 

 stringent regulatory or licensing requirements. 

We will describe below the main risk analysis models for large projects. 

I. Financial Models [40, 45, 118, 180]. Consider the main basic approaches which have 

been used for project risk analysis in various forms of financial models. The proposed 

methods use a set of measures of prediction about the project and its environment, 

e.g., initial capital expenditure, projected demand, projected market share, and 

projected cash flows. Those measures are combined in the project's financial model 

which can be used for decision-making. Such models comprise the following classical 

approaches  [40]: 
 

 discounted cash-flow models  (DCF); 

 cost – volume – profit analysis models  (CVP). 
 

The problem's solution may be obtained analytically by means of two-moments or 

four-moments approaches. In case when a large number of basic variables must be 

combined or where there are complex relationships between those variables, 

simulation modelling can be used in order to obtain approximate solutions. 
 

II. Controlled Interval or Memory Models. More complicated methods, the so-called 

controlled interval and memory (CIM) models for combining independent risks, are 

outlined in [39, 45]. Various integration models (e.g., design plus procurement) are 

based on derived correction factors, interpolated correction factors, and other 

statistical and probability approaches. The effectiveness of CIM models is illustrated 

by an offshore pipeline project. 
 

III. RAER Methods. A highly complicated risk analysis method for a project of liquefied 

natural gas (LNG) production and delivery system to be located in the High Arctic is 

a major example of risk analysis models for large projects. The authors suggest to use 

the critical path method (CPM) with activities of deterministic durations as the initial 
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stage of implementing the risk analysis procedure. The CPM comprises: 
 

 setting the list of activities; 

 estimating activity durations; 

 computing the project duration and activity float; 

 identifying the critical path; 

 undertaking time – cost trade-offs (similar to those outlined in 5.2.1-5.2.2); 

 implementing the project's schedule and keeping the latter updated. 
 

After determining the initial project planning model, a design of a reliability 

assessment method for LNG facilities is carried out. The so-called reliability analysis, 

evaluation and review (RAER) method [45] is defined in terms of four phases and a 

number of steps. The scope phase covers the risk formulation stage (see Fig. 6.1) and 

comprises the engineering review, the subsystems' and elements' identification (there 

are seven subsystems and twenty elements entering the LNG project), as well as other 

identifications (like outage source, effects and response). 
 

The structure phase and the parameter phase cover the analysis stage (in terms of Fig. 

6.1) and comprise minor risk identification, risk structure diagramming and the 

linkage, all probability estimations and conditional treatments. The manipulation and 

interpretation phase covers the final stage from Fig. 6.1 and comprises reliability 

computations and robustness analysis, sensitivity analysis and compatibility analysis. 

All the phases are carried out by analyzing possible alternative scenarios - 

combinations of possible risks associated with possible LNG subsystems and 

elements. 
 

For example, reliability computations combined the three distributions associated 

with each outage source to define a "days of lost production" distribution, given one 

day of attempted operation. It then combined these distributions, first within 

elements, then across elements, to define a "days of lost production" distribution for 

the system as a whole, given one day of attempted operation. 
 

Robustness analysis compared intermediate and final level outputs, given different 

assumptions and associated procedures with respect to the first step. For example, the 

adopted approach used an independent additive relationship when combining outage 

sources. This implies that overlapping incidents require sequential responses because 

of repair crew limitations. 
 

Sensitivity analysis compared intermediate and final level outputs, given different 

probability distributions. For example, as the compressor in the LNG project has been 

recognized as the most significant source of potential outage, its estimated interval 

between incidents has been halved and doubled for comparative purposes. 
 

Sparing analysis compared single and two-train compression systems and looked for 

other potential system plan improvements. 
 

Compatibility analysis  compared overall system reliability and availability results in 

a variety of forms with all available information on the overall reliability of other 
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LNG plants. 
 

The research in [45] has been carried out by a large international team of risk analysts 

from  U.S.A., Canada and the U.K. The corresponding software (the so-called 

SCERT) has been also used for choosing a river crossing method for a gas pipeline. 

Many different scenarios have been implemented in the project's realization, but the 

general results remain the same. 
 

IV. Methods Based on Subjective Judgment. Various models of subjective judgment for 

risk analysis of large projects in the form of expert opinions are widely used [45, 150, 

168]. For example, three different types of probabilistic information are usually 

considered on the basis of subjective experts' judgments: 
 

(1) probabilities of particular sources of risk possible to occur; 
 

(2) conditional probabilities of particular scenarios which may arise given the 

occurrence of a particular source of risk; 
 

(3) consequence distributions, conditional on the occurrence of a particular risk. 
 

This information has to be provided by a team of experts who are specialists in the 

risk area being assessed. All types of statistical adjustment and anchoring (taking into 

account the highly subjective level of the information) are illustrated in [45] on the 

basis of examples from tanks and pipes of LNG and other projects related to oil 

transportation systems. 
 

V. Models of Statistical Risk Analysis. Another interesting risk analysis model for a 

highly complicated hydro-electronic development project covers the following areas 

of statistical analysis: 
 

 statistical dependence between risks; 

 determining risk – activity combinations. 
 

The system's elements are configurations, states, risks, activities, damage scenarios, 

criteria and boundary conditions. 
 

Note that such schedule risks as weather, seasons, water levels in rivers, etc., may 

cause essential delays. A variety of other risks (major design changes, labor problems, 

major floods, etc.) are considered as well. 
 

Many other unique projects with corresponding engineering risk analysis are outlined 

in [45] but the general idea of risk analysis models remains unchanged (besides 

implementing local statistical sub-models to undertake research either for dependent 

and independent risks or for processes through fixed intervals of time or by the time 

required to complete a fixed amount of work). 
 

VI. Decision-Trees Models. Decision trees, also known as decision flow networks and 

decision diagrams, are powerful means of depicting and facilitating the analysis of 

problems that involve sequential decisions and variable outputs over time. They have 

great usefulness in practice because they make it possible to look at a large 
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complicated problem in terms of a series of smaller simple problems, while 

considering risk and future consequences. 
 

A decision tree is a graphical method of expressing, in chronological order, the 

alternative actions that are available to the decision maker and the outputs determined 

by chance. In general, they are composed of the following two elements: 
 

 1) Decision nodes. At a decision node, usually designated by a square, the decision 

maker has to select one alternative course of action from a finite set of possibilities. 

Each is drawn by a branch emanating from the right side of the square. When there 

is a cost associated with an alternative, it is written along the branch. Each 

alternative branch may result in either a payoff, another decision node, or a chance 

node. 
 

 2) Chance nodes. A chance node, designated as a circle, indicates that a random event 

is expected at this point in the process. That is, one of a finite number of states of 

nature may occur. The states of nature are shown on the tree as branches to the 

right of the chance nodes. The states of nature may be followed by payoffs, 

decision nodes, or more chance nodes. 
 

 A tree is started on the left of the page with one or more decision nodes. From these, 

all possible alternatives are drawn branching out to the right. Then a chance node or 

second decision node, associated with either subsequent events or decisions, 

respectively, is added. Each time a chance node is added, the appropriate states of 

nature with their corresponding probabilities emanate rightward from it. The tree 

continues to branch from left to right until the final payoffs are reached. The tree 

shown in Fig. 6.2 [168] represents a single decision with two alternatives, each 

leading to a chance node with three possible states of nature. 
  

Decision trees have been effectively used in various projects, e.g., constructing a 

major Arctic pipeline, an offshore pipeline, etc. [45]. 

A general conclusion can be drawn from analyzing the outlined above project risk 

models [45, 135]: 

I. A risk analysis study requires many forms of expertise: economics, finance, medicine, 

environmental issues. The study is always undertaken by a qualified team 

management within a relatively long period (up to 10-12 weeks). 
 

II. The general idea for solving practically any risk analysis problem for large projects 

involves several enlarged steps: 
 

 1. Specify the possible system's risks in combination with the corresponding system 

elements. 
 

 2. Specify the possible relationships between them. 
 

 3. Determine alternative scenarios comprising risky situations. 
 

 4. Calculate the desired variables (goal risk functions, objectives) for each scenario. 
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 5. Choose the best scenario from the point of the project's goal function. 
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Figure 6.2.  Structure of a decision tree 
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 However, individual features of each project result in different models to be 

implemented on each step. Thus, while being similar from the point of general 

concepts, risk analysis models comprise entirely different sub-models even for 

relatively similar projects:  a couple of additional risks may change the risk structure 

together with the relationships and, later on, possible alternative scenarios. 
 

Thus, similar projects may result in different risk analysis models. 
 

III. All projects comprising: 
 

 new technology, 

 large capital investments before any returns are obtained, 

 complexity and integration, 

 design changes, 

 uncertainty in marketing,  i.e.,  in the course of re-distributing large quantities of 

finished project's products, 

 political,  economical and financial considerations, 

 construction or operation in new or hazardous geographical and geological areas, 
\ 

-  have to be serviced by a team of risk analysts. 
 

IV. For risks to be ascertained at all, project managers have to agree on the value of 

assessing them in engineering design. A conception exists [168] that a project 

manager can realize a poor quality project with no essential design, but he cannot 

enhance a poor design by a high quality project. We cannot fully agree with such an 

opinion, since any project (even without technological risks and future marketing 

uncertainties) requires good quality managing and control. This refers to a large 

spectrum of projects including all public service projects, e.g., construction of 

hospitals, bridges, theatres, stadiums, new populated areas, etc. 

In addition, we have undertaken a comparative study of another approach - the so-

called information gap uncertainty models [9, 149], in order to examine possible points of 

similarity in application areas and theoretical backgrounds. The information gap models 

deal with uncertainty being typical for unique engineering constructions under drastic 

nature's disturbances, e.g., seismic ground motions, various shape defects, etc. The type 

of uncertainty one often faces in technological design and analysis can be described as a 

gap between what is known and what is unknown. The quantification of this disparity 

leads to the convex info-gap model of uncertainty. However, those models have solely 

engineering applications and do not deal with organization systems. They are based on 

Banach spaces, Bayesian decision method, on the theory of statistical hypothesis to 

generate decision rules with severely deficient information, and are not contiguous with 

any points of the harmonization theory both in application areas and modeling 

techniques. 
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§6.2  Hazardous failures in risk management 

It can be well-recognized that there exists a very important area where risk 

management, safety engineering and reliability modeling meet together. This is the area 

of hazardous failures on multi-level industrial plants. 

In order to compare later on the risk management for hazardous failures and the 

harmonization modeling techniques, we will describe the existing hazard evaluation 

techniques for performing detailed analysis of a wide range of hazards during the detailed 

design of the process and after the process, in operation. These approaches are also used 

to identify hazardous situations. 

The following hazard evaluation (HE) techniques can be typically applied in various 

industrial plants [6-9, 61-64, 86, 113, 115, 155-156, 162-163, 179, 185]: 

 Safety Review 

 Checklist Analysis 

 Relative Ranking 

 Preliminary Hazard Analysis 

 What-If Analysis 

 What-If / Checklist Analysis 

 Hazard and Operability Analysis 

 Failure Modes and Effects Analysis 

 Fault Tree Analysis 

 Event Tree Analysis 

 Cause-Consequence Analysis 

 Human Reliability Analysis 

The Safety Review technique boils down to a detailed inspection to identify 

hazardous process design characteristics, plant conditions, operating practices, or 

maintenance activities. Using the Safety Review technique to conduct periodic 

inspections of an operating plant helps ensure that implemented risk management 

programs meet original expectations and standards. These inspections keep operating 

personnel alert to process hazards, since they must respond to questions from a 

knowledgeable inspection team. The Safety Review seeks to identify operating 

procedures that need to be revised, equipment or process changes that may have 

introduced new hazards, and inadequate maintenance or replacement of equipment. A 

Safety Review may also give the analyst opportunities to apply new technology to 

eliminate an existing hazard or reduce process risk. 

A Safety Review consists of three steps: 

1) preparing for the review, 

2) performing the review,  and 

3) documenting the results. 
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In a traditional Checklist Analysis the hazard analyst uses a list of specific items to 

identify known types of hazards, design deficiencies, and potential accident situations 

associated with common process equipment and operations. The Checklist Analysis 

technique can be used to evaluate materials, equipment, or procedures. Checklists are 

most often used to evaluate a specific design with which a company or industry has a 

significant amount of experience, but they can also be used at earlier stages of 

development for entirely new processes to identify and eliminate hazards that have been 

recognized through years of operation of similar systems. 

Proper use of a checklist will generally ensure that a piece of equipment conforms to 

accepted standards, and it may also identify areas that require further evaluation. 

Once the scope of the analysis has been defined, a Checklist Analysis consists of three 

main steps: 

1) selecting or developing an appropriate checklist, 

2) performing the review,  and 

3) documenting the results. 

Relative Ranking techniques for hazard evaluation rank process areas or plant 

operations by comparing the hazardous attributes of chemicals, process conditions, and 

operating parameters. Sometimes, Relative Ranking is used to compare process siting or 

design alternatives. Generally, a Relative Ranking technique attempts to distinguish 

between several process areas based on the magnitude of hazards, likelihood of accidents, 

and/or severity of potential accidents. The methods to do this vary widely in form and 

complexity, and can be both qualitative and quantitative. For example, analysts may 

create a simple ranking of process areas based on qualitative rating of expected 

magnitudes of hazards, likelihoods of accidents, and/or severity of accidents. Or, a more 

complex numerical scheme, which assigns numerical values to process characteristics, 

may be used to calculate numerical ranking factors. 

The process of identifying and potentially quantifying parameters for a specific 

Relative Ranking technique may be more prescriptive than most other hazard evaluation 

approaches. Thus, applying some Relative Ranking techniques may require less 

subjective judgments, allowing either a novice hazard analyst or a knowledgeable process 

engineer to successfully perform the evaluation. On the other hand, because of its unique 

characteristics, a specific Relative Ranking technique developed by an organization may 

require the analysts to have a lot of experience with that particular technique before they 

can make the judgments necessary to correctly rank the hazards. 

The Preliminary Hazard Analysis (PHA) technique was developed by the U.S. army 

[48]. It is customarily performed during the process plant's conceptual design or siting 

phases or during early development to determine any hazards that exist. A PHA does not 

preclude the need for further hazard assessment; in fact, it is usually a precursor to 

subsequent hazard evaluation studies. There are two principal advantages to using the 

PHA technique early in the life cycle of a process: 
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1) it can identify potential hazards at a time when they can be corrected at minimal 

cost and disruption, and 
 

2) it can help the development team identify and/or develop operating guidelines that 

can be used throughout the life cycle of the process. 

Thus, the principal hazards can be eliminated, minimized, or controlled from the start.  

A PHA can also be carried out on an existing facility when a broad-brush analysis of 

hazards and potential accident situations is required. 

In a PHA, the team lists the basic elements of the system and the hazards of interest, 

which have been defined in the conceptual design stage. 

The What-If Analysis technique is a creative, brainstorming examination of a process 

or operation. Hazard analysts review the subject process or activity in meetings that 

revolve around potential safety issues identified by the analysts. Each member of the HE 

team is encouraged to vocalize What-If questions or specific issues that concern them.  

The What-If Analysis technique can be used to examine virtually any aspect of facility 

design and operation (e.g., buildings, power systems, raw materials, products, storage, 

material handling, in-plant environments, operating procedures, work practices, 

management practices, plant security, and so forth). It is a powerful HE technique if the 

analysis staff is experienced; otherwise, the results are likely to be incomplete. What-If 

Analysis of simple systems can easily be conducted by one or two people; a more 

complex process would require a larger team and longer or more meetings. 

The What-If / Checklist Analysis technique is a combination of the two previously 

discussed HE methods: What-If Analysis and Checklist Analysis. The method is usually 

performed by a team of personnel experienced with the subject process. The team uses 

the What-If Analysis technique to brainstorm the various types of accidents that can 

occur within the process. Then the team uses one or more checklists to help fill in any 

gaps that they have missed. The checklists used in this portion of the analysis differ 

somewhat from traditional checklists of desired design, procedural, and operating 

attributes. Rather than focusing on a specific list of design or operating features,  

checklists used in What-If / Checklist Analysis are more general and focus on sources of 

hazards and accidents.  These checklists are intended to inspire creative thought about the 

types and sources of hazards associated with the process. 

The combined use of these two methods emphasizes their main positive features (i.e., 

the creativity of What-If Analysis and the experience-based thoroughness of a checklist) 

while at the same time compensating for their shortcomings when used separately. 

The What-If / Checklist Analysis technique can be used for any type of process or 

activity at virtually any stage in the life cycle of the process. Normally, the method is 

used to examine the potential effects of accident situations at a more general level than 

some of the more detailed approaches. 
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The Hazard and Operability Analysis technique  (HAZOP)  [8-9, 110, 179]  is based 

on the principle that several experts with different backgrounds can interact in a creative,  

systematic fashion and identify more problems when working together than when 

working separately and combining their results. Although the HAZOP Analysis 

technique was originally developed for evaluation of a new design or technology, it is 

applicable to almost all phases of a process's lifetime. 

The essence of the HAZOP Analysis approach is to review process drawings and/or 

procedures in a series of meetings, during which a multi-disciplinary team uses a 

prescribed protocol to methodologically evaluate the significance of deviations from the 

normal design intention. Imperial Chemical Industries (ICI) originally defined the 

HAZOP Analysis technique to require that HAZOP studies be performed by an inter-

disciplinary team. Thus, while it is possible for one person to implement the HAZOP 

Analysis thought process, such a study cannot be actually called a HAZOP Analysis.  

Therefore, the HAZOP Analysis technique is distinctively different from other HE 

methods because, while other approaches can be carried out by single analysts (although 

in most cases, it is better to use an inter-disciplinary team), HAZOP Analysis, by 

definition, must be performed by a team of individuals with the specific, necessary skills. 

Note that all techniques described above do not deal with models or even simplified 

algorithms, but rather with reviews implemented by qualitative analysts. 

Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) [110, 115, 177] evaluates the ways 

equipment can fail (or be improperly operated) and the effects these failures may have on 

the process. These failure descriptions provide analysts with a basis for determining 

where changes can be made to improve a system design. During FMEA, hazard analysts 

describe potential consequences and relate them only to equipment failures; they rarely 

investigate damage or injury that could arise if the system operated successfully. 

Each individual failure is considered as an independent occurrence, with no relation to 

other failures in the system, except for the subsequent effects that it might produce. 

However, under special circumstances, common cause failures of more than one system 

component may be considered. The results of an FMEA are usually listed in tabular 

format, equipment item by equipment item. Generally, hazard analysts use FMEA as a 

qualitative technique, although it can be extended to give a priority ranking based on 

failure severity. 

A typical FMEA procedure contains three steps: 

1) defining the study problem, 

2) performing the review,  and 

3) documenting the results. 
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As described in greater details below, in §6.3, a Fault Tree [8-9, 62-64, 86, 114-115, 

119, 155, 163, 179, 181, 185] is a graphical model that illustrates combinations of 

failures that might cause one specific major failure of interest, called the top event. Fault 

Tree Analysis (FTA) is a deductive technique that uses Boolean logic symbols (i.e., AND 

gates, OR gates) to break down the causes of a top event into basic equipment failures 

and human errors (called basic events). The analyst begins with an accident or 

undesirable event that is to be avoided, and identifies the immediate causes of that event.  

Each of the immediate causes (called fault events) is further examined in the same 

manner until the analyst has identified the basic causes of each fault event, or reaches the 

boundary established for the analysis. The resulting fault tree model displays the logical 

relationships between basic events and the selected top event. 

Top events are specific hazardous situations that are typically identified through the 

use of a more broad-brush HE technique (e.g., What-If Analysis, HAZOP Analysis). A 

fault tree model can be used to generate a list of the failure combinations (failure modes) 

that may cause the top event of interest. These failure modes are known as cut sets. A 

minimal cut set (MCS) is the smallest combination of component failures which, if they 

all occur or exist simultaneously, might cause the top event. 

Thus, the fault tree is a graphical representation of the relationships between failures 

and a specific accident. 

Event Tree Analysis [8-9, 110, 179] evaluates the potential for an accident that is the 

result of a general type of equipment failure or process upset (known as an initiating 

event). Unlike Fault Tree Analysis (a deductive reasoning process), Event Tree Analysis 

is an inductive reasoning process where the analyst begins with an initiating event and 

develops the possible consequences of events that lead to potential accidents,  accounting 

for both the successes and the failures of any associated safety functions as the accident 

progresses. Event trees provide a systematic way of recording the accident sequences and 

defining the relationships between the initiating events and subsequent events that result 

in accidents. 

Event trees are well suited for analyzing initiating events that could result in a variety 

of outputs. An event tree emphasizes the initial cause of potential accidents and works 

from the initiating event to the event's final effects. Each branch of the event tree 

represents a separate accident sequence that is a clearly defined set of functional 

relationships between the safety functions for an initiating event. 

Cause-Consequence Analysis (CCA) [8-9, 110, 177] combines the inductive 

reasoning features of Event Tree Analysis with the deductive reasoning features of Fault 

Tree Analysis. The result boils down to a technique that relates specific accident 

consequences to their many possible causes. The advantage of this technique is that it 

uses a graphical method that can proceed in both directions: forward, towards the 

consequences of an event, and backward, towards the basic causes of an event. The main 

disadvantage of CCA is that only simple models can be easily displayed, since the 
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combined fault tree and event tree diagram are somewhat cumbersome. The result of 

CCA is a cause-consequence diagram that displays the relationships between accident 

consequences and their basic causes. The solution of the cause-consequence diagram for 

a particular accident sequence is a list of accident sequence minimal cut sets. These sets 

are analogous to fault tree minimal cut sets because they represent all of the combinations 

of basic causes that can result in the accident sequence. 

Human Reliability Analysis [7-9, 50, 110, 115] might be necessary for the success of 

human-machine systems and is influenced by many factors. These performance shaping 

factors (PSFs) may be internal attributes such as stress, emotional state, training, and 

experience, or external factors such as work hours, environment, actions by supervisors, 

procedures, and hardware interfaces. The number of PSFs that affect human performance 

is almost infinite. While some PSFs cannot be controlled, many can be, thus significantly 

influencing the success or failure of a process or operation. 

Thus, practically all hazard evaluation techniques do not deal with any trade-off 

optimization model. However, on several stages of implementing HE procedures the 

appropriate techniques may collect input information for trade-off modeling and risk 

management  (usually the Fault Tree Analysis and the Event Tree Analysis). 

In the next Paragraph we will outline the basic structure of a complicated simulation 

model based on both Fault Tree and Event Tree Analysis. 

§6.3  Risk management estimates for man-machine organization systems 

via fault tree simulation 

6.3.1  Introduction 

Assume that the OS under consideration comprises n  hierarchical levels  with  one 

element  at the  top level  and  numerous  elements  at the n -th,  bottom,  level.  Each 

element imE  entering the system‟s branch tree is indicated by two indices: 

m   -   the ordinal number of the system‟s hierarchical level, and 

i     -   the ordinal number of the element at the m -th level. 

Note that m  satisfies nm 1 , while elements inE  are called  basic  or  primary 

elements. A basic element cannot be subdivided into several parts, each of which 

functions normally, i.e., a basic element is technically indivisible. 

On the basis of the system tree, a fault tree is constructed [6, 8-9, 64, 86, 113]. The 

general idea is to put each element imE , nm 1 , in correspondence with a set of 

failures  which may occur within the element‟s work. Thus, an element of the fault tree 

ijmF  is formalized by three indices, namely,  i , j , and m . Value j  denotes the j -th type 

possible failure which may occur within the element‟s imE  work. Here, j  varies from 1  
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to imd , where value imd  is the number of possible failures. Thus, m  is the ordinal number 

of the level, i  is the ordinal number of the system‟s element at that level, and j  is the 

ordinal number of the failure of the element. Denote by mk  the total number of elements 

at the m -th level,  nm 1 . Thus, the fault tree elements ijmF  are sorted as follows (for 

a fixed m –th hierarchical level): 

1. Value i  increases from 1 to mk . 

2. Within each value i , value j  increases from 1 to imd . 

Thus, at the m -th level, the fault tree elements vary from mF11  to md
m

F
1

1 , further on 

from mF21  to md
m

F
2

2 , etc., up to mdk
mmkm

F . 

Assume that at the bottom level, each fault tree element ijnF  has its probability to 

occur, namely ijnP . Thus, ijnP  is the probability of the j -th failure of element inE . These 

probabilities are pregiven and obtained either by expert estimation, or by using statistical 

analysis within the system‟s functioning. 

If a certain failure at the bottom level occurs, it may affect some elements at higher 

hierarchical levels and, thus, result in secondary failures of those elements. In [9, 86] the 

concept of a failure signal is introduced which, with a certain probability, leaves a fault 

tree element ijnF  at the bottom level and enters another element 
mji

F ** ,  nm  ,  at a higher 

level. Such a signal is fully denoted by a vector  pmjinjiSS ,,,,,, ** . Note that 

several failure signals with different probabilities may leave one and the same fault tree 

element; these signals are income signals for different elements (at one and the same 

level or at different levels). Those probabilities of failure signals are called output 

probabilities 

  .,,,,,, ** nmmjinjiPp 

 

(6.3.1) 

The probabilities of output signals leaving one and the same fault tree element, are not 

obliged to represent a full group of events.  Each of those output probabilities has only to 

be more than 0  and not more than 1.    

For certain fault tree elements ijmF , nm  , at intermediate levels, there exists a group 

of not less than one income signal entering those elements. By determining pregiven 

logical rules (via special lists of logical relations for combinations of income signals 

entering each element ijmF , nm  , of the fault tree) one may undertake decision-making 

as follows: does a combination of income signals  S  entering a routine element ijmF  

cause a failure or not? Note that in cases of complicated logical relations, it is sometimes 

difficult to use an algorithm based on implementing only the classical logical relations 

“OR” and “AND” at the element‟s receiver. But the corresponding algorithms can be 
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easily realized by means of a simple look-over of such “logical lists”. Thus, a failure or, 

on the contrary, its absence, may be easily justified. If a failure occurs, it may cause new 

output signals to other elements, etc. Thus, the fault tree may be simulated, according to 

all implemented logical links, from bottom to top, i.e., until the top fault tree elements. 

The simulation model enables calculating the probabilities of all failures at the top level 

and, thus, determining the system‟s reliability parameters. 

It can be well-recognized via simulation that the probabilities of a critical failure at 

the top level depend mainly on certain primary failure probabilities at the bottom level.  

Thus, increasing the reliability of the corresponding elements at the bottom level results 

in increasing the overall system‟s safety level. Note that most primary failure 

probabilities can be decreased by introducing corresponding technical alterations which 

require the layout of expenditure. The latter may be calculated in advance, either by using 

experts, or on the basis of statistical analysis of similar technical systems. 

Note that in the last three decades most large-scale hierarchical industrial plants of 

chemical or nuclear types and with possibility of hazardous failures at the top level,  are 

using a wide-range library of fault trees and corresponding simulation models  [6, 8-9, 

64, 86, 110, 113, 155-156, 185, etc.]. This enables solving problems of calculating 

possible decrease of the top hazardous failures' probabilities by implementing preset 

technical improvements at the system's bottom level. However, any results in trade-off 

optimization, e.g., determining an optimal sub-set of improvements in order to minimize 

the probability of a top hazardous failure with restricted cost expenditures, have not been 

published as yet. 

As a matter of fact, that fault tree models may not adequately describe other 

hierarchical production systems, e.g., energy production systems with generators, 

turbines, steam generator valves, pumps, etc. For such systems the number of possible 

states exceeds essentially the possibilities of a branching system. 

In order to simulate certain operations, one has to validate and to suggest the most 

reasonable probabilistic laws of the operations‟ durations. The reader may use the 

corresponding justifications presented above, in Chapter 2. 

6.3.2  Notation 

Let us introduce the following terms [86]: 

n  - number of hierarchical levels of the system‟s technological branch tree; 

imE
 - i -th element of the m -th level of the branch tree, mki 1 ; 

mk
 - number of elements of the branch tree at the m -th level; 

imd
 - number of failures of element imE ; 

mjiF ,,  
- j -th failure of element imE , imdj 1  (in case nm  , the failure has pregiven 

probabilities, in case nm   it depends on the income failure signals); 

njiP ,,  - probability of failure mjiF ,,  at the bottom level (pregiven for all njiP ,, , mki 1 , 
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indj 1 ); 

 pmjimjiS ,,,,,, 222111
 - output failure signal leaving 

111 mjiF  and entering 
222 mjiF  (

12 mm  ,

11 m ) on condition that: 

a) failure 
111 mjiF  has actually occurred, and 

b) later on, the signal is realized with probability p . 

 mjiOFSL ,,  - the list of all possible output failure signals   pmjimjiS ,,,,,,  leaving 

mjiF ,,  (pregiven for all mjiF ,, , 1m ); 

 mjiLIR ,,  - logical input rules for all input failure signals entering mjiF ,, , nm  , given 

as follows: 
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 (6.3.2) 

  

 

result in realizing failure mjiF ,, . Square brackets   mean, that all 

signals in those packages have to be realized. Values sqqq ,...,, 21  

defining the amounts of signal packages and the number of those 

packages, are individual for failure mjiF ,, . All other groups of 

signals which do not satisfy (6.3.2), do not result in failure of 

mjiF ,, . 
 

Note that such logical input rules are very easy to use. One has 

only to compare the signal packages in the square brackets with 

the actual failure signals entering mjiF ,,  (call it henceforth AFS). 

If a signal package in at least one of the square brackets is a part 

of AFS, failure mjiF ,,  occurs. 

 
1,, jiFP

 
- probability of top fault tree events (to be calculated); 

 1,, jiN  - the number of times failure 1,, jiF  has occurred within N  fault tree simulation 

runs. 

6.3.3  The simulation algorithm 

The enlarged step-by-step procedure of the algorithm [86] is as follows: 
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Step 0. Initial data accumulation; this includes values n , nkkk ,...,, 21 ; values 

1211111,21,121 11
,...,,,...,,...,,,,...,, knknnnknn ddddddddd

nn  
 (note that certain values ind  

may be equal to zero); values njiP ,, , mki 1 , indj 1 ; values  SP ; lists of 

OFSL and LIR for all mjiF ,,  (see 6.3.2). 
 

Step 1. Set counter nm  . 
 

Step 2. Set counter 1i . 
 

Step 3. Set counter 1j . 
 

Step 4. Does relation imdj   hold? If not, go to the next step. Otherwise, apply Step 10. 
 

Step 5. Check, does relation nm   hold? If yes, apply the next step. Otherwise go to 

Step 15 (in case 1m ) or to Step 16 (in case 1m ). 
 

Step 6. Simulate the occurrence of failure with probability mjiP ,, . If such an event 

occurs, apply the next step. Otherwise go to Step 9. 
 

Step 7. Simulate the realization of all possible output signals from  mjiOFSL ,,  leaving 

mjiF ,, . The simulation is carried out by comparing the random value  , 

uniformly distributed in  1,0 , with the output probability p . If p , then the 

corresponding output signal is realized. This procedure is implemented for all 

output probabilities belonging to  mjiOFSL ,, . 
 

Step 8. For all realized output signals from element mjiF ,, , check their input elements 

  mji ,,  and send the output address  jmi,  to the above outlined AFS area for 

all receivers  mji
F

,,
. 

 

Step 9. Counter jj 1  works. Go to Step 5. 
 

Step 10. Counter ii 1  works. 
 

Step 11. Does relation mki   hold? If not, apply the next step. Otherwise, go to Step 13. 
 

Step 12. Set 1j ; go to Step 4. 
 

Step 13. Counter mm 1  works. 
 

Step 14. Examine value m . In case 1m  go to Step 2. If 1m  apply Step 16. If 0m  go 

to Step 17. 
 

 

Step 15. Applying this step means that we are simulating secondary failures mjiF ,, . 

Examine the logical input list  mjiLIR ,,  (see 6.3.2) and implement decision-

making: does failure mjiF ,,  occur or not? If not, go to Step 9. Otherwise, apply 

Step 7. 
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Step 16. Applying this step means that we are simulating the top level failure 1,, jiF . 

Similarly to Step 15, examine  1,, jiLIR  and take the decision regarding 1,, jiF  „s 

realization. Go to Step 9. 
 

Step 17. Clear all counters m , i , and j  and simulate Steps 1÷16 N  times in order to 

obtain representative statistics. Determine the number  1,, jiN  for all failures 

1,, jiF  at the top level. 
 

 

Step 18. Calculate empirical frequencies     NjiNjip 1,,1,,   for all failures 1,, jiF . 

Assume  
1,, jiFP  equal to  1,, jip . 

 

Step 19. End of the algorithm. 

6.3.4  Reliability analysis by use of fault tree simulation 

In [110, 115, 177] intensive research has been undertaken to evaluate the influence of 

primary failures njiF ,,  on critical failures at the top fault tree level. Such a problem can be 

solved by using the simulation algorithm outlined above. The suggested methodological 

approach is as follows: 

Step 1. For the OS under consideration, implement on the basis of the corresponding 

fault tree mjiF ,, , N  simulation runs, in order to obtain a representative sample, to 

estimate values 1,, jiP . Step 1 has to be implemented in accordance with the 

above outlined simulation algorithm. 
 

Step 2. “Close” failure nF ,1,1 , i.e., set the probability value nP ,1,1  equal to zero. Undertake 

N  simulation runs for such a modified fault tree, and determine new estimated 

values  njiP ,1,11,, . 
 

Step 3. Compare the relative difference  
 

 

 
    njiPjiP

jiP
,1,11,,1,,

1,,

1   (6.3.3) 

  

for “critical” failures at the top level. 
 

If the difference is non-essential (e.g., does not exceed the pregiven tolerance 

0 ), a conclusion can be drawn that the primary failure nF ,1,1  has a small 

influence on top critical failures. Otherwise, the corresponding basic element 

nE1  requires refinement. 
 

Step 4. The procedure of Steps 1-3 has to be implemented for all primary failures njiF ,, , 

nki 1 , indj 1 , at the bottom level. Thus, all primary failures with an 

essentially “straightforward” influence on top critical failures, can be singled 
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out. 
 

Step 5. If, for some top critical failures 1,, jiF , their corresponding probabilities  1,, jiP  

are essential, but the calculated “straightforward” influence from primary 

failures (6.3.3) can be regarded as non-essential, a more detailed statistical 

analysis has to be undertaken. We suggest analyzing the influence of primary 

failures unified in couples, triples, squads, etc. Perhaps an even more 

complicated and sophisticated multifactor analysis has to be implemented. All 

this has to be carried out by means of simulation modeling. 
 

6.3.5  Fault tree example 

An example of a three-level fault tree is presented in Fig. 6.3. 
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Figure 6.3.  A fault tree 

 

The top level failures represented on Fig. 6.3 may be classified as follows: 

 111F
 
is a “critical” failure; 

 211F
 
is a non-essential failure; 

 311F
 
designates a failure that has not been realized (absence of failure). 

111F  
211F  311F  

112F  
122F  212F  

113F  123F  213F  223F  
313F  
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Secondary failure 112F  occurs when both input failure signals are realized. Failure 122F  

occurs on condition that at least one failure signal entering 122F  is realized. Failure 212F  

occurs when: 

 all three input signals  2,1,2,3,2,1S ,  2,1,2,3,1,2S  and  2,1,2,3,2,1S  are realized 

together, or
 
 

 at least one signal  2,1,2,3,1,3S  is realized.
 
 

Top failures 111F  and 211F  occur if at least one input failure signal is realized. 

The fault tree initial data is as follows: 

31  m ; 31 k , 22 k , 33 k ; 111 d , 121 d , 131 d , 212 d , 122 d , 213 d , 

223 d , 133 d ; 

25.0113 P , 08.0123 P , 10.0213 P , 05.0223 P , 04.0313 P ; 

 
 
 









60.0,2,2,1,3,1,1

50.0,2,1,1,3,1,1
3,1,1OFSL ,  

 
 









80.0,2,1,2,3,2,1

40.0,2,2,1,3,2,1
3,2,1OFSL , 

 
 
 









50.0,2,1,2,3,1,2

60.0,2,2,1,3,1,2
3,1,2OFSL ,  

 
 









50.0,2,1,2,3,2,2

90.0,2,1,1,3,2,2
3,2,2OFSL , 

   70.0,2,1,2,3,1,33,1,3 OFSL ,  
 
 









10.0,1,2,1,2,1,1

80.0,1,1,1,2,1,1
2,1,1OFSL , 

   80.0,1,2,1,2,2,12,2,1 OFSL ,    40.0,1,1,21,1,22,1,2 OFSL , 

 
 
 








2,11,3,2,2

2,1,1,3,1,1
2,1,1LIR ;           2,2,1,3,2,22,2,1,3,2,12,2,1,3,1,12,2,1 ORORLIR  ;

 

 
 
 
 

  2,1,2,3,1,3

2,1,2,3,2,2

2,1,2,3,1,2

2,1,2,3,2,1

2,1,2 ORLIR

















 ;
 

       1,1,1,2,1,21,1,1,2,1,11,1,1 ORLIR  ;
 

       1,2,1,2,2,11,2,1,2,1,11,2,1 ORLIR  ;
 

  Ø1,1,3 LIR .
 

To analyze the considered fault tree, we will not apply the simulation algorithm, since 

all calculations can be carried out analytically. First, calculate output probabilities of 

failure signals from the bottom level. It can be well-recognized that: 
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   125.02,1,1,3,1,1 SP ;
 

   150.02,2,1,3,1,1 SP ;
 

   032.02,2,1,3,2,1 SP ;
 

   064.02,1,2,3,2,1 SP ;
 

   060.02,2,1,3,1,2 SP ;
 

   050.02,1,2,3,1,2 SP ;
 

   045.02,1,1,3,2,2 SP ;
 

   025.02,1,2,3,2,2 SP ;
 

   028.02,1,2,3,1,2 SP .
 

According to LIR , we determine the probabilities of realizing secondary failures: 

   000056.090.005.025.050.02,1,1 FP ; 

       224.0032.0106.0115.0112,2,1 FP ; 

   028.0028.0025.005.0064.02,1,2 FP .
 
 

The calculated output probabilities for failure signals at the second level are therefore 

as follows: 

   00004.01,1,1,2,1,1 SP ;
 

   20.01,2,1,2,2,1 SP ;
 

   000006.01,2,1,2,1,1 SP ;
 

   11.01,1,1,2,1,2 SP ;
 

The calculated top level failures attain therefore the following probabilities (see LIR): 

   011.040.0028.000004.01,1,1 FP ; 

   20.020.0000006.01,1,2 FP ; 

   79.01,1,3 FP .
 
 

Note that for a critical failure   011.01,1,1 FP  is high enough. It can be well-

recognized that the main reason for such a high estimate is the secondary failure 212F  

which, in turn, depends mostly on the primary failure 313F . Setting 0313 P  and 

recalculating the probabilities of the top level failures results in obtaining 

  00006.01,1,1 FP  which is a satisfactory value. Thus, the basic element 33E  needs 

refinement, with the main target to decrease the probability of the failure‟s output signal. 
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Chapter 7.  Controlling Man-Machine Organization Systems with 
Different Speeds 

 

§7.1  Cost-optimization model for a single organization system 

7.1.1  Introduction 

In recent years extensive research has been undertaken in the area of various 

organization systems (OS), e.g., production control models under random disturbances, 

including on-line control models [56-57, 78-79, 130, 141, 170-171]. These models 

usually refer to man-machine production systems with random parameters, e.g., 

construction, metallurgy and mining, research and development projects, developments in 

the area of computer software and information systems, etc. For these not fully automatic 

systems, the actual output can be measured only at preset inspection (control) points. 

Such systems may normally use several possible speeds of advancement to the system‟s 

target, which can be detected and influenced by the decision-maker at control points. 

Given the target amount required, the due date and the amount produced up to a routine 

inspection point, the problem is to determine in that point the new production speed as 

well as the next inspection point. Two objectives have been usually embedded in the 

stochastic optimization model: 

 to minimize the number of inspection points, and 
 

 to maximize the probability of accomplishing the production program to the due 

date. 

However, the number of publications on cost-optimization on-line control models 

under random disturbances remains very scanty (see, e.g., [57]), especially for control 

models under a chance constraint which have not been discussed elsewhere. Note that our 

previous publications (see, e.g., [78-82, 170-171]) considered on-line control models 

based on the risk averse principle, but not on the outlined below chance constraint 

principle applied to solving cost-optimization problems. 

To fill up the gap, we suggest a newly developed production control model [87] 

which incorporates cost parameters. Two basic concepts are embedded in the model: 

A. The objective is to minimize the manufacturing expenses of accomplishing the 

production program on the due date; and 
 

B. A chance constraint, i.e., a confidence probability to meet the due date on time, has 

to be implemented in the model. In our opinion, such an additional restriction is 

important, since it guarantees the company‟s good name. 

Thus, given: 

 the target amount to be accomplished on time, 
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 the due date, 
 

 several production speeds defined by their probability density functions, 
 

 the average processing cost of realizing the manufacturing process per time unit for 

each production speed separately, 
 

 the average cost of carrying out an inspection at the control point, and 
 

 to minimize the number of inspection points, and 

- the problem is to determine both control points and production speeds to be 

introduced at each control point, to minimize the average manufacturing expenses within 

the planning horizon subject to the adopted chance constraint. 

This is a complicated stochastic optimization problem with a random number of 

decision variables. Since an optimal algorithm to solve the problem cannot be found, a 

heuristic one is suggested and developed. The algorithm is based on simulation and 

compares, one by one, sorted couples of production speeds in order to find an optimal 

couple which results in minimizing the average expenses. The algorithm has to be 

implemented at any control point to choose both, the speed to be introduced and the next 

control point. 

Note that our previous publications [78-79, 170-171, etc.] are based on the risk averse 

principle, which is very efficient for non-cost objectives, but cannot be applied to the 

newly formulated cost-optimization model. It is therefore substituted for another one, 

namely the chance constraint principle, which is embedded in the heuristic algorithm and 

fits the cost objective [87, 173]. 

7.1.2  Description of the organization system 

The OS under consideration produces a single product or a production program that 

can be measured by a single value, just like the system described in [170], e.g., in 

percentages of the planned total volume. Such an approach is often used for R&D 

projects, in mining, etc. the system is subject to a chance constraint, i.e., the least 

permissible probability of meeting the due date on time is pre-set. The system utilizes 

non-consumable resources that remain unchanged throughout the planning horizon. There 

are several alternative processing speeds to realize the program, corresponding to the 

same given levels of resources and depending only on the degree of intensity of the 

production process. However, for different speeds, the average processing costs per time 

unit vary. The evaluation of advancing to the goal, i.e., observing the product‟s actual 

output, can be carried out only via timely inspections at pre-set control points. At every 

inspection (control) point, the decision-maker observes the amount produced and has to 

determine both, the proper advancement speed and the next control point. Assume that it 

is prohibited to use unnecessarily high speeds (especially at the beginning of 

manufacturing the products), unless there is an emergency situation, i.e., a tendency to 

deviate from the target which may cause delay of the completion time. This is because 

lengthy work at higher speeds when utilizing restricted resources (e.g., manpower 
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employed in two or three shifts, etc.) can prematurely wear out the regarded OS. Assume, 

further, that the inspection and the speed-reset times equal zero. The costs of all 

processing speeds per time unit, as well as cost of performing a single inspection at the 

control point, are pregiven. 

7.1.3  The problem 

Let us introduce the following terms: 

V  - the system‟s plan (target amount); 

D  - the due date (planning horizon); 

 tV f
 - the actual output observed at moment t , Dt 0 ;   00 fV ; 

 tC f
 - the actual accumulated processing and control costs calculated at moment t , 

Dt 0 ;   00 fV ; 

it  - the i -th inspection moment (control point), Ni ,...,1,0 ; 

N  - the number of control points (a random value); 

jv  - the j -th speed, mj 1  (a random value with pregiven probability density 

function  vf j ); 

jv  - the average speed jv ; it is assumed that speeds jv  are sorted in ascending 

order of the average values and are independent of t ; 
m  - the number of possible speeds; 

is  - index of the speed chosen by the decision-maker at control point it ; 

jc  - the average processing cost per time unit of speed jv , mj 1  (pregiven); 

note that 21 jj   results in 21 jj cc  ; 

insc  - the average cost of carrying out a single inspection (pregiven); 

  - the minimal value of the closeness of the inspection moment to the due date 

(pregiven); 
d  - the minimal given time span between two consecutive control points (in order 

to force convergence); 
p  - the least permissible probability of meeting the due date on time (pregiven); 

ja  - lower bound of random speed jv ; 

jb  - upper bound of random speed jv ; 

 jtWp ,  - the p -quantile of the moment when production program V  will be 

accomplished on condition that speed jv  is introduced at moment t  and will be 

used throughout, and the actual observed output at that moment is  tV f  (time 

moment to be met with pre-set probability p ); in other words,  jtWp ,  is the 

p -quantile of random value    







 j

f vtVVt . 
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Assume that values  tV f , as well as the parameters of the probability density 

functions  vf j , mj 1 , are given in percentages of the planned target V . We will, 

henceforth, implement three widely used distributions [67-70]: 

1. A β-distribution with density function 
 

  
 

  2
4

12
vbav

ab
vp jj

jj

j 


 ; (7.1.1) 

 

2. 
 

A uniform distribution in the same interval; 
 

 

3. A normal distribution with mean  jjj bav  5.0  and variance   26jjj abV  . 

Let us consider the cost-optimization control problem. The problem is to determine 

both, control points  it  and production speeds  is  to minimize the manufacturing 

expenses 
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such that: 

  pVDV f 








Pr , (7.1.3) 

00 t , (7.1.4) 

DtN  , (7.1.5) 

dtt ii 1 ,  10  Ni , (7.1.6) 

 itD ,  10  Ni , (7.1.7) 

  










DqtWqks ip

mq
i ,:min

1
. (7.1.8) 

Objective (7.1.2) enables minimization of all manufacturing expenses, while objective 

(7.1.3) reflects the chance constraint. (7.1.4) implies that the first control point to 

undertake decision-making is zero, namely, the starting moment to process the 

production program. (7.1.5) implies that the last inspection point is the due date D . 

(7.1.6) ensures the time span between each two consecutive control points, while (7.1.7) 

provides the means of ensuring the closeness of the inspection moment to the due date. 

(7.1.8) means that the production speed to be chosen at any routine control point  must 

not exceed the minimal speed which guarantees meeting the deadline on time, subject to 

the chance constraint. Thus, as outlined above, unnecessary surplus speeds are not 

implemented. 
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The problem defined in (7.1.2-7.1.8) is a very complicated stochastic optimization 

problem which cannot be solved in the general case; it allows only a heuristic solution. 

The algorithm outlined below, in 7.1.5, determines at each control point it  both, the next 

control point 1it  and the speed 
isv  at which to proceed until that control point. 

7.1.4  The chance constraint principle 

The chance constraint principle is the basic approach for determining the next control 

point 1it  on the basis of the routine control point it  and the actual output  i

f tV  observed 

at that moment. Note that such an approach has been successfully implemented in [173] 

for controlling stochastic network projects. 

Consider a routine control point it , together with the actual output observed at that 

point,  i

f tV . For each production speed jv , mj 1 , calculate by means of simulation 

a representative statistical sample   s

jT , where  s

jT  is the simulated value of the 

completion time of the production program obtained by using speed jv  throughout. It can 

be well-recognized that the value of  s

jT  can be determined from 

   
  is

j

i

f
s

j t
v

tVV
T 


 , (7.1.9) 

where  s

jv  stands for the simulated production speed jv  at control point it . 

After obtaining samples   s

jT , mj 1 , calculate the corresponding p -quantiles  

and single out the subset of speeds for which: 

  DjtWp ,  (7.1.10) 

holds. Note that if, for a certain speed j , (7.1.10) holds, then all speeds with higher 

indices also satisfy (7.1.10). Consider one of the speeds entering the subset, e.g., speed qv

. It can be well-recognized (see Fig. 7.1) that, being introduced from point   i

f

i tVtA ,  

throughout, speed qv  enables the deadline to be met on time, subject to the chance 

constraint. Moreover, even if no processing at all takes place within the period of length 

 qtWDt ip ,  (see the straight line AF ) and afterwards speed qv  is introduced at 

point F , this speed qv  still enables the deadline to be met on time, under the chance 

constraint (7.1.3). This can be well-recognized by examining two parallel straight lines: 

line AE , which enables accomplishing the production program with a probability 

exceeding p  (henceforth, call this line  qAE ) and line BF  which enables the deadline to 

be met on time with confidence probability equal to p  (call this line  qBF ). Note that, if 

the production process proceeds with speed qv  from any point on line  qBF , the target 
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will be met on time subject to the chance constraint. This basic principle will be 

implemented in the heuristic algorithm. 

 

Figure 7.1.  The general idea of the chance constraint principle 

 

7.1.5 The heuristic algorithm 

Referring to [78-79, 87, 124, 173], the heuristic control algorithm at each routine 

control point it , enables minimization of the manufacturing expenses (7.1.2) during the 

remaining time  itD  . Thus, the objective function for optimizing decision-making at 

point it  includes only future expenses, while past expenses, as well as past decision-
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makings, are considered to be irrelevant for the on-line control procedure. At each control 

point it , decision-making centers around the assumption (see [79, 87, 98]) that there is no 

more than one additional control point before the due date. 

It can be well-recognized that the backbone of the heuristic control algorithm is 

Subalgorithm I which, at each routine control point it  determines both, index is  of the 

speed to be introduced and the next control point 1it . Following the assumption outlined 

above, two speeds have to be chosen at point it : 

1. Speed 
1j

v , isj 1 , which has to be actually introduced at point it  up to the next 

control point 1it ; 
 

 

2. Speed 
2j

v , 12  isj , which is forecast to be introduced at control point 1it  within 

the remaining period  Dti ,1 . 

Note that, if speed 
2j

v  is forecast to be the last processing speed before the due date 

D , control point 1it  has to be necessarily on straight line  2jBF (see Fig, 7.1), otherwise 

chance constraint (7.1.3) might not be met. We suggest singling out, at each routine 

control point it , all possible couples  21, jj  satisfying restriction (7.1.8), with subsequent 

choosing the one delivering the minimum of forecasted manufacturing and control 

expenses, namely 
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such that: 
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1
1 , (7.1.12) 

kjifkj  12 ,
 (7.1.13) 

kjifkj  12 .
 (7.1.14) 

Restriction (7.1.12) is embedded in the algorithm to satisfy restriction (7.1.8). 

Restriction (7.1.13) holds, since case kj 1 , kj 2  contradicts chance constraint (7.1.3). 

Case kj 1 , kj 2  is a pointless one since, for both couples  kk,  and  kjk 2, , chance 

constraint (7.1.3) will be met, but the second possibility proves to be more costly. 

As to value 1it , we suggest calculating the latter on the assumption that, being 

introduced at it , the actual processing speed is 
1jv . Thus, 1it  may be determined as the 

abscissa of the intersection point C  (see Fig. 7.1) of two straight lines: 

   iji

f ttvtVvAC 
1

: ;
 (7.1.15) 
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 (7.1.16) 

Note that case kjj  21  is possible if using speed 
1j

v  throughout, until the due date 

D , results in the cheapest realization. In such a case, value insc  has to be excluded from 

(7.1.11). 

The enlarged step-by-step procedure of the heuristic algorithm is as follows: 

Step 1. Start with 0i , 00 t ,   00 tV f . 
 

Step 2. For each speed jv , mj 1 , determine by means of simulation values  jtW ip ,  

(see 7.1.4). 
 

Step 3. Determine   










DqtWqk ip

mq
,:min

1
. If k  cannot be established, the problem 

defined in (7.1.2-7.1.8) has no solution. Otherwise apply the next step. 
 

Step 4. Consider couples as follows: 
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.................................................

;2,1;...;2,2;2,1

;1,1;...;1,2;1,1

;,1;...;,2;,1

kkkkkk

mkmm

kkkk

kkkk

kkkk

 (7.1.17) 

 
 

in accordance with restrictions (7.1.12-7.1.14). 
 

Step 5. For each combination  21, jj  of couples (7.1.17) calculate value 1it  as abscissa 

of the intersection point of lines (7.1.15) and (7.1.16). 
 

Step 6. For each combination of couples (7.1.17), check if dtt ii 1  holds. If not, 

calculate dtt ii 1 . 
 

Step 7. For each combination of couples (7.1.17), check if Dti 1  or  1itD . If one 

of these relations holds, set Dti 1 . 
 

Step 8. For each combination of couples (7.1.17), besides kj 1  and kj 2 , simulate 

the random, forecasted output product: 
 

        i

f

ijiij tVtDvttvjjV   1121 21
,  (7.1.18) 

 
 

many times in order to obtain representative statistics. In case kjj  21 , the 

required simulation has already been undertaken at Steps 2 and 3. Assume [78-

79, 98, 124, 170] that any speed jv  is a random variable which, being simulated 
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at the routine control point, remains unchanged until the next control point. 
 

Step 9. Calculate for each pairwise combination  21, jj  by means of statistical analysis, 

the approximate probability   VjjV 21,Pr . 
 

Step 10. Exclude from the list of combinations (7.1.17) all couples satisfying 

   pVjjV 21,Pr . 
 

Step 11. Add to the remaining list of combinations, the combination  kk,  and calculate 

for all those combinations the forecasted average costs  21, jjC  as follows: 
 

       insijiij ctDcttcjjC   1121 21
,    if  21 jj    and  Dti 1 , (7.1.19) 

    ij tDcjjC 
121,    if  21 jj    and  Dti 1 , (7.1.20) 

    itDjjC 21,    if  kjj  21 . 
 

(7.1.21) 

Step 12. Determine the optimal couple  21, jj  which delivers the minimum to  21, jjC . 

If 21 jj   and Dti 1  (e.g., (7.1.19) holds), go to the next step. In case (7.1.20) 

holds, apply Step 16. From (7.1.21) proceed to Step 15. 
 

Step 13. Administer speed 
1j

v  up to the next control point 1it . 
 

Step 14. Observe  1i

f tV  at moment 1it , and calculate value 

      insjiii

f

i

f cctttCtC   111 ; then set 1 ii  and go to Step 2. Thus, at 

the next control point 1it  Subalgorithm I has to be implemented anew. 
 

 

Step 15. Introduce speed kj vv   until Dti 1 . Go to Step 17. 
 

 

Step 16. Introduce speed 
1j

v  up to the due date D . 
 

Step 17. Observe the output product at due date D . Calculate 

      inskii

ff cctDtCDC   in case (7.1.20). 

End of the algorithm. 

The algorithm is implemented in real time, although it is based on statistical trials and 

simulation modeling. Each interaction of the algorithm can be carried out only after value 

 i

f tV  is actually observed. However, the efficiency of the algorithm can be examined by 

simulating the actual speed 
isv  in each interval 








1, ii tt . An illustrative numerical 

example is being outlined below, in 7.1.6. 

7.1.6 Numerical example 

Let us consider the following example: a production OS with five possible speeds 

uniformly distributed: 
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 3.2,8.11 Uv  ; 101 c ; 

 5.2,0.22 Uv  ;
 

202 c ;
 

 1.3,5.23 Uv  ;
 

403 c ;
 

 4.3,0.34 Uv  ;
 

504 c ;
 

 0.4,5.35 Uv  ;
 

605 c ;
 

Other parameters are: 

77V  , 30D , 75.0p , 40insc , 3d , 3 .  

The solution according to the heuristic algorithm outlined above (for one simulation 

run) is as follows: 

Stage I 

Set 0i , 00 t ,   00 fV . 

Values  jWp ,0  obtained via simulation (Step 2) are: 

  0.401,0 pW ,    3.362,0 pW ,    1.293,0 pW ,    9.244,0 pW ,    2.215,0 pW . 

Thus, 3k  (see Step 3 of the heuristic algorithm), and the possible couples  21, jj  to 

be examined (see Step 4) are as follows: 

 3,1 ,  4,1 ,  5,1 ,  3,2 ,  4,2 ,  5,2 ,  3,3 ,  2,3 ,  1,3 . 

Values dt 1  and   VjjV 21,Pr  for each couple  21, jj  are calculated by 

implementing (7.1.15) and (7.1.16) (see Step 5) and (7.1.18) (see Steps 8-9), respectively: 

Couple  21, jj  Value 
1t  Value   VjjV 21,Pr  

 3,1     3.871 0.759 

 4,1  15.077 0.721 

 5,1  20.224 0.582 

 3,2     5.840 0.772 

 4,2  18.672 0.643 

 5,2  23.143 0.563 

 3,3  30.000 >0.75 (not calculated, since   303,0 pW ) 

 2,3  19.664 0.622 

 1,3  21.994 0.556 

Thus, only couples  3,1 ,  3,2  and  3,3  are left after Step 10 for further examination. 
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The corresponding average processing costs  21, jjC  obtained in Step 11 by (7.1.19-

7.1.21) are as follows: 

  87.123,13,1 C ; 

  20.123,13,2 C ; 
  00.200,13,3 C . 

Thus, couple  3,2  has to be chosen at Step 12. 

The simulated speed of 2v  (see Step 13) from 00 t  to 84.51 t  equals 3311.22 v . 

The simulated output at the next control point   61.131 tV f , while the calculated 

processing and control costs are   80.156402084.51 tC f . 

Stage II 

From the previous stage we import 1i , 84.51 t ,   61.131 tV f . 

Values  jtWp ,1  obtained via simulation (see Step 12) are: 

  61.381,1 tWp ,    76.352,1 tWp ,    85.293,1 tWp ,    30.264,1 tWp ,    30.235,1 tWp . 

Thus 3k , and couples  21, jj  delineated above have to be examined anew. The 

corresponding values 2t  and   VjjV 21,Pr  have been calculated at point 84.51 t . Note 

that, since the use of relations (7.1.15) and (7.1.16) for couples  3,1  and  3,2  results in 

values 52.62 t  and 87.62 t , respectively, dtt  12  and values 2t  have been updated 

according to Step 6. Thus, for both couples  3,1  and  3,2 , values 84.8312  tt . 

Values 1it  and   VjjV 21,Pr  for all couples  21, jj  under examination are as follows: 

Couple  21, jj  Value 
2t  Value   VjjV 21,Pr  

 3,1     8.84 0.749 

 4,1  16.77 0.722 

 5,1  21.23 0.635 

 3,2     8.84 0.746 

 4,2  19.35 0.660 

 5,2  23.46 0.618 

 3,3  30.00 >0.75 (not calculated, since   303,1 tWp ) 

 2,3  23.75 0.550 

 1,3  25.08 0.545 

Thus, only couple  3,3 , which results in    75.03,3Pr VV , remains after Step 12. 

The simulated speed 3v  at Step 13 and up to the due date 30D  is 7325.23 v . 
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Stage III 

It can be well-recognized that at this stage 302  Dt . The actual simulated output at 

moment 302 t  will be determined as     7763.7984.5307325.261.1330 fV . 

The actual simulated total expenses are     2.163,14084.5304080.15630 fC . 

Thus, the system has met its target on time with two inspection points. 

§7.2  Case of several stochastic organization systems with different speeds 

and resource reallocation 

7.2.1  Introduction 

Several OS (subsystems) entering a company (OS as well) are considered. The 

progress of each subsystem cannot be inspected and measured continuously, but only at 

preset inspection points. An on-line control model has to determine both inspection 

points and control actions to be introduced at those points to alter the progress of each 

subsystem in the desired direction. Those on-line control models are playing an 

increasing role in operation management. Two different cases may be examined: 

A. The subsystem comprises production units, each of which, being supplied with 

resources of pregiven capacities, can be operated at one speed only. 
  

B. Each unit can be operated at several possible speeds that are subject to random 

disturbances and correspond to one and the same resource capacity. That is, these 

speeds depend only on the degree of intensity of the subsystem's functioning (e.g., 

construction projects or design offices where different speeds may correspond to 

different hours a day per worker). The number of possible speeds is common to all 

units. All units, being employed between two adjacent control points, have to be 

operated with speeds of one and the same index. 

In both cases cost-optimization problems can be formulated with different objectives 

and restrictions. We will consider case (B), where OS under random disturbances with 

different possible speeds have to be controlled. However, the number of publications on 

developing on-line control models in this area remains very scanty (see, e.g., [82, 87]). 

The company under consideration comprises several simultaneously realized 

subsystems with random activity durations. The accomplishment of each subsystem is 

measured in percentage of its program. All the production units are to be operated by one 

of the identical comprehensive resource units (CRU) which may use several possible 

speeds subject to random disturbances. The speeds depend only on the intensity of the 

subsystem's functioning. They are indexed and the number of speeds is common to all 

CRU. 

It is assumed that the progress of any subsystem can be evaluated only via periodical 

inspection in control points. At any moment 0t  units that start to operate at that 
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moment for one and the same subsystem, have to use speeds with similar indices (ordinal 

numbers). Speeds can be changed only at a control point. Within the subsystems' 

functioning a CRU can be transferred from one subsystem to another only at a so-called 

emergency moment common to all subsystems. 

The subsystems' due dates and their chance constraints, i.e., their minimal permissible 

probabilities of accomplishing the target on time, are pregiven. All CRU have to be 

delivered to the company store at the subsystems starting time and are released when the 

last subsystem reaches its target. The cost of hiring and maintaining a CRU, together with 

the average processing costs per time unit for operating each unit under each speed, the 

average cost of performing a single inspection at a control point (common to all 

subsystems) and the average cost of reallocating CRU among still-operating subsystems 

at each emergency moment, are pregiven. 

In §7.1 we have formulated and solved a cost-simulation problem for a single 

subsystem as follows: given the fixed number of CRU, at each routine control point it  

determine the next control point 1it  and the new index of the speeds for all units to be 

operated at that point. The objective is to minimize the subsystem's total expenses. This 

basic problem (we will henceforth call it Problem AI [87]) will be used in order to 

develop a much more complicated realistic cost-optimization model as follows: 

determine the optimal number of CRU to minimize the total value of all subsystems' 

expenses subject to their chance constraints. 

The problem's solution is as follows:  

  at the company level a combination of a search procedure to determine the number 

of CRU together with a resource reallocation model among the subsystems is 

considered, 
  

  at the subsystem level a basic cost-optimization on-line control Model A1 is applied 

for each subsystem independently. 

Both resource reallocation model and Model A1 are implemented into a simulation 

model in order to obtain representative statistics to check the fitness of the problem‟s 

solution. 

It is assumed that all non-accomplished subsystems have to be operated at any 

moment 0t  with a speed exceeding zero. Thus, at least one CRU has to be assigned to 

each subsystem. At any moment each CRU can operate only one unit. 

7.2.2  Notation 

Let us introduce the following terms: 

S  - the organization system (company); 

eS  - the e -th subsystem subordinated to S , fe 1 ; 
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f  - number of subsystems with variable speeds; 

tf  - number of subsystems which at moment t , 0t , haven‟t reached their target 

yet; 

qeU  - the q -th unit entering the e -th subsystem; 

etS  - subsystem eS  observed at moment 0t ; ee SS 0 ; 
 k

qev  - the k -th speed of unit qeU , fe 1 , mk 1 ; 

m  - number of possible speeds common to all subsystems and units (pregiven); 

etn  - number of identical generalized resource units CRU assigned to eS  at 

emergency moment 0t , ee nn 0 ; 

n  - total number of CRU to be hired and maintained throughout the planning 

horizon by the company (optimized variable, to be determined beforehand); 

qe  - percentage of unit qeU  in subsystem eS , fe 1  (pregiven); 

eD  - due date of subsystem eS  (pregiven); 

ep  - chance constraint to meet the deadline eD  on time (pregiven); 

 tV f

e  - actual subsystem‟s eS  output in percentages of the total subsystem‟s eS  target 

(observed at moment t , 0t  ); 

 tC f

e  - the actual accumulated processing and control costs of subsystem eS  

calculated at moment t , 0t  ; 

  tVk,t,W f

ep  - the p -quantile of the moment subsystem eS  will reach its target on 

condition that the k -th speed for all units will be introduced at control point t  

and will be used throughout, and the actual observed output at that moment is 

 tV f

e ; 

get  - the g -th control point of the e -th subsystem, eN,...,1,0g  , 0t0e  , eeN Dt
e
 ; 



rt  - the company‟s emergency moment, 0t0 
 ,  N,...,1,0r ; 

eN  - number of control points of the e -th subsystem (a random value); 
N  - number of company‟s emergency moments (a random value); 

e1  - the minimal value of the closeness of the inspection moment to the due date 

eD  (pregiven); 

e2  - the minimal time span between two adjacent control points of the e -th 

subsystem (pregiven); 
 k

qet  - random duration of processing unit qeU   using speed  k

qev  throughout; 
 k

qec  - the average processing cost per time unit for unit qeU  to be operated with 

speed  k

qev  (pregiven); 

insc  - the average cost of undertaking a routine subsystem‟s inspection (common to 

all subsystems and pregiven); 
c  - the average cost of the CRU reallocation among the subsystems at a routine 

moment 

rt ; 

eV  - the planned volume assigned to subsystem eS  (pregiven); 
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etV  - the actual processed volume of subsystem eS  at moment t  (a random value); 

qeS  - the actual moment unit qeU   starts operating (a random value); 

qeF  - the actual moment unit qeU   accomplishes its production program (a random 

value);  k

qeqeqe tSF  ; 

cruc  - the average cost of hiring and maintaining a CRU per time unit (pregiven); 

eF  - the actual moment subsystem eS  accomplishes its production program (a 

random value); 
  qe

SU
e FF

etqe
 max ; 

ges  - the index of the speed to be introduced for all units qeU  starting in the interval 









 egge tt ,1, , msge 1 . 

It can be well-recognized that two kinds of control points are imbedded in the model: 

1. Regular control (inspection) points get  to introduce proper speeds in order to alter the 

subsystem‟s speed in the desired direction. 
  

2. Emergency control points 

rt  to reallocate all CRU at the company level among the 

non-accomplished subsystems, beginning from 0t  .  Emergency moments 

rt   are as 

follows: 
 

 0t  ; 

 t  is the moment of one of the subsystem‟s completion; 

 t  is the control moment for one of the subsystems when it is anticipated that with 

the previously assigned for that subsystem CRU the subsystem cannot meet its 

deadline on time. 

7.2.3  The problem’s formulation 

The cost-optimization on-line control problem for several stochastic network projects 

[98] is as follows: determine the optimal value )(optn  of CRU (a deterministic value to be 

determined beforehand, i.e., before the subsystems start to be operated) together with 

values etn  assigned to all subsystems, all control points get , the speeds to be introduced at 

that points for all subsystems‟ units  ek

qev , gee sk  , and the actual moments qeS  production 

units qeU  start being operated (random values conditioned on decision-making of the 

control model), in order to minimize all operational, control, resource reallocation, hiring 

and maintenance expenses subject to the subsystems‟ chance constraints 
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subject to 
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eggee t:sk  qeqe SU ,  Ng 0 ,  fe 1 , (7.2.2) 

  eee pDFPr  ,  fe 1 , (7.2.3) 

0t0e  ,  fe 1 , (7.2.4) 

eN Dt
e
 ,  fe 1 , (7.2.5) 

1egee ΔtD  ,  eNg0  ,  fe 1 , (7.2.6) 

2egee 1,g Δtt  ,  eNg0  ,  fe 1 , (7.2.7) 

 






















ge

f

egep
mq1

gege tVq,,tW:qMinss , (7.2.8) 





tf

1e

et nn  for any emergency moment 0t  , 1net  . (7.2.9) 

Note that the on-line control model undertakes decision-making either at regular 

routine control point get  (determining qeS ,  k

qev , gesk  ),  or at emergency points 

rt   

(determining etn ,  rtt ), on the basis of future expenses only, i.e., during the remaining 

time gee tD   (for a single subsystem), or by taking into account values eD  and ep , 

fe1  .  Past expenses and past decision-makings, are not relevant for the on-line 

control model. Relation (7.2.3) honors the chance constraints. As to relation (7.2.8), it 

refers to the on-line cost-optimization algorithm for a single project (see [87]). (7.2.8) 

means that the speed to be chosen at any routine control point get  must not exceed the 

minimal speed 

ges  that enables meeting deadline eD  on time, subject to be chance 

constraint ep . It can be well- recognized that operating a unit at a higher speed always 

results in higher costs to accomplish the target than by using a lower speed. Thus, (7.2.8) 

prohibits using unnecessary high speeds. (7.2.9) ensures reallocation of n  CRU at the 

company‟s disposal among the non-accomplished subsystems at any emergency moment 

0t  . Relations (7.2.4-7.2.7) are obvious while (7.2.2) ensures assignment of one and the 

same speed index ek  to all units which start processing at a routine control point get . Note 

that a unit cannot start at the moment between two adjacent control points get  and e1,gt  . 

7.2.4  Subsidiary models 

Consider several important subsidiary models which will be used henceforth. 

I. Subsidiary Model A1 

As outlined above, the basic subsidiary model A1 (see §7.1) centers on controlling a 

single subsystem, without taking into account any resource hiring and maintaining costs. 

The number of CRU is taken as a fixed and pregiven value. Model A1 is an on-line cost-

optimization model and is based on the chance constraint principle [87]. 
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Given the average processing costs per time unit for each unit to be operated under 

each speed, together with the average cost of performing a single inspection at the control 

point, the problem at a routine control point gt  is to introduce the proper speed )(kv  and 

the next control point 1gt , in order to minimize the total processing costs within the 

planning horizon, subject to a chance constraint. At each control point, decision-making 

centers around the assumption that there is no more than one additional control point 

before the due date. Following that assumption, two speeds )( 1k
v  and  2k

v  have to be 

chosen at a routine control point gt : 

  Speed  1k
v  which has to be actually introduced at point gt  up to the control point 

1gt ; 
  

  Speed  2k
v  which is forecast to be introduced at control point 1gt  up to the due 

date. 

Couple     21 ,
kk

vv  providing the minimal cost expenses, has to be accepted. 

The model is mostly effective when each processed unit can be measured as a partial 

accomplishment of the whole planned program. The problem is to determine both control 

points  
gt  and activity speeds  )(k

qv  to minimize the average subsystem‟s expenses 
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cNtcEMinJ  (7.2.10) 

subject to 

qgg St:Usk  q ,  Ng 0 , (7.2.11) 

pDFMaxPr q
Uq













gtS
, (7.2.12) 

00 t , (7.2.13) 

DtN  , (7.2.14) 

1 gtD ,  Ng 0 , (7.2.15) 

21  gg tt ,  Ng 0 , (7.2.16) 

 




















 DtVq,,tW:qMinss g
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gg . (7.2.17) 

II. Subsidiary Model A2 

The model differs from Model A1 by implementing the cost of hiring and maintaining 

CRU resources within the planning horizon. Thus, objective (7.2.10) is substituted by 
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cNtcEMinJ  (7.2.18) 

subject to (7.2.11-7.2.17), while the on-line heuristic algorithm remains unchanged. 

III. Subsidiary Model A3 

Determine the minimal number of CRU )(optn  for a single subsystem in order to meet 

the given chance constraint, i.e., 

nMin , (7.2.19) 

subject to (7.2.11-7.2.17). 

The Solution 

Start ascending value n , beginning from 1. For each n  solve Problem A1 taking into 

account for each unit qeU  its highest speed )(m

qv , i.e., qt  refers to one speed only. Value n , 

for which relation 

 
pDFMaxPr ij

j,i












 
(7.2.20) 

ceases to hold, is taken as the solution. Cost parameters are, thus, not taken into 

account. Denote the optimal number )(optn  by  3An . 

IV. Subsidiary Model A4 

Determine the minimal number of CRU in order to minimize objective (7.2.18) for 

Model A2 subject to the chance constraint. Thus, two objectives are imbedded in the 

model 

nMin , (7.2.21) 
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cNtcEMinJ  (7.2.22) 

subject to (7.2.11-7.2.17). 

The Solution 

Solve Problem A3 in order to determine value  3An . Afterwards proceed ascending 

value n , beginning from  3An , and for each value  3Ann   solve Problem A2. Value 

 4An  which delivers the minimum to (7.2.22) is taken as the solution of Problem A4. 
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7.2.5  The general idea of the problem’s solution 

The problem (7.2.1-7.2.9) to be considered (see Sections 7.2.2 and 7.2.3) is a very 

complicated problem and allows only a heuristic solution. Denote the optimal solution of 

problem (7.2.1-7.2.9) by  An . A basic assertion can be formulated as follows: 

Assertion 

Let  4Ane  be the solution of Problem A4 for each subsystem eS , fe 1 , 

independently. Relation 

    max

f

1e

e n4AnAn 
  

(7.2.23) 

holds. 

Proof 

Any additional CRU which results in exceeding value  


f

e

e An
1

4 , has to be assigned to 

one of the subsystems eS . For that subsystem, as it turns from Model A4, the unit 

becomes redundant.  ■ 

Thus, the general idea of determining  An  is based on the following concepts: 

Concept 1 

At the company level the search for an optimal solution is based on examining all 

feasible solutions  n , by decreasing n  by one, at each search step, beginning from maxn . 

Concept 2 

Examining a feasible solution centers on simulating the system. Multiple simulation 

runs have to be undertaken in order to obtain a representative statistics to check the 

fitness of the model. 

Concept 3 

A simulation model comprises two-levels. At the higher level – the company level – 

Subalgorithm I (outlined in 7.2.6) reallocates n  CRU among tf  non-completed 

subsystems at all emergency moments t , beginning from 0t . At the lower level (the 

subsystem level) Subalgorithm II (outlined above, in §7.1; see also model (7.2.10-

7.2.17)) undertakes on-line control for each subsystem independently between two 

adjacent emergency points 

rt  and 

1rt , by the use of a single-subsystem algorithm of 

Problem A2. 
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Concept 4 

Each value n  is examined via M  simulation runs to provide a representative statistics 

to calculate values  ee DF Pr , fe 1 , and objective (7.2.22). 

Concept 5 

The search process proceeds by decreasing n  by one, i.e., substituting n  by 1n , if 

all relations   eee pDF Pr , fe 1 , hold and value (7.2.22) decreases monotonously. 

Concept 6 

If even for one subsystem eS  relation   eee pDF Pr  ceases to hold, or value 

(7.2.22) ceases to decrease, the last successful feasible solution n  has to be taken as the 

optimal solution  An . 

7.2.6  The enlarged procedure of resource reallocation (Subalgorithm I) 

At each emergency point 0t  (each emergency point is a control point for all 

subsystems eS  as well) reassign n  CRU among tf  subsystems with non-accomplished 

production target, as follows: 

Step 1. At moment t  inspect values etV , fe1  . Note that for subsystems with 

already accomplished production target, their corresponding values 0Vet  . 
 

Step 2. By any means reassign n  CRU among tf  subsystems subject to: 
 

  nn
e

et  ; 

 etn   must be whole numbers; 

 etn   must be not less than 1; 

 relations  




















e

et

et

et
V

V
nn ,  0Vet  ,  fe1  ,  hold, where   x       denotes the 

maximum whole number being less than x . Thus, Step 2 obtains a non-

optimal, feasible solution. 
 

 

Step 3. Take value 1710Z  ,  i.e.,  an extremely large positive value. 
 

Step 4. For all subsystems eS  with non-accomplished production target solve Problem 

A2, independently for each subsystem, with due dates tDe  , chance constraints 

ep , resource units en  and non-accomplished volumes etV . Denote the actual 

probability of meeting the due date on time by ep . Values ep , fe1  ,  are 

obtained via M  simulation runs. 
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Step 5. Calculate values 

e

ee
e

p

pp 
 ,  fe1  . 

 

Step 6. Calculate values 

e
e

Max
1

   , 

e
e

Min
2

   . 

 

Step 7. Calculate 
21    . 

 

Step 8. If Z , go to the next step. Otherwise apply Step 12. 
 

Step 9. Set Z . 
 

Step 10. Transfer one CRU from subsystem tS
1

 to tS
2

, i.e., t1
n  is diminished by one, 

and t2
n  is increased by one. 

 

Step 11 is similar to Step 4, with the exception of solving Problem A2 for subsystems 

tS
1

 and tS
2

 only. Go to Step 5. 
 

Step 12. Values etn , fe1  , which refer to the last successful iteration, are taken as the 

optimal solution of Subalgorithm I. 

7.2.7  The enlarged two-level heuristic algorithm of simulating the system 

The enlarged step-by-step procedure of the problem‟s algorithm is based on 

simulating the system. The input of the simulation model is as follows: 

  value fn   of CRU (to be examined by simulation); 

  pregiven values eD , ep , fe1  ; 

  speeds' parameters )(k

qev , eqe SU  , mk1  ; 

  cost parameters )(k

qec , insc , cruc , c ; 

  target parameters eV , fe1  . 

A simulation run comprises the following steps: 
 

Step 1. Set 1r  , 0tr 
 . 

 

Step 2. Reallocate at  rtt  n  CRU units among subsystems eS , fe1  ,  according to 

Subalgorithm I. 
 

 

Step 3. Reassign values etn  obtained at Step 2, to subsystems eS . 
 

Step 4. Each subsystem eS  is operated independently according to Problem A2 (see 
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Section 7.2.4). In the course of operating each subsystem any routine control 

point get  is examined as follows: 

 is moment get  the moment subsystem eS  has reached its production target? If 

yes, go to Step 9. Otherwise proceed examining inspection point get . 

 is moment get  the moment when it is anticipated that subsystem eS
 
cannot 

meet its deadline on time even by introducing the highest speed with index  

m ?  If yes, go to the next step. Otherwise proceed realizing the project until 

the next routine control point 1e,gt  . 

Step 5. Counter r1r   works. 
 

Step 6. Set ger tt  . 
 

Step 7. Inspect all subsystems eS
 

with non-accomplished production target at the 

routine emergency point 

rt . Calculate values  tV f

e , fe1  ,  rtt . 
 

Step 8. Update all remaining targets   e

f

ee VtVV  , fe1  . Go to Step 2 to 

undertake resource reallocation among subsystems with non-accomplished 

production target. 
 

Step 9. Are there at moment gett   other subsystems with non-accomplished production 

target? If yes, go to Step 5. Otherwise apply the next step. 
 

Step 10. The simulation run terminates. 

In the course of carrying out Steps 2 and 4 the cost-accumulated value J  of objective 

(7.2.1) has to be calculated. 

The problem‟s solution is, thus, based on realizing procedures described in Sections 

7.2.5-7.2.7. 

§7.3  Experimentation 

The experimental design considers an OS company comprising there different 

aggregated systems ( 3f ) in the form of consecutive chain operations with five 

possible speeds ( 5m ), which are subject to disturbances with given density probability 

functions. The speeds‟ parameters are as follows: 

System 1  System 2  
   2.1,5.0,,1

1 BNUv  ;   101

1 c .    2.1,1.0,,1

2 BNUv  ;   151

2 c . 
   8.2,0.2,,2

1 BNUv  ;   202

1 c .    5.2,0.1,,2

2 BNUv  ;   252

2 c . 
   8.3,9.2,,3

1 BNUv  ;   403

1 c .    5.3,4.2,,3

2 BNUv  ; 
  403

2 c . 
   5.4,5.3,,4

1 BNUv  ;   604

1 c .    9.3,5.2,,4

2 BNUv  ;   504

2 c . 
   0.5,0.4,,5

1 BNUv  ;   705

1 c .    0.5,0.3,,5

2 BNUv  ; 
  605

2 c . 
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System 3    
   2.1,5.0,,1

3 BNUv  ;   101

3 c .   
   0.2,0.1,,2

3 BNUv  ;   202

3 c .   
   8.2,8.1,,3

3 BNUv  ;   303

3 c .   
   0.4,0.2,,4

3 BNUv  ;   454

3 c .   
   5.5,5.3,,5

3 BNUv  ;   605

3 c .   

Here terms U , N  and B  denote the uniform, the normal and beta-distributions, 

correspondingly. 

The system‟s time parameters are as follows: the due date 30D , 31  e , 32  e . 

The cost parameters are as follows: 20

crucc , 10insc . 

In addition, three other cost parameters have been imbedded in the example: 

000,1

eC  - the single paid penalty cost of system eS  in case of delay; 

100

eC  - the penalty cost for each time unit of delay, i.e., in case ee FD  ; 

10

eC  - storage costs charged for the system‟s achieving its production target ahead 

of time (before the due date) - per time unit; 

In this experimental design, we assume the total number of the company‟s CRU being 

equal 40. Other parameters of the design are presented in Table 7.1: 

Table 7.1.  The experimental design 

Variable 
Values implemented in 

the experiment 

Number of 

values 

The least permissibility p  in the chance 

constraint 
0.75;  0.85 2 

Distribution of  k

ev  Uniform, normal, beta 3 

The target amount V  350;  365 2 

The minimal time span values   3;  5 2 

Four parameters are varied, namely, p ,  , V  and the distribution of  k

ev . 

Thus, the regarded company comprises three aggregated systems with five possible 

speeds. Three distributions of  k

ev  are considered: 

 
  k

ev  is a random variable uniformly distributed in the interval    







 k

e

k

e ba , . 
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   k

ev  is a random variable normally distributed with mean value     k

e

k

ee ba  5.0  

and variance       22

36

1 k

e

k

e

k

e ab   (a truncated distribution). 

 
  k

ev has a beta distribution density function    
    

     2
4

12
vbav

ab
vP k

e

k

e
k

e

k

e

k

e 


 . 

It can be well-recognized that implementing beta-distribution results in lower 

production speeds than in the case of normal or uniform distribution. This is because the 

average value of the asymmetric beta distribution is by     k

e

k

e ab 1.0  lower than the 

corresponding average values     k

e

k

e ba 5.0  for symmetric normal and uniform density 

functions. 

Note that all pregiven average processing costs  k

ec , fe1  , mk1  , depend only 

on the couple of values    k

e

k

e ba , , but not on the type of distribution within the interval 

   







 k

e

k

e ba , . 

A total of 24 combinations  2232   were considered. For each combination 1,000 

simulation runs were carried out. Several output parameters were considered as follows: 

C  - the optimal average value of total expenses within one simulation run; 

p
 

- the average actual probability of meeting the due date on time; 

insN
 

- the average number of inspection points for all systems within one simulation 

run; 

emN
 

- the average number of emergency points (excluding 0t ); 

ges
 

- the average index of the speed to be introduced by the decision-maker at a routine 

control point get  (within one simulation run); 

e
p

 
- the average quasi-optimal chance constraint values for each system determined at 

a routine emergency moment t , Tt 0  (within one simulation run); 

Note that value ges  for one simulation run is determined as follows: 

  
 






f

e

N

g

ggeegge

e

stt
nD

s
1 0

1,1

11
. (7.3.1) 

The summary of the experimentation is demonstrated in Table 7.2. The following five 

conclusions may be drawn from the summary: 
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Table 7.2.  The summary of the experimentation 

Distribution p  
2,1  V  1

p  2
p  3

p  p  C  ges  insN  emN  

Uniform 0.75 3 350 0.61 0.62 0.60 0.82 5,660 4.32 14.57 2.87 

365 0.62 0.62 0.60 0.76 5,991 4.59 14.89 3.32 

5 350 0.57 0.56 0.55 0.80 5,688 4.35 98.50 1.14 

365 0.62 0.61 0.62 0.83 5,943 4.68 99.47 1.83 

0.85 3 350 0.68 0.66 0.69 0.88 5,682 4.43 15.08 3.06 

365 0.67 0.68 0.67 0.92 5,959 4.69 21.47 5.35 

5 350 0.63 0.63 0.62 0.90 5,626 4.46 98.89 1.31 

365 0.65 0.66 0.66 0.85 5,991 4.75 12.50 2.79 

Normal 0.75 3 350 0.48 0.49 0.49 0.81 5,451 4.11 99.77 1.34 

365 0.63 0.63 0.63 0.81 5,842 4.49 98.99 1.45 

5 350 0.47 0.47 0.46 0.77 5,570 4.21 88.23 1.00 

365 0.47 0.47 0.47 0.78 5,849 4.48 17.29 0.79 

0.85 3 350 0.64 0.63 0.64 0.85 5,564 4.18 10.02 1.70 

365 0.66 0.67 0.65 0.90 5,777 4.49 98.16 5.35 

5 350 0.56 0.55 0.57 0.86 5,538 4.31 17.57 0.84 

365 0.61 0.60 0.62 0.90 5,781 4.57 96.57 0.73 

Beta 0.75 3 350 0.58 0.58 0.56 0.78 5,859 4.47 10.75 1.93 

365 0.64 0.65 0.64 0.81 6,283 4.93 20.81 5.47 

5 350 0.51 0.50 0.50 0.77 5,888 4.50 87.46 0.92 

365 0.64 0.62 0.63 0.77 6,299 4.96 13.97 3.41 

0.85 3 350 0.67 0.68 0.66 0.89 5,857 4.59 12.79 2.73 

365 0.73 0.73 0.71 0.87 6,376 4.94 28.11 7.65 

5 350 0.60 0.61 0.63 0.88 5,814 4.60 17.49 1.12 

365 0.91 0.92 0.92 0.87 6,297 4.98 18.11 4.95 

 

 

1. Increasing value p  results in increasing the optimal average value C , together 

with values ges , insN  and emN . 
 

 

2. The average actual probability p  of meeting the due date on time for all types of 

distributions exceeds its corresponding pregiven chance constraint value p . Thus, 

the control algorithm minimizes objective C  with respect to (7.2.1). 
 

 

3. Using the normal distribution yields in lower total cost expenses C  than by using 

uniform or beta distributions. Using the beta distribution results in the highest total 

cost expenses. Thus, practically speaking, normal distribution enables the cheapest 

management while beta distribution proves to be the least effective one. 
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4. Increasing values 1  and 2  results usually in decreasing the efficiency of the 

control model, e.g., in increasing values C , emN , insN , ges . 
 

 

5. With the exception of one combination (beta distribution, 85.0p , 365V , 

521  ) average values e
p  of local chance constraints are usually smaller 

than the pregiven probability value p . This phenomenon occurs since decision-

making [87, 98] enables implementing non-exhausting speeds at non-emergency 

inspection moments in combination with introducing maximal speeds for all 

systems in case of critical emergency situations. 

§7.4  Conclusions 

1. It can be well-recognized that the developed cost-optimization simulation 

algorithm for solving problem (7.2.1-7.2.9) can be applied to a wide range of 

organization systems. The outlined model (7.2.1-7.2.9) enables managing 

complicated building and construction systems, various R&D systems with 

different speeds and inspection points, etc. 
 

2. The newly developed on-line control model is a generalized model: it satisfies a 

variety of chance constraints and develops cost-minimization for a broad spectrum 

of expenses in the course of the system‟s functioning. 
 

3. The structure of the algorithm is as follows: at the system‟s level (the higher level) 

a search of the optimal number of CRU is undertaken. At the lower level a basic 

cost-optimization  model for a single OS (see §7.1) is implemented in the 

simulation model. 
 

4. The main connection between those two levels is carried out via a newly 

developed resource reallocation subalgorithm. The latter is carried out by 

undertaking probability control to be as close as possible to the systems‟ chance 

constraints. 
 

5. In the considered Chapter the previously used risk averse principle [78-82] has 

been substituted by a more effective chance constraint principle [87, 173]. 

Extensive experimentation [173] has justified the fitness of the newly developed 

theoretical concepts. 
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PART  II  
 ESTIMATING ORGANIZATION 

SYSTEMS’ QUALITY BY MEANS OF 
HARMONIZATION MODELS 

 

Chapter 8.  Quality Models via Harmonization in Stochastic 
Project Management 

 

§8.1  Harmonization model for a single PERT-COST project 

8.1.1  Introduction 

In this Chapter we will outline a new three-parametrical trade-off model for a PERT-

COST type network project with random activity durations. As outlined in 5.2.2, a 

PERT-COST project is characterized by the following parameters: 

 the budget C  assigned to the project which has to be redistributed among the 

project‟s activities; 
 

 the due date D  for the project to be accomplished; 
 

 the project‟s reliability R , i.e., the probability of meeting its due date on time 

subject to the pre-assigned budget C . 

The trade-off optimization problem is developed and formalized within the 

framework of the outlined in Chapter 5 theory of harmonization models for multi-

parametrical organization systems [9, 11-13, 18]. To maximize the project‟s utility, a 

three-parametrical harmonization model is developed. The model‟s algorithm is a 

unification of a cyclic coordinate search algorithm in the two-dimensional space (budget 

and time values) and the partial harmonization model (see §5.3) to maximize the project‟s 

reliability subject to the preset budget and due date values. The model comprises a 

heuristic budget reallocation procedure together with a simulation model of the project‟s 

realization. 

In order to outline the developed theory we will need the following terms: 

 ANG ,  - finite,  connected,  oriented activity – on – arc network of  PERT-COST type; 

   A,NGj,i  - activity leaving node i  and entering node j ; 

ijt  - random time duration of activity  j,i ; 

ijc  - budget assigned to activity  j,i ; 
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minijc  - minimal budget capable of operating activity  j,i  (pregiven); 

maxijc  - maximal budget required to operate activity  j,i  (pregiven); in case 

maxijij cc   additional value maxijij cc   is redundant; 

C  - budget assigned to carry out project  A,NG ; 

D  - the due date for the project  A,NG ; 

R  - the project‟s reliability value, i.e., its probability of meeting the deadline D  

on time; 

M  - number of simulation runs in course of determining R  on the basis of preset 

values C  and D ; 

fhP  - the probability of a hazardous failure in the course of carrying out the project; 

 
ijcGT  - the project‟s random duration on condition that budget values ijc  are 

assigned to activities  j,i ; 

 
ij

cGR  - the project‟s local reliability, i.e., the probability of meeting its deadline on 

time on condition  that values ijc  are assigned to    A,NGj,i  ,  
ij

cGR =  

 








 DGT
ij

c
Pr ; 

 
 

 

 
ij

j,i

ijij

c
Cc,c

D,C GRxaMGR





- the project‟s conditional reliability (on condition that 

values C  and D  are preset beforehand; to be calculated); 

 - the partial harmonization model to optimize reliability R  with independent 

input values C  and D ; 

 D,CP fh  - the formalized deterministic dependency from values C  and D  (obtained by 

means of expert information); 

0C  - the maximal possible budget to be assigned to project  A,NG  (pregiven); 

0D  - the maximal permissible due date for the project  A,NG  to be accomplished 

(pregiven); 

0R  - the minimal permissible reliability value for project  A,NG  (pregiven); 

0P  - the maximal permissible probability value for the hazardous failure to appear 

(pregiven); 

C  - budget search step (pregiven); 

D  - due date‟s search step (pregiven); 

00C  - the best possible value  of parameter C  (pregiven); 

00D  - the best possible value  of parameter D  (pregiven); 

00R  - the best possible value  of parameter R  (pregiven); 

00P  - the best possible value  of parameter P  (pregiven); 

D,C
PHM
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C  - budget unit value (pregiven); 

D  - time unit value (pregiven); 

R  - reliability unit value (pregiven); 

P  - hazardous failure probability unit value (pregiven); 

C  - partial utility value for parameter C  (pregiven); 

D  - partial utility value for parameter D  (pregiven); 

R  - partial utility value for parameter R  (pregiven); 

P  - partial utility value for parameter P  (pregiven); 

   R,D,CUGU   - the project‟s utility; 

 0000 R,D,CUU   - the project‟s basic utility; 

 P,R,D,CUU   - the project‟s utility with fhP ; 

 00000 P,R,D,CUU   - the project‟s basic utility with fhP ; 

1q   - number of a current iteration for value  
ij

cGR  in problem 
D,C

PHM ; 

   
ij

c
q GR - value of the project‟s local reliability, i.e.,        









 DGTPrGR
ijij

c
q

c
q ; 

 GCCSA - the cyclic coordinate search algorithm  which undertakes a search in the 2E  

space of budget values C  and due dates D ; 

1v   - ordinal number of a current iteration in  GCCSA ; 

 vCCSA  - the results of the v -th current iteration in the course of carrying out 

 GCCSA ; 

0  - pregiven search tolerance (accuracy) in the course of optimizing the project‟s 

utility. 

We suggest evaluating the project‟s utility by 

     0R0D0C RRDDCCU   , 

where 0C , 0D  and 0R  are the least permissible budget, due date and reliability values 

which can be implemented in a PERT-COST project, while values C , D  and R  are the 

corresponding current values for a project under consideration. Linear coefficients C , 

D and R define additional partial utilities which the project obtains by refining its 

corresponding parameter by a unit‟s value. Note that parameters C  and D  are 

independent parameters since they can be preset beforehand independently on each other, 

while parameter R  is practically defined by values D  and C  and, thus, is a dependent 

parameter. For the case 0CC , 0DD  and 0RR , the project‟s utility is called the basic 

utility and is usually pregiven beforehand. Note that quantitative relations between 

parameters C , D  and R  are complicated, since setting a couple of values C  and D  
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results in a variety of possible values R  depending on the budget reassignment among 

the project‟s activities. Thus, an additional optimization problem to maximize the 

reliability value on the basis of preset values C  and D  has to be imbedded in the 

project‟s harmonization model. 

8.1.2  The system’s description 

Consider a PERT-COST network project with random activity durations. It can be 

assumed (see §5.2) that for each activity time duration its density function depends 

parametrically on the budget which is assigned to that activity. 

It can be well-recognized from various studies in PERT-COST [2, 41, 70, 77, 109, 

116] that for most activities  ji,  entering the network model, their random time duration 

ijt  is close to be inversely proportional to the budget ijc  which is assigned to that activity.  

Thus, three different distributions may be considered: 

 random activity durations are assumed to have a beta-distribution, with the 

probability density functions (p.d.f.) as follows: 
 

 
 

  2ijij4
ijij

ij tbat
ab

12
tp 


 , (8.1.1)  

 

where 
ij

ij

ij
c

B
b   and 

ij

ij

ij
c

A
a  , ijA  and ijB  being pregiven constants for each 

activity  j,i  entering the PERT-COST network model. 
 

 random activity durations are assumed to be normally distributed with the p.d.f.  

 2,aN   
 

 
 

dxe
2

1
tp

22

ax2

ij







 , (8.1.2)  

 

where the mean value  a   and the variance  2   are calculated by 
 

ij

ijij

c

BA
5.0a


 ,      

ij

ijij

c6

AB 
 . (8.1.3)  

   

 random activity durations are assumed to be distributed uniformly in the interval 















ij

ij

ij

ij

c

B
,

c

A
,  with the p.d.f. 

ijijijij

ij

ab

1

AB

c





. (8.1.4)  

 

In the problem under consideration all those cases will be examined. 
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As outlined above, the following restrictions will be implemented in the model: 
 

 0CC  , where 0C  is the maximal permissible budget to be assigned to the project; 
 

 0DD , where 0D  is the maximal permissible due date to be accepted by the 

project management; 
 

 0RR , where 0R  is the least permissible reliability of meeting the project‟s 

deadline on time, i.e., the minimal probability of accomplishing the project before 

its due date. 
 

Besides those worst permissible pregiven values 0C , 0D  and 0R , one can define the  

best  pregiven possible correspondent values - the minimal budget 00C  to be assigned to 

the project, the earliest due date 00D  (there is no need in accomplishing the project before

00D ), and the maximal reliability value 00R  (usually 1R00  ). It can be well-recognized 

that any project values C , D  and R  satisfy 
 















.RRR

DDD

CCC

000

000

000

 (8.1.5)  

 

Directions which refine the corresponding parametric characteristics (i.e., from 0C  to 

00C , from 0D  to 00D , from 0R  to 00R ) are called (see §5.3) positive directions. 

8.1.3  Harmonization model 

The harmonization model (see §§1.2 and 5.3) is as follows: determine optimal non-

contradictive project parameters  optC ,  optD  and  optR  resulting in the maximal project‟s 

utility 

 
 

 
      0R0D0C0

R,D,CR,D,C

RRDDCCUxaMGUxaM    (8.1.6) 
 

subject to 

 
0

opt
00 CCC  , (8.1.7)  

   

 
0

opt
00 DDD  , (8.1.8)  

   

 
0

opt
00 RRR  . (8.1.9)  

Note that since the basic utility 0U  is a constant value which remains unchanged, it 

may be canceled and, thus, the model satisfies 

 
 

 
      0R0D0C

R,D,CR,D,C

RRDDCCxaMGUxaM    (8.1.10) 
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subject to (8.1.7-8.1.9). Values C , D  and R  are called non-contradictive if budget C  

can be reassigned among the project activities to satisfy 

   RDGT
ijc

Pr  (8.1.11)  

subject to 

 
 

j,i

ij Cc . 
(8.1.12)  

Theorem 

Optimal value  optR  in problem (8.1.7-8.1.10) satisfies 

 
   

   

 

   























opt

c
Ccc

optopt
opt DGTxaM

DC
PHMR

ij

ji

opt
ijij

Pr
,

,

,

. (8.1.13)  

The Proof of the Theorem stems from the proof of the general Theorem outlined in 

§5.3.  

It can be well-recognized from the theorem that solving problem (8.1.7-8.1.10) can be 

carried out by solving two sequential problems:  to determine an optimal budget value C  

and an optimal due date D  (Problem 1) and to carry out the PHM  (Problem 2). 

Problem 1 centers on determining an optimal couple     optopt DC ,  by means of a look-

over algorithm that checks the feasibility of each possible combination  DC, . If the 

number of combinations is high enough and taking into account that: 

 each combination requires a PHM  solution, and 

 Problem 1 is a NP-complete one [66, 176], 

- solving both problems on a look-over basis requires a lot of computational time. To 

avoid this obstacle, we suggest a two-level high-speed approximate heuristic algorithm.  

At the upper level a heuristic simplified search procedure, e.g. a cyclic coordinate sub-

algorithm [133], has to be carried out in the two-dimensional space in order to determine 

an optimal combination  DC, . At the bottom level, a heuristic high-speed procedure to 

optimize the partial harmonization model 
DC

PHM
,

 with independent input values C  

and D , has to be implemented. Thus, we substitute objective (8.1.10) by 

   








 RDCU
DC

PHMDCCCSAxaM
DC

,,
,

,
,

 , (8.1.14)  

where   stands for a unification sign. 

Both Problems 1 and 2 together with their solutions will be outlined below. 
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8.1.4  Partial harmonization model PHM(C,D)=R 

As outlined above, parameters C  and D  are input values of the model as well as 

values minijc , maxijc , ijA  and ijB ,    ANGji ,,  . The problem is as follows: determine 

optimal reassigned budget values ijc  for each activity    ANGji ,,  , to maximize the 

project‟s conditional reliability, i.e., 

 
 

  





 
 

DGTPrxaM
ij

j,i

ijij

c
Cc,c

 
(8.1.15)  

subject to 

maxijijminij CCC  , (8.1.16)  
   

   




A,NGj,i

ij Cc . 
(8.1.17)  

We will henceforth use a refined version of the procedure outlined in [9, 76, 109]. The 

step-by-step procedure is as follows: 

Step 1. By any means reassign budget C  among the project‟s activities  

   A,NGj,i   subject to (8.1.16) and (8.1.17) to obtain a feasible solution of 

the problem. It is suggested to implement the step by using the bisection 

method [176] as follows: 
 

1.1 Start with  1,0   . 
 

1.2 Determine two values: 
 

   

 
 
 










 ji

ijij

ANGji

ij ccc
,

maxmin

,,

min1 1  , 

 

   

 
 
 










 ji

ijij

ANGji

ij ccc
,

maxmin

,,

max2 1  . 

 

1.3 Calculate value 
 

 
 
 



















 


j,i

maxijminij213 c
2

c
2

1
2

1 
. 

 

1.4 Compare values 1  and 2 . If C12   go to 1.8; otherwise go to 1.5. 

Note that C  is a pregiven budget unit value. 
 

1.5 Examine relation 31 C  . If it holds go to 1.6; otherwise go to 1.7. 
 

1.6 Set 
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23  ,     





 1
2

1 ,     





2
. 

Go to 1.3. 
 

1.7 Applying 1.7 means that 23 C   holds. Set 
 

13  ,     





 1
2

1 ,     





2
, 

 

and go to 1.3. 
 

1.8 Value C3   with     maxijminijij c5.0c25.0c    is the 

feasible solution. 

 

Step 2. 

 

Calculate 
ij

ij

ij
c

A
a   and 

ij

ij

ij
c

B
b    for all activities     A,NGj,i  . 

 

Step 3. Simulate values ijt  with p.d.f. (8.1.1), (8.1.2) or (8.1.4). 
 

 

Step 4. Calculate the critical path length  ijcr tL  and determine all activities 

   ANGji ,,    belonging to the critical path. 
 

 

Step 5. Compare values D  and  ijcr tL . If  ijcr tLD   counter 1WW   works; then 

go to Step 6. In case  ijcr tLD    go to Step 6 directly. 
 

Step 6. If a routine activity  j,i  belongs to the critical path, counter 1WW ijij 

works. The step is carried out for all    A,NGj,i  . 
 

Step 7. Repeat Steps 2-6 M  times in order to obtain representative statistics. 
 

Step 8. Calculate the average value  
 

 

          








 DGTGRCR
ijij c

q

c

qq Pr ,  
 
 

j,i

ij Cc , (8.1.18) 
 

 
 

where q  is the number of the current iteration. 
 

 

Step 9. Compare two adjacent average values   CR q  and    CR 1q . If 
     CRCR 1qq   holds, go to the next step. Otherwise go to Step 16. 

 

Step 10. Calculate the frequency of each activity  j,i  belonging to the critical path (on 

the basis of M  simulation runs carried out in Step 7). Denote those frequencies 

by  crLj,iP ,  
M

W
Lj,iP

ij

cr  . 

 

Step 11. Reschedule all the activities  j,i  as follows [9, 109]: 

For activities  j,i  with   0Lj,iP cr   reschedule them in descending order 

of the product 
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   ijcrLj,iP  , (8.1.19) 

 
 

where: 
 

 
  

maxijminij

ijij

ij
cc5

B2A3




   for the case of p.d.f.  (8.1.1); 

   

 
  

maxijminij

ijij

ij
cc2

BA




   for the case of p.d.f.  (8.1.2); 

   

 
  

maxijminij

ijij

ij
cc2

BA




   for the case of p.d.f.  (8.1.4). 

 
 

Decreasing the mean value of the activity duration has to be carried out by 

taking into account not only values ij  but their probabilities as well. 
 

Activities  j,i  with   0Lj,iP cr   have to be rescheduled at the end of the 

schedule in descending order of values ij  only since the product 

  ijcrLj,iP   is equal to zero. 
 

Step 12. Determine activity   j,i  with the highest order for which relation 

0CCZ jimaxji1 


 holds. It goes without saying that activity   j,i  is 

placed at the beginning of the schedule and refers to the critical zone,     

  0Lj,iP cr  . 
 

Step 13. Determine activity   j,i  with the lowest order for which relation 

0CCZ minjiji2 


 holds. Activity   ji ,  is at the end of the schedule 

and is a non-critical activity, having practically no influence on the entire 

project‟s duration. 
 

Step 14. Reassign cost values  21 Z,ZminZ   from activity   j,i  to activity   j,i . 
 

Step 15. Clear counter W  and go to Step 2. 
 

Step 16. Introduce changes in the heuristic procedure as follows: 
         

 
 

(a) in Step 9: for case        CRCR 1qq   go to Step 18 and not to Step 16. 
   

 (b) in Step 14: value Z  to be transferred from activity   j,i  to   j,i  is to 

be equal now to C . Afterwards go to Step 17. 
 

Step 17. Take the rescheduled activities  j,i  obtained at Step 11 for the  1q  -th 

iteration. Go to Step 12. 
 

Step 18. End of the heuristic procedure. Further application of the procedure will not 

lead to any increase of the confidence probability. 
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Values ijc  obtained in the course of the  1q -th iteration are considered as the 

optimal ones. The optimal value of the objective, i.e., the project‟s conditional reliability 

 
DC

GR
,

, is value   CR q 1  calculated on Step 8. 

It can be well-recognized that in cases 
   




ANGji

ijcC
,,

min
 or 

   




ANGji

ijcC
,,

max
 the 

corresponding reliability values are 0  and 1, i.e., the problem obtains trivial solutions.       

It is in the case of 
       





ANGji

ij

ANGji

ij cCc
,,

max

,,

min
 that the above heuristic procedure has 

to be implemented. 

Note, in conclusion, that subdividing the above procedure into two parts is aimed to 

enhance its sensitiveness. In the course of carrying out initial iterations (at Step 14),  

1Z  cost unit values are transferred from the most “idle” activity to the most “tense” 

one. Later on, to refine the procedure‟s convergence, only one budget unit is transferred 

in the course of a routine iteration. 

8.1.5  Two-dimensional cyclic coordinate search algorithm 

As outlined in Chapter 5, we suggest to substitute an exact look-over algorithm that 

checks the feasibility of each possible combination  DC, , by a cyclic coordinate search 

algorithm ( CCSA ) [11, 133]. The enlarged step-by-step procedure of the algorithm is as 

follows: 

Stage I. First iteration, i.e., 1v . 
 

Step 1. Set 0CC   and 0DD  . 
 

Step 2. Start diminishing value C  (beginning from 0C ) by the search step C , i.e., 

...,1,0r,CrCC   , while value D  remains unchanged. For each couple 

 D,C  under consideration calculate  
D,CGR  by means of the PHM  as 

outlined in 8.1.4. 
 

Step 3. On the basis of value R  established at Step 2, calculate the project‟s utility 

parameter  R,D,CU . 
 

Step 4. The process of diminishing value C  with fixed value D  proceeds until either: 
 

   utility  R,D,C  in the course of decreasing value C  ceases to increase. In this 

case the last “successful” value C  is taken as the quasi-optimal value  for the 

first iteration. 
 

   value R  determined at Step 2, proves to be less than value 0R . This means 

that we have reached the non-feasible zone. In this case we act similarly to 

the preceding case. 
 

   Value C  in the course of its decreasing reaches value 00C . In this case 
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00CC   is taken as the quasi-optimal value. 
 

Step 5. Fix value C  and start decreasing value D  by search step D , similarly to  

Steps 2-4. 

Thus, in the course of Steps 1-5, we determine values    







 vv DC ,  for the first iteration 

( 1v ) of the CCSA . Note that the couple obtained satisfies restrictions (8.1.7-8.1.9) and 

results in the highest value  GU  from all the couples already observed. 

Stage II. Routine v -th iteration, 1v . 
 

Step 6. Diminish search step values  C   and  D   by dividing them by two. 
 

Step 7. Fix  1vDD   and check two alternative directions:   CC 1v  ,    CC 1v  , 

where C  has been already decreased at Step 6. If couple    








  11 , vv DCC

delivers higher values of the reliability parameter  GR (calculated by means of 

the PHM ) than the alternative attempt    








  11 , vv DCC , and if value 

     1v1v D,CCGR    exceeds      1v1v D,CGR  ,  choose the search point 

   








  11 , vv DCC   and proceed in that direction,  i.e., use   CrCC 1v   , 

...,2,1r  , with fixed  1vDD  . The search process for value C  terminates in 

cases discussed at Step 4. Thus, value C  is fixed and remains constant. 
 

Step 8. A local search procedure similar to that outlined at Step 7, has to be 

implemented for value  1vD   (with fixed  1vCC  ). Thus, at the end of the 

step a triple  vC ,  vD ,      vv D,CGR  is determined, resulting in higher project‟s 

utility than the previous point       1v1v1v R,D,C  . 
 

Step 9. Iterations with increasing index v  are carried out similarly to Steps 6-8. After 

each routine iteration 1v , the corresponding project‟s utility 
        vvvv R,D,CUU   is compared with that obtained at the previous,   1v 

-th, iteration. If relation 
 

    

 







1v

1vv

U

UU
 (8.1.20) 

  

holds, the search procedure terminates and values 

            







 vv DC

vvv GRRDC
,

,,  are taken as the quasi-optimal ones. 
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§8.2  Harmonization models for several stochastic network projects 

8.2.1  Introduction 

This section is actually a continuation of the previous §8.1 and considers a 

complicated hierarchical system comprising a variety of projects of different significance.  

Such projects usually emerge in constructing new industrial and populated areas, where 

the significance of certain local projects entering the system may undergo changes within 

the projects‟ realization. The latter often happens in the course of changing management 

policy as well as the economic situation. 

Another harmonization model covers a simplified although important case when all 

projects happen to be of equal significance and do not undergo drastic changes in the 

course of their implementation. The harmonization model becomes simpler in usage, and 

is based on determining optimal utility values via minimax principles. 

In order to outline the harmonization model we will require the following additional 

terms: 

 A,NGk  - the k -th  PERT-COST type stochastic network project, nk1  ; 

n  - number of projects entering the project management system; 

kD  - due date for the k -th project (pregiven); 

k  - priority value of the k -th project (pregiven); 

kC  - budget assigned to the k -th project (to be determined); 

C  - budget at the management‟s disposal, 



n

1k
kCC ; 

 kkkk D,CRR  - the maximal project‟s reliability value corresponding to the optimal 

reassignment of budget kC  among the project‟s activities; 

SU  - the system‟s utility for projects of different significance; 

kU  - the k -th project‟s utility: 

     k0kRkk0Dkk0Ck RRDDCCU
kkk

  ; 

k
C  - the budget partial utility coefficient (pregiven); 

k0C  - the least permissible budget value to be assigned to the k -th project  

(pregiven); 

k
D  - the due date partial utility coefficient (pregiven); 

k0D  - the least permissible due date for the k -th project (pregiven); 

k
R  - the reliability partial utility coefficient (pregiven); 

k0R  - the least permissible reliability value for the k -th project to be accomplished 

on time (pregiven); 
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kj,i  - activity  j,i  of the k -th project; 

 
kj,ic  - budget value assigned to  

kj,i ; 

  kk j,icT - random duration of the k -th project on condition that budget  
kj,ic  is 

assigned to each activity  
kj,i  entering  A,NGk ; 

k00C  - the minimal possible budget value to be assigned to the k -th project 

(pregiven); 

k00D  - the minimal due date for the k -th project (pregiven); 

k00R  - the maximal possible reliability value of the k -th project (pregiven); 

 
minkj,ic - the minimal possible budget value to be assigned to the activity  

kj,i  

(pregiven); 

 
maxkj,ic - the maximal required budget value for  

kj,i  (pregiven); 

k
kD  - a constant value defining the linear dependence of parameter  kkk D,CR  

from kC  with fixed kD  (to be calculated); 

 
kj,it  - random duration of activity  

kj,i ; 

 
 

 
k

k
k

j,ic

j,iA
j,ia   - the lower bound of  

kj,it ; 

 
 

 
k

k
k

j,ic

j,iB
j,ib   - the upper bound of  

kj,it ; 

 
kj,iA ,    

kj,iB   - pregiven values for each activity  
kj,i , nk1  ; 

kC  - search step length in linear programming models for the optimal value kC , 

nk1   (pregiven); 

kD  - search step length in the cyclic coordinate search algorithm for the optimal 

value kD , nk1   (pregiven); 

kCN  - the number of possible search steps for variable kC  (pregiven); note that 

relation kkCk00k0 CNCC   holds; 

kDN  - the number of possible search steps for variable kD  (pregiven); note that 

relation kkDk00k0 DNDD   holds; 

C  - cost unit for budget values (pregiven); 

D  - time unit for the due date values (pregiven). 

8.2.2  The system’s description 

The project management (company) is faced with managing n  PERT-COST type 

network projects  ANGk , , nk1 , which have to be carried out. The projects are of 

different importance and significance; for each k -th project the corresponding priority 
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index k  is externally pregiven. However, in the course of the projects‟ realization values

k , nk1 , may undergo changes. The total budget C  at the management‟s disposal to 

carry out all the projects, is limited. For each project  ANGk , , nk1 , its due date kD , 

as well as the assigned budget kC , have to be determined. 

For each activity   
k

ji,   entering project   ANGk ,   two budget values are externally 

pregiven: 

  
minkj,ic - the minimal possible budget  still enabling to carry out activity  

kj,i ; 

  
maxkj,ic - the maximal budget  required to carry out activity  

kj,i . 

Thus,  the actual budget value   
kj,ic   assigned to activity   

kj,i ,  is restricted by its 

upper and lower bounds.   In case     
maxkk j,icj,ic    additional budget is redundant. 

Activity duration  
k

jit ,  is a random value with a beta-distribution p.d.f. 

 
    

     2
kk4

kk

kij xj,ibj,iax
j,iaj,ib

12
xp 


 , (8.2.1) 

 

where  
 
 

k

k

k
jic

jiA
jia

,

,
,  ,  

 
 

k

k

k
jic

jiB
jib

,

,
,  , values  

k
jiA ,  and  

k
jiB ,  being 

pregiven, nk1 . 

Regarding Chapter 5 and §8.1, each project comprises three essential, basic 

parameters which define the project‟s utility: 

 budget kC  assigned to each project  A,NGk , nk1  ; 

 the appropriate due date kD ; 

 reliability parameter  kkk D,CR , 

 
  

 
  











 
kk ji

kkkk
jic

kkk CjicDTxaMDCR
,,

,Pr, , 
 

(8.2.2) 

 

where kT  signifies the moment project  ANGk ,  is completed (a random value), on 

condition that budget kC  is assigned to  ANGk ,  and optimally reallocated between 

activities  
k

ji, . It goes without saying that relation  
 


kji

kk jicC
,

,  holds, otherwise 

project  ANGk ,  cannot be carried out. 

For each k -th project its utility kU  is calculated as follows: 
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      k0kkkRkk0Dkk0Ck RD,CRDDCCU
kkk

  , (8.2.3)  

where kC0 , kD0  and kR0  are the least permissible basic values  that can be accepted in 

the course of the project‟s realization, nk1 , while 
k

C , 
k

D  and 
k

R  stand for local 

(partial) utilities per each parametrical unit. 

For the models under consideration we will henceforth accept a reasonable 

assumption [9, 70, 109] stating that: 

 reliability parameter  kkk D,CR  depends on budget value kC  linearly, i.e.,  

within each project  A,NGk  with fixed due date kD  relation 
 

       
k

kD

k00
"
k

kk00kk
"
kk

k00
'
k

kk00kk
'
kk

CC

D,CRD,CR

CC

D,CRD,CR










 (8.2.4)  

holds, where  
 

 
 
 

kk ji

kkkkk

ji

k jicCCCCjic
,

min00

"'

0

,

max ,,  and 
k

kD depends only 

on the project‟s index k  and the due date kD . Thus, kC00  presents the minimal possible 

budget value assigned to the k -th project. Note that 
k

kD  may alter only when budget 

reallocation is undertaken at a fixed moment, otherwise the structure of the project 

 ANGk ,  may undergo drastic changes. It goes without saying that values 
k

kD  may 

differ from project to project. Assumption (8.2.4) has been verified by undertaking 

extensive experimentation [109]. 

Note, in conclusion, that budget reallocation among the projects has to be carried out: 

 at the beginning of the planning horizon, i.e., at 0t  ; 

 at a certain moment t  when at least for one k -th routine project values kD  and k  

undergo changes; 

 at a certain moment t  when one of the projects is accomplished. 

Note that for a project management system with projects of different importance we 

suggest to solve the harmonization problem with objective 

 



n

1k
kk1 UJ  . (8.2.5)  

Maximizing objective (4.2.5) means that the project management takes all possible 

measures first to support projects with higher priorities. Only afterwards it takes care of 

other, less important, projects. 
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In case of projects with equal priorities we suggest (see Section 1.3.1), with respect to 

[9, 70, 109], implementing another objective satisfying 

 
k

kD,C
2 UniMxaMJ

kk

 . (8.2.6)  

Objective (8.2.6) means that for projects with equal significance the project 

management takes all measures to support the “weakest” projects on the account of the 

“stronger” and the “faster” ones. That means, in turn, implementing a policy resulting in 

control actions aimed on projects‟ leveling, in order to smooth the differing projects‟ 

utilities. 

8.2.3  Harmonization model for projects with different priorities 

As outlined above, the problem is as follows: for each k -th project determine optimal 

due date kD  and budget value kC , nk1 , as well as optimal reassignment values for 

each activity  
k

jic , ,    ANGji kk
,,  , to maximize the objective: 

    
   



n

1k
kk

j,icD,C
1 UxaMJxaM

kkk

  

    
       









 


n

1k

k0kRkk0Dkk0Ck
j,icD,C

RRDDCCxaM
kkk

kkk

  

(8.2.7)  

subject to 

CC
n

1k
k 



, (8.2.8)  

 

 
  

k
j,i

k Cj,ic

k

 , 
(8.2.9)  

 

      maxkkmink j,icj,icj,ic  , (8.2.10)  
 

k0kk00 CCC  , (8.2.11)  
 

k0kk00 DDD  , (8.2.12)  
 

k00kk0 RRR  , (8.2.13)  
 

     kk00kkkkkDk00k D,CRD,CRCC
k

  , (8.2.14)  
 

 
  


kj,i
minkk00 j,icC , 

(8.2.15)  

 

 
  


kj,i
maxkk0 j,icC ,  nk1  . 

(8.2.16)  
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It can be well-recognized that problem (8.2.7-8.2.16) is of extremely complicated 

nature and excels essentially the most sophisticated models outlined in [9, 11-13, 30]. 

Let us analyze restrictions (8.2.8-8.2.16) in greater detail. Restrictions (8.2.8-8.2.10) 

are obvious, as well as parametrical restrictions (8.2.11-8.2.13). Restrictions (8.2.15-

8.2.16) determine the lower and upper bounds for the budget value kC  to be assigned to 

the k -th project, nk1 . As to restriction (8.2.14), it is based on assumption (8.2.4) 

which has been discussed in Section 8.2.2. Values 
k

kD , nk1 , are calculated 

beforehand by means of simulation on the basis of different combinations  kk DC ,00 , 

 kk DC ,0  for several possible due date values kD , kkk DDD 000  . The quasi-optimal 

procedure to be implemented for calculating 
k

kD , nk1 , is outlined in [9, 11-13]. 

8.2.4  The problem’s solution for projects with different priorities 

As outlined above, to optimize problem (8.2.7-8.2.16) we have to solve an auxiliary 

problem as follows: for each k -th project, nk1 , separately, determine reliability 

values: 

       k00k00kkk0k00kkk0k00kk0k00k D,CR,...,D2D,CR,DD,CR,D,CR    (8.2.17)  

and 

       k00k0kkk0k0kkk0k0kk0k0k D,CR,...,D2D,CR,DD,CR,D,CR   . (8.2.18)  

Values kR  are determined by means of simulation, in combination with a budget 

reassignment procedure outlined in Section 8.1.4. 

Later on, by calculating 

   
k

Dr
k0

D,k

k00k0

kk0k00kkk0k0k

CC

DrD,CRDrD,CR











, 

k
kDNr0  , 

(8.2.19) 
 

we obtain approximated values of coefficients 
k

kD  for each k -th routine project, 

nk1 . 

After obtaining values 
k

kD , kkk DrDD  0 , 
k

kDNr 0 , we suggest the problem 

(8.2.7-8.2.16) to be solved by implementing the two-level heuristic algorithm as follows: 

The upper level 

A look-over algorithm to examine the feasibility and efficiency of each of all possible 

combinations  kD  has to be operated. Note that the total number of combinations N  is 
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equal to  



n

k

kD
k

N
1

1 , and for large numbers n  and 
k

kDN , nk1 , value N  may become 

extremely high. Thus, checking all combinations on a full look-over basis may require a 

lot of computational time. For such cases a high-speed approximated algorithm on the 

basis of a cyclic coordinate search algorithm (see (8.1.5)), is suggested. 

The enlarged step-by-step procedure of the cyclic coordinate search algorithm 

 CCSA  is as follows: 

 

Step 1. Choose an initial search point 
 

 n00201

0

D,...,D,DD   in the n -dimensional 

space. In the course of carrying out the cyclic coordinate algorithm each search 

point D  will serve as the input information for the algorithm at the lower level, in 

order to maximize objective (8.2.7) subject to restrictions (8.2.8-8.2.16). Note 

that since due dates nk1,D k0  , are maximal possible due dates for each 

project  A,NGk , the initial search point 
 0

D  has to be in a feasible area - 

otherwise problem (8.2.7-8.2.16) has no solution. 
  

Step 2. Start using the cyclic coordinate search method which maximizes the problem‟s 

objective (8.2.7) at the lower level with respect to the coordinate variables 

n21 D,...,D,D . Decrease the first coordinate 1D  by the search step 1D , while 

all other coordinates n32 D,...,D,D  are fixed and remain unchanged. In the 

course of undertaking a routine search step the feasibility of every routine search 

point D  is examined, in order to verify relations   k0kkk RD,CR  , nk1  . The 

process of decreasing the first coordinate 1D  terminates in three cases: 
  

  if for a certain value 1D  relation (8.2.13) ceases to hold; 
  

  if value 1D  reaches its lower bound 001D ; 
  

  if for a certain value 1D  objective (8.2.7) ceases to increase. 
  

 In cases 1) and 3) the last successful value 1D  is taken as the quasi-optimal 

value, while in case 2) value 001D  is taken as the quasi-optimal one. 
  

Step 3. After the first coordinate 1D  is optimized, its value is fixed, and the search 

process proceeds by decreasing the second coordinate 2D  by a constant search 

step, i.e.,    1
22

0
2 DDD   , while all other coordinates (including 1D ) remain 

fixed. After examining the coordinate 2D  by a step-wise decrease, its newly 

obtained value is fixed, similarly to 1D , and we proceed with the third coordinate 

3D , and so forth, until nD  is reached and checked by the constant step decreasing 

procedure. 
  

Step 4. After all coordinates are checked by means of the cyclic coordinate search 
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method (first iteration), the process is then repeated starting with 1D  again. The 

cyclic coordinate search algorithm terminates after a current iteration does not 

succeed in bringing any changes in the search point D  and in the value of 

objective (8.2.7) at the lower level. 

The lower level 

Two problems have to be solved at the lower level. We will henceforth call them 

Problems A1 and A2. 

Problem A1 

After obtaining input information from the upper level - the routine search point-

vector D  - the feasibility of that search point has to be checked. For each k -th coordinate

kD , nk1 , independently, the minimal budget value *

kC  satisfying 

  k0k
*
kk RD,CR  , (8.2.20)  

has to be determined. Note that problem (8.2.20) is a dual problem for the direct 

problem (8.2.2) and can be solved by implementing heuristic approaches and the 

bisection method [176] in combination with the direct problem (see, e.g. [70, 72, 109]).  

Thus, for each project  ANGk , , the dual problem (8.2.20) can be formulated as follows: 

  
 

   











 
kk j,i

kk
j,ic

j,icCniM , (8.2.21)  

subject to 

 
  

k0k

j,i
kkk RCj,icDTPr

k















  , (8.2.22)  

 

      maxkkmink j,icj,icj,ic  . (8.2.23)  

After determining values *

kC , nk1 , checking the feasibility of a routine vector 

search point D  results in examining values C  and 



n

k

kCC
1

** .  If  *CC  , search point 

D  does belong to the feasible area. Otherwise the search step which led to that point, 

should be regarded to as unsuccessful,  and search point D  under consideration has to be 

substituted by another one. 
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Problem A2 

If the vector search point D  is found to be a feasible one, optimizing model (8.2.7-

8.2.16) can be accomplished by solving  Problem A2  as follows: 

 

From the set of feasible n -dimensional vector-points D  obtained in the course of 

carrying out CCSA  and solving Problem A1, determine: 

 optimal values of due dates  *
kD , 

 optimal budget values  *
kC ,  nk1  , 

in order to maximize objective (8.2.7) subject to restrictions (8.2.8-8.2.16). 

Thus, the direct solution of problem (8.2.7-8.2.16) is substituted by a sequential 

approximate solution of three problems: 

CCSA        Problem A1       Problem A2. 

The suggested approximate solution of Problem A2 is as follows: 

Since  kkk DCR ,  depends on kC  linearly, we obtain from (8.2.14) 

     k00kkDkk00kkkk CCD,CRD,CR
k

  . (8.2.24)  

Substituting  kkkk DCRR ,  in (8.2.7) for (8.2.24), we obtain 

    

 
 




















































n

1k

k00kDR

kk00kRk0RkD

k0Dk0CCkDRk

k
j,icD,C

C

D,CRRD

DCC

xaM

kk

kkk

kkkkk

kkk







 . (8.2.25)  

Denoting 
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we substitute objective (8.2.25) for 
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kDkDk

j,icD,C
kk

kkk

CxaM   (8.2.27)  

subject to (8.2.8-8.2.13, 8.2.15-8.2.16). 

Taking into account that 
k

kD does not depend on kC , objective (8.2.27) can be 

simplified, namely, 

     










n

1k
kDk

j,icD,C
k

kkk

CxaM   (8.2.28)  

subject to (8.2.8-8.2.13, 8.2.15-8.2.16). 

Note that, due to (8.2.4), value 
k

kD may be close to zero. In case 0
k

kD  for all 

indices k  and due dates kD , nk1 , model (8.2.28) obtains a precise step-wise 

analytical solution [9, 76, 109] as follows: 

 

Step 1. Consider a routine n -dimensional vector n21 D,...,D,DD  . 
  
 

Step 2. Assign to all projects their minimal budget values *
kC  determined by solving 

Problem A1 with due dates n21 D,...,D,D . 
  

Step 3. Reorder sequence 
k

kD , nk1  , in descending order. Let their new ordinal 

numbers be n21 f,...,f,f . 
  

Step 4. Set 1a  . 
  

Step 5. Calculate   C,CCniMZ k00k0a  ,  where  



n

1k

*
kCCC . 

  
 

Step 6. Determine for project 
a

fG its final budget a
*
ff ZCC

aa
 . 

  

Step 7. Update the remaining budget CZC a   . If 0C   go to Step 10. 

Otherwise apply the next step. 
  

Step 8. Set a1a  . 
  

Step 9. If na   go to Step 5. Otherwise apply the next step. 

  
 

Step 10. If all n -dimensional vectors D  (obtained in the course of carrying out the CCSA

) have been already examined, go to Step 13. Otherwise apply the next step. 
  
 

Step 11. Calculate objective (8.2.7) for the routine vector D  under consideration. Denote 

the obtained value by  DJ . If  DJ  exceeds the maximal utility obtained by 

examining previous vectors D , apply the next step. Otherwise go to Step 1. 
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Step 12. Set  DJ  equal to the maximal utility which has been obtained as yet in the 

course of solving problem (8.2.7-8.2.16). Remember vector D  together with 

optimal values kC , nk1  , obtained at Steps 2-6, in a special array. Go to Step 

1. 
  
 

Step 13. Determine the final problem‟s solution, i.e., n -dimensional optimal vectors kC   

and kD , together with the system‟s maximal utility SU . 
  

Step 14. The algorithm of solving Problem A2 terminates. 

Note that if even for one index k  or due date value kD  multiplicand 
k

kD becomes 

negative, a precise analytical solution by implementing Steps 2-7 cannot be obtained. In 

that case problem (8.2.8-8.2.13, 8.2.15-8.2.16, 8.2.28) has to be solved by using standard 

linear programming models. We recommend a standard computer software package 

called LINDO [165] which is both simple in usage and can be applied to solve Problem 

A2 on common personal computers. 

Note, in conclusion, that after obtaining the solution of harmonization problem (8.2.7-

8.2.16), one may calculate the system‟s utility parameter as 





n

1k
kS UU , (8.2.29)  

without using priority indices k . Thus, the system‟s utility SU  and objective (8.2.7) 

may not coincide. However, choosing the proper way to calculate SU  is the sole 

prerogative of the system‟s management. 

8.2.5  Harmonization model for several PERT-COST projects with different priorities 

It can be well recognized that the outlined above harmonization model is essentially 

more complicated than in the case of a single project. First, we use practically a multi-

level model. Second, a   RDCPHM ,  model for single projects, together with inverse 

PHM  problems of   CRDPHM ,  type, are implemented at various stages of the 

harmonization process. An enlarged step-wise description of the harmonization algorithm 

is as follows [9]: 

Stage 1. Undertake a one-dimensional search for choosing the optimal total budget value 

C  within the interval  000 C,C . For each routine search value C  apply the next 

stage. 
 

Stage 2. Use partial harmonization models   RDrD,CPHM kk0k00    and 

  RDrD,CPHM kk0k0    for a single project in order to determine values

k
kD , nk 1 . 
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Stage 3. Undertake a cyclic coordinate look-over search in the n -dimensional space of 

local due dates kD , nk1  . 
 

 

Stage 4. For each feasible vector search point D  obtained at Stage 2, calculate the 

minimal possible local budgets 
kC . The latter may be determined by solving a 

dual problem to the direct problem   kkk RD,CPHM  , i.e.,   kkk CR,DPHM  , 

with preset values k0k RR  . 
 

 

Stage 5. After obtaining values 
kC , nk1  , use a precise step-wise analytical 

procedure to determine corrected values kC , satisfying  



n

1k

k CC . 

 

Stage 6. Calculate the system's utility SU  by (8.2.7). Return to Stage 3. 
 

Stage 7. Stages 3-6 terminate if in the course of performing a routine CCSA iteration  

(for a fixed C ) the system's utility has not increased. Thus, we obtain a local 

maximum. Go to Stage 1. 
 

Stage 8. The harmonization algorithm terminates by calculating the global maximum 

utility value SU  after undertaking a search for the optimal value C . 

Thus, practically speaking, for the problem under consideration, the total budget value 

C  is the only independent parameter, while local budgets kC , due dates kD  and 

reliabilities kR  prove to be dependent ones. 

8.2.6  Harmonization model for projects of equal significance 

As outlined above, in Section 8.2.2, the problem of maximizing the system‟s utility  

can be formalized as follows: for each k -th project  determine budget value kC  and due 

date kD , nk1 , to maximize utility of the project with the least utility value, namely, 

 
 k

kD,C
2 UniMxaMJ

kk

 

(8.2.30) 
 

 
      








 k0kRkk0Dkk0C

kD,C

RRDDCCniMxaM
kkk

kk

   

subject to (8.2.8-8.2.16). 

Since the maximin approach has presented itself in a very good light both in 

production planning and control [9, 56-57, 124] and in project management  [76-77, 109], 

objective (8.2.30) may be suggested as a priority technique for improving utility values in 

complicated project management systems operating under random disturbances. Note that 

providing the optimal value to objective 2J  in the course of solving problem (8.2.8-

8.2.16, 8.2.30), does not define directly the system‟s utility parameter SU . For calculating 
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the latter value, we recommend using relation (8.2.29) with values kU  obtained while 

solving the problem. 

As to the algorithm for solving problem (8.2.8-8.2.16, 8.2.30), its several main stages, 

namely, 

 the auxiliary problem to calculate values 
k

kD ; 

 the cyclic coordinate search algorithm CCSA  at the upper level; 

 Problem A1 to verify the feasibility of the routine n -dimensional vector D   

obtained by using the CCSA , 

-  fully coincide with the corresponding stages outlined in the preceding Section.  The 

only difference lies in the approximate solution of Problem A2 to maximize objective 

(8.2.30) subject to restrictions (8.2.8-8.2.16). 

The suggested approximate solution of Problem A2 for the case of projects with equal 

significance is as follows. 

Substituting  kkk DCR ,  in (8.2.30) for (8.2.24), we obtain 

 

   

     































k0k00kkDkk00kR

kk0Dkk0C

kD,C RCCD,CR

DDCC
niMxaM

kk

kk

kk



. (8.2.31)  

Implementing notations (8.2.26), we obtain an optimization problem as follows: 

Maximize 

 
 










kk
kk

kDkkD
kD,C

2 CniMxaMJ   (8.2.32)  

subject to (8.2.8-8.2.13, 8.2.15-8.2.16). 

Substitution 

ZCniM
kk

kDkkD
k










   (8.2.33)  

modifies problem (8.2.8-8.2.13, 8.2.15-8.2.16, 8.2.32) to the following one: 

 
ZxaM

kk D,C

 (8.2.34)  

subject to 

kk
kDkkD CZ    (8.2.35)  
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and restrictions (8.2.8-8.2.13, 8.2.15-8.2.16). 

Problem (8.2.8-4.2.13, 8.2.15-8.2.16, 8.2.34-8.2.35) can be solved by implementing 

linear programming methods, e.g., the standard software package LINDO [165]. 

The problem has to be solved for each feasible combination nDDD ,...,, 21  separately. 

The combination delivering the maximum value to objective 2J , has to be taken as the 

optimal one, together with the corresponding values nCCC ,...,, 21 . The optimal system‟s 

utility has to be determined by (8.2.29). 

It can be well-recognized that the corresponding harmonization algorithm outlined in 

8.2.5, does not undergo drastic changes for the case of several projects with equal 

priorities. The only difference results in substituting the precise solution at Stage 5 of the 

problem by a linear programming procedure. 

§8.3  Harmonization models in project management with safety 

engineering concepts 

8.3.1  Introduction 

In previous §§8.1-8.2 we have developed algorithms for determining the utility values 

in project management for both a single PERT-COST type project with random activity 

durations as well as for the case of several simultaneously realized projects of different 

importance and significance. A number of basic parameters: 

 the budget assigned to the project; 

 the project‟s due date; 

 the project‟s reliability,  i.e.,  the probability of meeting the project‟s due date 

on time, 

-  enter the harmonization model which results in a trade-off between the basic 

parameters. We suggest supplementing the latter by a new essential parameter defining 

the quality of the project as a whole, namely, the probability of a hazardous failure in the 

course of carrying out the project. 

The backbone of §8.3 is to introduce a new basic criterion which is usually difficult to 

be formalized; it requires human judgment and rating schemes in order to obtain 

quantitative estimates by means of expert information. 

Note that the harmonization theory outlined in Chapter 5 and applied to project 

management in §§8.1-8.2, is based on determining and formalizing functional 

dependencies between the basic parameters and, later on, developing optimization models 

including both harmonization and partial harmonization models. Expert information has 

not been taken into account. From the other side, the widely used multi-attribute utility 

theory (MAUT, outlined in §5.1) is practically based on expert information in the form of 

various interview questions being addressed to experts. However the MAUT, as distinct 
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from the harmonization theory, does not deal with any system‟s functioning and is 

restricted to market competitive problems alone. 

Another main achievement outlined in §8.3 is the development of a mixed type 

harmonization model: it deals with the quality of the system‟s functioning but, besides 

formalized techniques and optimization models, is partially based on expert information. 

From expert information a conclusion can be drawn that in the case of a PERT-COST 

project a hazardous failure capable of jeopardizing environmental or personnel‟s safety, 

depends mostly on the following project‟s control actions: 

 decreasing the project‟s due date, and 

 increasing the intensity of the project‟s realization without undertaking proper 

safety engineering measures. 

This discussion is a further development of our previous §§8.1-8.2 where three-

parametrical harmonization models have been suggested. A formalized four-parametrical 

harmonization model accompanied by a heuristic solution is developed. The model, thus, 

is based on a cost – time – reliability – safety trade-off. 

8.3.2  Basic parameters 

In order to formalize the four-parametrical harmonization problem the suggested basic 

parameters [9, 22-23] are as follows: 

 the budget C  assigned to the project (an independent parameter); 
 

 the due date D  for the project to be accomplished (an independent parameter); 
 

 the project‟s reliability R , i.e., the probability of meeting its due date on time 

subject to budget C  (a dependent parameter, which depends on C  and D  and can 

be obtained through simulation by means of solving a partial harmonization 

problem outlined in Chapter 5); 
 

 the project‟s probability fhP  of a hazardous failure within the project‟s realization 

(a dependent parameter, which is defined by values C  and D  and can be obtained 

through expert information). 

We suggest to evaluate the project‟s utility by (see Notation in §8.1) 

       PPRRDDCCU 0P0R0D0C    , (8.3.1)  

where 0C , 0D , 0R  and 0P  are the least permissible budget, due date, reliability and 

hazardous probability values which can be implemented in a PERT-COST project, while 

values C , D , R  and fhP  are the corresponding current values for a project under 

consideration. Linear coefficients C , D , R  and P , which are pregiven beforehand,   

define partial utilities per corresponding unit values C , D , R  and P . As to the 
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corresponding unit values C ÷ P , they are usually defined in money terms (both for R  

and fhP ), correspondingly. 

8.3.3  Harmonization model 

The harmonization model is as follows (see Notation in §8.1): determine optimal non-

contradictive project parameters  optC ,  optD ,  optR ,  optP  resulting in the maximal 

project‟s utility (8.3.1) subject to 

 
0

opt
00 CCC  , (8.3.2)  

   

 
0

opt
00 DDD  , (8.3.3)  

   

 
0

opt
00 RRR  , (8.3.4)  

   

 
0

opt
00 PPP   . (8.3.5)  

Values C , D , R  and P  are called non-contradictive if relations 

 
D,C

PHMD,CRR  , (8.3.6)  
   

 D,CPP fh  (8.3.7)  

subject to 

 
 

j,i
ij Cc  

(8.3.8) 
 

hold. As outlined above, parameters C  and D  are input values of the model. Value 

(8.3.6) is optimized by means of a heuristic procedure outlined in §8.1. Value fhP  is 

calculated on the basis of dependency  DCP fh ,  obtained by means of statistical analysis 

and expert information. 

Solving problem (8.3.1-8.3.5) can be achieved by solving the main problem (to 

determine an optimal budget value C  and an optimal due date D ) and two subsidiary 

problems as following: 

 solving the optimal PHM  problem, i.e., determining  D,CR , and 

 calculating  D,CP fh  on the basis of expert information. 

According to §5.3 and §8.1, we suggest to substitute an exact lookover algorithm,  

that checks the feasibility of each possible combination  D,C , by a cyclic coordinate 

search algorithm  CCSA  outlined in 8.1.5. 
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8.3.4  Decision-making rules for estimating hazardous failures’ probabilities 

It can be well-recognized that the hazardous failure‟s probability value  DCP fh ,  fully 

depends on values C  and D . Thus, any changes in value fhP  depend on alterations of 

those values. 

In the course of applying the developed theoretical results to a variety of real projects 

[9], various interview questions have been addressed to experts. All the answers have 

been carefully analyzed in order to develop decision-making rules to forecast changes in 

value fhP  by changing values C  and D . Note that in the course of undertaking CCSA  in 

the two-dimensional space, only one coordinate (either C  or D ) can be altered by taking 

a search step; both coordinates can never be changed simultaneously. The developed 

decision-making rules are as follows [9]: 

I. In case of decreasing value C  with fixed D  the probability of a hazardous failure 

remains unchanged. 
  

II. In case of decreasing the due date D  with fixed budget value C  probability fhP  may 

increase. If the project‟s due date value 1D  is diminished by D , a ratio 
 

minmax DD

D





  (8.3.9) 

  

 has to be calculated. Here maxD  is the maximal duration to carry out the project from 

the practical point of view, while minD  represents the minimal project‟s duration 

which by no means can be further decreased. The approximated estimate of value fhP  

can be evaluated by 
  

 1fh DfP   , (8.3.10) 
  

 where  1Df  depends on the closeness to value 1D  and can be estimated by the 

following relation: 
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1
 (8.3.11) 

  

 Here A  depends on the project‟s peculiarities and is estimated by the expert team 

beforehand, i.e., before the project starts to be carried out. 
  

III. In case of increasing the due date D  with fixed budget value C  from 1D  to 2D , 

probability fhP  will decrease on a scale equal to that which can be estimated by 

decreasing value D  from 2D  to 1D  (see Case II). 
  

IV. In case of increasing budget value C  with fixed due date D , probability fhP  is not 

likely to undergo drastic changes. On the one hand, increasing budget value C  results 

in enhancing the project‟s speed and, thus, may stimulate increasing the hazardous 
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failure‟s probability. On the other hand, a part of the supplementary budget will 

certainly be assigned to strengthening various safety engineering related issues 

relevant to the regarded project. This usually equilibrates the raised intensity of the 

project‟s realization. 

As outlined above, the developed decision-making rules have been formulated 

partially on the basis of interviews held with experts, and partially by analyzing similar 

projects carried out in recent years. Those rules have been implemented in the newly 

developed harmonization theory, at the stage of calculating the project‟s utility value. 

§8.4  Using harmonization models in project risk analysis, planning and 

control 

8.4.1  Harmonization models for managing PERT-COST network projects 

We will consider in greater detail the case when a PERT-COST activity-on-arc 

network project serves as a system's model in order to undergo harmonization. The 

project  ANG ,  comprises activities    ANGAji ,,   of random durations ijt  with 

pregiven p.d.f. depending parametrically on the budget value ijc  assigned to each activity

 ji, . It is assumed that for each activity  ji,  its p.d.f.  
ijij ctp  satisfies the beta-

distribution 

 
 

  2ijij4
ijij

ijij tbat
ab

12
ctp 


 , (8.4.1)  

where 
ij

ij

ij
c

A
a  , 

ij

ij

ij
c

B
b  , ijA , ijB  - constants, and ijc  satisfies restrictions 

maxijijminij ccc   (8.4.2)  

with pregiven values of minijc  and maxijc . 

Given the total project's budget 
  


ji

ijcC
,

min
 and the due date D , the problem is to 

evaluate the project's optimal utility value given in the linear form 

      0R0D0C
R,D,C

RRDDCCxaMU    , (8.4.3)  

where 0C , 0D  and 0R  are the least permissible budget, due date and reliability values 

which can be implemented in a PERT-COST project, while values C , D  and R  are 

current values for the project under consideration. Linear rates C , D  and R , i.e., the 

partial utilities, are pregiven as well. It has been demonstrated earlier in this Chapter that 
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reliability value R  is obtained by means of optimizing the partial harmonization model 

  RDCPHM ,  as follows: 

determine  opt

ijc  to maximize the objective 

   
  

















 DcGTPrxaMRxaM ij
cc ijij

 (8.4.4) 
 

subject to (8.4.2) and 

 

 


j,i

opt
ijcC ,  

(8.4.5) 

 

 

000 CCC  , (8.4.6)  
 

000 DDD  , (8.4.7)  
 

000 RRR  . (8.4.8)  

Undertaking a relatively simple lookover in the two-dimensional area of C  and D  

and determining for each couple  DC,  the corresponding  DCPHMR ,  in order to 

maximize objective (8.4.3) enables establishing the project's utility U . 

In case when project  ANG ,  is represented in a formalized shape and activities 

   ANGji ,,   do not bear any engineering definitions and have an abstract meaning, we 

suggest using harmonization modeling as the project's planning and control technique. 

Note that undertaking harmonization modeling for the project under consideration results 

in optimal budget reallocation among the project's activities. This basic assertion will be 

used later on, by implementing the project's on-line control. 

We suggest a step-wise procedure to control the PERT-COST network project by 

means of harmonization as follows: 

Step 0. Given the input information: 
 

 PERT-COST project  A,NG ; 

 pregiven values minijc , maxijc , ijA  and ijB  for each activity  

   A,NGAj,i  ; 

 pregiven partial utilities C , D  and R ; 

 pregiven admissible intervals  000 C,C ,  000 D,D  and  000 R,R . 
 

Step 1. Undertake harmonization modeling for  A,NG  beforehand, i.e., before the 

project actually starts to be carried out. Denote the corresponding optimized 

values which define the maximal project's utility, by C , D  and R . Note that 

restrictions 
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000

000

000

RRR

DDD

CCC

 (8.4.9) 

 
 

hold, otherwise harmonization cannot be accomplished. 
 

 

Step 2. If budget value C  is accepted, reassign C  among the project's activities 

according to values  opt
ijc  obtained in the course of undertaking harmonization at 

Step 1. Afterwards the project starts to be carried out. 
 

Step 3. In [70, 109], a control model for PERT-COST projects is outlined. The model 

determines planned trajectories, observes at each control point the progress of 

the project and its deviation from the planned trajectory,  and establishes the next 

control point. This control model has to be implemented at Step 3, in order to 

determine the routine control point 0t  . 
 

Step 4. At each control point t  the progress of the project is observed, i.e., network 

graph  A,NG  has to be updated at point t , as well as the remaining budget C .  

Denote those values by  A,NGt  and 
tC , correspondingly. 

 

Step 5. At each routine control point 0t   solve harmonization problem in order to 

reallocate later on the remaining budget 
tC  among remaining activities

   A,NGAj,i tt  . Denote the corresponding optimal budget values by  opt
tijc . 

 
 

Step 6. Reallocate, if necessary, budget 
tC  among activities   tAj,i   according to the 

results of Step 5. Note that implementing numerous budget reallocations is 

actually the only control action in the course of performing on-line control. Go 

to Step 3. 
 

Step 7. The algorithm terminates after inspecting the project at the due date D , i.e., at 

the last control point. 

It can be well-recognized that, besides undertaking on-line procedures, the suggested 

step-wise algorithm comprises both harmonization modeling and risk analysis models. 

Indeed, the latter are not similar to traditional risk management methods which involve 

technological risks, uncertainties in products' marketing, etc. However, optimal budget 

reallocation serves actually as a regulation model under random disturbances and can be 

regarded as a risk analysis element. 

Note that in the course of the project's realization certain parameters entering the input 

information may undergo changes, e.g., restriction values 0C , 00C , 0R , 00R , 0D , 00D , as 

well as partial utility values C , D  and R . New values have to be implemented in the 

harmonization model in order to facilitate optimal budget reallocation among the 

remaining project's activities at Step 5 of the algorithm. If problem (8.4.4-8.4.8) has no 
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solution, the decision-making to be undertaken at the company level results either in 

obtaining additional budget value C  or in increasing the due date by D . Both values 

can be determined by means of harmonization. 

8.4.2  Harmonization models for analyzing alternatives and scenarios 

We will consider the case of a large complicated project with a high level of 

uncertainty both in technology and at the marketing stage of the project's life cycle.  To 

manage such projects risk analysis methods similar to RAER or SCERT [39, 45] have to 

be implemented. Those methods, which we will use henceforth as benchmarks, deal with 

analyzing various alternatives or scenarios which may be presented in the form of 

deterministic network sub-projects of CPM type. On the basis of those sub-projects “time 

– cost” trade-offs outlined in §5.2, are usually carried out. We will henceforth call those 

deterministic trade-offs the CPM-COST projects. 

We suggest, if possible, to present those scenarios in the form of stochastic PERT-

COST network projects and to substitute the former "time – cost" trade-off by a 

harmonization model. We will demonstrate that the newly developed trade-off 

optimization model is more effective than the former CPM-COST ones outlined in [45]. 

In order to perform a proper comparison we have to use similar input information. 

Since an overwhelming majority of both researchers and practitioners accept the beta-

distribution as a probability law for random activities' durations [9, 16-17, 31, 42, 54, 58, 

67, 70, 109, 111, 116, 134, 138, 166-167, 183-184] with the p.d.f. of the activity time ijt  
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,   bta  ,   0,  , (8.4.10) 

where ija  stands for the optimistic time and ijb  is the pessimistic time. 

In order to simplify the model the p.d.f. in the PERT statements can be modified [9, 

67, 70, 109] to 
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  (8.4.11) 

with the mean 

 ijijij b2a32.0  . (8.4.12) 

Thus, introducing the assumption about the p.d.f. (8.4.10) and taking into account that 

(8.4.10) depends on ijc  parametrically, relations (8.4.1-8.4.2) hold. 
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Since trade-off models in RAER [45] are based on deterministic time – cost trade-off 

for CPM-COST models (5.2.1-5.2.4), the similarity of input information for both models 

(harmonization and RAER) can be provided by setting  

ij

ijij

ij
c

B4.0A6.0
t


  (8.4.13) 

for 

 










,c

cc5.0

c

c

maxij

maxijminij

minij

ij  (8.4.14) 

where values ijA , ijB , minijc , maxijc  are similar to those outlined in (8.4.1), and (8.4.13) 

are obtained by substituting the p.d.f. (8.4.11) by its mean value (8.4.12). 

Let us compare the "time – cost" trade-off CPM-COST model (5.2.1-5.2.4) and the 

harmonization model (8.4.4-8.4.8), taking into account that actually activity durations ijt

are random variables. It is widely known [see, e.g., 67, 70, 109, 142-144, 174, 184] that 

substituting all p.d.f. activities by their mean values results in essential statistical bias 

errors for optimization models' objectives (sometimes up to 40-50%). Those errors 

underestimate the objective, e.g., the critical path's duration. Thus, substituting 

deterministic trade-offs by harmonization modeling prevents this shortcoming. 

Second, implementing harmonization modeling by means of PERT-COST network 

projects enables decision-making by using reliability parameter R  which is difficult to be 

analyzed by means of solving CPM-COST problem (5.2.1-5.2.4). And, third, by using 

CPM-COST trade-offs of type (5.2.1-5.2.4) only several scenarios can be examined 

(since no risk analyst can take into account numerous alternatives), as distinct from 

harmonization models when the whole spectrum of possible couples  D,C  is looked 

through and later on optimized. This, in turn, enables a more reasonable and realistic 

decision-making. Thus, harmonization procedures when considered a risk assessment 

technique, are more effective than the former similar risk assessment by means of CPM-

COST network models. 

§8.5  Experimentation 

8.5.1  Practical applications for the case of a single project 

This section refers to considering practical achievements on the basis of implementing 

harmonization models for monitoring various PERT-COST network projects. We will 

henceforth consider a PERT-COST type project with random activity durations and p.d.f.  

satisfying (8.1.1), (8.1.2) or (8.1.4). The project‟s initial data is presented in [9]. The 

basic project‟s parameters are as follows: project‟s budget C , due date D  and reliability 
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R . Partial utility coefficients are 0.1C , 5.0D  and  0.1R , while the initial search 

steps (first iteration) for CCSA  are 4C  and 2D . The number M  of simulation 

runs for the PHM  is taken 000,2M . Other project‟s parameters are as follows: 7.00 R

, 95.000 R , 2500 C , 23000 C , 950 D , 8500 D , 10C ,  0.2D , 1.0R  and 

001.0 . 

The second iteration for the CCSA  is carried out with 0.2C  and 0.1D , while 

all further iterations, 2v , are realized with 0.1C  and 0.1D . 

The performance of the harmonization model‟s algorithm is illustrated on Tables 8.1-

8.3 (for the case of p.d.f. satisfying (8.1.1), (8.1.2) and (8.1.4), correspondingly). It can be 

well-recognized that: 

1. The cyclic coordinate search algorithm for determining the optimal utility of a 

medium-size project requires only four iterations to carry out the optimization 

process. The increase of the project‟s utility parameter after completing the fourth 

iteration (14 search points), as compared with the initial search point, shows utility 

improvement of approximately 45%. Thus, it can be well-recognized that the two-

level heuristic algorithm to optimize the project‟s harmonization model performs 

well. 
  

  

 

Table 8.1.  Performance  illustration  of  the  harmonization  algorithm  (for  a  beta-

distribution  p.d.f.) 
 

№ 

of  search 

steps 

 

C  D  R  
№  v  

of iteration 
Feasibility 

 

Utility 

 R,D,CU  

Value  
 vU   

after 

the  v -th 

iteration 
0 250 95 1.000 1 Feasible 2.50 2.50 

1 246 95 0.996 1 Feasible 2.90 2.90 

2 242 95 0.922 1 Feasible 3.02 3.02 

3 238 95 0.793 1 Feasible 2.13 3.02 

4 242 93 0.861 1 Feasible 3.41 3.41 

5 242 91 0.723 1 Feasible 3.03 3.41 

6 244 93 0.895 2 Feasible 3.55 3.55 

7 246 93 0.912 2 Feasible 3.52 3.55 

8 240 93 0.814 2 Feasible 3.14 3.55 

9 244 94 0.936 2 Feasible 3.46 3.55 

10 244 92 0.835 2 Feasible 3.45 3.55 

11 245 93 0.914 3 Optimal 3.64 3.64 

12 243 93 0.875 3 Feasible 3.45 3.64 

13 245 94 0.951 4 Feasible 3.51 3.64 

14 245 92 0.855 4 Feasible 3.55 3.64 
 

Since values  
 3U   and  

 4U   coincide,  the algorithm terminates after the fourth iteration 
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Table 8.2.  Performance  illustration  of  the  harmonization  algorithm  (for  a  normal 

distribution  p.d.f.) 
 

№ 

of  search 

steps 

 

C  D  R  
№  v  

of iteration 
Feasibility 

 

Utility 

 R,D,CU  

Value  
 vU   

after 

the  v -th 

iteration 
0 250 95 1.000 1 Feasible 2.50 2.50 

1 246 95 0.989 1 Feasible 2.90 2.90 

2 242 95 0.915 1 Feasible 2.95 2.95 

3 238 95 0.782 1 Feasible 2.02 2.95 

4 242 93 0.829 1 Feasible 3.09 3.09 

5 242 91 0.698 1 Non-feasible - 3.09 

6 244 93 0.868 2 Feasible 3.28 3.28 

7 246 93 0.885 2 Feasible 3.25 3.28 

8 240 93 0.802 2 Feasible 3.02 3.28 

9 244 94 0.912 2 Feasible 3.22 3.28 

10 244 92 0.811 2 Feasible 3.21 3.28 

11 245 93 0.893 3 Optimal 3.43 3.43 

12 243 93 0.847 3 Feasible 3.17 3.43 

13 245 94 0.921 4 Feasible 3.21 3.43 

14 245 92 0.839 4 Feasible 3.39 3.43 
 

Since values  
 3U   and  

 4U   coincide,  the algorithm terminates after the fourth iteration 
 

 

 

Table 8.3.  Performance  illustration  of  the  harmonization  algorithm  (for  a  uniform 

distribution  p.d.f.) 
 

№ 

of  search 

steps 

 

C  D  R  
№  v  

of iteration 
Feasibility 

 

Utility 

 R,D,CU  

Value  
 vU   

after 

the  v -th 

iteration 
0 250 95 1.000 1 Feasible 2.50 2.50 

1 246 95 0.984 1 Feasible 2.90 2.90 

2 242 95 0.912 1 Feasible 2.92 2.92 

3 238 95 0.765 1 Feasible 1.85 2.92 

4 242 93 0.821 1 Feasible 3.01 3.01 

5 242 91 0.695 1 Non-feasible - 3.01 

6 244 93 0.864 2 Feasible 3.24 3.24 

7 246 93 0.882 2 Feasible 3.22 3.24 

8 240 93 0.795 2 Feasible 2.95 3.24 

9 244 94 0.910 2 Feasible 3.20 3.24 

10 244 92 0.807 2 Feasible 3.17 3.24 

11 245 93 0.889 3 Optimal 3.39 3.39 

12 243 93 0.844 3 Feasible 3.14 3.39 

13 245 94 0.918 4 Feasible 3.18 3.39 

14 245 92 0.835 4 Feasible 3.35 3.39 
 

Since values  
 3U   and  

 4U   coincide,  the algorithm terminates after the fourth iteration 
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2. Using the beta-distribution function results in obtaining the highest values for the 

project‟s utility parameter.  This stems from the obvious fact that the mean value  

b4.0a6.0    for beta-distribution p.d.f. within the distribution range  b,a  is 

closer to the lower bound a , than in case of normal and uniform distributions with 

symmetrical mean values  ba5.0  . It goes without saying that lower mean 

activity – time values result in higher reliability estimates. Since values of the 

truncated normal distribution concentrate closer to the mean value, than uniformly 

distributed values, the corresponding project‟s utility estimates are slightly better for 

the normal distribution p.d.f. than for the uniform one. 
  

3. Thus, the optimal project‟s utility can be determined for the following parametrical 

values: 
 

245C  ,   93D  ,   914.0R  ,   64.3UG     (beta-distribution), 

245C  ,   93D  ,   893.0R  ,   43.3UG     (normal distribution)  and 

245C  ,   93D  ,   889.0R  ,   39.3UG     (uniform distribution). 

8.5.2  Case of several PERT-COST network projects 

The company is faced with carrying out simultaneously three PERT-COST type 

network projects of equal significance. The initial projects‟ data is given in [9]. The 

projects‟ parameters are as follows: 

Project  #1 

01D  = 80 ; 01R  = 55.0 ; 01C  = 000,280$ ; 

001D  = 70 ; 001R  = 70.0 ; 001C  = 000,270$ ; 

1D  = 5 ; R  = 1.0   ; 1C  = 000,1$ ; 

D  = 10 ; R  = 1.1   ; C  = 000,10$ ; 

D  = 0.1 ;    C  = 8.0 ; 

Project  #2 

02D  = 130 ; 02R  = 70.0 ; 02C  = 000,280$ ; 

002D  = 115 ; 002R  = 90.0 ; 002C  = 000,260$ ; 

2D  = 5 ; R  = 1.0   ; 2C  = 000,2$ ; 

D  = 10 ; R  = 1.1   ; C  = 000,10$ ; 

D  = 0.1 ;    C  = 8.0 ; 

Project  #3 

03D  = 150 ; 03R  = 60.0 ; 03C  = 000,286$ ; 

003D  = 130 ; 003R  = 80.0 ; 003C  = 000,279$ ; 
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3D  = 5 ; R  = 1.0   ; 3C  = 000,1$ ; 

D  = 10 ; R  = 1.1   ; C  = 000,10$ ; 

D  = 0.1 ;    C  = 8.0 ; 

Thus, 31 DN , 42 DN , 53 DN , and the number of all possible combinations of 

vectors D  is 60 . The total budget at the company‟s disposal to carry out the projects is

000,835$C . Calculating values 
k

kD  by (8.2.19) results in following: 

80,1  = 5.1 ; 130,2  = 0.1 ; 150,3  = 8.2 ; 

75,1  = 4.1 ; 125,2  = 9.0 ; 145,3  = 7.2 ; 

70,1  = 4.1 ; 120,2  = 9.0 ;  = 7.2 ; 

   115,2  = 8.0 ; 135,3  = 6.2 ; 

      130,3  = 5.2 ; 

Here values  kk DCR ,  are determined by means of the heuristic procedure outlined 

earlier in 8.1.4. The beta-distribution p.d.f. has been chosen. 

Since the number of possible combinations D  is high enough, a CCSA  algorithm to 

undertake a cyclic coordinate search has been implemented. After solving Problem A1 

we came to the conclusion that only two vectors D  refer to feasible solutions, namely 

  80D1  ; 130D2  ; 150D3  ; and 
     

  80D1  ; 130D2  ; 145D3  ,  

while all other combinations belong to a non-feasible zone. 

Solving Problem A2 with relations (8.2.8-8.2.13, 8.2.15, 8.2.34-8.2.35) by means of 

the LINDO package results in following: 

I. For 80D1  , 130D2  , 150D3  ,  the budget values assigned to each project  are

000,277$C1  ,  000,278$C2  ,  000,280$C3   

with reliability values 
 

  70.0D,CRR 111  ; 

  84.0D,CRR 222  ; 

  72.0D,CRR 333  . 
 

Thus, projects‟ utility values are as follows: 89.1U1  ;  70.1U 2  ,  80.1U 3  . 

The system‟s utility is  39.5U S  . 
  

II. For 80D1  , 130D2  , 145D3  ,  the budget values assigned to each project  are

000,272$C1  ,  000,278$C2  ,  000,285$C3   

n
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with reliability values 
 

  65.0D,CRR 111  ; 

  83.0D,CRR 222  ; 

  71.0D,CRR 333  . 
 

Thus, projects‟ utility values are as follows: 74.1U1  ;  59.1U 2  ,  79.1U 3  . The 

resulting system‟s utility is  12.5U S  . 

It can be well-recognized that the second D -combination results in a lower value of 

utility SU  than the first triple. This also stems from the obvious fact that if for a certain 

triple of projects the slowest project displays a higher utility than the slowest project from 

another triple, then the sum of utilities for the first triple will be usually higher, than for 

the second one. Note that for both triples under consideration the values of the project‟s 

utilities are “smoothed” and balanced by implementing the maximin principle. 

Thus, the optimal solution of problem (8.2.8-8.2.16, 8.2.30) is as follows: 80D1  , 

130D2  , 150D3  , 000,277$C1  , 000,278$C2  , 000,280$C3  . Those 

parametrical values, by means of optimal budget assignment  
kj,ic , nk1  , result in 

70.0R1  , 84.0R2  , 72.0R3  ,  with the total system‟s utility 39.5U S  . 

8.5.3  Practical applications of harmonization models with safety engineering 

concepts 

We have deliberately chosen the same project which was considered in 8.5.1, i.e., 

with the initial data similar to that outlined in [9]. The basic project‟s parameters given by 

experts, are as follows: 

 project‟s budget C ; 

 due date D ; 

 reliability R , and 

 hazardous failure‟s probability fhP . 

Partial utility coefficients are 0.1C , 5.0D , 1R  and 2P . Other project‟s 

parameters are as follows: 7.00 R , 95.000 R , 2500 C , 23000 C , 950 D , 8500 D , 
410

0

fhP , 510
00

fhP , 10C , 0.2D , 1.0R , 510P  and 001.0 . Initial 

search steps for the first iteration (by using CCSA ) are 0.4C  and 0.2D  while the 

second iteration is carried out with 0.2C  and 0.1D . All further iterations, 2v ,  

are carried out with 0.1C  and 0.1D . The number of simulation runs to determine 

R  by the PHM  is taken equal 000,2 . Additional information obtained from experts (see 

[9]) is as follows: 
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80min D , 100max D , 510A . 

Thus, the project under consideration is practically identical to that outlined in 8.5.1, 

except for the additional basic safety engineering parameter fhP . The basic value of 

probability fhP  estimated by means of expert information for the project to be carried out 

with 250C  and 95D , is 4104.0 fhP . 

The performance of the harmonization model‟s algorithm is illustrated in Table 8.4.  

In order to optimize the PHM , we have taken the beta-distribution p.d.f. (8.4.1). As 

outlined above, beta-distribution is widely used for simulating project activities duration. 

 

Table 8.4.  Performance illustration of the harmonization algorithm 
 

№ 

of  

search 

steps 

 

C  D  R  
 

fhP  

№  v  

of 
itera- 

tion 

Feasibility 

Utility 















fhP,R

,D,C
U  

Value  
 vU   

after 

the  v -th 

iteration 
 

0 250 95 1.000 
410400.0   1 Feasible 14.50 14.50 

1 246 95 0.996 410400.0   1 Feasible 14.90 14.90 

2 242 95 0.922 410400.0   1 Feasible 15.02 15.02 

3 238 95 0.793 410400.0   1 Feasible 14.13 15.02 

4 242 93 0.861 410410.0   1 Feasible 15.21 15.21 

5 242 91 0.723 410423.0   1 Feasible 14.57 15.21 
 

6 244 93 0.895 
410410.0   2 Feasible 15.35 15.35 

7 246 93 0.912 410410.0   2 Feasible 15.32 15.35 

8 240 93 0.814 410410.0   2 Feasible 14.94 15.35 

9 244 94 0.936 4
10405.0

  2 Optimal 15.36 15.36 

10 244 95 0.960 410400.0   2 Feasible 15.10 15.36 

11 244 92 0.838 410415.0   2 Feasible 13.68 15.36 
 

12 245 94 0.957 
410405.0   3 Feasible 14.90 15.36 

13 243 94 0.901 410405.0   3 Feasible 14.61 15.36 

14 244 95 0.960 410400.0   3 Feasible 15.10 15.36 
 

15 
 

 

244 
 

93 
 

0.895 410410.0   
 

3 
 

Feasible 
 

15.35 
 

15.36 

 

Since values  2U  and  3U  coincide, the algorithm terminates after the  third  iteration 
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It can be well-recognized that the optimal solution of the regarded harmonization 

problem differs essentially from the solution obtained in 8.5.1 for the same PERT-COST 

project but without taking into account safety engineering concepts. Namely, the optimal 

project‟s utility value is approximately 2.4  times higher than the optimal utility value 

determined with basic parameters C , D  and R  ( 36.15  versus 64.3 ). Since all the 

project‟s parameters have been pregiven by one and the same expert team, such a drastic 

difference in utility values has a simple explanation from the point of subjective human 

judgment: the project management takes on a high priority basis all measures to prevent 

environment and construction personnel from any damage which may be caused by 

hazardous accidents in the course of developing the project. Thus, safety engineering 

concepts benefit from an essentially higher weight in the total utility value, than all other 

basic parameters. 

The optimal project‟s utility can be obtained for the following parametrical values: 

244C , 94D , 936.0R , 410405.0 fhP  

and is equal 36.15GU . 
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Chapter 9.  Trade-Off Harmonization Models for Safety 
Engineering Organization Systems 

 

§9.1  Cost-reliability optimization models for fault tree systems with 

hazardous failures 

9.1.1  Introduction 

A hierarchical man-machine organization system which in the course of its 

functioning can be the source of large-scale accidents, e.g., nuclear power facilities, is 

considered. In the last four decades a large number of scientists (see, e.g., [6, 8-9, 21, 62-

64, 86, 113, 119, 155, 163, 185, etc.]) undertook extensive research in the area of fault 

tree analysis (FTA) in order to develop effective techniques to predict and to prevent 

various failures of high risk safety technology. Fault tree analysis is mainly based on 

simulation models, and it can be well-recognized via simulation (see, e.g., [6, 8-9, 64, 

86]) that the probability of a critical failure crP  at the top level depends mainly on certain 

primary failures‟ probabilities at the bottom level. Thus, increasing the reliability of the 

corresponding elements at the bottom level results in increasing the overall system‟s 

technical reliability. Note that most primary failure probabilities can be decreased by 

introducing corresponding technical alterations which require the layout of expenditure. 

The latter may be calculated in advance, on the basis of statistical analysis. 

Since the required budget to undertake technical alterations and refinements is usually 

restricted, various trade-off problems of “cost – reliability” type become highly 

important. However, despite the prevalence of FTA, publications on cost-optimization 

problems in safety engineering within the last decades are very scanty (see, e.g., [7, 50]). 

They practically do not cover cases of complicated hierarchical technical systems with 

primary failures at the lower levels and top critical failures at the upper level. Few 

publications on reliability optimization problems with cost parameters for large-scale 

systems boil down to the study of various network communications problems [9, 162], as 

well as problems of determining optimal levels of component reliabilities and 

redundancies with respect to multiple objectives [62, 113, 115, 155]. The results obtained 

cannot be applied to engineering systems with hierarchical structure, as well as to 

hierarchical fault trees. 

The system's model is, thus, based on a hierarchical fault tree with primary failures at 

the bottom level. The latter are enumerated by F , Q 1 . Denote the corresponding 

primary failure probability by P . Assume that, by introducing possible technical 

improvements, value P  can be decreased but cannot become less than its lower bound

minP . Assume, further, that all primary failures are independent of each other (this 

assumption has been declared by the system management). 
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Determine the corresponding “probability step” P , i.e., a constant reduction, in 

order to undertake a whole number of steps to reduce the probability of primary failure 

F  from P  to minP . Denote the corresponding number of steps by N .Thus, relation  

  PN  min PP   holds. Introducing technical improvements to diminish the 

primary failure probability by one step requires cost expenditures which are pregiven as 

well. Denote a top critical failure by crF with its corresponding probability crP .  Assume 

that value crP  is high enough and has to be reduced in order not to exceed the prescribed 

upper level *

crP . The developed cost-optimization problem (the direct problem) is to 

determine improved primary failures probabilities 
 fP  of F  after undertaking f  

consecutive steps ( f  being the step index),  NfQ  0,1  , which require the 

minimal accumulated costs to undertake all technical improvements, subject to reliability 

constraint, i.e., the top level critical probability not to exceed the pregiven upper level *

crP

. Another cost-optimization problem - the dual one - centers on minimizing the failure 

probability subject to the cost constraint, i.e., to the restricted budget to carry out the 

technical improvements. 

For further discussion in this chapter we will require the following additional terms: 

FT  - the fault tree comprising n  hierarchical levels with its logical and 

probabilistic structure, which enables calculating top critical failure 

probabilities  on the basis of primary failure probabilities; 

SM  - the simulation model with incoming primary failures at the bottom level  and 

outcome top level failures; 

F  - primary failure, Q1    (Q  - number of primary failures); 

P  - the probability of F  (pregiven); 

minP  - the minimal possible probability value P  which, due to technical conditions,  

cannot be diminished (pregiven); 

 minP,PC  - the cost of technical improvements in order to reduce the primary failure F  

by diminishing its probability up to minP  (pregiven); 

P  - the “probability step” for value P  in order to implement a technical 

improvement and diminish value P  by P  (pregiven); 

N  - the number of steps  in order to diminish the probability of F  from P  to  

minP  (pregiven); 

 PfPP f  - the diminished probability of primary failure F  after undertaking f  

consecutive steps, Nf  ; 

fC  - the cost of reducing the probability of F  by one step, from 1f,P   to fP ; 
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crF  - the critical failure at the top level; 

crP  - the probability of crF  (obtained by using SM  with pregiven input 

probabilities P ;  

N  - number of simulation runs  in order to obtain representative statistics; 

N.crP  - probability of crF  obtained by N  simulation runs. crP  is taken equal to N.crP .   

min.cr PP   - the calculated probability of crF , on condition that in the course of 

simulation, primary failure F  is taken with its minimal possible probability 

minP  while all other pregiven primary failures probabilities remain 

unchanged; 

minminmincr v21
P,...,P,PP  - probability of crF  (calculated by means of simulation), on 

condition that in the course of simulating the FT , v  specific primary failures 

v1
F,...,F  are taken with their minimal possible probabilities minmin v1

P,...,P  .  

All other primary failures ,,F q  vq1  , are taken with their 

pregiven probabilities P ; 

min.crP  - probability of crF , on condition that in the course of simulation, all 

probabilities of primary failures are taken to be equal to their minimal 

possible values minP  ;  min.crP   can be calculated via SM ; 

 fP  - diminished primary failure probability P , Q1   , after carrying out f  

“probability steps”,  Nf0  ; 

 
 fcr PP  - probability of crF  obtained after N simulation runs with reduced probabilities 

of primary failures 
 fP , Q1   ; 

*
crP  - the upper permissible level of crP  (pregiven); 

C  - the dual cost-optimization problem‟s accuracy tolerance (pregiven); 

*C  - the restricted budget amount to undertake all technical improvements for the 

dual problem (pregiven). 

9.1.2  The direct cost-optimization problem 

The direct problem is as follows: 

Determine the optimal set of probabilities of all primary failures   
PP f  Pf  ,

Q 1 ,  Nf 0 , which requires the minimal budget to undertake all technical 

improvements 
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Q

1

f

1

CMin
 





  (9.1.1) 

subject to 

  ,PPP *
crfcr 

  (9.1.2) 
  

,Nf0    (9.1.3) 
  

,PP minf  
  .Q1    (9.1.4) 

Values ,0,   NC   are pregiven. 

Restriction (9.1.2) means that the probability of the top critical failure with optimal 

input primary failure probabilities (obtained by means of simulation) must not exceed the 

prescribed upper level *

crP . Restriction (9.1.4) means that all of the optimal primary 

failures probabilities 
 fP  must be no less than their minimal possible values minP . 

It can be well-recognized that problem (9.1.1-9.1.4) is equivalent to the following 

problem of integer programming: determine optimal integer values a , Q 1 , 

 Na 0  ( N  pregiven), which deliver the minimal value to objective (9.1.1) subject  

to (9.1.2). It can be easily proven that since primary failures are independent of each 

other, such a problem is NP-complete [66, 176]. Thus, the optimal solution can be 

obtained only by means of a lookover algorithm that checks the feasibility of each of  





Q

NM
1

  combinations  a . If M  is high enough, and considering that examining 

each combination  Qaa ,...,1  by using the algorithm  requires N  simulation runs,  

problem (9.1.1-9.1.4) requires so much computational time, that it cannot develop an 

optimal solution for multilevel technical systems with a large number of primary failures 

at the bottom level. Thus, only approximate or heuristic algorithms can be applied to 

solve problem (9.1.1-9.1.4), which is, in essence, a complicated stochastic optimization 

model. 

It goes without saying that if relation 

*
crmin.cr PP   (9.1.5) 

does not hold, problem (9.1.1-9.1.4) cannot obtain even a feasible solution, since  

chance constraint (9.1.2) is not met for any combination  


 fP  subject to (9.1.3). Thus, 

we will henceforth assume that relation (9.1.5) does hold. 

Note that problem (9.1.1-9.1.4) is equivalent to the following problem: 
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Determine an optimal subset of certain reduced probabilities 

qqqqq
PfPP f  


   

of Qr   primary failures   FF
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 , rq1 ,  to minimize objective 
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subject to 

,PPP *
crfcr
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  rq1  ,  ,Nf0
qq

    

  

.PP minf
qqq

 
   

Other rQ  primary failures    
q

FFF  \ , thus, obtain 0f  and do not undergo 

any technical alterations with 0 C . 

To conclude, problem (9.1.1-9.1.4) is a partial harmonization model with one 

independent basic parameter R  (the system's reliability) and one dependent basic 

parameter C  (the budget which can be assigned for implementing technical 

improvements for primary elements). Note that since the top critical failure is a hazardous 

one, value crP1  is actually the system's reliability R  (see Table 5.2) which is forbidden 

to deteriorate below the prescribed level. Thus, the direct problem (9.1.1-9.1.4) is a 

partial harmonization model   CRPHM 1 , where C  has to be minimized by solving the 

optimization problem. Restrictions (9.1.3-9.1.4) reflect the specific features of the 

system's model. 

9.1.3  Approximate heuristic algorithm by means of the sensitivity concept 

The algorithm outlined below, presents a heuristic procedure to determine an 

approximate solution of problem (9.1.1-9.1.4). As outlined above, in 5.3.4, problem 

(9.1.1-9.1.4) cannot be solved by means of dynamic programming and other similar 

classical approaches. Thus, we introduce the concept of cost-sensitivity which enables 

obtaining an approximate heuristic solution. The latter can serve, if necessary, for 

corrective algorithms, in order to establish an improved solution with better accuracy. 

The backbone of the cost-sensitivity algorithm is to redistribute the budget needed to 

diminish the critical probability crP  by *

crcr PPP   among the essential primary failures 

which actually affect the top critical failure. All essential primary failures have to be 
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examined, beginning from more cost-sensitive ones.  A primary failure 
1

F  is regarded to 

be more cost-sensitive than 
2

F  if relation 

 
212121

N,Nminf1,PP,CC ff    ,  

holds. We start examining all the essential primary failures being ordered beforehand 

according to their cost-sensitivity. Undertaking a routine search step, i.e., examining a 

routine essential primary failure 
v

F , results in determining value minminmin ,...,,
21 v

PPPPcr    

by means of simulation. The search process proceeds until the difference *

crcr PP   will be 

exhausted. 

The enlarged step-by-step procedure of the algorithm is as follows: 

Step 1. Calculate, via SM , values  mincr PP   for all  .Q1,    

Step 2. Compare the relative deviations of the current top critical failure probability from 

crP  if only one primary failure F  is at minimum, while all other F ‟s remain at 

their current values 

    WPPP
P

1
mincrcr

cr

 , (9.1.6) 

 for all primary failures F . 

Step 3. Rearrange values W  in descending order. Denote the new indices (ordinal 

numbers) of the primary failures according to the new order, by   .,...,, Q21    

Exclude all the primary failures which practically do not correlate with crF . 

Denote the number of remaining primary failures by QS  . 

Step 4. Calculate  values 

























minmincrminmincrmincr

S1211
P,...,PP,...,P,PP,PP   by means of fault tree 

simulation. Determine the minimal whole number r , Sr  , which satisfies 

   .PP,...,PP *
crminmincr

r1
   

 Note that, due to relation (9.1.5), number r  always exists. Thus, 

   .PP,...,PP:qMinr *
crminmincr

q q1
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 Note that Step 4 can be carried out straightforwardly, without singling out non- 

correlated primary failures at Step 3. However, since the number S  of remaining 

primary failures is usually essentially less than Q , implementing Step 4 for all Q  

primary failures results in a significant (and non-effective!) increase of the 

computational time. 

Step 5. Consider r  primary failures 
r21

F,...,F,F  . The initial search point has to be 

determined as a vector in the r - dimensional space, as follows: 

 
,X,...,X,XX r21 








  ,1,min rqPXP

qq
q     

 qX  being the probability to be reduced. 

For all other primary failures ,rq1,w,F qw    set the corresponding 

probabilities equal to the initial values wP . These probabilities remain unchanged 

and, thus, enter the solution of problem  (9.1.1-9.1.4). 

For all primary failures  
r21

F,...,F,F   separately, calculate relative cost-

sensitivity values, i.e., the average relative decrease of the top critical failure 

probability by investing a cost unit to undertake technical improvements 

 

 
,rq1,

P,PC

W

min
qq

q

q






  (9.1.7) 

 where  
q

W  is calculated by  (9.1.6). 

Step 6. Reorder cost-sensitivity values ,1, rq
q

  in descending order. Thus, primary 

failures 
q

F  will obtain a new order. Denote the corresponding new indices  

(ordinal numbers) of r  primary failures under consideration by  .1, rqF
q

  

It can be well-recognized that if one has invested a certain amount of budget for 

undertaking technical improvements in order to diminish the probability of a 

primary failure, and if the budget investments are the same for all primary 

failures, then the “payback”, i.e., the relative decrease of value crP , is a 

monotonously decreasing function of the failure‟s ordinal number ,q .rq1     

Thus, the “straightforward” influence of investing a budget cost unit decreases  

from  
1

F  to  
r

F . This consideration is used below, at the next step. 

 

Step 7. The suggested procedure to determine the quasi-optimal solution  
q

P  of 
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problem (9.1.1-9.1.4) is as follows: start examining the primary failure 
1

F , then 

turn to the next one 
2

F ,…, etc., until the last primary failure 
r

F  is analyzed. In 

the course of examining a routine primary failure ,F
q

 ,rq1   the probabilities 

of all preceding primary failures, which have been already examined, are set 

equal to ,P min
v

 ,1qv1   while for all next, non-examined values  ,F
v

  their 

corresponding probabilities are set equal to ,P
v

   1q ,rv   i.e., to the initial 

values. The term “examining” means that the probability of a routine primary 

failure 
q

P  undergoes sequential diminishing by the corresponding “probability 

step” .P
q

  Thus 
q

P  is examined first, then   

,...,PfP,...,PP
qqqqq

     and so forth through .P min
q

  

For each diminished probability solution 

 
qq

q
q

Nf1,rq1,P f 


 ,  

 calculate by means of simulation the probability of the critical failure crF  

  
r1qqqq

q
q1q1

P,...,P,PfPP,P,...,PP fminmincr  
 

 , (9.1.8) 

 and compare value crP  with its upper prescribed level *
crP . The process terminates 

at the first r -dimensional vector 

     ,1qv1,rq1,P,P,PX
w

q
qv

fmin 







 


,rw1q   (9.1.9) 

 for which value (9.1.8) satisfies .PP *
crcr   

Thus, vector (9.1.9) is taken as the approximate solution of problem (9.1.1-9.1.4) with 

the budget to undertake the required technical improvements equal to 

     .r,1q,CP,PCXC
q

qvv

f

1d
d

1q

1v
min 











   (9.1.10) 

The idea of the algorithm is to spend as little budget as possible in order to meet the 

chance constraint (9.1.2). Note that primary failures 
w

F , ,1 rwq   do not change 

their initial probabilities and, thus, do not require cost investments. 

In certain cases a very cost-sensitive primary failure may have less practical influence 

on the top critical failure. This means that for a fault tree, essentiality, i.e., the influence 
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on the top critical failure, is more important than cost-sensitivity. We have first to single 

out all essential primary failures, and only afterwards rearrange the latter according to 

their cost-sensitivity. That means that Steps 3 and 6 of the algorithm cannot be unified. 

Note, in conclusion, that the validity of the outlined above algorithm is based on the 

assumption of constant cost increase fC  when the failure probability is diminished by 

a constant probability step P . This assumption has been accepted in the course of 

implementing the algorithm on a real technical system with a possible top level 

hazardous failure [8-9, 86]. 

9.1.4  The dual problem 

The dual problem will be formulated and solved for the cost-optimization problem as 

follows: 

Determine the optimal set of probabilities of primary failures   
PP f , Pf 

Q 1 , in order to minimize the probability  
 fcr PP  subject to the restricted budget 

amount *C  to undertake the corresponding technical improvements, i.e., 

}P{ f

Min


 
 fcr PP  (9.1.11) 

subject to 

 
 


Q

1

f

1q

*
q ,CC






  (9.1.12) 

  

 Nf0,Q1  . (9.1.13) 

Restriction (9.1.12) means that the amount of costs to undertake the technical 

improvements must not exceed the pregiven cost amount *C . Value  
 fcr PP  is 

obtained by means of simulation. Note that in case *

min. crcr PP   the dual problem has no 

solution. 

It can be well-recognized that problem (9.1.11-9.1.13) is, in essence, a dual problem 

for the direct one, (9.1.1-9.1.4). The solution outlined below is based on the algorithms to 

solve the direct problem outlined in 9.1.3.   

The step-by-step algorithm to solve the dual problem (9.1.11-9.1.13) is as follows: 

Step 1. Choose the largest total budget value to achieve the smallest crP  
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Q

1

N

1q
qmax ,CC






  (9.1.14) 

 which enables the minimal possible top critical failure probability min.crP , on 

condition that in the course of simulation, all probabilities of primary failures are 

taken to be equal to their minimal possible values minP . min.crP  is calculated via 

SM . 

Step 2. Set: ,PP 1.crmin.cr   ,PP 2.cr.cr   where crP  is the current top critical failure 

probability. Note that at the beginning of the algorithm‟s work 2.crP  is obtained 

via simulation with initial primary failure probabilities, i.e., no budget costs are 

required. 

Step 3. Calculate   .PP5.0P 2.cr1.cr3.cr   Note that value 3.crP , like values 1.crP  and  

2.crP , represents the probability of a hazardous failure. The corresponding value 

set for P , Q1   , are optimal primary failures‟ probabilities 


 fP to be 

determined in the direct cost-optimization problem (9.1.1-9.1.4) with 3.cr
*
cr PP  . 

Step 4. Solve the direct cost-optimization problem (9.1.1-9.1.4) for values 1.cr
*
cr PP  , 

2.cr
*
cr PP   and .PP 3.cr

*   Denote the obtained minimal cost values by 21 C,C   

and 3C , correspondingly. Note that at the beginning of the algorithm‟s work  

max1 CC   and 0C2   (current with no added cost). 

Step 5. Compare values 3C  and *C . If CCC *
3  , where C  stands for the error 

accuracy tolerance (see 5.3.1), go to 9. Otherwise go to 6. 

Step 6. Examine relation .CCC 3
*

2   If it holds, go to 7. Otherwise, i.e., in case 

,CCC 1
*

3   go to 8. Note that relation 1
*

2 CCC   is an evident one since 

assigning 1C  results in the minimal possible top failure probability. 

Step 7. Replace .PP 1.cr3.cr   Go to 3. 

Step 8. Replace .PP 2.cr3.cr   Go to 3. 

 

Step 9. Probabilities  
 fP  obtained from the corresponding cumulative cost value 

 
 
 


Q

1

f

1q
3q CC






  (9.1.15) 

 are the optimal values which result in minimizing objective (9.1.11) subject to   
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(9.1.12).  

It can be well-recognized that problem (9.1.11-9.1.13) is solved by using the bisection 

method [176] in combination with the direct problem (9.1.1-9.1.4) outlined in the 

previous section. 

It can be well-recognized that the dual problem (9.1.11-9.1.13) is a partial 

harmonization problem as well. In comparison with the direct problem (9.1.1-9.1.4), the 

independent and dependent basic parameters R  and C  have switched their places: the 

dual problem (9.1.11-9.1.13) is nothing else but a   RCPHM 2 , where reliability value 

crPR  1  has to be maximized ( crP  minimized) subject to the prescribed budget C . 

Note, in conclusion, that in §9.1 we have not developed the algorithm for solving 

harmonization problems in order to maximize linear utility values (5.3.5). This has been 

done deliberately, since undertaking a search for the extremum with only two basic 

parameters does not meet any difficulties. However, we have developed two major partial 

harmonization models   CRPHM 1  and   RCPHM 2 , which can be applied to various 

hierarchical plants with branching structure. Those PHM  cannot be solved by classical 

methods and require only heuristic solutions. 

§9.2  Experimentation 

In order to check the fitness of the outlined above models, extensive experimentation 

has been undertaken [9]. A real complicated multilevel safety engineering OS, namely, 

an emergency core cooling system of a heavy water cooled nuclear reactor, with a 

possible hazardous failure at the top level, is considered. The system comprises at the 

bottom level 24 primary failures which affect elements at higher hierarchical levels and, 

thus, result in the top critical failure. The simulation model to calculate the top critical 

failure probability crP  is outlined in [8-9, 86]. 

The structure of the fault tree is presented in Fig. 9.1. Each element of the fault tree 

ijmF  is formalized by three indices, namely, i , j  and m . Value m , nm1 , denotes the 

index of the hierarchical level, while i  stands for the index (ordinal number) of an 

element imE  at that level. Index j  denotes the j -th type possible failure which may occur 

within element‟s imE  work. Since the system‟s fault tree comprises 8n  hierarchical 

levels, for all 24Q  primary failures at the bottom level index m  is set equal 8 . Those 

primary failures 8ijF  refer to 16  different elements 8iE , 161  i , while the hazardous top 

failure refers to the highest level with 1m . 

For intermediate, secondary failures ijmF  at higher hierarchical levels, i.e., with 

indices 81  m , probabilities ijmP  can be calculated by using pregiven extremely 

complicated “logical lists” which are implemented in the fault tree on the basis of failure 

signals leaving elements at the bottom level and entering other elements at higher levels. 
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Figure 9.1.   Hierarchical structure of the fault tree 
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Thus, it can be well-recognized that the structure of the hierarchical fault tree 

determines, in essence, the technical system‟s branch tree. Note that there is no standby 

system or redundancy involved in the functioning. 

The initial system‟s data is presented in Table 9.1. Here minP  denotes the minimal 

possible probability value P  which, due to technical reasons, cannot be further 

diminished, while  min,  PPC  stands for the cost of technical improvements  in order to 

reduce the primary failure F  by diminishing its probability to occur up to minP . 

Table 9.1.   The system’s initial data (obtained by expert methods) 

Primary failures 

F , Q1    

Existing probabilities 

P  

Minimal possible 

probabilities minP  
 minP,PC   

F1 
3105.1   4105.1   $    8,500 

F2 
3102.1   4102.1   $  14,000 

F3 
3104.1   4104.1   $  11,000 

F4 
3106.1   4106.1   $  10,500 

F5 
3101.3   4101.3   $    8,000 

F6 
3103.1   4103.1   $  10,000 

F7 
3104.4   4104.4   $    9,500 

F8 
3105.1   4105.1   $  12,500 

F9 
3106.1   4106.1   $  13,500 

F10 
3108.1   4108.1   $  11,500 

F11 
3107.3   4107.3   $  12,000 

F12 
3106.1   4106.1   $  16,000 

F13 
3105.1   4105.1   $  15,000 

F14 
3103.1   4103.1   $  12,500 

F15 
3101.1   4101.1   $  14,500 

F16 
3103.1   4103.1   $  12,500 

F17 
3104.1   4104.1   $    9,500 

F18 
3102.5   4102.5   $  13,500 

F19 
3102.1   4102.1   $  13,000 

F20 
3103.1   4103.1   $    9,500 

F21 
3104.2   4104.2   $    8,500 

F22 
3105.4   4105.4   $  13,500 

F23 
3101.1   4101.1   $  14,000 

F24 3100.1   
4100.1   $  11,000 
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The simulation model ( SM ) developed by means of the fault tree model outlined in 

[8-9] enables calculating the top critical failure probability crP  on the basis of primary 

failures‟ probabilities. The minimal top critical probability value min.crP  for all primary 

failures obtaining their minimal possible probability values, has been calculated via SM  

by means of performing 610  simulation runs and equals 10

min. 106 crP . Value crP  for all 

primary failures obtaining their existing probability values, calculated by means of 

simulation as well, is equal 71009.6   and does not guarantee the desired system 

reliability in terms of accident prevention, while value min.crP , on the contrary, results in 

an excellent reliability value. 

The management takes nowadays all possible measures to increase the system‟s 

reliability SR . Since the latter satisfies crS PR  1  and since it is anticipated that the only 

way to reduce value crP  is by means of diminishing the primary failures‟ probabilities, 

the cost-reliability optimization problems center on introducing optimal technical 

improvements in primary elements to minimize the overall critical failure crF . 

Restrictions for both direct and dual cost-optimization problems, namely, 9* 102 crP  

and 000,50$* C , are pregiven. Thus, the two problems may be formulated as follows 

(see 9.1.3): 

The direct problem 

 
 

Q

1

f

1q
q

}P{
CMin

f 






  

subject to   *
cr

9
fcr P102PP  

 . 

The dual problem 

}P{ f

Min


 
 fcr PP  

subject to *
Q

1

f

1q
q C000,50$C  

 




 . 

In order to solve both problems, we have first to single out the most essential and 

significant primary failures. Thus, Step 1 of the heuristic algorithm outlined in 9.1.3, has 

been implemented. First, values minPPcr , 241   , have been calculated by means of 

simulation ( 610  simulation runs). 

Carrying out Steps 2 and 3 of the algorithm, i.e., calculating 24Q  values W , 

rearranging the latter in descending order and excluding  SQ   non-significant primary 

failures, results in obtaining a sequence of 10S  primary failures 11F , 6F , 2F , 20F , 13F , 

14F , 5F , 1F , 12F  and 17F . Those primary failures, being improved, have the highest local 

influence on the top critical failure probability, while other primary failures are 

essentially less correlated with crP . 

Afterwards, by using Step 4 of the algorithm in 9.1.3, we obtain the minimal value r  

enabling satisfaction 
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,102PP,...,P,PP 9*
crminminmincr

r21









  (9.2.1) 

where 1,...,2,6,11 8321   . A conclusion can be drawn that 8r   

primary failures ,,,, 202611 FFFF ,,,, 151413 FFFF  taken with their minimal possible 

probability values (while all other primary failures do not change their existing 

probabilities), enable achievement of the prescribed top critical probability *

crP  estimated 

as 9102  .  Call henceforth those selected primary failures essential ones. 

At Steps 5 and 6 of the algorithm the cost-sensitivity of essential primary failures has 

been checked by means of 

 
.

P,PCP

PPP

mincr

mincrcr









  (9.2.2) 

The calculated values     are as follows: 

11  = 
7

7

1095.2

1009.6000,12







 = 0.040366; 

6  = 
7

7

1089.2

1009.6000,10







 = 0.047461; 

2  = 
7

7

1047.2

1009.6000,14







 = 0.028970; 

20  = 
7

7

1087.1

1009.6500,9







 = 0.032322; 

13  = 
7

7

1029.1

1009.6000,15







 = 0.014121; 

14  = 
7

7

1013.1

1009.6500,12







 = 0.014844; 

5  = 
7

7

1094.0

1009.6000,8







 = 0.019294; 

1  = 
7

7

1045.0

1009.6500,8







 = 0.008693. 

Reordering values   in descending order results in the following sequence:  
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.,,,,,,, 113145220116   (9.2.3) 

Further on, the “probability steps” P  and the costs fC  of reducing the 

probability of  F   by one step, namely, from 1, fP  to fP , have been determined. On the 

basis of experts‟ decision it has been determined that the most cost-sensitive essential 

failures F , namely, 20116 ,, FFF  and 2F , should comprise three equal “probability steps” 

with the corresponding equal values fC  for 3,2,1f .  Thus, for those primary failures 

3N , and C  (we omit index f  in order to simplify the terms) are equal to  

 min,
3

1
 PPC  . 

Thus, 

6P  = 
3

103.1103.1 43  
 = 4109.3  ; 

11P  = 
3

107.3107.3 43  
 = 31011.1  ; 

20P  = 
3

103.1103.1 43  
 = 4109.3  ; 

2P  = 
3

102.1102.1 43  
 = 4106.3  . 

The corresponding “cost steps” are as follows: 

6C  = 
3

000,10
 = 333,3$ ; 

11C  = 
3

000,12
 = 000,4$ ; 

20C  = 
3

500,9
 = 167,3$ ; 

2C  = 
3

000,14
 = 667,4$ . 

As to the second subset of less cost-sensitive primary failures 13145 ,, FFF  and 1F , it 

has been decided to determine “probability steps” and “cost-steps” by subdividing the 

whole scale into four equal parts. Thus, 4113145  NNNN , and  
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5P  = 
4

101.3101.3 43  
 = 3107.0  ; 

14P  = 
4

103.1103.1 43  
 = 41092.2  ; 

13P  = 
4

105.1105.1 43  
 = 41037.3  ; 

1P  = 
4

105.1105.1 43  
 = 41037.3  . 

For the “cost steps”   ,1,13,14,5,,
4

1
min   PPCC  we obtain: 

5C  = 
4

000,8
 = 000,2$ ; 

14C  = 
4

500,12
 = 125,3$ ; 

13C  = 
4

000,15
 = 750,3$ ; 

1C  = 
4

500,8
 = 125,2$ . 

Obtaining values P  and C  enables realizing the trade-off cost-optimization 

problem, which is a combination of the direct and the dual problems. 

After determining the “cost-steps” and “probability steps” by subdividing the whole 

scale into four equal parts for 13145 ,, FFF  and 1F , and into three parts for 20116 ,, FFF  and 

2F , the direct cost-optimization problem has been solved by carrying out Step 7 of the 

algorithm (see 9.1.3). 

The initial data to undertake cost-optimization is presented in Table 9.2. 

Each element  fE ,  of the presented matrix in the table comprises two values: 

a)  value 

 PfPP f  , (9.2.4)  

where 
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1,13,14,5for4,3,2,1,0

2,20,11,6for3,2,1,0
f




,  and (9.2.5)  

b)  value 

   



f

1d
dminf CP,PCC   , (9.2.6)  

where   are all indices which precede   in sequence (9.2.3). For technical reasons, 

we have slightly rounded off several values fP . 

Table 9.2.   The initial data for the cost-optimization problem 

  fE  f=0 f=1 f=2 f=3 f=4 

6 
f,6P  3103.1   4101.9   4102.5   4103.1   

 
f,6C  ($) 0 3,333 6,666 10,000 

11 
f,11P  3107.3   3106.2   3105.1   4107.3   

 
f,11C  ($) 10,000 14,000 18,000 22,000 

20 
f,20P  3103.1   4101.9   4102.5   4103.1   

 
f,20C  ($) 22,000 25,170 28,340 31,500 

2 
f,2P  3102.1   4104.8   4108.4   4102.1   

 
f,2C  ($) 31,500 36,170 40,840 45,500 

5 
f,5P  3101.3   3104.2   3107.1   3100.1   4101.3   

f,5C  ($) 45,500 47,500 49,500 51,500 53,500 

14 
f,14P  3103.1   3100.1   4100.7   4100.4   4103.1   

f,14C  ($) 53,500 56,620 59,740 62,860 66,000 

13 
f,13P  3105.1   3102.1   4100.8   4108.4   4105.1   

f,13C  ($) 66,000 69,750 73,500 77,250 81,000 

1 
f,1P  3105.1   3102.1   4100.8   4108.4   4105.1   

f,1C  ($) 81,000 83,120 85,240 87,360 89,500 

 

Thus, value fC  is an accumulated value  which incorporates the costs of all possible 

technical amendments for primary failures  which are more cost-sensitive  than F  and,  

thus, precede the latter in sequence (9.2.3), together with the costs of technical 

amendments  which have been spent for the primary failure F  itself. 

For example, value 840,40$22 C  incorporates all costs for reducing primary failure 

probabilities 6P  (from 3103.1   to 4103.1  ), 11P  (from 3107.3   to 4107.3  ), 20P  (from  
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3103.1   to 4103.1  ), and the costs for reducing the probability 2P  by two “probability 

steps” of length 4

2 106.3 P . 

Both problems - the direct and the dual ones - have been solved by carrying out Step 7 

of the algorithm. Examining step-by-step the subset of cost-sensitive primary failures 

(9.2.3) by diminishing their failure probabilities by P  while accumulating the costs of 

the corresponding technical amendments, is shown in Table 9.3. Table 9.3 differs from 

Table 9.2 by substituting value fP  (the first value of element fE ) for another one, 

namely 

   P,PfPP,P,...,P,PP fminminmincr
q21

 , (9.2.7)  

where qrr 1, ,  are indices which precede   in sequence (9.2.3),  while all   are 

indices  which either stand after   in sequence (9.2.3) or aren‟t included in (9.2.3) at all.  

Values (9.2.7) have been calculated by means of simulation by undertaking 610  

simulation runs for each value, while all input values fP  have been taken from Table 

9.2. 

Table 9.3.   Consecutive accumulated examination of possible technical amendments for 

cost-sensitive primary failures 

  fE  f=0 f=1 f=2 f=3 f=4 

6 
crP  71009.6   71001.5   710047.4   7102.3   

 
f,6C  ($) 0 3,333 6,666 10,000 

11 
crP  7102.3   71056.2   71098.1   71045.1   

 
f,11C  ($) 10,000 14,000 18,000 22,000 

20 
crP  71045.1   710239.1   710025.1   8101.8   

 
f,20C  ($) 22,000 25,170 28,340 31,500 

2 
crP  8101.8   81047.5   81028.3   8105.1   

 
f,2C  ($) 31,500 36,170 40,840 45,500 

5 
crP  8105.1   81041.1   81032.1   81022.1   81013.1   

f,5C  ($) 45,500 47,500 49,500 51,500 53,500 

14 
crP  81013.1   91096.9   9107.8   91046.7   91043.6   

f,14C  ($) 53,500 56,620 59,740 62,860 66,000 

13 
crP  91043.6   91035.5   91001.4   91004.3   91011.2   

f,13C  ($) 66,000 69,750 73,500 77,250 81,000 

1 
crP  91011.2   91001.2   91086.1   91075.1   91063.1   

f,1C  ($) 81,000 83,120 85,240 87,360 89,500 
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A careful examination of Table 9.3 enables solution of both direct and dual 

optimization problems as outlined above. Namely, to obtain crP 9102  , the management 

has to refine primary failure elements 13145220116 ,,,,,, FFFFFFF  by diminishing their 

existing probabilities from P  to minP . As to the primary failure 1F , its probability has to 

be diminished by one step. The minimal budget to implement the necessary technical 

amendments is 120,83$ . This is the solution of the considered direct problem. 

It can be well-recognized that assigning a budget equal to 000,50$  dedicated to 

undertaking possible technical refinements in the system, enables obtaining the minimal 

top critical failure probability 8103.1   with the following primary failures‟ amendments: 

a) primary failure probabilities 20116 P,P,P  and 2P , have to be reduced up to  

,P,P min11min6  min2min20 P,P ; 

b) primary failure probability 5P  has to be reduced by two steps, i.e., by 3104.1  . 

Note that the outlined above solution of the dual problem is in fact nothing else but a 

simplified modification of the bisection method presented in 9.1.4. 

To implement the bisection method outlined in 9.1.4, set 1

9

min. 1063.1 pPcr   ,  

2

71009.6 pPcr   , 500,891 C  and 02 C , according to Steps 1, 2 of the dual 

problem‟s algorithm. By calculating 7

3. 10053.3 crP  at Step 3 and solving the direct 

problem at Step 4, we obtain 000,113 C . Since relation 13 CCC     holds, we replace 

3.crP  by 2p  at Step 8, again calculate   779

3. 1053.110053.31063.15.0  crP , solve 

the direct problem in order to obtain a new 500,213 C , etc. It can be well-recognized 

that values  3C  in the course of carrying out the iterative bisection method by using 

Table 9.3, converge to value 8

3. 103.1 crP  with the error accuracy not exceeding

000,1C . 

It can be well-recognized that Tables 9.2-9.3 may be modified by means of 

implementing the concept of technical improvements discussed in §9.2. Thus, by means 

of checking 8 essential and sensitive primary failures in (9.2.3), we may determine 28 

technical improvements outlined in Table 9.4. 
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Table 9.4.   Description of technical improvements 

№ of 

technical 

improvement

 
kTI  

Corresponding 

primary failure 
Description of the technical improvement 

Capital 

investments 

kC  (in $) 

1 6F  
Diminish the probability of primary failure  6F   by 

the  first  probability step 
3,333 

2 6F  
Diminish the probability of primary failure  6F   by 

the  second  probability step 
3,333 

3 6F  
Diminish the probability of primary failure  6F   by 

the  third  probability step 
3,333 

4 11F  
Diminish the probability of primary failure  11F   by 

the  first  probability step 
4,000 

5 11F  
Diminish the probability of primary failure  11F   by 

the  second  probability step 
4,000 

6 11F  
Diminish the probability of primary failure  11F   by 

the  third  probability step 
4,000 

7 20F  
Diminish the probability of primary failure  20F   by 

the  first  probability step 
3,167 

8 20F  
Diminish the probability of primary failure  20F   by 

the  second  probability step 
3,167 

9 20F  
Diminish the probability of primary failure  20F   by 

the  third  probability step 
3,167 

10 2F  
Diminish the probability of primary failure  2F   by 

the  first  probability step 
4,667 

11 2F  
Diminish the probability of primary failure  2F   by 

the  second  probability step 
4,667 

12 2F  
Diminish the probability of primary failure  2F   by 

the  third  probability step 
4,667 

13 5F  
Diminish the probability of primary failure  5F   by 

the  first  probability step 
2,000 

14 5F  
Diminish the probability of primary failure  5F   by 

the  second  probability step 
2,000 

15 5F  
Diminish the probability of primary failure  5F   by 

the  third  probability step 
2,000 

16 5F  
Diminish the probability of primary failure  5F   by 

the  fourth  probability step 
2,000 

17 14F  
Diminish the probability of primary failure  14F   by 

the  first  probability step 
3,125 

18 14F  
Diminish the probability of primary failure  14F   by 

the  second  probability step 
3,125 
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№ of 

technical 

improvement

 

Corresponding 

primary failure 
Description of the technical improvement 

Capital 

investments 

 (in $) 

19 14F  
Diminish the probability of primary failure  14F   by 

the  third  probability step 
3,125 

20 14F  
Diminish the probability of primary failure  14F   by 

the  fourth  probability step 
3,125 

21 13F  
Diminish the probability of primary failure  13F   by 

the  first  probability step 
3,750 

22 13F  
Diminish the probability of primary failure  13F   by 

the  second  probability step 
3,750 

23 13F  
Diminish the probability of primary failure  13F   by 

the  third  probability step 
3,750 

24 13F  
Diminish the probability of primary failure  13F   by 

the  fourth  probability step 
3,750 

25 1F  
Diminish the probability of primary failure  1F   by 

the  first  probability step 
2,125 

26 1F  
Diminish the probability of primary failure  1F   by 

the  second  probability step 
2,125 

27 1F  
Diminish the probability of primary failure  1F   by 

the  third  probability step 
2,125 

28 1F  
Diminish the probability of primary failure  1F   by 

the  fourth  probability step 
2,125 

 

Table 9.4 enables developing an “accumulated” Table 9.5 where each ordinary 

number k  of the technical improvements kTI  corresponds with both the value of 

accumulated capital investments 









1

C  and the monotonously increasing value of the 

system‟s reliability    kTIPkTIR crS    1,11, . Both values are obtained 

for all technical improvements preceding and comprising kTI , i.e.,  kTI   1, , to be 

implemented into the technical system under consideration. Note that value 









1

C  is 

calculated from Table 9.4 on the basis of column (4), while     TIRTIP Scr 1  is 

calculated by means of the simulation model, on the basis of Table 9.2. Thus, Table 9.5 

provides a graceful demonstration of the solution process and can be regarded as an 

efficient tool for solving practical cost-optimization problems on the basis of cost-

reliability sensitivity concepts. Both Tables 9.3 and 9.5 can be recommended for practical 

reasons. It goes without saying that using both Tables 9.3 and 9.5 results in obtaining the 

same solution of both regarded here cost-reliability problems. 

 
kTI kC
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Table 9.5.  Accumulated cost- and reliability values (basic values: 0C0  , 

999999391.0R0  ) 

Value k  


k

1

C


  (in  $)  k1,TIRS    

1 3,333 0.999999499 

2 6,666 0.9999995953 

3 10,000 0.999999680 

4 14,000 0.999999744 

5 18,000 0.999999802 

6 22,000 0.999999855 

7 25,170 0.9999998761 

8 28,340 0.9999998975 

9 31,500 0.9999999190 

10 36,170 0.9999999453 

11 40,840 0.9999999672 

12 45,500 0.9999999850 

13 47,500 0.9999999859 

14 49,500 0.9999999868 

15 51,500 0.9999999878 

16 53,500 0.9999999887 

17 56,620 0.9999999904 

18 59,740 0.9999999913 

19 62,860 0.99999999254 

20 66,000 0.99999999357 

21 69,750 0.99999999465 

22 73,500 0.99999999599 

23 77,250 0.99999999696 

24 81,000 0.99999999789 

25 83,120 0.99999999799 

26 85,240 0.99999999814 

27 87,360 0.99999999825 

28 89,500 0.99999999837 
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Chapter 10.  Cost-Reliability Optimization Models for 
Maintenance Systems in Safety Engineering 

 

§10.1  Cost-reliability harmonization models 

10.1.1  The system’s description 

We will consider a complicated man-machine organization system functioning under 

random disturbances. The device‟s reliability, i.e., its probability to avoid critical failures 

within a sufficiently long period of time, has to be extremely high since critical failures 

present a definite threat to people‟s safety, to the environment, etc., and may result in an 

accident or a major hazardous condition. Thus, increasing the device‟s reliability is 

considered to be an important problem of safety engineering, on assumption that the 

existing reliability value proves to be insufficient. 

Consider, further [9], that there exist N  technical improvements (TI ) to increase the 

system‟s reliability. For each k -th TI , Nk1 , investing kC  cost expenditures  results 

in increasing the device‟s reliability by kR . Assume that those parameters are obtained 

by means of simulation model SM  and do not depend on the number of technical 

improvements which have already been implemented. Thus, the result of a routine k -th 

technical improvement does not depend on other  TI . 

To outline the models under consideration we will require the following additional 

terms: 

TS  - complicated multi-level technical system with hazardous failures at the upper 

level; 

N  - the number of possible technical improvements kTI , Nk1  ; 

kC  - cost value required to carry out kTI ; 

SM  - simulation model to calculate the system's reliability value; 

kR  - additional reliability value obtained as a result of undertaking kTI  (to be 

calculated by means of simulation model SM ); 

P  - additional non-basic parameter, m1   ; 

m  - the number of non-basic parameters; 

C  - the budget's partial utility; 

R  - the reliability's partial utility; 


P  - partial utility of parameter P ; 

R  - the system's reliability level to avoid hazardous failures (pregiven); 

C  - maximal additional budget (pregiven); 

kP  - additional value of parameter P  obtained as a result of undertaking kTI , 
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m1   , Nk1  ; 

kU   - additional system's utility  obtained as a result of undertaking kTI , Nk1   

(to be calculated by means of simulation model SM ); 

0R  - system's reliability value prior to undertaking amendments (pregiven); 









 QR  ...,,1  - increase of the system's reliability due to implementing Q  different 

technical improvements 








q

IT  , Qq1  , Nq   (calculated by means of a 

simulation model SM ). 

The problems to be considered below present simplified particular cases of the 

general theory of harmonization models outlined in Chapter 5. However, an effective and 

simple to use heuristic approach based on cost-sensitivity, can be suggested. To our 

opinion, the developed models can be applied to a broad spectrum of technical devices in 

the framework of safety engineering [9, 39-40]. The problems are as follows: 

10.1.2  The direct cost-reliability problem 

Determine the optimal set of technical improvements 
q

TI , NQq 1 , Nq  , 

which requires the minimal amount of costs to undertake the TI  in order to increase the 

device‟s reliability by not less than 0RR   (see Notation in 10.1.1),  i.e., 

  









Q

1q
q

q

CniM 


  (10.1.1)  

subject to 





 RRR
Q

1q

0
q

 . (10.1.2)  

10.1.3  The dual cost-reliability problem 

Determine the optimal set of 
q

TI , NQq 1 , Nq  , in order to maximize the 

system‟s reliability subject to the restricted amount of costs C  to undertake the 

corresponding TI , i.e., 

  









Q

1q
q

q

RxaM 


  (10.1.3)  

subject to 
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CC
Q

1q
q

  


. (10.1.4)  

Since all TI  are independent of each other, both problems (10.1.1-10.1.2) and (10.1.3-

10.1.4) are NP-complete [66, 176], and, an optimal solution can be obtained only by 

means of implementing an algorithm (mainly by means of dynamic programming) that 

checks the feasibility of all possible combinations of Q  elements from N , while Q  itself 

changes from 1 to N . If N  is high enough, the corresponding algorithm requires a lot of 

computational time, according to the justification outlined in §5.3. We suggest using a 

heuristic procedure based on cost-sensitivity. Note, that if relation 

0

Q

1i

i RRR  



   (10.1.5)  

does not hold, the direct problem (10.1.1-10.1.2) has no solution. As to the dual 

problem, the corresponding restriction 





 CC
Q

1i

i  (10.1.6)  

results in a trivial solution NQ  , i.e., all technical investments have to be 

implemented. 

10.1.4  The direct problem’s solution (Algorithm I) 

In order to proceed, we will introduce a new definition. Call henceforth the cost-

reliability of a technical improvement the ratio CR  . It can be well-recognized  

that if 
1

kTI  has a higher cost-reliability than 
2

kTI , investing one and the same cost 

expenditure results in a higher increase of the reliability parameter in case of 

implementing the 
1

kTI  than 
2

kTI . This consideration is used below, in the step-by-step 

heuristic algorithm: 

Step 1. Calculate cost-reliability values k  for all  kTI , Nk1  . 
  

Step 2. Reorder values k  in descending order. Thus, values k , Nk1  , will obtain 

a new order. Denote the corresponding new indices (ordinal numbers) of 

technical improvements by 
q

TI , Nq1  . 

  

Step 3. Determine the minimal value Q  which satisfies 
  

 












 



 0

V

1q

RRR:VniMQ
q

 . (10.1.7) 

  

Step 4. Determine the quasi-optimal indices of the chosen technical improvements: 
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Q21
TI,...,TI,TI  . 

The idea of Algorithm I is to spend as little budget as possible in order to meet 

constraint (10.1.2). 

10.1.5  The dual problem’s solution (Algorithm II) 

The corresponding step-by-step heuristic algorithm is as follows: 

Steps 1 and 2 fully coincide with the corresponding stages of Algorithm I. 

Step 3. Determine the maximal value  Q   which satisfies 
  

 












 



 CC:VxaMQ
V

1q
q

 . (10.1.8) 

Step 4 fully coincides with Step 4 of Algorithm I.  

It can be well-recognized that introducing the concept of cost-reliability enables a 

simple and effective solution of various cost-optimization problems in safety engineering.  

Practical results of applications to real industrial establishments are outlined below. 

Similarly to models described in Chapter 5, both optimization problem (10.1.1-10.1.2) 

and (10.1.3-10.1.4) are partial harmonization problems. Problem (10.1.1-10.1.2) is a  

  CRPHM 1  with one independent basic parameter -  system's reliability value R , and 

one dependent parameter - the budget to be assigned for undertaking technical 

improvements.   CRPHM 1  centers on minimizing C  subject to the prescribed 

reliability. Problem (10.1.3-10.1.4) is a   RCPHM 2  which centers on maximizing the 

reliability value R  subject to restricted budget value C . Both problems are more 

generalized than the PHM  problems outlined in the previous section, although they are 

solved by using the same cost-sensitivity heuristic method. 

10.1.6  Cost-reliability harmonization model with two basic independent parameters 

We will consider an interesting case (and for certain multi-level OS an important 

one!) of a system with possible hazardous failures at the upper level. Two independent 

basic parameters are imbedded in the model: budget C  to carry out technical 

improvements, and the system's reliability value R . In order to simplify the problem 

assume that, similarly to the model outlined above, in (10.1.2-10.1.5), all technical 

improvements are additive, i.e., additional system's reliability  QR  ,...,1  obtained by 

implementing 








q

IT  , Qq 1 , is equal 



Q

q
q

R
1

 . 

Set the “weight” of increasing the device‟s reliability (per reliability unit) by r , and 

let the corresponding weight of cost investments per cost unit  be c . The harmonization 
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model is an extension of the cost-reliability model outlined above. The problem is as 

follows: 

Determine the optimal set of 








q

IT  , Qq 1 , Nq  , in order to maximize the 

harmonization objective 

 
 













 


Q

1q

cr
qq

q

CRxaMJ 


  (10.1.9)  

subject to 





 CC
Q

1q
q

 , (10.1.10)  

 

RRRR 0

Q

1q
q

   



 . (10.1.11)  

Note that since the costs 
q

C  to be invested in the course of undertaking 
q

TI  

decrease the system's utility, i.e., decrease objective (10.1.9), they have to be taken with a 

negative sign, while increasing the system‟s reliability results in increasing the quality of 

the system as a whole. 

Model (10.1.9-10.1.11) unlike all previous harmonization models in safety 

engineering, comprises  two restrictions  since for both basic parameters C   and R  their 

corresponding upper and lower bounds are pregiven. 

Model (10.1.9-10.1.11) is a complicated NP-complete problem which requires only 

heuristic solutions, since using classical precise optimization algorithms meets 

unavoidable computational difficulties. We suggest to solve the problem by 

implementing the idea of cost-sensitivity, based on introducing values 
k

k
k

C

R




 ,  

Nk 1 , and, later on, reordering kTI , Nk 1 , in the descending order of values k .  

Thus, sequence 
q

TI , Nq 1 , is obtained. 

To develop a heuristic procedure, we will modify objective (10.1.9) as follows: 
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 , 

(10.1.12)  
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where 
c

r




   is a constant value which does not depend on the TI  index. 

Since values 
q

  are monotonously decreasing, the multiplicand 1
q

 ,  Nq 1 , 

may for a certain number q  turn negative. 

Certain realistic assumptions are imbedded in the model: 

1. Since the reliability parameter for a technical device with critical failures usually 

dominates over other parameters, we will assume that relation 1
c

r 



  holds. 

  

2. Assume that for the 
1

TI  with the highest cost-sensitivity, relation 1
1
   holds, 

otherwise a degenerate conclusion can be drawn that the best compromise for the 

device under consideration is to not undertake any technical improvements at all. 

On the basis of the above assumptions the following step-by-step heuristic algorithm 

to solve harmonization problem (10.1.9-10.1.11) can be suggested: 

Step 1. Determine the maximal 1N  satisfying 
  

 












 



 CC:VxaMN
V

1q

1
q

 . (10.1.13)  

  

Step 2. Determine the minimal 2N  satisfying 
  

 








 



RR:VniMN
V

1q
2

q
  . (10.1.14)  

  

 Note that if 12 NN  , the problem has no solution. In case 12 NN   apply Step 3. 
 

Step 3. Determine the maximal 3N  satisfying 
  

  1:VxaMN
V

3    (10.1.15)  

 
 

subject to 
 

 NN3  . (10.1.16)  
  

Step 4. Determine value Q  satisfying 
  

 

















232

1323

131

NNifN

NNNifN

NNifN

Q  . (10.1.17)  

    

Step 5. Technical improvements 
Q21

TI,...,TI,TI   are taken as the quasi-optimal set 

 TI  to be implemented, with objective 
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Q

1q

c
qq

C1J    . (10.1.18)  

Objective (10.1.18) honors restrictions (10.1.10-10.1.12) and delivers the maximal 

value for the problem‟s heuristic solution  
q

TI 
, Qq 1 . 

Note, in conclusion, that the ratio 
c

r




   may not be a constant value. In case of 

extremely high reliability values R , i.e., when R  practically guarantees avoiding 

hazardous failures and relation  RR  holds, the partial utility value R  may undergo an 

essential decrease while value C  will remain constant. Thus, certain technical 

difficulties may arise. However, from the principal point of view, the algorithm will not 

be subject to drastic changes. 

In the harmonization model under consideration a straightforward heuristic method to 

optimize objective (10.1.9) is used. As to partial harmonization models, they do not exist 

in this case, since there are no dependent basic parameters: both basic parameters are set 

by means of restrictions (10.1.10-10.1.11) and are pregiven beforehand. No parameter is 

optimized by means of partial harmonization. Both parameters influence one another: this 

mutual influence is implemented in the heuristic algorithm by means of analyzing partial 

utility values C  and R . 

10.1.7  Generalized harmonization models in safety engineering with non-basic 

parameters 

The harmonization model under consideration comprises, besides two basic 

parameters C  (the budget to be assigned to undertake technical improvements) and R  

(the system's reliability to avoid hazardous failures), a variety of non-basic parameters 

entering the system's utility model as well. Non-basic parameters are, e.g., the probability 

of completing the production program not later than the pregiven due date, reliability 

value to avoid non-hazardous failures which nevertheless may cause certain damage to 

the personnel and/or to the environment, specific design failures, etc. Unlike the outlined 

above cost-reliability models, all TI  are non-additive, i.e., the aggregate increase 

 QR  ,...,1  due to simultaneous implementation of 
Q

TITI  ,...,
1

, may not be equal 





Q

q
q

R
1

 . This makes the harmonization problem more complicated. 

Referring to the Notation outlined in 10.1.1, two problems can be formulated: 

Direct  Problem 

Determine NQ   technical improvements 
q

TI , Qq 1 , Nq  , to maximize the 

system's additional utility 
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(10.1.19)  

subject to 

   R,...,,RR Q210  . (10.1.20)  

Dual  Problem 
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1q
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q

q
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  (10.1.21)  

subject to 
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Q

1q
q

 . (10.1.22)  

It can be well-recognized that solving both problems (10.1.19-10.1.20) and (10.1.21-

10.1.22) by means of precise algorithms results in tremendous and practically 

unavoidable computational difficulties. We suggest developing enhanced heuristic 

procedures based on sensitivity analysis. Two basic sensitivity values for each kTI  will be 

used: 

reliability-sensitivity  
k

sk
k

R

U




   , (10.1.23)  

and 

 cost-sensitivity  
k

sk
k

C

U




   ,  Nk1  . (10.1.24)  

Note that both values k  and k , Nk1  , can be obtained only by means of 

simulation, since skU  comprises kR  and has to be calculated via simulation with an 

enormous number of simulation runs (see Chapter 5). 

10.1.8  The problems’ solution 

The enlarged step-by-step Algorithm I to solve the direct problem is as follows: 

Step 1. Calculate reliability-sensitivity values  k   for all  kTI ,  Nk1  . 
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Step 2. Reorder values k  in descending order. Thus, values k  will obtain a new order. 

Denote the corresponding new indices (ordinal numbers) of technical 

improvements by 
q

TI , Nq1  . 

  

Step 3. Determine the minimal value Q  satisfying 
  

 
  








 

0V1 RR,...,R:VniMQ   . (10.1.25)  

  

Step 4. If 0U SQ   go to the next step. Otherwise go to Step 6. 
    

Step 5. If value Q  exceeds the minimal value obtained at Step 3 go to Step 8. Otherwise 

go to Step 9. 
  

Step 6. If NQ   go to Step 9. Otherwise apply the next step. 
  

Step 7. Counter Q1Q   works. Go to Step 4. 
  

Step 8. Q1Q  . Apply the next step. 
  

Step 9. Determine the quasi-optimal indices of the chosen technical improvements to be 

implemented: 
 

Q21
TI,...,TI,TI  . 

The step-by-step procedure of Algorithm II to solve the dual problem is as follows: 

Step 1. Calculate cost-sensitivity values k  for all kTI , Nk1  . 
  

Step 2. Reorder values k  in descending order, similarly to Step 2 of Algorithm I. 
  

Step 3. Determine the maximal value Q  satisfying 
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q

  . (10.1.26)  

  

Step 4. If 0U SQ   go to the next step. Otherwise apply Step 7. 
   

Step 5. If 1Q   go to Step 7. Otherwise apply the next step. 
  

Step 6. Counter Q1Q   works. Go to Step 4. 
  

Step 7. Determine the quasi-optimal solution of Algorithm II, i.e., the quasi-optimal sub-

set of 








q

IT  , Qq1  . 
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Algorithms I and II cover a broad spectrum of safety engineering problems. A 

numerical example of solving a direct harmonization problem (10.1.19-10.1.20) with 4 

parameters on a real industrial plant is outlined in Chapter 5. 

Note that the direct harmonization problem (10.1.19-10.1.20) is based on  1m  

partial harmonization models with R  being an independent parameter:   CRPHM 1 , 

   PRPHM 
1

, m 1 , which later on enter the utility increment sU . As to the dual 

problem (10.1.21-10.1.22), it comprises another  1m  PHM  with budget value C  being 

an independent parameter:   RCPHM 2 ,    PCPHM 
2

, m 1 . 

In conclusion, partial utility parameters R  and  , m 1 , in practice, are usually 

piecewise functions depending on the parameters' values. As demonstrated below, this 

causes certain computational difficulties in solving harmonization problems. However, 

those difficulties do not inflict principal troubles and can be overcome. 

§10.2  Experimentation in harmonizing a safety engineering system 

In order to verify the fitness of the outlined above harmonization theory, the problem 

considered in §10.1, has been extended, namely, additional basic parameters have been 

included. Two additional basic parameters have been suggested by an expert team [9], 

namely: 

 the system‟s weight SW  depending on implementation of technical improvements TI ,

k1   , in primary failures F . Value SW  increases monotonously by increasing 

the ordinal number k , 281   . This, in turn, may result in developing further non-

aesthetic features  capable of diminishing the system‟s market price and jeopardizing 

successful competition with other similar devices; 
  

 the system‟s non-critical failure value, i.e., the probability value ncrP . The non-critical 

failure ncrF  cannot cause large-scale accidents but may result in a less severe 

personnel health & safety conditions violations / minor injuries / property damage, etc.  

Value ncrP  always decreases monotonously in the course of increasing number k . It 

goes without saying that although ncrP  is essentially less important than the top critical 

probability crP , it should be taken into account by calculating the system‟s optimal 

utility value. 

Thus, the basic parameters to be taken into consideration in the course of the 

harmonization process, are as follows: 

1. Capital investments C , i.e. the total cost of undertaking TI , k1   . 
  

2. Additional reliability value crS P1R  , after implementing { TI , k1   }. 
  

3. Additional system‟s weight SW  obtained in the course of undertaking { TI ,
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k1   }. 
  

4. Additional decreased non-critical top failure value ncrP  after undertaking the 

outlined above technical improvements { TI , k1   }. 

The first two basic parameters can be easily examined by means of Table 9.5. As to 

values SW  and ncrP , they can be obtained only via expert information, by examining  

Table 9.4. 

The summarized expert information is presented in Table 10.1. 

Table 10.1.  Accumulated weight- and non-critical top failure levels (obtained by means 

of expert information) 

Value k  Increasing 


k

1

W


  (in  tons) Decreasing 



k

ncrP
1

 (in 
410
) 

1 0.05 2.0 

2 0.10 4.0 

3 0.15 6.0 

4 0.25 8.0 

5 0.35 10.0 

6 0.45 12.0 

7 0.60 13.5 

8 0.75 15.0 

9 0.90 16.5 

10 0.95 18.0 

11 1.00 19.5 

12 1.05 21.0 

13 1.25 22.0 

14 1.45 23.0 

15 1.65 24.0 

16 1.85 25.0 

17 2.00 25.8 

18 2.15 26.6 

19 2.30 27.4 

20 2.45 28.2 

21 2.65 28.9 

22 2.85 29.6 

23 3.05 30.3 

24 3.25 31.0 

25 3.40 31.5 

26 3.55 32.0 

27 3.70 32.5 

28 3.85 33.0 
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A special emphasis has to be drawn as to the way information in Tables 9.4 and 10.1 

has been obtained. The first basic parameter C  is an independent parameter and can be 

preset by the management. Parameter SR { TI , k 1 } has been determined by means 

of the partial harmonization model, after carrying out numerous simulation runs.  

Parameters SW  and ncrP  have been calculated by using the Delphi method, on the 

basis of expert information.  Thus,  the problem under consideration can be regarded as a 

mixed “expert – harmonization” model, where expert information supplements the 

information obtained through optimizing the partial harmonization model. 

Local parametrical utility values  , 41  , have also been pregiven by experts 

and are as follows: 

I. 000,1$Cunittcosthefor1C   ; 
  

II. 





















999999999.0R99999999.0for,10Runityreliabilit,1

99999999.0R9999999.0for,10Runityreliabilit,3

9999999.0R999999.0for,10Runityreliabilit,10

9

8

7

R







 ; 

  

III. 
















ton2Wvaluesfor,Kg100Wunitweight,3.0

ton2Wton1valuesfor,Kg100Wunitweight,2.0

ton1Wton0valuesfor,Kg100Wunitweight,1.0

W







 ; 

  

IV. 













4
ncr

4
ncr

4
ncr

4
ncr

F
1025P,10Punityprobabilitcriticalnon,5.0

1025P,10Punityprobabilitcriticalnon,1

ncr 


 . 

It can be well-recognized that, except for the first independent cost parameter, all 

other local utility values are of peace-wise type. This makes the harmonization problem 

more complicated. 

The final table to be presented - Table 10.2 - illustrates the harmonization process for 

the multilevel technical system. Note that in this table, moving in the positive direction 

(see Chapter 5) of a routine basic parameter results in using a positive sign for that 

parameter. 

Examining Table 10.2 leads to the conclusion that the maximal system‟s utility is 

provided by value 12k . This, in turn, corresponds to the following technical 

improvements to be undertaken: 

 primary failure probabilities 6P , 11P , 20P  and 2P  have to be reduced up to their 

minimal possible values min6P , min11P , min20P  and min2P , correspondingly. Other 

primary failure elements remain unchanged. 
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Table 10.2.  Illustration of the harmonization process 

k  











C

1
C




  



 0s

k

1

R

RR 





 









W

k

1

W




  

ncr

k

1

F

P

ncr









  



4

1

U


  Feasibility 

1 -  3.333 +10.8 -0.05 +  2.00 +   9.417 feasible 

2 -  6.666 +20.4 -0.10 +  4.00 +17.634 feasible 

3 -10.000 +28.9 -0.15 +  6.00 +24.750 feasible 

4 -14.000 +35.3 -0.25 +  8.00 +29.250 feasible 

5 -18.000 +41.1 -0.35 +10.00 +32.750 feasible 

6 -22.000 +46.4 -0.45 +12.00 +35.950 feasible 

7 -25.170 +48.5 -0.60 +13.50 +36.230 feasible 

8 -28.340 +50.6 -0.75 +15.00 +36.510 feasible 

9 -31.500 +57.2 -0.90 +16.50 +41.300 feasible 

10 -36.170 +65.0 -0.95 +18.00 +45.880 feasible 

11 -40.840 +71.6 -1.00 +19.50 +49.260 feasible 

12 -45.500 +77.0 -1.10 +21.00 +51.400 optimal 

13 -47.500 +77.6 -1.50 +22.00 +50.600 feasible 

14 -49.500 +78.6 -1.90 +23.00 +50.200 feasible 

15 -51.500 +79.6 -2.30 +24.00 +49.800 feasible 

16 -53.500 +80.5 -2.70 +25.00 +49.300 feasible 

17 -56.620 +81.8 -3.00 +25.40 +47.180 feasible 

18 -59.740 +82.7 -3.45 +25.80 +45.310 feasible 

19 -62.860 +83.8 -3.90 +26.20 +43.240 feasible 

20 -66.000 +84.8 -4.35 +26.60 +41.050 feasible 

21 -69.750 +85.8 -4.95 +26.95 +38.050 feasible 

22 -73.500 +87.1 -5.55 +27.40 +35.450 feasible 

23 -77.250 +88.1 -6.15 +27.65 +32.350 feasible 

24 -81.000 +89.1 -6.75 +28.00 +29.350 feasible 

25 -83.120 +89.3 -7.20 +28.25 +27.330 feasible 

26 -85.240 +89.4 -7.65 +28.50 +25.010 feasible 

27 -87.360 +89.4 -8.10 +28.75 +22.690 feasible 

28 -89.500 +89.5 -8.55 +29.00 +20.450 feasible 

It can be well-recognized that the solution of the harmonization problem differs 

essentially from the solution obtained in §9.1 when solving the local direct cost-reliability 

optimization problem. The latter covers less basic characteristics and parameters than the 

harmonization model being based on new system concepts. 
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Chapter 11.  “Look-Ahead” Heuristics in Safety Engineering 
Maintenance Systems  

 

§11.1  Introduction 

In the recent four decades extensive research has been undertaken in order to develop 

general search strategies designated as "look-ahead" approaches. The idea is to undertake 

decision-making by guessing the next operation to perform (usually by means of a 

heuristic). Note that "look-ahead" strategies are usually applied not to a row of values, 

but to a problem to be optimized. Thus, the term "the next operation" signifies the step, 

i.e., the decision-making, which brings us closer to the problem's goal to be optimized. If 

the decision-making does not result in progress towards the goal, then the step can be 

retracted and another decision-making can be tried.  

Various scientists (see, e.g., [186]) have developed a variety of algorithms in order to 

improve the objectives of problems related to trees defining the search space, as well as 

to branch- and bounds constraints. D. Golenko-Ginzburg and A. Gonik [108] used "look-

ahead" techniques to improve the general job-shop schedule. 

In our current research we consider another area, namely, to optimize one of the basic 

system's parameters, e.g. the system's reliability, by means of constrained technical 

improvements subject to the restricted budget assigned for the parameter's amendment. 

We will consider henceforth the system's reliability although other basic parameters 

may be taken into account as well. The outlined below "look-ahead" techniques are 

combined with the cost-sensitivity approach [9]. This results in effective heuristic 

algorithms. 

§11.2  The system’s description 

A complicated technical device functioning under random disturbances is considered. 

The device‟s reliability,  i.e., its probability to avoid critical failures within a sufficiently 

long period of time, has to be extremely high  since critical failures present a definite 

threat to people‟s safety,  to the environment, etc., and may result in an accident or a 

major hazardous condition. Thus, increasing the device‟s reliability is considered to be an 

important problem of Safety Engineering, on assumption that the existing reliability value 

proves to be insufficient. 

There exist N  technical improvements (TI ) to increase the device‟s reliability. For 

each k -th TI , Nk1 , investing kC  cost expenditures results in increasing the 

device‟s reliability by kR . Those parameters are obtained by means of simulation model 

SM  and do not depend on the number of technical improvements which have already 

been implemented. Thus, the result of a routine k -th technical improvement  does not 

depend on other  TI . 
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We have previously formulated and solved [9, 21, 23] two cost-reliability problems as 

follows: 

The direct problem 

Determine the optimal set of 
q

TI , NQq 1 , Nq  , in order to maximize the 

device‟s reliability subject to the restricted amount of costs C  to undertake the 

corresponding TI . 

The dual problem 

Determine the optimal set of technical improvements 
q

TI , NQq 1 , Nq  , 

which requires the minimal amount of costs to undertake the TI  in order to increase the 

device‟s reliability by not less than ΔR. 

However, the above formulated problems are not generalized. This is because all 

technical improvements kTI , Nk1 , are not considered to be compound. In real 

practice, however, technical improvements have a stepwise structure, i.e., each kTI  

consists of consecutively realized steps 
kknkk TITITI ,...,, 21 . Here each kn  denotes the 

number of steps for kTI . 

Assume that for each routine kTI  undertaking step kmTI  can be realized on condition 

that all  1m  previous steps kTI , 11  m , have been accomplished before. Thus, 

each step kmTI  can be realized if and only if the previous step 1, mkTI   has been finished. 

Assume, further, that each technical improvement kTI  can be interrupted after 

undertaking a routine step kmTI , knm 1 , i.e., only part of the steps may be 

implemented. Each step kmTI   is characterized by two cost-reliability parameters: 

 cost kmC  to undertake kmTI  ; 

 additional reliability value kmR which increases the total device reliability level R

by implementing step kmTI  . Value kmR  can be calculated by means of SM. 

The problem under consideration is as follows: 

Given a restricted cost value C , single out a set of optimal steps  kmTI , Nk1 , 

km  , kk n 0 , in order to maximize the total additional reliability 
 


N

k m

km

k

R
1 0



  

subject to the restricted total cost investments CC
N

k m

km

k


 1 0



. 
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Note that 0kTI  denotes that the k -th technical improvement has not been implemented 

at all, i.e., not a single step of the kTI  sequence has been operated as yet. 

The problem can be solved by means of integer programming involving a rather 

complicated algorithm. Essentially simpler quasi-optimal results may be obtained by 

using heuristic approaches, namely, by implementing sensitivity analysis in the 

corresponding optimization algorithm, as outlined in [9]. On the basis of cost-sensitivity 

analysis several heuristic quasi-optimal algorithms have been developed. Note that the 

general idea of cost-sensitivity is based on analyzing the ratio 
km

km
km

C

R




 . The developed 

algorithms are an essential extension of the direct and dual cost-sensitivity models 

outlined in [9, 21, 23]. 

§11.3  Notation 

Let us introduce the following terms: 

 kTI  - the system's technical improvements cell; 

kTI  - the k -th technical improvement to increase the system's reliability, Nk1  ; 

N  - the number of possible technical improvements; 
R  - the minimal acceptable system's reliability value to avoid hazardous failures 

(pregiven); 

C  - the restricted budget to undertake technical improvements (pregiven); 

0R  - system's reliability value prior to undertaking amendments (pregiven); 

SM  - simulation model to estimate the system's reliability; 

kmTI  - the m -th  improvement step entering a compound TIk , knm 1 ; 

kn  - the number of improvement steps to implement the k-th stepwise technical 

improvement; 

kmC  - the cost expenditures to implement kmTI ; 

kmR  - increase of the system's reliability level due to implementing kmTI ;  

km  - cost-reliability value of improvement step kmTI ; 

iR  - accumulated reliability value at a routine iteration i ; 

iC  - available total budget value at a routine iteration i ; 

NNi   - number of remaining technical improvements at a routine iteration i ; 

 
ikTI  - "truncated", i.e., remaining technical improvements cell at a routine iteration 

i , before singling out the next quadruple for the solution area;  
ikTI  differs 

from  kTI  by excluding kmTI  which have been previously singled out on 

prior iterations from the solution area; 
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 I

km
TI  - technical improvements kmTI  which have to be determined for the solution 

area (see §11.5) by implementing Algorithm I; 

 II

km
TI  - technical improvements kmTI  which have to be singled out by implementing 

Algorithm II (see §11.5); 

kki AA   - the k -th remaining area kA  of the cell  
ikTI  at the routine iteration i . Note 

that in some cases kiA  may be empty. All  kiA  are enumerated in an 

arbitrary order which remains unchanged until the cost-reliability Algorithm 

terminates. Each array kiA  comprises kin4  quadruples; 

kin  - number of technical improvements steps in array kiA  at the i -th iteration; 


 




n

k

n

m

km

k

C

C
C

1 1

  -  the budget supplement rate in order to carry out all  kmTI ; 

AR  - the total increase of the system's reliability by implementing the cost-

reliability algorithm; 

AC  - the total budget expenses by implementing the cost-reliability algorithm; 

kAn  - number of improvement steps of the k -th TI  which have been actually 

singled out in the course of implementing the algorithm; 

A

A
A

C

R
  - cost-reliability sensitivity of the algorithm. 

§11.4  The problems’ formulation 

The direct cost-reliability problem is as follows: 

Given values 0R , C ,  kmC ,  kmR , Nk 1 , knm 1 , determine values k ,  

kk n 1 , in order to maximize the system's reliability level 

  







 
 

N

k m

km

k

k

RRxaM
1 0

0





 (11.4.1) 

subject to 

CC
N

k m

km

k


 1 0



, (11.4.2) 

00  kC , (11.4.3) 

00  kR . (11.4.4) 

The dual cost-reliability problem is as follows: 
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Given values 0R , R ,  kmC ,  kmR , Nk 1 , knm 1 , determine values k ,  

kk n 1 , in order to minimize the cost expenditures 

  








 

N

k m

km

k

k

CniM
1 0





 (11.4.5) 

subject to (11.4.3-11.4.4) and 









N

k m

km RRR
k

1 0

0



. (11.4.6) 

Thus, solving the direct problem delivers the maximal reliability increase subject to 

restricted budget, while the dual problem boil down to minimizing the budget for 

undertaking technical improvements subject to system's reliability level restricted from 

below. 

§11.5  Simplified heuristic algorithms for optimizing the direct cost-

reliability problem 

As outlined above, Problem (11.4.1-11.4.4) may be solved by means of cost-

sensitivity analysis. The general idea is as follows. Call henceforth the cost-reliability of 

a technical improvement the ratio CR  . It can be well-recognized that if 
1

kTI  has 

a higher cost-reliability than 
2

kTI ,  investing one and the same cost expenditure results in 

a higher increase of the reliability parameter in case of implementing the 
1

kTI  than 
2

kTI . 

This consideration is used below, in the case of compound technical improvements. 

Note that for any technical improvement with a stepwise structure the corresponding 

quasi-optimal steps to be singled out have to be implemented consecutively, one after 

another. Thus, to solve the problem of singling out the next step by analyzing a set of 

several unfinished kTI , Nk1 , one has: 

 to examine for all  kTI  their first non-realized steps  1kTI , Nk1  ; 

 later on to calculate their corresponding values  1k , and 

 to choose step 1TI  which delivers the maximal value  to  . 

The chosen step has to be supplied with expenditure costs while the remaining budget

C  has to be updated. Afterwards the chosen step 1TI , being cancelled in TI , enters the 

accumulated quasi-optimal set (the algorithm's solution), while all non-implemented 

improvement steps in TI  are shifted to the left in order for the second step to obtain the 

first position. The solution process proceeds (by examining the remaining kTI  by means 

of  ) until either the budget volume C  decreases and cannot be assigned to any starting 
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step of a non-accomplished kTI , or all steps in  kTI  are supplied with expenditure costs 

in case CC
N

k

n

m

km

k


 1 1

 (a trivial solution). 

The enlarged step-by-step procedure of the algorithm is as follows: 

Step 1 (subsidiary). Enumerate N  technical improvements  TI  in an arbitrary order. 

Form N  corresponding arrays kA , Nk1  , each array kA  comprising kin4

consecutive values, i.e.,  kn   quadruples. Each m -th quadruple in the k -th array 

comprises values k , m , kmR  and  kmC , correspondingly, i.e., all parameters 

characterizing step improvement kmTI .  

Step 2. Calculate N  values 

 

k

k

km

km

k
C

R




 , Nk1  ,    (11.5.1) 

 where km  denotes the first quadruple of the k -th array. At the beginning of the 

algorithm's functioning all 1km . 

Step 3. Determine 

 
k

k

xaM    . (11.5.2) 

 If more than one   holds for (11.5.2), take one of them with the maximal 

mC . 

Step 4. Send quadruple ( , m , 
mR , 

mC ) to the solution array, which comprises a 

set of quadruples. 

Step 5. Update CCC m 
 ,  nn 1 , NN 1 . 

Step 6. Cancel quadruple ( , m , 
mR , 

mC ) and shift to the left by four values all 

the remaining quadruples of A . 

Step 7. Check whether array A  appears to be empty or not. If empty, go to the next 

step. Otherwise apply Step 9. 
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Step 8. Modify Step 2 in order to prevent implementing value   in calculating (11.4.1). 

Step 9. Check whether relation 
kkm

k

CniMC  holds or not. If yes, go to Step 2. Note 

that for an empty array A  examining the possibility of choosing the next quasi-

optimal quadruple is not carried out (see Step 8). In case 
kkm

k

CniMC   apply 

the next step. 

Step 10. The solution process terminates. All the quadruples entering the solution array 

form the quasi-optimal improvement steps  kmkm CRmk  ,,, . 

It can be well-recognized that the quasi-optimal reliability level after implementing 

the above algorithm (call it henceforth Algorithm I) may be calculated as 


 


N

k m

km

k

RRR
1 0

0



. (11.5.3) 

Algorithm I has a simple modification which we will designate henceforth Algorithm 

II. The latter resembles Algorithm I, besides one essential detail. When calculating values 

k  (see Step 2) we use the following modification 














k

k

k

k

n

m

k

n

m

k

k

C

R









 , Nk1  .   
(11.5.4) 

Relation (11.5.4) means that cost-reliability is calculated not for each local 

improvement step, but for the entire technical improvement kTI  as a whole. It can be 

well-recognized that the numerator in (11.5.4) is equal to the sum of local reliability steps 

kmR  for all remaining improvement steps kmTI , while the denumerator stands for the 

sum of the corresponding cost investment steps kmC . Thus, using k  calculated by 

(11.5.4) prevents missing high cost-sensitivity steps at the end of kA  in case of steps with 

smaller cost-sensitivity at the beginning of array kA . 

The structure of Algorithm II is similar to the outlined above step-by-step procedure 

of Algorithm I, besides substituting (11.5.1) for (11.5.4). All other steps remain 

unchanged. 
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§11.6  Generalized cost-optimization algorithm based on switching 

procedures 

It can be well-recognized that, unlike Algorithm I, Algorithm II is based on "look-

ahead" cost-sensitivity and, thus, provides better results in cases when the total budget C  

covers a majority of improvement steps for most TI . However, in case when the ratio 

1

1 1








 

n

k

n

m

km

k

C

C
C  

(11.6.1) 

is very small, the pregiven budget C  can usually cover only the first improvement 

steps. This, in turn, means that there is actually no need in "look-ahead" sensitivity 

analysis. In order to develop a more generalized algorithm which comprises cases of any 

C  values we present Algorithm III which implements both Algorithms I and II 

simultaneously on the basis of a switching procedure. 

The general idea of Algorithm III is as follows: at each consecutive iteration i  to 

single out the next kmTI , i.e., the forthcoming iteration to be undertaken, both Algorithms 

I and II  are implemented independently for the remaining TI  cell. For both algorithms 

the accumulated sum of reliability values    








k m

I

kmTIR  and    








k m

II

kmTIR  is 

calculated and later on compared with each other. The algorithm which results in higher 

accumulated reliability, is chosen to provide the next technical improvement step kmTI , 

and the corresponding quadruple is send to the solution area. After up-dating the 

remaining technical improvements cell  
ikmTI  the competing procedure among 

Algorithms I and II repeats anew, until the budget value C  would be exhausted. Being 

more complicated than both local Algorithms I and II, Algorithm III provides better 

results. 

The enlarged step-by-step procedure of Algorithm III is as follows: 

Step 1 coincides with the corresponding steps in Algorithms I and II. 

Step 2. After each routine i -th iteration check whether unification  kiA  appears to be 

empty or not. If empty, go to Step 12. Otherwise apply the next step. 

Step 3. Check whether relation  
kikm

k
CMinC   holds, where kim  denotes the first 

quadruple of the k -th array. If yes, go to the next step. Otherwise apply Step 12. 

Step 4. Determine (for the purpose of forecasting) by means of Algorithm I all iterations 
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 I

km
TI  until the algorithm terminates. 

Step 5. Calculate values  

   I

k m

I
kmi RRR  , (11.6.2) 

   I

k m

I
kmi CCC  , (11.6.3) 

 until the budget value IC  ceases to cover future technical improvements. Here 

  I
km

I
km TIRR  ,  I

km
I
km TICC  . 

Step 6. Determine by means of Algorithm II all iterations  II

km
TI  in order to "look-ahead" 

the fitness of the algorithm. 

Step 7. Similarly to Step 5, calculate values 

   II

k m

II
kmi RTIRR  , (11.6.4) 

   II

k m

II
kmi CTICC  . (11.6.5) 

Step 8. Compare values IR  and IIR . If III RR   go to Step 10. In case III RR   apply 

the next step. In case III RR   compare values IC  and IIC . If III CC   go to 

Step 10. Otherwise apply the next step. 

Step 9. Send quadruple  
ww mm CRm   ,,,  which has been determined in the course 

of i -th iteration by implementing Algorithm II, to the solution area. Thus, the i -

th routine iteration of Algorithm III is accomplished. Go to Step 11. 

Step 10. The step is similar to Step 9, with the exception of substituting Algorithm II by 

Algorithm I. 

Step 11. Update the information in arrays  kiA  by diminishing value iN  by one, shifting 

all quadruples in Array iA  by 4 to the left, updating values 

 1 imi RRR
 , (11.6.6) 
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 1 imi CCC
 , (11.6.7) 

 ii 1 . (11.6.8) 

 Go to Step 2. 

Step 12. The work of Algorithm III terminates. 

Note that if implementing two different algorithms results in an equal increase of the 

system's total reliability R , the comparative efficiency of both algorithms can be assessed 

by comparing the algorithms' cost-reliability sensitivity to be calculated as 





 

 






N

k

n

m

km

N

k

n

m

km

A
kA

kA

C

R

1 1

1 1  . 
(11.6.9) 

Theorem 

For any technical improvements cell  kmTI  with fixed total budget C  relation 

 ****** ,max RRR  , (11.6.10) 

where *R , **R , ***R  denote the accumulated reliability values obtained by means of 

Algorithms I, II, and III, correspondingly,  holds. 

Proof 

Assume that for a certain  kmTI  relation (11.6.10) is not true. This may originate from 

two cases: 

Case 1. **** RR  . 

Case 2. ***** RR  . 

Examine Case 1 first. Denote by   0, **** RRn  the number of first coinciding 

iterations  kmTI  when implementing Algorithms I and III independently. Since **** RR   

there has to be a decision point after  **** , RRn  first iterations when the concurrence 

ceases to hold. Since in the course of implementing Algorithm III we choose at each 

decision point the iteration which results in the forecasted path with the maximal 
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accumulated reliability, value *R , being equal to 
k m

I
kmTI , has to be less than value 


k m

III
kmTI  of that forecasted path. From the other hand, in the course of implementing 

Algorithm III at each routine decision point the forecasted value ***R  cannot diminish but 

only increase. Thus, at the end of implementing Algorithm III the actual value ***R  has to 

exceed *R  in contradiction with the definition of Case 1. For Case 2, the logical analysis 

is similar to that outlined above. Thus, for both cases our assumption is false, and relation 

(11.6.10) holds.                                                                                                                   ■ 

§11.7  The dual problem’s solution 

The step-by-step procedure of the heuristic algorithm to solve problem (11.4.3-11.4.6) 

[call it henceforth Algorithm IV] is as follows: 

Steps 1-2 of Algorithm IV fully coincide with Steps 1-2 of Algorithms I or II (see §11.5). 

Step 3 resembles the corresponding step of Algorithms I, II with one exception: choosing 

the maximal 
mC  in case of several   satisfying (11.5.2) has to be substituted 

for the "minimal" 
mC . This is done deliberately since minimizing the 

expenditure costs in (11.4.5) centers on preferring the minimal cost steps in the 

course of implementing Algorithm IV. 

Step 4 coincides with the corresponding step in Algorithms I  or  II. 

Step 5 has to be formulated as follows: Update the accumulated reliability 

 RRR m 
  (11.7.1) 

 and accumulate the cost expenditures 

 CCC m 
 . (11.7.2) 

 At the beginning of the Algorithm IV  value C  has to be set equal to zero, while 

Steps 6-8 coincide with Algorithms I, II. 

Step 9 has to be formulated as follows: Check relation 

 R + R  ≥  R
* 
. (11.7.3) 
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 If (11.7.3) does not hold, return to Step 2. Otherwise apply the next step. 

Step 10 coincides with the corresponding step in Algorithms I or II. 

It can be well-recognized that the minimized cost expenditures after implementing 

Algorithm IV may be calculated as 


 


N

k m

km

k

CCMin
1 0



. (11.7.4) 

Note that when implementing Algorithm IV on the basis of the direct Algorithm III 

(see §11.6), the principal structure of the dual algorithm remains similar to the structure 

outlined above. Each improvement step of the solution array has to be determined by the 

look-ahead switching procedure. 

§11.8  Experimentation 

In order to check the fitness of the algorithms' cost-reliability sensitivity, extensive 

experimentation has been undertaken. A technical improvements cell has been simulated 

as follows: 

a) the number N  of technical improvements has been simulated as a whole number 

uniformly distributed within the lower and upper bounds 5Na , 25Nb ; 

b) for each k -th technical improvement, Nk 1 , the number of consecutive 

improvement steps kn  has been simulated as a whole number uniformly distributed 

within the lower and upper bounds 3ka , 15kb ; 

c) each cost value kmC , Nk 1 , knm 1 , has been simulated as a whole number 

uniformly distributed within the distribution area 200cmka , 400cmkb ; 

d) four different distribution bounds have been considered for local reliability values 

kmR , Nk 1 , knm 1 , namely: kmR  is a whole number uniformly distributed 

within lower and upper bounds: 

 1. 20Rkma , 40Rkmb ; 

 2. 40Rkma , 80Rkmb ; 

 3. 60Rkma , 120Rkmb ; 
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 4. 80Rkma , 160Rkmb . 

 All values kmC  and kmR  are expressed in conditional terms. 

All distribution bounds do not depend on values N , kn , k  and m . 

It can be well-recognized that each distribution results in four different cost-

sensitivity values 
km

km
km

C

R




 . 

 1) 1.01  ;   2) 2.02  ;   3) 3.03  ;   4) 4.04  . 

e) for each simulated combination of N , kn , kmC  and km  9 different levels of budget 

supplement to carry out all technical improvements  kmTI  have been examined by 

means of (11.6.1) 

 1) 1.0 ;   2) 2.0 ;   3) 3.0 ;   4) 4.0 ;   5) 5.0 ;   6) 6.0 ;   7) 7.0 ;          

8) 8.0 ;    9) 9.0  

For 3694   combinations of   and   000,10  initial data models have been 

simulated, and later on algorithms' cost-reliability sensitivity rates A  have been 

calculated by using each of the algorithms under comparison. Then, average sensitivity 

rates A  have been calculated for each algorithm and each combination of   and km . 

The results are presented in Table 11.1. 

Table 11.1.  Comparison of algorithms’ cost-reliability sensitivity for various   and km  

IIIA  IIA  IA    km  

0.1236 0.1163 0.1225 0.10 0.1 
0.1169 0.1133 0.1140 0.20 0.1 
0.1132 0.1109 0.1097 0.30 0.1 
0.1105 0.1089 0.1069 0.40 0.1 
0.1083 0.1072 0.1048 0.50 0.1 
0.1064 0.1064 0.1031 0.60 0.1 
0.1046 0.1042 0.1017 0.70 0.1 
0.1029 0.1026 0.1005 0.80 0.1 
0.1010 0.1010 0.0994 0.90 0.1 

0.2491 0.2345 0.2469 0.10 0.2 
0.2356 0.2284 0.2299 0.20 0.2 

0.2282 0.2236 0.2213 0.30 0.2 
0.2228 0.2197 0.2157 0.40 0.2 

0.2184 0.2163 0.2114 0.50 0.2 
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0.2146 0.2146 0.2080 0.60 0.2 

0.2110 0.2101 0.2052 0.70 0.2 
0.2075 0.2070 0.2027 0.80 0.2 

0.2038 0.2037 0.2005 0.90 0.2 

0.3747 0.3527 0.3718 0.10 0.3 

0.3543 0.3436 0.3458 0.20 0.3 

0.3432 0.3363 0.3327 0.30 0.3 

0.3351 0.3305 0.3242 0.40 0.3 

0.3285 0.3253 0.3180 0.50 0.3 

0.3227 0.3206 0.3129 0.60 0.3 

0.3174 0.3160 0.3087 0.70 0.3 

0.3121 0.3114 0.3050 0.80 0.3 

0.3066 0.3063 0.3016 0.90 0.3 

0.5004 0.4713 0.4964 0.10 0.4 

0.4730 0.4586 0.4619 0.20 0.4 

0.4584 0.4492 0.4446 0.30 0.4 

0.4475 0.4414 0.4331 0.40 0.4 

0.4388 0.4345 0.4246 0.50 0.4 

0.4311 0.4282 0.4180 0.60 0.4 

0.4240 0.4221 0.4123 0.70 0.4 

0.4170 0.4160 0.4074 0.80 0.4 

0.4096 0.4093 0.4030 0.90 0.4 

The following conclusions can be drawn from the Chapter: 

1. Algorithm III proves to be more effective than both other cost-reliability algorithms 

under comparison. For any combination of   and km  its average cost-reliability 

sensitivity rate is higher than by implementing Algorithms I and II. 

2. If the total budget C  does not cover the  TI  cell requirement by more than 20% (

2.0 ) Algorithm I proves to be more effective than Algorithm II since there is 

practically no need in "look-ahead" sensitivity analysis. For 2.0  "look-ahead" 

techniques start to be useful, and Algorithm II becomes more effective than Algorithm 

I.  

3. For a pair of different values of km  the ratio of corresponding algorithms' average 

cost-reliability rates is close to be equal the ratio of values km  themselves. This is 

true for any value   and for all the algorithms under comparison. 

4. The basic advantage of the suggested algorithms is that it makes possible to 

implement technical improvements of compound nature, when those improvements 

have a stepwise consecutive structure. 
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5. By comparing the several newly developed cost-reliability algorithms, it can be well-

recognized that algorithms based on the "look-ahead" cost-sensitivity lookover, are 

more efficient than an algorithm which does not comprise forecasting techniques. 

6. It has been proven theoretically that Algorithm III provides for the direct cost-

reliability Problem's solution results being at least not worse than by implementing 

other algorithms. As to the algorithm's cost-reliability sensitivity rate, extensive 

simulation shows that Algorithm III provides always better results than Algorithms I 

and II. 

7. All the suggested algorithms can be easily programmed on PC and are simple in 

usage. They can be applied both to the direct and the dual cost-reliability models. 

8. Besides cost-reliability problems, the results obtained may be used for optimizing any 

system's parameter by means of constrained technical improvements subject to 

restricted budget assigned for the parameter's amendment. 
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Chapter 12.  Optimization Models for Building Projects 
 

§12.1  Cost-optimization model for several construction projects under 

random disturbances 

12.1.1  Introduction 

Large-scale construction (building) projects are nowadays one of the most essential 

parts of the modern technical progress. Such projects are usually monitored by two-level 

project management (PM) companies. At the upper level (the company level) PM 

managers transfer to the lower level (the project level) various goal parameters for the 

projects‟ contractors. The latter actually determine and implement all the planning, 

control and scheduling procedures for the corresponding individual building projects in 

order to amend the project‟s situation. 

It can be well-recognized [5, 57, 107, 168] that to-day a building company does not 

determine either any on-line control or scheduling techniques for the subordinated 

projects; neither does the company undertake even quasi-optimal resource reallocation 

among the projects. This is because those techniques do not exist as yet. Each contractor 

undertakes individual decision-making in order to optimize (or, better to say, to refine) 

his own project‟s parameters, independently on other company‟s projects. Such actions, 

being useful for a single project, may result in heavy financial losses for a building 

company as a whole. This is because building resources are usually restricted and, thus, 

projects are not independent. For those projects the unification of local optimums may be 

very far from a global one. 

The goal of §12.1 is to determine both planning and control procedures (including 

resource reallocation) for the company level. Those actions are input parameters for the 

lower level, where only scheduling procedures are left at the contractors‟ disposal [107]. 

In our opinion, such a two-level model, being a novel one, will help the building 

companies to avoid financial losses. Since building resources are usually restricted, a 

clever heuristic resource maneuvering has to be introduced. 

12.1.2  The problem’s description  

A building company which simultaneously monitors several contractors is considered. 

Each contractor operates a building project (house, factory, hospital, etc.) consisting of a 

chain of operations to be processed in an individual definite technological sequence. 

Each project‟s operation utilizes qualified resources of various specialties, i.e., several 

non-consumable resources with fixed capacities (manpower, scrappers, etc.). For any 

operation in progress, all the resources remain unchanged until the operation terminates. 
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Each type of resources at the company‟s disposal is in limited supply, is 

predetermined and the resource limit remains unchanged at the same level throughout the 

project‟s realization, i.e., until the last project is actually completed. Thus, due to the 

limited resource levels, project‟s operations may have to wait in lines for resource supply, 

in order to proceed functioning. Since for each operation its duration is a random variable 

with given density function, a deterministic schedule of the moments when operations 

actually start cannot be pre-determined. Note that such simultaneously realized projects 

with consecutive operations cover a broad variety of different management structures, 

especially aggregated building projects [138, 173]. 

The system under consideration is based on a single storehouse where all the 

resources are stored and, if necessary, send to a certain contractor. After finishing an 

operation all the resources undertaking that operation are returned to the storehouse. 

Assume that all building projects start functioning at 0t . Assume, further, that the 

company externally receives from the customers in advance, i.e. before moment 0t , 

the cost of all finished building projects. This cost covers the following expenses: 

I. The cost of hiring and maintaining all the resources within all the projects‟ 

realization, i.e., starting from 0t  and finishing at the moment the last project will be 

finished. 

II. Delay penalties. The company has to pay for each i -th project a certain penalty iC  

per time unit within the project‟s duration, i.e., from 0t  until the finishing time iF , 

when the project is finished and is delivered to the customer. 

The problem is as follows: 

 to determine beforehand the optimal total resource capacities of all types of 

resources at the building company‟s disposal within the projects' realization, and 
 

 to determine random values of the moments the projects' operations actually start 

(in the course of the projects' realization, conditioned on our decision rules and  

based on the total predefined resource values), 

- in order to minimize the average of the company‟s expenses (including the penalties 

to the customers). We introduce average values since the durations of the projects‟ 

realizations are random values. 

The problem is solved via a heuristic algorithm by a combination of the cyclic 

coordinate descent method [9, 133] (at the upper level) and a simulation scheduling 

model (at the lower level). Resource allocation between the projects waiting in lines is 

carried out via an embedded newly developed decision rule. This rule enables to support 

projects with high delay penalties at the expense of projects with low penalties in the 

course of the projects‟ realization. 
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12.1.3  Notation  

Let us introduce the following terms: 

n  - number of building project niBPi 1, , to be realized simultaneously; 

iO  - the  -th operation of the i -th project in the form of a consecutive chain, 

im 1 ; 

im  - number of operations in project iBP ; 

it  - random duration of operation iO ; 

it  - average value of it  (pregiven); 

iV  - variance of it  (pregiven); 

kR  - the total capacity of the k -th type of resources, dk 1 , at the disposal of 

the building company (a deterministic value to be optimized); 

d  - number of resources; 

kir   - the k -th resource capacity required by operation iO  (pregiven); 

iS  - the moment operation iO  actually starts (a random value, to be determined 

by the simulation model via a decision rule in the course of realizing the 

projects); 

 iii tSF   - the moment operation iO  terminates (a random value); 

iC  - penalty the building company pays per time unit within the iBP ‟s duration 

(pregiven, a constant value); 

iF  - the moment operation iO  terminates (a random value); 

iF  - the moment project iBP  terminates, 
ii imimi tSF   (a random value); 

F  - the moment the last project terminates, i
i

FMaxF  ; 

 tSW ik , - the summarized capacity of the k -th resource assigned to operations at 

moment t , on condition that operations iO  starts at moments dkSi 1, ; 

   tSWRtR ikkk ,  - free available resources of k -th type at moment t ; 

   tRtR kk


*  - a part of free available resources to be set aside for the tense project; 

kS  - the cost of hiring, maintaining and utilizing the k -th resource unit at the time 

unit, dk 1 , (pregiven, a constant value); 

kR  - the positive search step value to optimize variable kR , dk 1  (pregiven); 

  - the relative accuracy value to obtain an optimal solution (pregiven); 

minkR  - the minimal possible level for the total capacity kR , dk 1  (pregiven by 

experts); 

maxkR  - the maximal possible level for value kR , dk 1  (pregiven); 
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 simQ  - simulated system‟s expenses by one simulation run; 

Q  - the system‟s average total expenses. 

Note that the following relations hold: 

ki
i

k rMaxMaxR 


min , (12.1.1)  











i

ki
m

k rMaxR
i


1

max ,

 
(12.1.2)  

maxmin kkk RRR  , ni 1 , im 1 , dk 1 .

 

(12.1.3)  

Restriction (12.1.1) is evident since otherwise some of the projects cannot be realized 

at all. If (12.1.2) does not hold a certain part of resources will not participate in the 

projects‟ realization. 

12.1.4  The problem’s formulation 

The problem is to determine both optimal deterministic values kR , dk 1 , (before 

the projects‟ realization) and random values iS  (in the course of the projects‟ realization 

and conditioned on our decisions), ni 1 , im 1 , to minimize the average of the 

total expenses: 

  







  
 

n

i

d

k

kkii
SR

RSFFCEMinQMin
ik 1 1, 

.

 

(12.1.4)  

It can be well-recognized that the first summond denotes the total amount of penalties 

paid to the customers while the second one denotes the total expenses of hiring and 

maintaining building resources. Note that both summonds are random values since F , iF

, ni 1 , are random as well. 

12.1.5  The problem’s solution 

Problem (12.1.4) is an extremely complicated problem which cannot be solved by 

using regular methods. Thus, we will use heuristic approaches. 

The suggested heuristic algorithm to solve the problem comprises two levels. At the 

lower level (the internal cycle) the simulation model undertakes numerous simulation 

runs in order to manage the project‟s realization. At the upper level (the external cycle) 

the heuristic search sub-algorithm undertakes cycle coordinate optimization in order to 

obtain the optimal vector kR


. The procedure of the optimization is based on optimizing 

objectives cyclically with respect to coordinate variables dRRR ,...,, 21 . Coordinate 1R  is 

optimized first, then 2R , and so forth through dR . The cyclic coordinate search algorithm 
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(CCSA) [9, 133] is widely known and is very efficient in various optimization problems 

with complicated, mostly non-linear restrictions. 

At the lower level a decision-making simulation model has to be implemented. The 

input data of the simulation model is the vector of total resource capacities kR


, dk 1 , 

which is determined in the course of the coordinate descent algorithm‟s work. Thus, in 

the course of a routine simulation run, vector  kR  is fixed and remains unchanged. It 

goes without saying that vector  kR


 satisfies (12.1.1-12.1.3). 

The main task of the simulation model is to determine ( in the course of a simulation 

run) random starting moments iS  of all operations iO , ni 1 , im 1 , entering the 

model. 

A routine simulation run starts functioning at 0t  and terminates with the 

completion of the last project. The simulation model comprises three sub-models as 

follows: 

Sub-model I actually governs most of the procedures to be undertaken in the course 

of the projects‟ realization, namely: 

 determines essential moments (decision points) when projects may be supplied 

with free available resources. A routine essential moment usually coincides either 

with the moment iF  an operation is finished and additional resources become 

available, or when a subset of new operations iO  becomes ready to be processed; 

 singles out (at a routine decision point) all the operations that are ready to be 

processed; 

 returns the utilized non-consumable resources to the company‟s store (at the 

moment an operation is finished); 

 determines the remaining projects at each routine decision point; 

 determines the completion moment for each project. 

Sub-model II comprises decision rules to reallocate free available resources at each 

decision moment t  among operations waiting for resources. In order to determine 

decision rules penalty values iC  have to be taken into account. 

Sub-model III supplies the chosen operations iO  with resources by means of Sub-

model II and later on simulates the corresponding durations it  (for projects which are 

waiting in lines to be provided with resources). 

Note that realizing Sub-models II and III results in complicated procedures with new 

sophisticated logistics. 

The enlarged procedure of the problem‟s solution is presented in Fig. 12.1. 
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Figure 12.1.  The enlarged procedure of the problem’s solution 
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12.1.6  Decision-making in the simulation model 

The basic idea of decision-making within the simulation model‟s realization is to 

choose projects‟ operations iO  to be supplied with resource from the line of projects 

ready to be operated. Determining values iS  is carried out at essential moments t  (see 

12.1.5) via a newly developed heuristic decision-making rule. 

Given at a routine decision point 0t : 

 f  project - operations 
11iO , 

ffii OO  ,,
22

 ready to be processed, nig 1 , 

igg m 1 , fg 1 ; call henceforth subset  
ggi

O   subset B. 

  kR  - total resource capacities dRR ,,1   determined in the course of coordinate 

optimization at the upper level. Vector kR


 remains unchanged within a routine 

simulation run; 

 
kir   - the k -th resource capacity required by iO  (pregiven and unchanged in the 

course of the problem‟s solution); 

  ii Vt ,  - parameters of iO , ni 1 , im 1 , (pregiven and unchanged within the 

problem‟s solution); 

  tRk  - free available resources from the storehouse, dk 1 , at decision point t  

(a random vector conditioned on our decisions); 

 cost values iC , ni 1 , 

-     the decision rule boils down to determine integer values 
ggi 

 , fg 1 , where 






.otherwise1

;momentatresourcesobtainnotwilloperationsproject'if0 tO
gg

gg

i

i




 

(12.1.5)  

We have developed an entirely new decision-making rule by integrating together 

tense heuristic decision rules [68], forecasting heuristic rules [85] and the classical zero-

one programming model [176]. 

In order to undertake decision-making we need to solve a subsidiary problem to be 

outlined below. 

12.1.7  Subsidiary problem (Problem A) 

Problem A which has to be solved at any decision point t , is as follows: 

For all project’s operations    
gghh iij OOO  

\  which at the moment t  are under way, 

calculate the mean values of their termination moments 
hhj

F   on condition that the latter 

exceed value t . 
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To solve that problem, one has to determine for a pregiven random value 
hhj

t   and the 

actually determined value 
hhj

S   (conditioned on our past decision making) the mean value 

of the termination moment 
hhj

F   on condition that tF
hhj
 . 

Note, that in the general case, we deal with a classical statistical problem of 

calculating the conditional mean value 

 
 

 











 dxxfx
F

E
1

1
,

 

(12.1.6)  

where  xF  is the cumulative probability function 

   




x

dyyfxF  .

 

(12.1.7)  

We have determined values  E  analytically for three distributions of random 

processing time of the operations [85]: 

a) normal distribution with mean it  and variance iV ; 

b) uniform distribution in the interval 







  iiii VtVt 3,3 ; 

c) exponential distribution with value 
it

1 . 

For the exponential distribution with the p.d.f.   xexf 
    using (12.1.6-12.1.7) 

results in 

 



1

E ;

 

(12.1.8)  

In the case of a uniform distribution in  ba, , i.e., for p.d.f.  
ab

xf



1

 , 

 
2




b
E  .

 

(12.1.9)  

For the normal distribution with parameters  2,a , i.e., for p.d.f. 

 
 

2

2

2

2
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ax
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 , we obtain 
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(12.1.10)  

where   






x y

dyex 2

2

2

1


 . 

Thus, to obtain value 









 tFSFE

hhhhhh bjbjbj , ,

 

(12.1.11)  

we need to substitute in (12.1.6) values   for 
hhbjSt   and 

hhbjF  for 
hhbjt , while the 

p.d.f.  xf  depends on probability laws (12.1.8-12.1.10). 

12.1.8  Step-wise decision-making heuristic procedure 

Determining values 
ggi 

  (see 12.1.6) can be realized by means of the following step-

wise procedure: 

Step 1. Determine the indices of the building projects iBP  to be realized at moment t  in 

the descending order of their penalty values iC . 
 

Project 1PB  is called the tense project since it defines often the bottleneck of the 

system. Subset B  has to be reordered in the same manner. 
 

Step 2. At a routine decision moment t  carry out a check: does the tense project enter 

subset B  or not? If yes, apply the next step. Otherwise go to Step 13. 
 

Step 3. Carry out a check: is it possible to supply at moment t  the tense project with 

needed resources from the company store or not? In other words, do relations 
 

   dkrtR kk  1,
11 , (12.1.12) 

 
 

hold, where 1  denotes the index of operation the tense project has to undergo at 

moment t ? If (12.1.12) holds, apply the next step. Otherwise go to Step 7. 
 

 

Step 4. Exclude the tense project form subset B  and update vector  tRk


 of free 

available resources 
 

     mktRrtR kkk  1,
11 . 

 

(12.1.13) 

Step 5. Solve the zero-one programming problem to be formulated as follows:  

determine integer values 11,  fg
ggi 

 , to maximize the objective 
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1

1

f

g

ilii ggggg
ggi

tCMax 





 (12.1.14) 

 
 

subject to 
 

    





1

1

1,
f

g

kkii mktRr
gggg  , (12.1.15) 

 
 

where  
ggi 

  is defined by (12.1.5). 
 

Problem (12.1.5, 12.1.14-12.1.15) is a classical zero-one integer programming 

problem. Its solution is outlined in many books on operation research, e.g., in 

[176].  Note that maximizing objective (12.1.14) results in the policy as follows:  

the project management takes all measures to operate first projects which being 

realized, decrease more essentially the total penalty the building company has to 

pay for the projects‟ prolongation. Only afterwards does the management take 

care of projects with smaller penalties. 
 

Step 6. After feeding-in-resources for the chosen building projects go to Sub-model I 

(see 12.1.5), and the projects‟ realization proceeds until the next decision point 

will be reached. 
 

Step 7. Examine all projects‟ operations 
hhbjO  which at moment t  are under way. Let the 

number of those operations be q . 
 

For each operation qhO
hhbj 1, , solve subsidiary Problem A in order to 

calculate the conditional mean values of the operations‟ termination moments.  

Denote those mean values by  
hhbjF . 

 

Step 8. Choose value 
hhbj

qh
bj FF




1
min


. 

 

Step 9. Carry out a check: is the amount of available resources from the company‟s 

store  tRk


 together with additional resources kbjr




 which will become available 

from 
bjO  at moment tFt bj 



* , be enough for operating the tense project 1BP  

at moment *t ? In other words, will relations 
 

   dkrrtR kkbjk  1,
11

, (12.1.16) 

 
 

hold? 
 

If yes, apply the next step. Otherwise go to Step 12. 
 

Step 10. Determine resource vector  
 

   dkrrtR kbjkk  1,
11

*

 , (12.1.17) 

 
 

to be stored and set aside for the tense project. 
 

Step 11. Update free available resources  
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       dktRtRtR kkk  1,** . (12.1.18) 

 
 

Go to Step 5. Later on apply Sub-model I. 
 

 Note that applying Step 5 from Step 11 differs essentially from applying Step 5 

from Step 4. In the latter case the tense project is supplied with resources and 

starts processing at moment t . If (12.1.16) does not hold, the tense project 

remains in the line until operation 
bjO  terminates. 

 

Step 12. Applying this step means that, as it stands now, it is impossible to proceed 

functioning the building projects from sub-set B . Therefore we suggest not 

supplying resources for any project operation  
ggj

O   until the next decision 

moment. Go to Sub-model I. 
 

Step 13. Applying this step means that the tense project 1BP  is under way and is realized 

in the course of processing operation 
hbO1 . Examine the results of Step 7 in order 

to determine the mean value 
hbF1  of the operation‟s finishing time. Since value 

hbF1  is calculated at moment t , we will denote this value by   tt 1 . 
 

Step 14. Using the results of Step 7 for all other building projects (besides the tense one), 

enumerate all time values 
hhbjF  in descending order. 

 

Step 15. Carry out a check: does at least one project exist with the corresponding 

conditional mean value 
hhbjF  satisfying  

 

  tFt
hhbj 1 ? (12.1.19) 

 
 

If yes, then the forthcoming tense building project has to be examined not at 

moment t , but at the closest next decision moment 
hhbjF . If (12.1.19) holds 

Step 16 has to be applied. Otherwise go to Step 17. 
 

Step 16 is similar to Step 5 with only one exception: integer values 
ggi 

  in zero-one 

programming model are determined for all f  projects‟ operations 
ggi

O   with 

non-updated free available resources  tRk


. After solving the modified problem 

(12.1.5, 12.1.14-12.1.15) go to Step 6. 
 

Step 17 is applied in case when the tense project terminates (according to the conditional 

forecasting) before all other projects which are under way. Here a check has to 

be carried out as follows: does at least one project exist in subset B  (i.e., among 

projects ready to be operated and seeking for resources) which after starting at 

moment t , will terminate before the moment  t1  which has been calculated at  

Step 13. Thus, inequalities 
 

   fgttt
ggi

 1,1  (12.1.20) 

 
 

have to be checked for all f  projects entering subset B . 
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 If at least one project satisfying (12.1.20) does exist, apply the next step.  

Otherwise go to Step 24. 
 

Step 18. Single out all projects entering B  and satisfying (12.1.20) and enumerate them 

anew. Let them be projects-operations  

 

 ffsO
sswv  *1, , (12.1.21) 

 
 

where *f  is the number of projects satisfying (12.1.20). 
 

Step 19. Solve zero-one programming model as follows: determine integer values 
*1, fs

sswv  ,  to maximize objective  
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1

f

s

wvwvv sssss
swsv

tCMax 


 (12.1.22) 

 
 

subject to 
 

    



*

1

f

s

kkwvwv tRr
ssss

 , (12.1.23) 

 
 

sswv  being defined by (12.1.5). 
 

Step 20. If problem (12.1.5, 12.1.22-12.1.23) has at least one non-zero solution, supply 

the corresponding projects' operations with needed resources. Projects' 

operations 
sswvO  which failed to obtain resources, are sent back to subset B . 

 

Step 21. Update the free available resources   dktRk 1, , as follows: 
 

 
    dktRrtR k

f

s

kvswwvk sss













1,
*

1

 . (12.1.24) 

Step 22. Enumerate the remaining projects‟ operations in subset B  anew, i.e., in 

decreasing order of their penalties iC . Define those operations by 
**1, fsO

ss zx  . 
 

Step 23. Solve one-zero programming problem (12.1.5, 12.1.22-12.1.23) for **f  

remaining operations 
ss zxO  and updated free resources (12.1.24). If the 

problem‟s solution includes non-zero integer values, supply the corresponding 

operations with needed resources. Go to Step 6, i.e., proceed with the building 

system‟s functioning at moment t  until the next decision moment. 
 

Step 24. Applying this step means that, according to our "look ahead" forecasting, the 

tense project‟s termination moment will be the next adjacent decision moment, 

i.e., the closest one to moment t . That means that even at moment  t1  the 

tense project cannot be supplied with resources. 
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 Take all the conditional mean values of termination moments for all projects‟ 

operation which are under way. Supplement this list with mean values of 

termination moments for all project‟s operations waiting in the line for resources 

at moment t , (i.e. entering subset B ) in case that they will be supplied with 

resources at that moment. Thus, the joint list includes q  mean values 

qhF
hhbj 1, , and f  mean values hgtt

ggi
 1, . Enumerate the joint list in 

descending order. To simplify the terminology, define the operations entering 

the list by fqO  1, , their corresponding penalty values - by C , 

resource vectors - by r


, the mean values of the operations‟ termination 

moments - by   (where the minimal value  tfq 1   refers to the tense 

project). 
 

 

Step 25. Analyse sequence   , element after element, starting from 1 qf , in the 

reverse direction, i.e. by diminishing   by one consecutively. Undertake a 

check: is the operation O  under way or does it enter subset B ? If O  is under 

way, apply the next step. Otherwise go to Step 27. 
 

Step 26 is similar to Step 5 and results in solving the zero-one programming problem as 

follows: determine integer values fg
ggi

1, , to maximize the objective  
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subject to 
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kkii mktRr
gggg  , (12.1.25) 

 
 

ggi 
  being defined by (12.1.5). 

 
 

Supply the corresponding operations with resources (in case of non-zero 

solutions) and go to Step 6. 
 

Step 27. This step is applied in the case when O  enters subset B  and is waiting for 

required resources. If relation  
 

   rtRk


  (12.1.26) 

 
 

holds, i.e., operation O  can be supplied at moment t  with available resources, 

apply the next step. Otherwise go to Step 29. 
 

 

Step 28. Update the free available resources  tRk


 

 

    tRrtR kk  


. (12.1.27) 

Step 29. Update  
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   BOOB
ggi

 \ , (12.1.28) 

 ff 1 , (12.1.29) 

 
 

and the counter   
 

  1 . (12.1.30) 

 
 

If 0  go to Step 6. Otherwise go to Step 24, i.e., proceed examining  O  in 

the reverse direction. 

It can be well recognized that the main purpose of Steps 24-29 is to bring the decision 

moment which happens next after moment  t1 , as close as possible to that moment.  

That is because at moment  t1  the tense project‟s operation terminates and the project 

cannot be supplied with resources at that moment. Thus, the next decision moment is 

needed as soon as possible. To conclude, the general goal of our heuristic is to push the 

tense project through the building process. After the tense project terminates, another 

remaining project with the maximal penalty value iC  will take his place. 

12.1.9  Cyclic coordinate search algorithm (CCSA) 

As mentioned above, the suggested heuristic algorithm to solve the problem 

comprises two levels. At the lower level (the internal cycle) the simulation model 

undertakes numerous simulation runs in order to manage the projects‟ realization. At the 

upper level (the external cycle) the heuristic search sub-algorithm undertakes cyclic 

coordinate optimization in order to obtain the optimal vector kR


. The procedure of the 

optimization is based on optimizing objective (12.1.4) cyclically with respect to 

coordinate variables dRRR ,,, 21  .  Coordinate 1R  is optimized first, then 2R , and so forth 

through dR . The coordinate descent method is widely known [133] and is very efficient 

in various optimization problems with complicated, mostly non-linear, objectives. The 

enlarged step-by-step procedure of the optimizing sub-algorithm is as follows: 
 

Step 1. Determine the initial search point  00

kRX   by taking deliberately overstating 

values, e.g., dkRR kk  1,max

0 . It can be well-recognized that setting 

 max

0

kRX   results in a feasible solution. 
 

 

Step 2. Fix the initial values   0, XRR kk


 , and start diminishing value 1R  by 1R  

consecutively, i.e., ,,2,1,111  rRRrR  while all other coordinates 

dRRR ,,, 32   are fixed and remain unchanged. Each newly determined search 

point  dRRRrR ,,, 211   has to be examined via simulation in order to verify 

that checking a new search point results in decreasing objective (12.1.4). 
 

 In order to formalize the procedure of verification via a simulation model, we 

suggest to undertake M  simulation runs in order to obtain representative 
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statistics  1000500 M . 
 

Step 3. Proceed examining the monotonous decrease of estimate Q  in the course of 

diminishing consecutively the first coordinate 1R , until either: 
 

 1. The diminished value 1R  reaches its lower bound min1R ,  or 

 2. The monotonous decrease of objective (12.1.4) ceases to hold for 

max11min1 RRR  . 

 
 

In any case value 1R  which corresponds to the minimal value of Q , is fixed, and 

we start diminishing the second coordinate, 2R  by step 2R  (with fixed values 

1R  (newly obtained), dRR ,,3  ). The process proceeds for other coordinates, 

etc., until the last coordinate, dR , is examined. 

 
 

Note that in the course of undertaking a coordinate search each successive 

search results always in decreasing objective (12.1.4).  Otherwise, i.e., if a 

routine search step does not result in decreasing (12.1.4), the corresponding 

routine coordinate kR  is fixed and the next, the  1k -th coordinate 1kR , starts 

to be examined. 
 

 

Step 4. Obtaining a new search vector  kR


 in the course of optimizing all the 

coordinates separately, results in realizing the first iteration to determine the 

quasi-optimal values  kR . All search steps kR  have to be diminished (mostly 

by dividing by two), and we proceed to minimize (12.1.4) cyclically with respect 

to the new coordinate variables beginning from 1R . 
 

Step 5. For all next iterations in the course of the coordinate optimization, a search is 

realized for each routine coordinate dkRk 1, , in two opposite directions, 

namely kk RR   and kk RR  , to determine the direction of objective‟s (12.1.4, 

12.1.14-12.1.15) decline. The direction which results in the highest objective‟s 

decrease, has to be chosen. The search process proceeds in that direction until 

the objective‟s decrease ceases to hold. 
 

Step 6. After undertaking a routine search iteration ,,2,1, vv  the objective (12.1.4), 
vQ , referring to that iteration, has to be compared with the results of the 

previous,  1v -th iteration, by calculating 
 

  
   

 1

1



 


v

vv
v

Q

QQ
. (12.1.31) 

 
 

Thus, at least two iterations have to be undertaken. 
 

 

Step 7. If relation    v  holds, i.e., if the relative difference between two adjacent 

iterations  1vQ  and vQ  becomes less than the pregiven tolerance 0 , the 

algorithm terminates. Otherwise, Step 2 has to be applied. 
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12.1.10  Conclusions 

The following conclusions can be drawn from the study: 

1. The construction industry is very large, complex, and different from other industries. 

The industry needs much investment and involves various types of stakeholders and 

participants.  A construction process is a continuous one, usually spread over a 

number of years. Modern construction projects are usually monitored by two-level 

PM companies. 
 

 It can be well-recognized that to-day a building company does not determine either 

any on-line control or scheduling techniques for the subordinated projects; neither 

does the company undertake even quasi-optimal resource reallocation among the 

projects. This is because those techniques do not exist as yet. Each contractor 

undertakes individual decision-making in order to optimize (or, better to say, to 

refine) his own project‟s parameters, independently on other company‟s projects.  

Such actions, being useful for a single project, may result in heavy financial losses for 

a building company as a whole. This is because building resources are usually 

restricted and, thus, projects are not independent. For those projects the unification of 

local optimums may be very far from a global one. 
 

2. The goal of §12.1 is to determine both planning, control and scheduling procedures, 

including resource reallocation, at the company level. Those actions are input 

parameters for the lower level, where only scheduling procedures are left at the 

contractor‟s disposal. The objective is to minimize the average of the building 

company‟s expenses. 
 

3. The problem is solved by means of a heuristic algorithm through a combination of a 

cyclic coordinate descent method at the upper level and a decision-making simulation 

model at the lower level. 
 

4. Resource reallocation between the projects waiting in lines is carried out via a newly 

developed decision rule. 
 

5. The novelty of the research can be defined by: 
 

 the problem's formulation which is actually a generalization of formerly developed 

decision-making simulation models, and 
 

 by introducing a more effective decision-making rule than the existing ones. The 

latter are based on one performance rule while our approach is based on a 

combination of several most effective preference rules together with forecasting 

models and a classical zero-one programming problem. 
 

6. The efficiency of the developed model has been verified by means of numerical 

examples and by comparison with other existing heuristics [68, 138, 173]. 
 

7. In our opinion, the results obtained can be used in future by a variety of large building 

and construction companies, as well as by governmental agencies. 
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§12.2  Monitoring several building projects using costly resource divisions 

12.2.1  Introduction 

In this discussion we will consider a simultaneously realized group of extremely 

important building (construction) projects which are monitored by a specialized 

company. Those projects may result in creating new hi-tech devices, mountain or sea 

tunnels, new railroads, etc. Practically for nearly all building systems of this type, due to 

random disturbances from the environment, breakdowns of equipment, a variety of 

random human factors affecting the work of personnel, etc., those operations experience 

random deviations from the average speed. Due to random influences, various scheduling 

models, including resource delivery schedules, become very important, since for such 

building projects various resource types might prove to be extremely costly. 

Most of the existing techniques for industrial scheduling is based on the so-called 

priority rules (see, e.g., [68, 70, 138, 147, 173]). The objective is mostly to minimize the 

makespan (the schedule time) according to the starting times of operations obtained by 

using priority rules. It can be well recognized that one of the most fruitful approach in 

industrial scheduling is the idea of pairwise comparison [68, 138, 147]. The latter is 

usually used for choosing activities for a processor from the line of activities ready to be 

operated on that processor. If at a certain moment several projects are waiting to be 

operated on a certain processor, a pairwise comparison between the first two competitive 

projects is arranged. The winner competes with the next project in the line, etc., until only 

one winner will be left. The latter has to be chosen for the processor. 

The idea of §12.2 is to expand this approach to the case of several building projects 

with different priority indices and random time durations. The competition between two 

projects which at a certain moment are seeking one and the same division, is based on 

comparing two different options: 

Option A. The first project is chosen to be realized on the division and the second project 

will be realized after the first project will be finished. 
 

Option B. The second project is chosen for the division and the first one waits until the 

second project will be processed. 

The idea of such a comparison is to calculate for each alternative option the projects‟ 

delivery performances, i.e., the probabilities for both projects to meet their due dates on 

time. The option which ensures the maximal delivery performance for the couple of 

projects, i.e., for the projects‟ unification, has to be chosen. 

12.2.2  The system’s description 

A building company comprising n  simultaneously realized construction projects and 

m  resource divisions (special laboratories, coal harvesters, railroad machines, various 

auxiliary engineering plants, proving grounds, etc.) is considered. Each building project 
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consists of an individual chain of several stages, each of which needs to be realized 

during an uninterrupted period by a pregiven division. Each division can process at most 

one project at a time. A project cannot be realized at the same time by more than one 

division. Each stage of each project is carried out under random disturbances and, thus, 

has a random duration. Due to the number of projects and the restricted divisions‟ 

capacities, there may be projects which at a certain moment are waiting in a line ready to 

be realized by one and the same division. For each project its due date to be 

accomplished and delivered to the customer is pregiven. Each project has its priority 

index which signifies the importance of the project. 

A priority index has to be set for each project by the design office, i.e., by managers 

which are responsible for the project‟s delivery performance. The initial data for the  i -th 

project, ni 1 , is given in the form of a matrix row where each  -th element, m 1 , 

corresponds to the  -th stage iS  of that project and comprises three values:  ii Vt ,  and 

im . Here it  is the average value of random duration it  of the project‟s stage, iV  is the 

variance of it  and im , mmi  1 , is the ordinal number of the division which has to 

process stage iS . Thus, the system‟s initial data is given in the form of an  mn   - matrix 

 iii
mVtW ,, , ni 1 , m 1 , where each project has its individual route via the 

company‟s divisions. Note that if a project is structured from activities in the form of a 

network model, values it  and iV  can be determined beforehand by simulating the 

subnetwork which corresponds to stage iS . An essential number of simulation runs has 

to be carried out in order to obtain a representative statistics to calculate it  and iV . If the 

project is not given in the form of a network model, values it  and iV  can be set by 

practitioners by using various expert methods, e.g., the Delphi method. 

The problem is to determine starting time values for each project to be passed on each 

division. Those values are not calculated beforehand and are random values conditioned 

on the model‟s decision-making in the course of the projects‟ realization. The objective is 

to maximize the weighted function of the projects‟ delivery performances, i.e., of their 

probabilities to meet the corresponding due dates on time. Decision-making is carried out 

via pairwise comparison, by examining the projects‟ delivery performances together with 

their priority indices, and is used for choosing projects from a line. 

12.2.3 Notation and the problem’s formulation 

Let us introduce the following terms [99]: 

n  - number of building projects in the company; 

m  - number of resource divisions entering the company; 

iS  -  -th stage of the i -th project, m1   , ni1  ; 

im  - number of stages of the i -th project, mm1 i  ; 
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it  - random processing time of iS ; 

it  - expected value of it  (pregiven); 

iV  - variance of it  (pregiven); 

im  - index of the division on which iS  is realized, mm1 i    (pregiven); 

 iii m,V,t  - initial data matrix; 

i  - priority index of the i -th project to indicate the level of the project‟s 

importance (pregiven); if project 1i  has a higher importance than project 2i , 

relation 
21 ii    holds; 

iE  - the earliest possible time moment to start realizing project i  (pregiven); 

iD  - due date for the i -th project to be accomplished (pregiven); 

iT  - time moment stage iS  starts (a random value conditioned on the model‟s 

decisions); 

iF  - the actual moment stage iS  is accomplished; 

iF  - the actual time for the i -th project to be accomplished. 

The problem is to determine values iT , ni 1 , m 1 , to maximize the objective 

 
  




n

1i
iii

T
DFPrMaxI

i




 

(12.2.1)  

subject to 

i1i ET  , ni1  ,

 

(12.2.2)  

where  ii DF Pr  is the i -th project‟s delivery performance. Note that maximizing 

objective (12.2.1) results in the policy as follows: the management takes all measures to 

accomplish first projects with higher priorities; only afterwards it takes care of other 

projects. The problem cannot be solved in the general case and allows only a heuristic 

solution. The latter is based on the combination of a simulation model and a heuristic 

decision-making rule. Decision-making, i.e., determining values iT , is carried out at 

essential moments when either one of the divisions is free for service or a certain project 

is ready to be processed. Note that if a project is ready to be processed on a certain 

division which is free for service and there is no line for that division, the project is 

passed to that division. Otherwise, i.e., in the case of a line of competitive projects for 

one and the same division, a competition is arranged based on the idea of pairwise 

comparison. We will assume henceforth for simplicity that all values it  have a normal 

distribution with parameters it  and iV . 
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12.2.4 Decision-making rules for projects with random operations 

In [68, 80, 99] we suggest two types of forecasting for scheduling various OS with 

random operations: 

  

 

 short-term forecasting is used to forecast the moment a certain operation, a group 

of operations or a project is finished. For that purpose, the average processing time  

it   is suggested; 
  

  

 

 long-term forecasting is used to calculate at a certain moment t the probability of 

meeting the due date on time. Using the Central Limit Theorem, we obtain 
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  , (12.2.3) 

 
where   
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dte
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  is a standard normal distribution and stages 

iim1,ii S,...,S,S   have not yet been operated at moment t . An assumption is 

introduced that those future stages will not wait in lines. 

If, at a certain moment t , q  projects with ordinal numbers qiii ,...,, 21  are waiting in 

the line and are ready to be passed to the k -th division to realize the corresponding stages 

qqiii SSS  ,...,,
2211

, we suggest the idea of pairwise comparison, which has been 

effectively used in various scheduling problems [68, 80, 138, 173]. Note that relation  

qqiii mmmk   ...
2211

 holds. Arrange a pairwise comparison between the first two 

competitive projects with indices 1i  and 2i  as follows. If 
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(12.2.4)  

holds, the first project wins the competition. The winner competes with the next 

project with index 3i ,  etc.,  until only one winner is left. The latter has to be chosen from 

the line for that division. If relation (12.2.4) holds, that means that if the first project is 

operated first and the second one afterwards, we will accomplish both projects earlier, 

than by choosing the second project first for the division. Relation (12.2.4) realizes a 

short-term forecasting by using average values it . Such decision-making is effective 

when the objective is to minimize the average makespan value, i.e., the actual time period 

for all projects to be realized 
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(12.2.5)  

If, besides average values it , other parameters (e.g., cost parameters, etc.) have to be 

taken into account, we suggest undertaking the pairwise comparison by using long-term 

forecasting. Four values are calculated: 

1. Probability performance  tpp 1ti1
  for the first project to be accomplished on time 

on condition that the project is chosen for the division at moment t . 

2. Probability performance  tpp 2ti2
  for the second project to be accomplished on 

time on condition that the project is passed to the division at moment t . 

3. Probability performance  tpp 3i,tt 211i


 
 for the second project to be accomplished 

on time on condition that the first project is passed to the division first, i.e., at 

moment t , and later on, at the time moment 
11itt  ,  the second project will start to 

be processed by the division. 

4. Probability performance  tpp 4i,tt 122i


 
 for the first project to be accomplished on 

time on condition that the second project will be chosen first, at moment t , for the 

division, and later on, at moment 
22itt  , the first project will be passed to the 

division. 

Those four conditional probabilities satisfy [80] 
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  (12.2.9) 

After calculating values  tp1 ,  tp2 ,  tp3  and  tp4 , decision-making is carried out 

by analyzing them. A decision-making rule for the case of projects with different 

priorities will be outlined below. 

12.2.5 Decision-making rules for projects with priority indices 

The developed heuristic decision-making rule to choose the project from the line for a 

division comprises both short-term and long-term forecasting procedures. If nq  

projects with indices  qiii ,...,, 21   are seeking the k -th resource division at moment  t   in 

the line, we suggest the procedure as follows. A pairwise comparison between the first 

two projects has to be arranged. Two competitive options are examined: 

Option A. The first project is passed to the k -th division at moment t , and the second 

project afterwards, at moment 
11itt  . 

 

Option B. The second project is passed to the k -th division at moment t   and later on, at 

moment 
22itt  , the first project will start to be carried out. 

Using  the assumption that  later on, in the course of carrying out the remaining stages 

of both projects, the latter will not wait in lines, we can calculate objective (12.2.1) for 

two projects only, by examining Options A and B separately. Thus, we finally obtain two 

comparative values AI  and BI  satisfying: 

   tptpI 3i1iA 21
  ,

 

(12.2.10)  
   

   tptpI 2i4iB 21
  . (12.2.11)  

Since objective (12.2.1) has to be maximized, the option which delivers the maximum 

to value I , has to be accepted. Thus, if BA II  , project 1i  is the winner. Otherwise the 2i
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-th project wins the competition. The winner competes with the 3i -th project, etc., until 

only one winner will be left. The latter has to be passed to be k -th resource division at 

moment t  for further realization. 

Decision-making rules (12.2.10-12.2.11) have to be implemented at any essential 

moment, when a certain division is ready to realize a project and if there is a line of 

projects (i.e., more than one project) seeking for that resource division. 

12.2.6  Simulation model 

The suggested heuristic algorithm to solve problem (12.2.1-12.2.2) comprises a 

simulation model together with decision-making rules (12.2.10-12.2.11). The simulation 

model: 

 determines (within a routine simulation run) the system‟s essential 

moments; 

 determines the lists of projects which are waiting in lines; 

 carries out decision-making to choose a project from the line; 

 passes the project to the division in case if there is only one project seeking 

for that division; 

 simulates the processing time it  of stage iS  at moment t , when the 

project has been chosen for the division; thus, the actual random moment 

 ii ttF   to be accomplished is simulated as well; 

 carries out a sample of simulation runs to obtain representative statistics. 

12.2.7 Experimentation 

In order to evaluate the performance of the heuristic algorithm an example has been 

chosen. Six simultaneously realized projects have to be processed on five different 

divisions. The initial data matrix is given in Table 12.1. The projects‟ parameters D  and 

  are presented in Table 12.2. For each project its delivery performance, i.e., the 

probability of meeting the due date on time, has been calculated on the basis of 500 

simulation runs. The results are presented in Table 12.3. The following conclusions can 

be drawn from the table: 

 

1. An evident correlation between the projects‟ priority indices and the corresponding 

delivery performance rates can be recognized. Lower priority indices correspond to 

lower delivery performance rates, and vice versa. This fully coincides with the 

general idea of problem (12.2.1-12.2.2). 

2. The obtained delivery performance rates are reliable enough for practical industrial 

problems. 
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Table 12.1  The initial data matrix (6 projects, 5 divisions) 

 

Projects 
 

 

Stage 1 
 

Stage 2 
 

Stage 3 
 

Stage 4 
 

Stage 5 

1 (150, 100, 1) (150, 100, 5) (120, 100, 4) (120, 100, 3) (120, 150, 2) 

2 (160, 900, 1) (220, 900, 2) (480, 900, 3) (120, 900, 5) (130, 400, 4) 

3 (120, 90, 5) (480, 1600, 2) (110, 90, 1) (130, 400, 3) (120, 900, 4) 

4 (160, 900, 4) (120, 900, 3) (180, 600, 5) (160, 100, 2) (160, 100, 1) 

5 (150, 1000, 5) (120, 400, 3) (120, 900, 2) (100, 100, 1) (130, 500, 4) 

6 (450, 1000, 5) (140, 900, 4) (160, 100, 2) (160, 400, 3) (120, 900, 1) 
 

Table 12.2  The projects’ parameters 

 

Projects 
 

 

Due  date  D  
 

Priority  index    

1 1200 25 

2 980 30 

3 1750 15 

4 1100 25 

5 1900 20 

6 1200 30 
 

Table 12.3  Delivery performance values 

 

Projects 
 

 

Delivery  performance  values 

1 0.785 

2 0.960 

3 0.642 

4 0.801 

5 0.725 

6 0.944 

It can be well-recognized that the decision models based on the idea of pairwise 

comparison amongst competing projects are effective and easy in usage. Simulation 

results, as well as applications on a real design office, show that the pairwise approach is 

a very useful procedure. The developed decision-making model (12.2.10-12.2.11) can be 

widely used for solving the general problem (12.2.1-12.2.2) for several projects with 

different priority indices. One has only to undertake decision-making at each decision 

point. The model can be applied for a broad variety of industrial projects, including 

various flexible manufacturing systems. 
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§12.3  Long-term innovative construction projects with alternative 

outcomes and branching nodes 

12.3.1  Introduction 

In Chapter 6 we have presented various decision-tree models which have great 

usefulness in practice, when operating long-term innovative construction projects under 

random disturbances, e.g., constructing a major Arctic pipeline [45]. Long-term 

innovative construction projects (LTICP) are characterized by a high level of 

indeterminacy, and with various types of branching nodes in key events. Those nodes 

may be the result of unpredictable outcomes of future pioneering hi-tech experiments, 

geological surveys with possible alternative outcomes, etc.  

What is the essence of our philosophy [25, 83-84] when controlling an innovative  

project with uncertainty and being, at the outset, something which is basically 

indeterminate? Many examples from high performance practice show that under such 

circumstances, the control system should not work to a predetermined plan, but should be 

inherently adaptable, seeking at each decision node to assess the best route forward, 

reconfiguring the ultimate goals, if appropriate. 

Note that the sub-problem of determining the best route may be very difficult and 

complicated, especially for systems with a high level of indeterminacy. Solving this sub-

problem usually results in solving the general control problem. 

Our philosophy in project planning and control with indeterminacy centers on 

avoiding predetermining the initial network model; moreover, in certain cases the 

structure of such a model may be indeterminate. At the initial stage of the project's 

realization, the network may be restricted to a source node and several alternative sink 

nodes (goals) together with some milestones (a decision-tree model). Such a restricted 

project is called an aggregated project. Various activities are usually of random duration. 

Such a stochastic alternative network is renewed permanently over time, including 

changes in the ultimate goals. At each decision node, our techniques enable us to choose 

the optimal outcome. Decision-making is repeatedly introduced for the renewed network 

at every sequentially reached decision node. 

We will examine henceforth a LTICP network model with a very high level of 

uncertainty - a branching network to control a project with two kinds of alternative 

events: stochastic (uncontrolled) branching of the development of a project, as well as 

deterministic branching where the outcome direction is chosen by the project's decision 

maker [45, 67-70]. 

Note that while the literature on PERT and CPM network techniques is quite vast, the 

number of publications on alternative networks remains very scanty. Various authors, 

e.g., Elmaghraby [55], introduced the concept of a research and development (R&D) 

project as a complex of actions and problems towards achieving a definite goal. Several 
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adequate network models for such projects have been considered [39, 45, 168]. Note that 

those projects, being alternative, remain uncontrollable. 

Golenko-Ginzburg [67-70, 83-84] developed the novel controlled alternative activity 

network (CAAN model) for projects with both random and deterministic alternative 

outcomes at key nodes. At each routine decision-making node, the developed algorithm, 

based on lexicographic scanning, singles out all the sub-networks (the so-called joint 

variants) that correspond to all possible outcomes from that node. The joint variants of 

the CAAN model are enumerated by introducing a lexicographic order to the set of 

maximal paths in the CAAN graph. The corresponding lookover algorithm is very simple 

in usage. Decision-making results in determining the optimal joint variant and following 

the optimal direction up to the next decision-making node. 

We will use the CAAN alternative network model which suits mostly the LTICP. 

12.3.2  Formal description of the alternative stochastic model 

The alternative CAAN network model [67, 70] is generally a finite compendent 

directed graph,  YUG , , with the following properties: 

(1) Graph G  has one initial event, 0y  (the network entry), for which 

0

1уГ  and  

0Гу . 
 

(2) Graph G  contains a set Y ' of events y ' (called terminal events, or network exits), 

where уГ ,   уГ 1   and 2' Y . 
 

(3) The set of events Y  of graph G  is not uniform and consists of events of type X
~~  

(classical PERT model) and of more complex logical types, A
~~ , B

~~
 , and  

~~ , 

being represented in the below Table 12.4: 
 

Table 12.4.  Logical possibilities of alternative network model events 

 
 

Designation of an event in 

the model 
 

Logical relations at the 

event's receiver 

Logical relations at the 

event's emitter 

 ~  and and 

 ~  and exclusive  "or" 

 
~

 exclusive  "or" and 

 ~  exclusive  "or" exclusive  "or" 

 
  

(4) The set of arcs U  of graph G  is split into a subset 'U  of arcs corresponding to the 

actual functioning of the alternative network, and subset ''U  of arcs representing the 
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logical interconnections between actual and imaginary functions. 
 

(5) Vector klW  of values characterizing actual work is constructed preliminary for every 

arc, 'UU kl  , representing an actual activity. Among such values are the time of the 

activity duration klt ; the required cost klC ; and other components of this vector. The 

vector's components  kl  ( k1 , k  being the vector' dimension) can be 

represented, depending on the degree of indeterminacy, either by determined 

estimations or by random values with a given distribution function,   klf ,  on the 

interval      






   klkl , , where    kl  and    kl  are boundary estimations of 

the  -th component of vector klW . 
  

(6) For the stochastic alternative model of a combined type, the set of alternative events, 


~~

A , is split into subsets A  - alternative events that show the branching of 

determined variants, and A  - alternative events that represent the situations of 

branching stochastic variants, where AAA  
~~

. 
 

(7) When the network event is of alternative nature, it is assigned a set of estimations of 

corresponding local variant probabilities. In other words, a nonnegative number, 

1ijp , such that 1
1




in

j

ijp  (where  ijp   is the a priori probability of transferring from 

i  to j  and in  stands for the number of local variants appearing in event i ), is related 

to each alternative path starting from event i  of type A~  or A~  and leading to 

outcome j . 
 

(8) If event i  is related to an alternative event of class A
~

, the corresponding conditional 

transfer probability, ijp , is usually assumed to be equal 1. This means that the process 

of choosing the direction in which the system has to move towards its target is of a 

determined character; it is the prerogative of the system's controlling device. 

Problems of alternative network model analysis and synthesis are solved by applying 

the principle of network enlarging and obtaining a special graph - the outcome tree [25, 

67-70], which is usually designated as  VAD ,  and represents a graph that can be 

constructed by modifying the original model,  UYG , , as follows: 

(a) The set, which consists of the initial event, finite events, and events that are branching 

points of alternative paths of graph G , is taken as the set of events of graph D . The 

initial event, 00 y , is called a hanging event. 
 

(b) 

 

The set of arcs  
ijvV   of graph D  is obtained thorough an equivalent transformation 

of a set of sub-graphs, 
ijG , extracted from network G  according to the following 
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procedure: 

 any event i , except for the finite ones, ' , can be the initial event of sub-graph 

 
ijijij ULG , , where ijy'  and 

iji Y1 ; 
 

 iijY 
~

, where i
~

 stands for the transitive closure of mapping i ; 
 

 only an  -event of graph G , except for the initial event, 00 y , can be a finite 

event of sub-graph ijG ,  and 
 

 no  
ji  ,..., -type paths that connect the initial event, i , with sub-graph finite 

event j  in ijG , contain other  -events of graph G . 
 

(c) every arc, ijv , of outcome tree D  is obtained by reducing fragment ijG  of network 

 UYG ,  to one arc beginning at i  and ending at j . In addition, realization 

probability ijp , fulfilment time ijt , and other parameters equivalent to the 

corresponding characteristic values for initial fragment ijG  are brought into 

correspondence with the enlarged arc ijv . 

If different fragments, ijG , of the model do not intersect, the alternative network is 

called entirely divisible; all events of the corresponding outcome tree prove to be  -type 

events. 

We will require a supplementary definition. A partial variant is a variant of the 

network model's realization; it corresponds to a definite direction of its development at an 

individual stage, characterizes one of the possible ways of reaching the intermediate 

target, and does not contain alternative situations. The variant of realization of the whole 

project, which does not contain alternative branchings and is formed by a sequence of 

partial variants, is called a full variant. On the outcome tree,  VAD , , a certain arc, ijv , 

corresponds to the partial variant, while some path connecting root event 0  with one of 

the hanging events, corresponds to the full variant. 

The combined outcome tree,  VAD , , can be regarded as a union of purely stochastic 

outcome trees that reflects some homogenous alternative stochastic network models. The 

latter are obtained by choosing different directions in the controlled devices. Such 

stochastic outcome trees, which are all part of the combined outcome tree,  VAD , , are 

called joint variants of realizing the stochastic network model. 

The joint variant can be extracted from the original graph,  VAD , , by "fixing" certain 

directions in interconnected events of type   and excluding unfixed directions. In other 

words, every joint variant can be regarded as a realization variant of the network model. 

Such a variant has a determined topology, but it contains probability situations and has 

certain possible stochastic finite states. 
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Let us examine an outcome tree of a CAAN type alternative project presented on Fig. 

12.2. Here    denote decision-making nodes of deterministic nature, where the outcome 

direction is fully governed by the project's manager. Nodes    are of stochastic nature 

and, as such, are not controlled. Each  -type node comprises several outcome 

probabilities which form a full group of events. 
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Figure 12.2.   Controlled alternative network project 
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Figure 12.3  The project's joint variants 
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Stage a) on Fig. 12.3 presents six joint variants which can be singled out by analyzing 

the outcome tree. Note that none of the joint variants comprise alternative deterministic 

nodes and are determined by choosing non-contradictive directions in nodes . Thus, all 

joint variants are either purely alternative stochastic non-controllable networks of -

type, or non-alternative fragments. Stage b) on Figure 12.3 demonstrates simplified joint 

variants of both types. 

12.3.3  Optimal joint variant 

Managing a controlled alternative activity network with two types of branching events 

means choosing an optimal joint variant which optimizes the project's goal function. For 

the case of a LTICP we consider several optimality criteria: 

A. Since a joint variant can be regarded as a purely stochastic alternative project, we may 

calculate the entropy level as a measure of indeterminacy for each joint variant. The 

joint variant with the least entropy level has to be chosen. 
 

B. For the case of an averse risk manager the strategy is as follows. Calculate (for each 

joint variant) the goal function for the worst possible probability outcome (i.e., the 

worst possible full variant). In other words, we determine the worst goal function 

value which may be actually (i.e., with probability exceeding zero) achieved in the 

course of realizing the joint variant. Call such a goal function value for the i -th joint 

variant  iJGmin . The joint variant which delivers an optimal value from all  iJGmin , 

ni 1 , has to be chosen as the optimal one. 
 

C. Calculate for each i -th joint variant iJ , ni 1 , the average value of the goal 

function, i.e., the mathematical expectation given in the form 

     ,

 

(12.3.1)  

where  denotes the probability of realizing the full variant , and  stands 

for the goal function of that full variant. Joint variant  satisfying 

     ,

 

(12.3.2)  

has to be preferred as the optimal one. 

D. Criterion D is contrary to Criterion B. We have to calculate for each joint variant the 

goal function corresponding to the best goal function outcome which may be actually 
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obtained in the course of realizing the joint variant. Call it , . Joint 

variant  satisfying 

         i
ni

JGJG max
1

max max




 

(12.3.3)  

has to be chosen as the optimal one. 

The choice of the optimal strategy depends on the nature of LTICP. If the value of the 

quality of the project's product is extremely important, Strategy D has to be preferred. 

Note that both Strategies B and D are, in fact, game strategies. In case we are interested 

in a less nervous progress of the regarded projects, Strategy C seems to us to be a better 

choice. 

12.3.4  Numerical example 

Let us present a numerical example for the outcome tree appearing in Fig. 12.2 and 

12.3. The alternative model of CAAN type comprises 6 joint variants 61,..., JJ  and 10 full 

variants 11F , 12F , 13F , 21F , 22F , 23F , 31F , 41F , 51F , 52F , 61F , 62F  (note that full variants 11F  

and 12F  coincide with full variants 21F  and 22F ). Let the goal function be the project's 

cost (to be minimized) and preset the local activities' costs as follows: 1012 C , 623 C , 

1524 C , 1225 C , 1436 C , 937 C , 1012,6 C , 1613,6 C , 1514,7 C , 2015,7 C , 1148 C , 

1349 C , 1516,8 C , 817,8 C , 1018,9 C , 1819,9 C , 1210,5 C , 3611,5 C . Assume, further, 

that the alternative graph under consideration refers to the LTICP class of projects. 

It can be well-recognized from examining Fig. 12.2 and 12.3 that implementing 

Strategy A results in comparing two alternative joint variants 3J  and 4J , both with zero 

level of entropy. Since 

  5116,84824123  CCCCJC
 

exceeds 

  4417,84824124  CCCCJC , 

joint variant 4J  has to be determined as the optimal one. 

Implementing Strategy B, i.e., risk-averse decision-making, boils down to calculating 

the following values: 

  46
40

;46;40
max

14,7372312

13,636231212,6362312

1max 













CCCC

CCCCCCCC
JC ; 

 iJGmax ni 1

J
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    4645;46;40max2max JC ; 

  5116,84824123max  CCCCJC ; 

  4417,84824124max  CCCCJC ; 

    5656;48max 19,949241218,94924125max  CCCCCCCCJC ; 

    5858;34max 11,5251210,525126max  CCCCCCJC . 

Thus, joint variant 4J  which delivers the extreme (the minimal) goal function value if 

the worst comes to the worst for all joint variants, has to be chosen as the optimal one. 

Using the "opposite" Strategy D, we may calculate 

    4040;46;40min1min JC ; 

    4045;46;40min2min JC ; 

  513min JC ; 

  444min JC ; 

  485min JC ; 

  346min JC . 

Thus, when implementing risky decision-makings, the result of the procedure is 

different, namely: joint variant 6J  has to be determined as the optimal one. 

When adopting Strategy C, the mathematical expectations of the cost to realize the 

considered joint variants may be calculated as follows (refer again to Fig. 12.2 and 12.3): 

       

;52.421632.1920.7

4.015961042.0161461018.010146101



JC

 

  ;52.441832.1920.74.04542.04618.0402 JC  

  ;513 JC
 

  ;444 JC  
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      ;488.282.196.0101315104.0101315105 JC  

      465.03612105.01212106 JC . 

Since 1J  results in the minimal mean cost expenses required, it has to be chosen as the 

optimal one. Thus, adopting different optimality concepts may result in corresponding 

changing of the joint variant determined as optimal. 

12.3.5  Capital investments in long-term alternative projects under random 

disturbances 

It can be well-recognized that in recent years undertaking capital investments and 

contracting long-term projects which are carried out under random disturbances, has been 

the subject of lengthy debate and a very sharp criticism (see, e.g., [25, 39]). This is 

because nowadays it is extremely difficult to implement into commercial agreements 

both the projects' durations and especially the required volume of the corresponding 

capital investments. This refers mostly to long-term innovative construction projects 

based on future geological surveys with a high level of indeterminacy, projects involving 

implementation of new unique technology, etc. It goes without saying that for LTICP 

comprising both deterministic and stochastic alternative variants, the challenge of 

determining with a more or less accuracy the future project's parameters (like cost, 

duration, reliability attributes, etc.) becomes practically impossible. However, something 

has to be decided and has to be done immediately, otherwise the losses originating from 

failure to compete with accelerating technical and technological progress, may prove to 

be tremendous. 

To meet the challenge, we suggest a new step-wise procedure in order to manage 

LTICP with alternatives of both deterministic and stochastic nature. The main stages of 

the procedure are as follows: 

Stage I. If possible, determine an alternative graph of the future LTICP. The graph has 

to be similar to that outlined on Fig. 12.2. 
 

Stage II. Determine all the joint variants entering the graph. The corresponding 

algorithm is outlined in [67-70], and is based on lexicographical simulation. 
 

Stage III. Determine the strategy for recognizing the optimal joint variant. We remind 

that different conceptual strategies may result in different principles of 

optimality and indeterminacy and, thus, result in variety of the optimal joint 

variant identity, as it was demonstrated in the previous Section. In our opinion, 

the majority of LTICP projects may use the average criterion value in order to 

determine the optimal joint variant, i.e., Strategy C. 
 

Stage IV. After determining the optimal joint variant, one may start the contracting 

process. We suggest undertaking this process sequentially. On the first step the 

capital investments have to cover the progress of the project from the very 
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beginning until the first branching node of stochastic type. If, for example, we 

have chosen 1J  presented on Fig. 12.3, as the optimal one, the signed 

agreements have to cover expenses starting from event 
1

  until the next 

alternative (branching) node 
3

 , i.e., the primary capital investments have to 

cover the realization of fragment 
1

 
2

 
3

 . Thus, the corresponding 

contract has to cover expenses estimated as 162312  CC . 
 

 

Stage V. After reaching event 
3

  the contract has to be rewritten anew, depending on 

the realization of the uncontrolled direction (
3

 
4

  or 
3

 
5

 ) of the 

progress of the project. 
 

Stage VI. In the course of the project's realization the joint variant we have chosen 

before, besides being updated, may undergo other changes as well, both in the 

structure of the graph itself and in the values of the probability outcomes. Thus 

the consecutive progress of the project results in consecutive updating the 

contract's agreement. We do not see another managerial principle applicable to 

multi-variant alternative projects under consideration. Note that such a form of 

monitoring enables both on-line and financial control procedures. 

12.3.6  Conclusions 

The following conclusions can be drawn from the study: 

1. Long-Term Innovative Construction Projects may deal with a high level of 

indeterminacy, as well as with various types of branching nodes in key events. Those 

nodes may be the result of unpredictable outcomes of future pioneering hi-tech 

experiments, geological surveys with possible alternative outcomes, etc. 
 

2. We have described and presented an on-line stochastic alternative network model 

comprising both decision-making nodes with deterministic branching and un-

controllable alternative nodes with probabilistic outcomes. 
 

3. We have demonstrated the possibility of singling out an optimal joint variant from the 

previously given stochastic alternative network graph. The structure of the optimal 

joint variant depends on the concept of optimality, as it has been presented by means 

of the numerical example. A joint variant does not comprise controllable branching 

events and is, in fact, a purely homogenous alternative stochastic network. 
 

4. We have suggested a new procedure of contracting capital investments for the 

considered stochastic alternative model. On our opinion, the suggested mechanism 

may be effectively used in the course of drawing out financial contracts and other 

agreements in order to supply complicated long-term innovative construction projects 

of alternative structure. 
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§12.4  Monitoring building projects by means of target amount 

rescheduling 

It can be well-recognized that all techniques outlined in this Chapter so far, are based on 

resource reallocations while the projects target amounts are pregiven and remain fixed 

and predetermined throughout the system‟s functioning. However, in certain cases, e.g., 

when the company is specialized on building similar standard apartment houses, the 

projects‟ targets may be amended and rescheduled among several projects‟ contractors. 

Here each project‟s target iV , ni 1 , is gauged by a single measure (in square meters). 

The system‟s overall target amount V  (also gauged in square meters) is fixed, as well as 

the due date D  subject to a chance constraint, i.e., the least permissible probability p  of 

meeting the target on time. Each building project iU  has several possible speeds 1iv , 2iv , 

... , imv , which are subject to random disturbances. The project‟s output can be measured 

only at preset inspection (control) points. For each unit, the average costs per time unit 

for each project and the average cost of performing a single inspection at a control point 

to observe the actual output at that point, are given. 

We present a two-level on-line control model under random disturbances, which 

centers on minimizing the system‟s expenses subject to the chance constraint. The 

suggested two-level heuristic algorithm is based on rescheduling the overall target among 

the projects both at 0t , when the system starts functioning, and at each emergency 

point, when it is anticipated that a certain project is unable to meet its local target on time 

subject to a chance constraint. At any emergency point t  the remaining system‟s target tV  

is rescheduled among the projects; thus, new local targets itV , ni 1 ,  
i tit VV , are 

determined. New local chance constraint values itp  are determined too. Those values 

enable the system to meet its overall target at the due date subject to the pregiven chance 

constraint p . 

After reassigning to each project iU  its new target itV  and the chance constraint value 

itp , the projects first work independently and are controlled separately. At each k -th 

control point ikt  of project iU , given the actual amount already produced, decision-

making centers on determining both the next control point 1, kit  and the index j  of the 

new speed ijv  to proceed with up to that point, mj 1 . The on-line control for each 

project proceeds either until the next emergency point, or until the due date D . 

Rescheduling the remaining system‟s target amount tV  among the projects is carried 

out by using heuristic procedures. Determining chance constraint values itp  is carried out 

by using a cyclic coordinate descent method in combination with a two-level simulation 

model [105]. 
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The problem of monitoring the building system is solved [105] on the basis of the 

developments outlined in Chapter 7. The only non-essential difference boils down to 

substituting resource reallocation for target amount rescheduling among the projects. The 

problem is thus as follows: 

At each emergency point t  determine local targets itV , ni 1 , together with local 

chance constraints itp , control points ikt  and new advancement speeds ijv , mj 1 , to 

minimize the expected total expenses tC  

  t
Vp

C
itit ,

min

 
(12.4.1)  

subject to 

   pVDV f Pr

 

(12.4.2)  

Problem (12.4.1-12.4.2) may be solved by means of a two-level model. 

Both control points ikt  and construction speeds ijv  are determined at the lower 

(project) level by implementing the model outlined in §7.2. Target amount reallocation is 

carried out at the upper (company) level. The general idea of the algorithm is as follows: 

At each routine emergency point em

qt , emNq ,...,1,0 , decision-making centers on 

minimizing the future costs from point em

qt  until D , including the penalty and the storage 

costs. The costs representing the past (interval 






 em

qt,0 ) are not relevant for this on-line 

control problem, and there is no need to remember the past decision [79]. The only 

relevant information to be stored is em

qt  and  em

q

f

i tV . Thus, decision-making at the system 

level is carried out only at emergency points em

qt  including the moment 0t  the system 

starts constructing. 

Decision-making at the system level at each routine emergency moment em

qtt   

centers on determining both new chance constraint values  itp  and new target amounts 

itV  for the remaining planning horizon  Dt, . Values  itp  are obtained via simulation, by 

a combination of a search algorithm and an on-line one-level control algorithm for 

several projects. The latter work independently and are controlled separately at inspection 

points. It is generally assumed that at the beginning of the work all the available 

resources, i.e., the building teams, are previously allocated among the projects. Those 

resources remain unchanged within the planning horizon, i.e. no resource reallocation is 

performed. Thus, the corresponding construction speeds ijv  for each project iU  remain 

unchanged too. 
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If for a certain project iU  at a routine inspection point ikt  it is anticipated that the 

project cannot meet its target itV  on time subject to the previously determined chance 

constraint itp , an emergency is then called, and decision-making is affected at the system 

level. The remaining target tV  at iktt  , together with the remaining time ikt tDD
ik

 , is 

then updated. New quasi-optimal values  itp , iktt  , together with new target amounts 

 itV , are then determined. The newly corrected plan is assigned to all building projects, 

and the construction process proceeds further, until either the new emergency point or 

until the moment the target amount is completed. Thus, decision-making at the system 

level centers on numerous recalculations of the system‟s plan subject to the chance 

constraint. This is carried out by using a forecasting simulation model with input values 

 itit pV , , iktt  . The matrix  itit pVZ ,  which delivers the minimum of total 

accumulated costs subject to the chance constraint p , is taken as the optimal corrected 

plan. Afterwards, that corrected plan is passed to the projects, and on-line decision-

making is carried out at the project level. 
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PART  III  
 ORGANIZATION SYSTEMS IN 

STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT 

 

Chapter 13.  Active Organization Systems 
 

§13.1  Description of an active system 

13.1.1  Introduction 

The most important and the most interesting (both in theory and in practice) class of 

large-scale organization systems are systems incorporating a human or a group of 

humans. There are most diverse examples of such systems. Among them are sociological, 

economic, political, administrative, and other systems. A characteristic feature of this 

class of systems is the presence of subsystems whose objective functions do not coincide 

in the general case with the overall function of the system. Moreover, subsystems 

containing a human are active in the sense that for maximizing their objective function 

they tend to use not only the available physical resources, such as production capabilities, 

but also information channels. The subsystems receive over these channels information 

about the activity of other subsystems, in particular subsystems that are controlling with 

respect to the subsystems under consideration, and they communicate to the controlling 

subsystems their capabilities, i.e., a description of their models. 

An active organization system ( AOS ) is well defined if: 

1) its structure is determined, i.e., for any subsystem we know the controlling subsystem 

and the set of controlled subsystems (the levels of the hierarchy are specified); 
 

2) a model of each subsystem is given, i.e., a method of representation of the set of 

feasible plans and an objective function that depends on the plan of the given 

subsystem, the plans of its subordinate subsystems, the control established by the 

controlling subsystem, and the control established by the given subsystem for the 

controlled subsystems; 
 

3) the connection is specified between the plans of the subsystems of the lower level of 

the hierarchy and the plans of the subsystems of the upper level, i.e., to each set of 

feasible plans of the subsystems subordinate to the subsystem under consideration, we 

assign a plan of this subsystem. In the latter case we naturally have an accumulation 

of information. 

It can be well-recognized that an AOS  differs from a non-active OS by comprising 

man-machine subsystems with non-antagonistic goals (targets), while in many OS those 
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targets prove to be antagonistic (e.g., the distinction of a group of building projects in the 

projects‟ portfolio with restricted resources may reduce the quality values of other, less 

“lucky”, building projects). The game each element entering an AOS  is playing is always 

non-antagonistic to other games. An example of an AOS  in stochastic project 

management will be outlined below, in §13.4. 

13.1.2  Model of a two-level AOS 

The structure of a two-level AOS  is formed by a Center ( C ), by n  active elements    

( AE ) subordinate to the Center, and by variables describing the state of the system. In 

order to account for the “external” connections of the system‟s elements we introduce the 

structural element “environment”. To the environment we refer also certain “passive” 

elements of the system (for example, a centralized warehouse). In the deterministic 

models we shall assume that both the C  as well as the AE  know the state of the 

environment. Fig. 13.1. shows an  consisting of a Center, a centralized warehouse, and 

two active elements. 

For the i -th AE  we specify the state vector iy  (the realization vector in the economic 

interpretation), the control vector ic , and the sets of their possible values: ii Yy   and 

ii Cc  ,  niiIi ,...,2,1 . 
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Figure 13.1.  The AOS structure  

   

Figure 13.2.  The AOS inputs and outputs  

Example 1 

It can be well-recognized that literature on mathematics and economics presents a 

large number of models of the “expenditure-output” type, in which the element 

realization vector iy  is specified by means of an input realization vector in

iy  and an 

output realization vector out

iy :  out

i

in

ii yyy , , while the set of possible realizations of the 

element is specified in the following way: in

i

in

i Yy   and  in

i

out

i

out

i yYy  , i.e., we specify 

out

iy  

1y  

1y  
2c  

1c  

c  
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the set of possible input realizations and the set of output realizations as a function of the 

input realizations (see Fig. 13.2). 

For the whole AOS  we specify the set of realization vectors  Iiyy i  ,  

(realizations of the AOS ), the set of control vectors  Iicc i  ,  (controls of the AOS ), 

as well as sets of possible values of these parameters: Yy  and Cc . In the general 

case 







 



n

i

i

g YYY
1

 , where gY  represents global constraints on the realization y  of the 

AOS : gYy . Analogously, 
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 . The presence of a purpose in the  

will be associated with the presence of the system‟s target function  ycW ,  (for 

example, the economic utility-income function, the profit, the expenditures, etc.); the C  

will be reckoned as the administrative organ and it will be described in terms of the 

description of its actions with respect to the control of the AOS . We shall also assume 

that the „s target function coincides with the „s target function. Thus, the model of 

the  can be represented in the form:  ycW ,  being the target function of the 

, where  Iicc i  , ,  Iiyy i  , : 

 ii Cc  ,  Ii ,    
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13.1.3  Description of the Center’s actions 

The method of organizing the functioning of the AOS „s model will be called its 

functioning mechanism. Let us describe a number of components of the functioning 

mechanism of the model of a two-level  and the capabilities of the C  with respect 

to forming (changing) them. 

Control by means of introducing constraints. One of the properties of “activeness” is 

that the AE  has a freedom of choice of the realization iy  from the set iY  of possible 

realizations. In hierarchical systems the C  can “judge” the set of possible realizations of 

each system elements by introducing for it a centrally established set of possible 

realizations iB  ( Ii ). The set iB  of the i -th element can depend, firstly, on the controls 

ic  established by the C  and, secondly, on the realizations jy , ij  , chosen by other 

elements of the system (this is frequently due to the presence of “horizontal connections” 

between the system‟s elements, e.g., reciprocal deliveries). First of all we consider the 

case when the AE  are independent in the sense that set iB  of possible realizations of 

each AE  depends only on the control ic  and does not depend upon realizations jy , ij  , 

selected by other :  ii cB , Ii . It can be well-recognized that when forming sets 

AOS

C AOS

AOS

AOS

AOS

AE
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 ii cB  the C  must satisfy condition    iiiii YcBCc : , Ii . The introduction of 

sets  ii cB  by the  is called control by means of introducing constraints. 

Procedures for forming the estimates. In most cases, functioning of hierarchical 

systems takes place under conditions of incomplete information available to the C  on the 

models of the elements subordinate to it. This situation is reflected in the theory of  

formally in the following manner. It is assumed that sets  ii rY ,  iii rcB , , and  rY , where 

 Iirr i  , , are given in a parametric form known to the . Concerning the values of 

the vector-valued parameters ir  it is assumed that their dimensions are finite and that C  

knows only the set i  of possible values of ir , i.e., iir   ( Ii ), whereas each  

knows precisely the values of its “own” vector-valued parameter ir . If the knowledge of 

parameters  irr   only within the set 



n

i

i

1

 is inadequate for an effective control of 

the system, then C  can organize a procedure for forming estimates  iss   of the 

parameters. 

Control law in the AOS. This is a procedure for which the C  determines the „s 

control  icc   on the basis of the information available to it [34-35]. We shall examine 

the following structure of the control vectors:  iii xcc ,:  , where ix  stands for the plan 

vector and vector   of components is called, as before, the control. The components of 

the control vector   can be common for a part or for all AE  (for example, costs). The 

plan ix  represents the desired value‟ determined by the C , of all or a part of the 

components of the realization vector  iji yy   of the i -th AE . At first we consider the 

case when the dimensions of vectors iy  and ix  coincide (completely plannable 

realizations) for all AE  ( Ii ). 

A plan ix  of the i -th AE  is said to be realizable if there exists a realization  iii rYy   

such that ii xy  . It can be well-recognized that in an AOS  with completely plannable 

realizations the set  ii rX  of realizable plans of each AE  coincides with the 

corresponding set  ii rY  of possible realizations:    iiii rYrX   ( Ii ). Analogously, for 

the set  rX  of realizable plans of the whole AOS :    rYrX  . 

For the sake of simplicity we will henceforth assume that for each AE  the set iB  

depends on the plan  iiiii rxBxx ,:   only. The problem statement and the results 

outlined below generalize without difficulty to the case when sets iB  depend on both the 

plan ix  as well as the control  :  iii rxB ,, . Concerning the sets  iii rxB ,  it is natural to 

require fulfillment of the following condition: if  iii rXx  , then  iiii rxBx , , i.e., if 

plan ix  is realizable, then the set  iii rxB ,  contains the realization ii xy  . 

C

AOS

C

AE

AOS
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Suppose that under the definition of plan the control C  implements a certain 

procedure for determining the estimates  iss   of parameters  irr   comprised in the 

models of the corresponding AE . It can be well-recognized that s , but in the general 

case rs  . The control law in the AOS  can now be defined as the mapping 


s , 

      ssxsx  ,:  . 

Criterial control. The right of decision making attributed to AE  causes to the latter to 

adopt targets of their own. This circumstance is reflected by the introduction for each AE  

of a target function  iiii yxfW ,,  (for example, as in the case of the C , the economic 

utility function). The action of the C  regarding forming or changing target functions of 

an AE  is called criterial control [32-33]. 

The phenomenon of individual targets in the AE  can lead to a situation where the 

realization iy  chosen by an AE  may not coincide with the corresponding plan ix . We 

will assume that the AE  is penalized when the plan and the realization do not coincide. 

Formally this can be reflected by the following constraint on the AE „s target function: 

   iiiiii yyfyxf ,,,,   ,  if  ii yx  , Ii , (13.1.1) 

i.e., for a given realization iy  the value of the target function of the i -th AE  is 

maximal if the realization iy  was planned for. An analogous condition holds for the 

target function of the whole AOS : 

   yyyx ,,,,   ,  if  yx  . (13.1.2) 

In practice the possibility of forming the target functions of the elements is connected 

with the possibility of determining a payment system, of introducing penalties and 

encouragements, of organizing competitions, and of making awards depending upon the 

position occupied, etc., which in the economic interpretation corresponds to creating a 

motivation system. 

Functioning mechanism of an AOS. This is said to be realizable if any set of locally 

admissible realizations of the AE  satisfies global constraints, i.e., S , 

  iiii rsxBy , ,    rYyyIi g

i  : . A sufficient condition for the realizability of an 

AOS  „s functioning mechanism is the condition of independence of the system‟s 

elements, namely 

    rYrsxBs
n

i

iii  
1

,: . (13.1.3) 

Indeed, in this case any choice of realizations   iiii rsxBy , , Ii , yields a 

realization  rYy  of the system. Let us denote the set of plans x  satisfying (13.1.3) by 
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Z . It can be well-recognized that in a system with independent elements the planning 

procedure of the C  must be such that the plans obtained belong to Z : Zx . The 

independence of the system‟s elements in the sense indicated, as a rule, simplifies the 

investigation and utilization of the control in the system. 

13.1.4  Accounting for the future in AE effectiveness criteria 

The target function  iiii yxfW ,,  introduced in 13.1.3 allows us to formalize the 

presence of a target in the case when the AE  attempts optimizing its own utility function 

only within the functioning period being examined‟ without accounting for the future 

consequences of the decisions made “today”. This is justified if the decisions made in a 

given period of functioning do not affect future periods of functioning (more precisely, 

do not affect the plan ix , the control  , and the set  iii rxB ,  of possible realizations in 

future periods). However, if such an influence does exist, then it is natural to accept that 

the AE  predicts the consequences of the decisions made (another property of 

“activeness”). A good illustration to the latter statement boils down to the “planning from 

achievement” principle well known in economics, when the production output of an 

enterprise within a given period influences the plans for future periods. Under these 

conditions it may turn out advisable for the enterprises to reduce their work effectiveness 

“today” so as to ensure advantageous work conditions “tomorrow”. The method and the 

extent of accounting for the future for the various elements are determined mainly by 

subjective characteristics of the managers. The function reflecting the subjective target of 

an AE  within a given functioning period with due regard to future periods will be called 

the effectiveness criterion of the AE , allowing for the future functioning periods in 

contrast to the target function if  determining the economic effect of the AE  only in the 

“current” period. Thus, the effectiveness criterion of the AE , taking into account the k -

th functioning period of iN  future periods, may be determined as 
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Parameter iN  is referred to as the “degree of foresight” of the i -th AE . 

Another form of reflecting the future might be presentation of the effectiveness 

criterion for the AE  as a sum of the element‟s target function in the current period and of 

the weighted sum of the element‟s target functions within succeeding periods: 
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From the principal point of view one can admit the case when summarizing in the 

criterion extends only over iN  succeeding periods. The coefficient i , often referred to in 

economic research as the “discount coefficient”, characterizes the degree of foresight of 
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the element. It is usually assumed that 10  i . The peculiarity of effectiveness criterion 

(13.1.5) stems from its sliding nature. Indeed, one can well-recognize that 

  1,,  k

ii

k

i

k

i

k

i

k

i WyxfW  , i.e., the effectiveness criterion in period k  is the sum of the 

target function in period k  and the weighted effectiveness criterion of the next period. 

Other methods for accounting for the future may be suggested [34-35]. Let us 

emphasize only the following important detail. The Center does not know the AE „s 

effectiveness criterion even if it knows the form of its target function within an individual 

functioning period. The difficulties in determining the extent of allowing for the future in 

the effectiveness criterion of the elements concerns not only the C  but also the AE  

themselves, since the prediction of the consequences of the decisions made is a rather 

complex problem. Furthermore, the extent of allowing for the future in the effectiveness 

criteria of the AE  may change from one functioning period to another. Therefore, a 

serious requirement on the control law is the independence (or weak dependence) of the 

behavior of an element (the decision-making principle) from (on) the method of taking 

the future into account in the element‟s effectiveness criterion. 

Let there be given a model of an AOS  and its functioning mechanism. It can be well-

recognized that the functioning of such an AOS  consists of separate periods. Each period 

includes three stages: formation of the estimates, planning, and realization of the plan. At 

the stage of forming the estimates the C  determines the estimate  iss   of parameters 

 irr  . At the planning stage the C  determines the control  s  and the plan  sx  of the 

AOS  by the control law  s  and communicates them to the AE . At the realization stage 

each AE  chooses a realization   iiii rsxBy , , Ii , after which the achieved value of 

the target functions of the elements and of the Center are determined. 

Let us enumerate properties of the “activeness” of the organizational subsystems 

formalized in the description of an active element: 

a) the presence of a purpose and the accounting for future consequences of the decisions 

made. Formally this property is reflected by the fact that the expression for the 

effectiveness criterion for a given period incorporates target functions of future 

periods; 
 

b) a definite freedom of action in communicating information and on realization of 

plans. Indeed, each element can communicate any estimate is  from set i  and choose 

any realization iy  from the appropriate set   iii rsxB , ; 
 

c) the knowledge of the structure and of the functioning mechanism of the system. 

The AOS  described is in fact a multicriterion system in which both the Center as well 

as the elements have the right to take independent decisions (the C  can form or change 

the functioning mechanism of the AOS ). The situation is therefore of a conflict (game) 

nature and calls for a game-related theoretic approach. 
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§13.2  Game concepts in active organization systems 

13.2.1  Game methods 

A basic feature of most two-level management systems is the human presence on both 

the upper and the lower levels, and hence the presence (in the general case) of non-

coinciding objectives at the Center and at the elements of the lower level. In these 

systems both C  and AE  have certain possibilities to influence by their actions the values 

of their objective functions. For C  these possibilities boil down to formation of a certain 

mechanism of operating the system. Elements can influence the values of their objective 

functions by communicating to C  the information and the choice of their state. As 

mentioned above, in §13.1, this is clearly a game situation, and it should be investigated 

by methods of the game theory. However, as noted by various investigators (see, e.g., 

[32, 36]), there are certain difficulties in directly applying the most developed section of 

the game theory usually referred to as the “classical theory of games” [32, 176]. Let us 

note that the “classical theory of games” does not take into account various possibilities 

of the players depending on the sequence of their moves, as well as the possibility of 

repetition of the plays of a game; the idea the players have about their game is not 

presented, neither the information they possess during the game, neither the effect of this 

information on the possibilities of the players. The analysis of equilibrium situations 

according to Nash is often unfounded without relating it to the cooperative actions of the 

players; in cooperative “classical theory” the presence of several types of cooperative 

actions is not taken into account, i.e., the exchange of information between players and 

the joint choice of strategies, as well as combining of resources. Consideration of this 

range of problems became known by the name “games with non-antagonistic interests” 

[32-38]. Games that have been studied in greater detail are games of two players with 

non-antagonistic interests. For higher dimensions (three- and n -person games) the 

possibilities of cooperation between players are examined, as well as the degree of 

information of the first player with regard to the principles of cooperation and the 

possibility of its breaking up. The obtained results are a generalization of the solution of a 

two-person game with a fixed sequence of moves [32-33, 38]. 

In accordance to this, a game is considered from the viewpoint of one of the players 

with whom we associate the side that operates in the game (in two-level system the 

Center is the operating side). Such an approach makes it possible to investigate a game by 

the methodology of operations research [32, 36, 176]. The description of the game 

contains descriptions of the efficiency criteria and of the constraints imposed on the 

players, as well as of the indeterminacies occurring within the game. There exist 

indeterminate factors with fixed distribution laws, aside indeterminate factors for which 

only their domain of variation is known. In the latter case they can be grouped into 

indeterminate factors that are due to insufficient study of certain processes or quantities, 

indeterminate factors that account for imprecise knowledge of the aim of the operation or 

of the efficiency criterion, and indeterminate factors that are due to the presence of 

objects that are acting to a certain extent independently of the operating side and which 

pursue their own aims. 
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Therefore, a game can be described in two manners, i.e., we can have an objective 

description usually not exactly known to the players, and a subjective description 

corresponding to the information available to each player with regard to the game and the 

interests and possibilities of the other players [35-36]. 

The possibilities of the players in a game can b e described as follows. The players 

may select their own strategies from the set of allowed strategies. It is essential that the 

strategy of a player can be constructed as a function of the available information about 

the strategies of other players. The players are also permitted to form coalitions: 

a) by exchanging information; 
 

b) by taking joint action in cooperating according to a criterion with certain rules of 

sharing the common profit [32-33]; 
 

c) by combining available resources. 

In games with non-antagonistic interests the players choose their strategies by 

implementing principles of selecting efficient strategies. Most common examples of such 

strategies are [32-36, 38]: 

 optimization after averaging on the basis of random events; 

 various modifications of the principle of guaranteed output as a function of the 

sequence of moves and the information available to the players; 

 “absolutely” optimal strategies; 

 cooperative principles of selecting an equilibrium; and 

 cooperative actions. 

The set of solutions of a game is defined as the set of situations that can be selected by 

the players on the basis of the above principles of selecting efficient strategies adopted by 

them. In various cases the operation of hierarchical systems is related to the repeatability 

of the same situations encountered by the system. In a game-theoretical analysis of the 

operation of hierarchical systems, it is therefore necessary to take into account the 

repeatability of the plays of a game. In particular, by taking into account the repeatability 

of a play, it is necessary to include into the set of principles of selecting efficient 

strategies by the players also the possibility of utilizing information obtained from the 

previous plays of the game. Thus it may happen that the set of solutions of a particular 

game can be different in different plays. To overcome this difficulty it is therefore 

convenient to introduce under such circumstances the concept of [32-36, 38]: 

 the set of stable solutions of a game; 

 the set of globally stable solutions of a game.  

In the theory of games with non-antagonistic interests it is important to specify the 

advantages of the operating side in a game. With regard to two-level systems this makes 

it possible to express formally the “priority of the actions of C “ considered in papers on 

hierarchical systems [36]. The right of first move of the operating side and knowledge of 
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the interests and principles of selecting efficient strategies by other players in a game 

make it possible for the operating side to determine more exact estimates of its criterion 

of efficiency as compared to the classical maximin (the principle of guaranteed output for 

the player making the first move). A similar principle has been proposed [36] in 

formulating the problem of selecting (by C ) the control law in an active system. In this 

case the principle of guaranteed output for the player making the first move presupposes 

the determination of the optimal guaranteeing strategy of the operating side not on the set 

of solutions of the game by other players in each play, but on the set of globally stable 

solutions of the game by other players; the latter has been one of the basic factors in 

introducing the term “metagame control” [36]. 

Game models that have been studied in greater detail were those in which it is 

assumed that the hypothesis of indicator behavior of the elements is satisfied (see, e.g., 

[141]). Corresponding researches deal with problems of existence of a stable equilibrium, 

its uniqueness, and global stability. It can be well-recognized that equilibrium situations 

in the sense of Nash are stable equilibrium situations in the case of an indicator behavior. 

In such cases it is not assumed that there are coalitions in the actions of the players when 

Nash equilibrium is reached, this being in contrast to the assumption made in games 

without repetition of plays. Experimental results obtained in the area of business games 

[32] support the assumption of an indicator behavior in a number of models. 

When the repeatability of the plays of a game is taken into account, we discover yet 

another basic feature, i.e., the criteria of efficiency of the players can be determined not 

only by their win in the current play, but also by their wins in future plays of the game 

(i.e., the players have foresight - see, e.g., [32, 35-36]). The need to account for the 

foresight occurs, for example, in situations when a decision is taken for a planning period 

of infinite length [35-36], as well as in cases when the procedure of data compilation uses 

adaptive or combined methods. Various game models taking into account the foresight of 

the players have been constructed, accompanied by examining the possibility of ensuring 

stable coalitions of players when the plays of a game are repeated [35-36]. 

13.2.2  Game-theoretical formulation of control problems in hierarchical systems 

In this Section we will consider the analysis and synthesis of operating mechanisms. 

In general, researches dealing with the formulation of control problems in two-level 

systems can be divided into two groups. The first group includes researches in which 

control problems are formulated and studied within the “framework” of a game-

theoretical model (pure game-theoretical formulations) [35-36]. In these studies the 

problem of search for an optimal “control” strategy of C  is formulated as a problem of 

determining, in a game without repeated plays, the optimal guaranteeing strategy of the 

player performing the first move, on the set of solutions of the game by other players. To 

“game-theoretical formulations” there belong also models of collective behavior 

considered in [35-36]. Problems considered in these papers can be regarded as game-

theoretical problems of analyzing equilibrium situations in the case of an indicator 

behavior of the players in games with repeated plays. 
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The main attention in problems of the second group is drawn to taking into account 

the peculiar features of models and mechanisms of operation in two-level systems while 

utilizing (to a certain extent) game-theoretical concepts. These approaches include, 

among others, the following studies [32-38]: 

 analysis of mechanisms of operation in a decentralized economy environment; 

 analysis of equilibrium states in a production network; 

 models of collective behavior of automata; 

 various results on iterative planning and control; 

 developments on information theory of hierarchical systems dealing with various 

problems of analysis and synthesis of mechanisms of operation without organizing the 

procedure of data compilation; 

 analysis and synthesis of mechanisms of operation in active systems. 

Problems considered in the outlined above second group of researches can be divided 

into problems of, on one hand, analysis, and on the other hand, synthesis of mechanisms 

of operation. Such a division is quite obvious and reasonable. Analysis involves 

determination of the properties and conditions of applicability of a certain mechanism of 

operation. Synthesis suggests determination, within given constraints, of mechanisms of 

operation that either ensure the validity of certain properties or that are optimal in the 

sense of a certain criterion. It can be well-recognized that in the final resort problems 

considered in these papers can be formulated also within the framework of a general 

“pure-game-theoretical” model of games with non-antagonistic interests. However, 

precisely by taking into account the specific features of a model of a two-level system 

and of its mechanism of operation, it is possible to obtain additional constructive results. 

Although the boundary between these groups of formulations is sometimes imprecise and 

arbitrary, such a division may nevertheless be useful for additionally characterizing them. 

§13.3  Using active systems theory for designing new organization systems 

13.3.1  The basis of designing a complex object 

Consider the process of designing a complex object which can be regarded as an 

organization system (OS). From the system approach viewpoint, designing boils down to 

the model constructed and formulated in a predetermined language, e.g., when dealing 

with structural design this would be the language of technical drawings, diagrams, etc. 

For technological design, a formulated model can be described in terms of a process or 

control program for numerical programmed control equipment. 

Application of the term “model” suggests that the process of object (system) design 

does not provide the whole variety of features and parameters which can exactly and fully 

describe the regarded object. What is created as a result of the above process is the 

construction abstracted and approximated with the required (assigned) completeness 

degree. Such an approach favors the analysis of computer-aided design (CAD) for 
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multilevel modeling. Thus, a number of conditions should be fulfilled in designing 

complex objects. 

The first condition boils down to the presence of a language describing the application 

domain (designed models). The second condition is the presence of knowledge 

containing the analysis and synthesis methods for a hierarchical design process and type 

(base) design elements. In our case these are base elements of an OS used to “assemble” 

the required design. The third condition requires presence of instruments for experimental 

checks and estimating the developed model of the OS. It can be well-recognized that the 

active systems theory most efficiently complies with the first and the second conditions, 

while instruments of business games and game simulation experiments comply best with 

the third condition. 

The main subject of study in the active systems theory is an OS (mechanism or 

functioning), and the problem of creating efficient (optimal) mechanisms of functioning 

becomes the main problem of active systems theory. Significantly, the active systems 

theory language is rather close to the general language of the application domain, which 

on the one hand facilitates utilization of experts‟ (experienced managers‟) knowledge, 

and on the other hand assists in adaptation of developed designs for real-life OS. 

As for business games and game simulation experiments, taking into account the 

“human factor” in social and economic systems, one can hardly find a more efficient 

method of checking the OS design than game simulation experiments (business games) 

with the participation of people as the system active elements. 

13.3.2  Design stages 

It is necessary to point out a number of stages and levels in the process of OS design. 

In the first stage the object position in the external medium is determined, and the system 

relations and characteristics, serving as the criteria for the created object, are established 

(determined). In the second design stage the object is decomposed into a complex of 

simpler elements by structural and functional features. 

Proceeding from the decomposition on the basis of requirements and internal object 

relations determined in the first stage, the object elements criteria are determined. The 

first level decomposition elements can be decomposed into simpler parts on the second 

level. The second level decomposition criteria are determined similarly to those of the 

first level. The total number of decomposition levels depends on the complexity of a 

particular designed object. 

The above two stages may be considered as the pre-design stage. As a matter of fact, 

the design proper starts with determining the hierarchical set of design levels. This is the 

development of the object concept, when the main features are established, and the most 

important criteria are taken into account. A model design level is the next stage, on which 

the elements, models and dynamics of their interaction are formed. On this level the 

designed object concept can be checked, and base elements can be chosen from the 
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available set, if the established main criteria do not permit unique preference. In case of a 

negative result being obtained during model experiments, the designer returns to the 

previous level to develop a different approach (concept). 

The next level is a draft design on which a more detailed description of the models 

and elements integrated into the object is obtained, with allowance for a more complete 

set of criteria. In case when the established requirements cannot be complied with, the 

model design level is revised. 

The last level is that of the detailed design. On this level the designer formalizes the 

full description of the object in terms of the user language, and represents the dynamics 

of its behavior according to the state of the external medium. Note that, depending on the 

object complexity, some of the above design stages may coincide. 

Generally, as already outlined in §13.2, it can be considered that designing a complex 

object consists of two main alternating phases: analysis and synthesis. A certain element, 

synthesized on the lower design level, is analyzed on the higher one and/or included into 

the designed object, or rejected and returned to the lower level for re-synthesizing. Thus, 

any complex object or system can be decomposed into some finite elements set definable 

as the base on. In addition, the base elements set is constantly refilled as the knowledge 

and social demands develop. Similarly, the design process can be represented in the form 

of a finite number of procedures. Naturally, they are specific at the particular design 

level. A set of these procedures is formalized is formalized in the form in the form of 

structural models, methods, etc. A formalized language for describing the base elements 

and design procedures provides prerequisites for CAD. The particular implementation of 

the CAD process depends on the available hardware and design level. 

Thus, the enhancement of OS design requires implementing a complex of theoretical 

(conceptual and methodological), instrumental and technical means providing (in a dialog 

mode) development of the concept, draft and detailed designs of the OS. An important 

component of this complex includes service instruments supporting and renewing the 

libraries of base elements, as well as methods of synthesis and analysis. Our further 

discussion considers the main elements of the support complex for designing OS 

comprising the first two design levels, namely, conceptual and draft designs. 

13.3.3  The design of organization mechanisms 

Let us consider the idea of an organization mechanism (OM) within the scope of the 

active systems theory. On the general level, an OM can be described as a set of 

procedures, statements and rules (both formal and informal), regulating people‟s 

activities in the organization. Such a qualitative definition classifies an OM among 

complex systems with determinate behavior. The analysis and synthesis of the 

mechanism of functioning, as a complex system, requires decomposition into elements. A 

complex multilevel system can be described as a union of two-level blocks or elementary 

control loops. Each elementary control loop has its own mechanism. Further on we 
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consider the problems of designing mechanisms for two-level blocks which can be used 

for synthesizing a complex system [37] (see Fig. 13.3). 

The next decomposition stage is performed by the functions of the mechanism 

elements. Here, we first single out the functions of control and aim definition which are 

implemented by the control and aim definition mechanisms, respectively. The control 

mechanism, in its turn, is decomposed into a number of elementary blocks (sub-

mechanisms) according to the main control functions. And, as a rule, on the conceptual 

control level a simplified variant of decomposition (i.e., into three blocks) is used: 

 generation of data for decision making; 

 planning (decision making); 

 using incentives. 

In the draft design stage the decomposition is more detailed and, generally, it 

corresponds to the classification of control functions adopted in economic literature (see 

Fig. 13.4): 

 data generation; 

 forecasting and planning; 

 account and control; 

 analysis and estimation; 

 use of incentives. 
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For the formal description of OMs within the scope of the active systems theory let us 

introduce the following terms: 

 iss   - information generated  by the Center regarding the system‟s elements and 

external medium; 

 iyy   - system state as a set of measurable characteristics significant from the point 

of view of the considered design; 

 ixx   - plan in terms of the value (desirable for the Center) of all or some parameters 

of the elements state (or aggregates of these parameters); 

 iStSt   - value of the incentive (material or other, but anyway measurable) received by 

the element. 

In the above-introduced language the control mechanism design on the conceptual 

level can be represented as the set of mappings: 

 sxi  ;   iiii yxfSt , ;  ni ,...,2,1 . 

Assume that each element informs the Center about estimates s  of the required 

parameters. Let r  denote the true value of these parameters, and  ii rY  the set of possible 

states of the i -th active element. Next assume that in choosing y  from  rY  the element 

maximizes the value of incentives. Denote the maximum incentive for plan x  by  sx, . 

Function  sx, , estimating the incentive value by information, is called the element 

preference function. 

The authors do not seek to further decompose the formal description of control and 

OMs. Rather, full formal description can be found in [32-34]. Significantly, a detailed 

formalization has been developed for the following base classes of OMs, making the 

knowledge base of the considered design support complex: 

a) “fair” game mechanisms; 

b) coordinated mechanisms; 

c) competitive mechanisms; 

d) counter-expense mechanisms. 

Let us dwell on the procedures of state and activity estimation, the necessary blocks 

of any OM. Therefore, the challenging problem here is the development of a flexible 

(universal) subsystem, easily adjustable both for the objectives of the Center and 

elements indices. This requirement is fulfilled by the AQCEAR system (Automated 

Qualitative Complex Estimation of Activity Results) and its modified version, AQCES, 

both being outlined in [37]. 

As mentioned above, the business games complex and game simulation experiments 

are the best instrument for the study and analysis of both conceptual and model designs 

of OMs. A set of simple business games has been developed [37] for studying OMs on 
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the conceptual design level. These games are: “Resource”, “Plan”, “Payment a Team”, 

etc.  

In studying draft design it is expedient to use the complex experiment scheme. 

According to the scheme, by means of a relatively simple business game it is possible to 

test the justification of hypothesis regarding the active elements‟ (players‟) behavior in a 

complex simulation model of an OM. The justified hypotheses are used to adjust robots‟ 

(artificial players‟) behavior in a complex simulation model of an OM. The simulation 

experiment is carried out on robots, which considerably reduces the experiment‟s 

duration. Methods of planning such complex experiments have been developed on the 

basis of the experiment planning theory. 

Thus, we have touched upon the prerequisites for developing a support complex of 

OM design. Let us enumerate the formalized modules which should be included in this 

complex and used during its operation: 

1) library of OM‟s base blocks; 

2) adjustable system of complex estimation and analysis; 

3) formalized procedure of carrying out game simulation experiments; 

4) formalized analysis and synthesis procedure of the mechanism; 

5) means of supporting the OM‟s libraries, as well as libraries of analysis and synthesis 

methods; 

6) means of interaction with the user during design synthesis and analysis. 

13.3.4  The support complex for organization mechanisms design 

The support complex for OMs design is outlined in [37]. 

The functional structure consists of two macro modules: a macro module of OM 

synthesis, and that of OM model analysis, both connected to the knowledge base and data 

base. The knowledge base consists of the set of algorithmic base elements of the OM, 

which can be complemented according to the established standards. The base elements 

library is complemented by the support block, which enters the necessary parameters into 

descriptions and catalogues, thus causing new elements synthesized. The database 

contains necessary information arrays of normative, reference and on-line data required 

for the information-reference support of synthesis and analysis. 

The macro module of the OM model synthesis opens the available OM base elements 

in a dialog mode, and provides for linking them into the final model and requesting the 

data necessary for the experiment. The required data can be generated or obtained from 

the database by user‟s instruction. In this concept, the OM model is formed as a two-level 

fan-type hierarchical structure [37]. The OM model analysis macro module provides for 

conducting game simulation experiments with a synthesized model of the mechanism. 

The user may choose models of automatic devices behavior, and play business games 

with the participation of human partners. 
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As an example of the operation of a design support complex for OMs, consider one of 

its first versions called “Constructor”. The Constructor system is supported by the 

realized program blocks of the knowledge base: 

 tax systems (constant, progressive, counter-expense); 

 planning procedures; 

 estimate generation procedures. 

When interacting with the Constructor system, the user has a sequential access to two 

operation modes: OM model synthesis, and game simulation experiments. The system 

software is realized on the menu set, from which the necessary mode is chosen. 

In the first step, using a dialog with the computer, the designer determines the number 

of active elements participating in the competition. Then restrictions on the set of 

possible states of the elements and system are imposed. Those restrictions can be both 

assigned from the terminal or chosen from the database. The next stage is the 

determination of the elements and system objective functions. As mentioned above, the 

user enters them from the available menu. After forming the structure and aims of the 

OS, the Constructer requests the necessary information for the control mechanism. The 

procedure is chosen from the class of competitive base mechanisms, and the incentive 

model is created by determining the tax system. Significantly, the tax scale generation 

and calculation program, included in the design support complex, provides for 

performing test calculations and conducting the behavior analysis under various taxation 

scenario. After determining the control mechanism, the Constructor system requests 

information regarding the type of active elements (people or robots). Providing answers 

to the requests accomplishes the OM model synthesis stage. 

On the next stage the Constructor system proceeds with simulation experimentation 

on the model. The experiment in business game form provides for the participation of 

both human and artificial players. During the game, human players enter the desired 

prices for execution of the distributed designs, and obtain distribution results in tabular 

form by the established procedures. The objective functions value is generated. Multi-

repeated game experiments provide the necessary data for the estimation hypotheses and 

the rationality of artificial players‟ behavior, at the same time enabling verifying the 

correctness of competitive distribution procedures. 

§13.4  Active systems in stochastic project management 

It can be well-recognized from §§8.1-8.2 that several projects at the lower level, 

managed simultaneously by a design office at the upper level, form a truly active system. 

Indeed, each project's team tries to gain as much as possible even when honoring the 

management's policy. After the project is realized and finished, the project's team may 

obtain several kinds of awards, namely,  

 the award for high project's utility, and 
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 the award for delivering the product to the market in time, i.e., before the due date. 

The award value depends on the product's importance and on the situation on the 

market. Thus, the due date may undergo drastic changes. 

As outlined in §§8.1-8.2, an R&D design office governs various resources (mostly 

financial ones) by means of distributing (and redistributing, if necessary) the latter among 

the projects to be realized simultaneously. This fully refers to PERT-COST projects 

which have been considered in the previous chapters. 

Let us consider a particular case (from many other realistic ones) of the projects' 

competition [30]. Assume that a projects' office at the upper level is in charge of several 

simultaneously realized PERT-COST type projects  ANGi , , ni 1 , at the lower level. 

Projects iG  are of different importance and have different priority indices i . Assume, 

further, that at the end of all projects' realization the project management (design office 

level) receives two kinds of awards: Aw I  and Aw II : 

 the award for the portfolio's utility is calculated by 
 

Aw I ssU  , (13.4.1)  
 

where sU  is determined by (8.2.7), and s  is pregiven; 

 the award for preserving the total office budget is calculated by 
 

Aw II   sCC  0 . (13.4.2)  

Here C  is the budget which has been actually spent within the project's realization, 

and 0C  is the minimal budget for realizing the projects' portfolio determined at moment 

0t  by the algorithm outlined in Section 8.2.5. Index s , similarly to s , is also 

pregiven. It can be well-recognized that part Aw II  may become negative. 

As to projects iG  at the lower level, they, when finished, also obtain two kinds of 

awards, namely iAw I  and iAw II , ni 1 , as follows: 

 award iAw I depends on the project's utility iU  and is calculated as follows 
 

iAw I iiU  , ni 1 , (13.4.3)  
 

where iU  is determined by (8.2.7), and i  is pregiven; 

 value iAw II  is the award for delivering the product developed by project iG  (call it 

henceforth iodPr ) to the market in order to meet the due date iD . Value iAw II  is 

calculated by 
 

iAw II  iiii FDL   , (13.4.4)  
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where iL  is a constant pregiven value, iF  is the actual moment project iG  terminates, 

and value i  is pregiven. It can be well-recognized that award iAw II  increases by 

decreasing iF , and vice-versa. 

Thus, the total award for the design office calculated at moment 0t , i.e., at the starting 

moment for the projects to be realized, is 

sAw   sss CCU   0 , (13.4.5)  

while for each project iG , ni 1 , the total award (at 0t  as well) is 

iAw  iiiiii FDLU   , (13.4.6)  

Assume, further, that at moment 0t  all the information about projects  ANGi , , 

ni 1 , is available. Thus, for a more or less regular situation at the products' market, 

we start realizing projects iG  by means of determining the minimal budget 0C  and re-

distributing the latter among the projects. Value 0C  enables solving problem (8.2.7-

8.2.16) for projects with different priorities together with calculating the forecast utility 

value for the whole portfolio, as well as local utility values for each project  ANGi , , 

ni 1 . After calculating values iC , together with pregiven values iD  and ip , the 

projects start functioning. 

Assume, in addition, that a certain moment 0t  it is recognized that for some or 

another reason for one of the projects G , n 1 , its output product odPr  is greatly 

anticipated on the market. It is announced therefore that for each time unit before the due 

date D  the project, when accomplished, will obtain a very high additional award 

Aw . 

Under such circumstances project G  will surely apply to the upper level in order to 

decrease the due date D  as much as possible, together with increasing the project's index 

 (also as much as possible!). It goes without saying that the design office has to pay 

attention to such an application and to undertake decision-making in order to 

"harmonize" the benefits for the projects entering the portfolio. We suggest the following 

harmonization procedure: 

13.4.1  Procedure for a project portfolio without loosers 

The enlarged step-by-step procedure is as follows: 

Step 1. For each project iG , ni 1 , calculate both awards IAwi  and IIAwi  on the basis 

of the results obtained when implementing algorithm outlined in Section 8.2.5 at 

0t . Values IAwi  are obtained by taking into account calculated values iU  

obtained by (8.2.7-8.2.17). Values IIAwi  are obtained by using assumptions 

ii DF  , ni 1 . After determining values IIIAwi ,  both awards are summarized 
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to obtain a forecasting value iii

o

i LUAw    for each project iG , ni 1 , at 

0t . 
 

Step 2. For the project management design office (upper level) calculate value AwII  by 

(13.4.2) on condition that relation 0CC   will hold within the projects' 

realization. 
 

Step 3. Resolve the initial problem (8.2.7-8.2.16) with new priority indices i  and new 

due dates iD  (for project G ). Take into account that all projects iG , ni 1 , at 

moment 0t  are partially realized and, thus, have to be inspected and updated. 

Calculate by means of inspection the total budget already spent at moment t  for 

all projects. Call it henceforth C . Determine by means of the algorithm outlined 

in Section 5 the minimal budget to carry out the remaining updated projects at 

moment t  with new amended indices i  and iD . Call that minimal budget *

tC . 
 

Step 4. Calculate at moment t  the newly determined utility values tiU  for each updated 

project iG , ni 1 , taking into account that for G  the updated parameters are as 

follows: 

 total value *C  is reallocated among the updated projects according to §§8.1-

8.5, and for each project iG  its budget is henceforth called *

tiC , *

1

*

t

n

i

ti CC 


; 

 due dates iD  remain the same, besides for project G , where D  has to be 

diminished to tD < D ; 

 indices i  remain the same, besides for project G , where   has to be 

increased to t >  ; 
 

Step 5. Calculate at moment t  the corrected award values tiAw  for each project iG , 

including for project G  the additional award   *

 AwDD t  . Determining tiAw  

is carried out in Step 1. 
 

Step 6. Calculate at moment t  the newly corrected award for the design office  
 

             tsAw =  ts

n

i

tis CCCU 


0

1

 , (13.4.7)  

 where tC  denotes the budget actually spent within the period starting from t  until 

the end of the projects' realization. 
 

Step 7. Calculate for each project iG , ni 1 , the corresponding award differences 

tiiti AwAw  . Note that t  will be very high while for some other projects the 

difference ti  may be negative. 
 

Step 8. Calculate the award difference for the design office 

ststs AwAw  . 
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We suggest the following decision-making for the policy with no loosers: 

Project G  has to transfer from its award value the partial budget to fill up the losses 

for all projects iG , i , with negative values ti , as well as for the design office value 

ts  in case 0 ts . 

As a matter of fact,  many other human trade-off decision-makings may be considered 

and discussed as well. It can be well-recognized that the developed research fully 

complies with the methodological grounds outlined in §13.2, namely, with non-

antagonistic games the projects are “playing” by means of human personnel behavior. 

We will consider AOS later on, in Chapter 17, in the course of monitoring hierarchical 

stochastic project management systems. 
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Chapter 14.  Harmonization Models in Multi-Attribute and 
Compound Systems  

 

§14.1  Using multi-attribute harmonization models in strategic 

management 

14.1.1  Introduction 

It can be well-recognized (see, e.g., Chapter 5 and [125-127, 168]) that existing 

quality techniques in various organization systems (OS) are restricted to market 

competitive problems only. Those techniques usually center on analyzing the competitive 

quality of organization systems‟ output products in order to gain future commercial 

success.  But in that capacity they ignore the quality of the OS functioning, e.g., the 

quality of designing and creating a new unique product. In Chapters 5, 8-10 we presented 

several new utility models to estimate the OS‟s quality in the course of its operation. 

However, if the company is engaged in designing and creating a new product and, later 

on, delivering the latter in large quantities to the market, the product‟s life cycle 

continues far beyond terminating the design process. Thus, developing quality models of 

organization systems in their entirety centers on developing new utility models 

comprising design and production phases as well as the system divestment phase. 

Nowadays engineering projects where a new system or product are being designed, 

developed, manufactured and continuously quality tested, may span years, as applicable 

for the case of a new automobile, or over a decade for a nuclear power plant [168]. New 

product development takes anywhere from several months to several years. In lengthy 

processes of this type, decisions made at the outset may have substantial, long-term 

effects that are usually difficult to forecast. The trade-off between current objectives and 

long-term consequences of each decision is a strategic aspect [168] of project 

management. Thus, the research to be considered refers to strategic management and 

deals with the most important aspects of that area.  Moreover, special attention is drawn 

in literature to life cycle costing (see, e.g., [49]) in case a decision having long-term 

effects deals with selection of components and parts for a new system or a new product at 

the advanced development and detailed design phase. 

Thus, an evident conclusion can be drawn that the newly developed utility 

harmonization models must deal not only with the quality of OS functioning, but with the 

quality of outcome products as well, especially when subject to severe market 

competition. In the current Chapter an attempt will be made [14] to enhance utility 

models in order to cover the whole life cycle of the regarded product. We suggest 

developing a more generalized utility harmonization model by implementing in the latter 

the most essential aspects of the MAUT theory [125-127, 150, 168]. The generalized 

harmonization model should, thus, be applied to all stages of the product life cycle, 

namely: 
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1) MAUT multi-attribute models have to undergo certain modifications to be used at the 

stage of designing the outcome product, on the basis of experts‟ decision-making in 

combination with proper ranking and scaling. 
 

2) Analytical and simulation models which have been already incorporated in partial 

harmonization algorithms (PHM) in safety engineering and project management [8-9, 

14, 26], should be applied at the stages of designing and creating the new device. 
 

3) We suggest linking the outlined above MAUT and PHM together in order to optimize 

the process of designing and creating a new product within its entire life cycle. The 

suggested optimization algorithm should be of mixed type, i.e., to comprise both 

analytical calculations and man-computer dialogs at the stage of decision-making on 

the basis of experts‟ interviews. The backbone of the optimization algorithm is that all 

its elements (including analytical calculations and dialogs with experts) are parts of a 

generalized search procedure to determine the optimal version of the product to be 

designed and created. 

It is assumed that the product to be manufactured is composed of several subproducts,  

e.g., a new automobile comprises an engine, a bonnet, a brake system, etc. Each 

subproduct, in turn, is a subject of several possible versions. The problem is to determine 

for each subproduct their optimal versions in order to maximize the product‟s competitive 

utility subject to restrictions related to the design process. A two-level optimization 

algorithm based on the cyclic coordinate search algorithm (CCSA) (see §5.4), is 

suggested.  The internal level is faced with optimizing the product‟s competitive utility 

by means of experts‟ information, while the external level centers on obtaining a routine 

feasible solution from the point of designing process [14, 26]. 

14.1.2  The problem’s description and definitions 

In order to formalize the harmonization problem we will require some new 

definitions. 

Definitions 

Call a quantitative parameter entering the project of designing and creating a new 

product, the basic project attribute (BPA) together with its corresponding restriction 

value.  The latter serves as the worst permissible value that may be implemented into the 

design project.  Several basic project attributes may be independent as well as dependent 

parameters. BPA restrictive values are already pregiven by the OS management.  

However, in the course of carrying out the design project, they may be subject to 

alterations, e.g., owing to changes of the product‟s demand on the market. 

Call a quantitative parameter entering the output product, i.e., the designed product to 

be delivered to market, the basic competitive attribute (BCA). BCA values actually form 

the product’s competitive utility in order to gain future commercial success. Those values 

are usually calculated by means of expert information. 
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As outlined above, the system under consideration comprises: 

 the phase of the product‟s designing and creating the pattern example, and 

 later on, the second phase related to delivering the product in large quantities to the 

market. 

It can be well-recognized that both BPA and BCA values depend on the set of 

versions assigned to each subproduct. Note that BPA values are fully determined by the 

set of versions, i.e., those values can be calculated analytically or by means of simulation. 

BCA values are calculated through expert information taking into account the set of 

versions as well. Assume, further, that when benefiting from commercial success, the 

profit obtained from delivering the product to the market at the second phase, usually 

exceeds essentially the project‟s expenses to design the product at the first phase. Thus, 

we suggest developing a multi-attribute utility value on the basis of only BCA values.  

This generalized value has to be maximized in the course of the suggested CCSA 

algorithm by means of information obtained from experts. As to BPA values, they have to 

be incorporated in the search procedure in order to satisfy the pregiven restrictions. 

Referring to MAUT models [125-127, 150, 168], we will assume that for each BCA 

value  two opposite estimates have to be pregiven before carrying out the design process: 

 the least preferred value having practically very poor chances to win the market 

competition,  and 

 the most preferred value which enables the attribute to win the competition. 

Note that both opposite estimates for each competitive attribute can be obtained from 

the expert team on the basis of interview questions.  Those estimates play the leading part 

in the process of questioning experts to obtain the multi-attribute utility values  [7-9, 14, 

26]. 

In the model under consideration we will develop a modification of the classical 

MAUT procedure of both questioning experts and obtaining utility values. This is 

because existing MAUT expert models cannot be incorporated in a search harmonization 

procedure. 

14.1.3  The suggested expert interview procedure to calculate multi-attribute values 

As outlined above, the suggested general idea to maximize the multi-attribute utility 

value centers on undertaking a search procedure in the multi-dimensional state of 

possible combinations - possible versions assigned to subproducts. The suggested search 

procedure is carried out by implementing the cyclic coordinate descent method where 

each i -th coordinate varies from 1 to ir , ir  being the number of possible versions  which 

can be assigned to the i -th subproduct. 
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Let the number of subproducts be q . Thus a routine search point is actually a q -

dimensional vector  
qdddD ,...,, 21  with integer numbers. In the course of 

undertaking the search procedure vector D  has to satisfy all pregiven BPA restrictions 

(let them be m ), otherwise the routine search point is not considered. If all BPA 

restrictions are honored, search point D  has to be passed and later on examined by a team 

of experts, by means of the following interview procedure. Let the expert team comprise 

f  experts faced with the problem of decision-making on n  competitive attributes. It is 

assumed that (before examining any routine point D ) for each basic competitive attribute 

BCA two opposite estimates: the least competitive and the most competitive ones - 

BCA*  and  BCA** - are already determined. 

Each expert fgEg 1, , after receiving the interview questions, examines and 

analyzes carefully the input information D  and  for each k -th recurrent competitive  

attribute kBCA  gives his personal subjective judgment on: 

1. The expert‟s expected value of kBCA , which will be henceforth designated as gkBCA ; 

note that 

 estimating gkBCA  is carried out always for a concrete set of versions assigned to 

the subproducts, i.e., for the routine search point D ; 

 value gkBCA  has to be always placed between the corresponding pregiven opposite 

estimates 
kBCA  and 

kBCA . 
 

2. The expert‟s estimated value (order) of importance of attribute kBCA  to win the 

competition for the product on the market. Denote henceforth this order of importance 

by gk . 

After obtaining the answers from all experts we suggest to modify values  

,1, fgBCAgk   nk 1 , to their relative equivalents gk  as follows: 










kk

kgk

gk
BCABCA

BCABCA
  . (14.1.1) 

Note that relation (14.1.1) does not undergo any changes, both in case relation 
  kk BCABCA  holds, or otherwise. Value gk  represents, in essence, the relative 

competitive ability of the routine set of versions D  due to attribute kBCA  only. Thus, 

relation 

  g

n

1k
gkgk W



  (14.1.2) 
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denotes the subjective judgment of the g -th expert about the total value of the 

product‟s competitiveness. We suggest calculating the more generalized estimate, which 

we will henceforth call the product’s competitive utility 

  
 


f

1g

n

1k
gkgk

f

1g
gC

f

1
W

f

1
U  . (14.1.3) 

Value CU  calculated by (14.1.3) is just the parameter which has to be maximized in 

the course of implementing the search algorithm.  Note that while using the CCSA 

algorithm, the number of feasible search points to be examined is less than by 

implementing other methods. Thus, the number of interview questions to the expert team 

will be diminished as much as possible. 

Note, in conclusion, that according to the MAUT models, pairwise comparisons have 

to be undertaken by experts, in cases, when dependencies between two or more 

competitive attributes take place [125-127]. Those techniques may also be used by 

experts in our models, in the course of determining competitive attributes kBCA . 

However, other techniques involving subjective judgments, can be implemented as well 

[150]. 

14.1.4  Notation 

Let us introduce the following terms: 

V  - the product to be designed and manufactured; 

iV  - the i -th subproduct entering the product, qi1  ; 

q  - the number of subproducts; 

ijV  - the j -th possible version of the i -th subproduct, irj1  ; 

ir  - the number of possible versions of subproduct iV ; 

  Dd,...,d,d q21   - a routine search point (a routine set of versions) for the CCSA 

algorithm, ii rd1  , qi1  ; 

bBPA  - the b -th basic project attribute value, mb1  ; 

m  - number of BPA  values; 

kBCA  - the k -th basic competitive attribute value, nk1  ; 

n  - number of BCA  values; 

 DBPAb  - the b -th basic project attribute value calculated analytically or by means of 

simulation at the routine search point D ; 

bZ  - the worst permissible value for the b -th basic product attribute (pregiven); 

bY  - the best possible value for the b -th basic product attribute, mb1   

(pregiven); 
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kBCA  - the worst competitive estimate of the k -th competitive attribute (pregiven by 

experts); 


kBCA  - the best competitive estimate of the k -th competitive attribute (pregiven by 

experts); 

gk  - priority level (level of importance) of the k -th competitive attribute given by 

the g -th expert, fg1  ; 

f  - the number of experts entering the team; 

gkBCA  - the personal subjective judgment of the g -th expert on the expected value of 

the k -th competitive attribute; 

1
m21

,...,,BPA  - basic independent project attributes (pregiven); 

mm1   - number of independent basic project attributes (pregiven); 

1
mm21

,...,,BPA


 - basic dependent project attributes (pregiven); 

1mm   - number of dependent project attributes; 

 1mh1,BPADPHMBPA
hv

   - the estimate of basic project dependent 

parameters, 1mmv1  , obtained by means of implementing partial harmonization 

models or simulation models on the basis of vector D ; 

CU  - the product‟s multi-attribute competitive utility (to be maximized); 

PU  - the project‟s utility obtained by means of BPA  values; 

b

 

- partial utility value for the b -th BPA  (pregiven); 



 
- the relative accuracy of the harmonization problem‟s objective (value CU ). 

14.1.5  The problem’s formulation 

Referring to Sections 14.1.2-14.1.3, the strategic harmonization problem is as follows:  

to determine optimal versions assigned to all subproducts      opt

q

optopt ddd ,...,, 21 , to 

maximize the multi-attribute competitive utility value 

 
C

D

UxaM  , 
(14.1.4) 

subject to 

      mb1,Z,YmaxDBPAZ,Ymin bbbbb  , (14.1.5) 

where CU  satisfies (14.1.3). 
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Restriction (14.1.5) means that only feasible solutions D , i.e., sets of versions  which 

honor pregiven worst permissible constraints bZ , can participate in the optimization 

procedure. 

We suggest solving the strategic harmonization problem (14.1.3-14.1.5) by means of 

a two-stage algorithm. At the first stage feasible solutions D , i.e., combinations of 

versions assigned to the subproducts, are determined. Those vectors present input 

information for the second stage, to maximize the multi-attribute competitive utility 

parameter CU  obtained by means of experts subjective judgments. 

Note that in some cases it might be not easy to develop the initial feasible search point 

D  at the first stage. We suggest implementing in the algorithm the corresponding 

subsidiary Problem AI which can be formulated as follows: 

Determine at least one combination  q21 d,...,d,dD   satisfying restriction 

(14.1.5). 

14.1.6  Subsidiary problem AI 

The suggested step-wise algorithm to solve Problem AI is as follows: 

 

Step 1. By means of the Monte-Carlo method simulate for each subproduct the index of 

its version, i.e., simulate integer values  
  

   ,qi1,1rd iii    (14.1.6) 
   

 where  1,0Ui   is a random value uniformly distributed in  1,0 , and  x  is 

the whole number of x . 
  

Step 2. By means of Monte-Carlo simulate for each i -th subproduct the values of 1m   

independent basic project attributes 
  

        ,1,,min,max,min 1mhZYZYZYBPA
hhhhhhh

h     (14.1.7) 
  

 where   1,0Uh   . 
  

Step 3. Using partial harmonization models (see §5.3), determine values of 1mm   

dependent basic project attributes 








 1mh1,BPADPHMBPA
hv

 . In case 

3m   there are usually two independent basic attributes (time to accomplish the 

project and budget assigned to the project) as well as one dependent attribute - 

reliability for the project to be accomplished on time. In such a case the problem 

together with the corresponding algorithm is outlined in [9, 11-13]. If m  exceeds 

3 , the problem becomes more complicated. 
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Step 4. If all values  
hv

BPADPHMBPA   , 1mmv1  ,  satisfy (14.1.5), search 

point D  obtained at Step 1 is a feasible one, thus providing solution to the 

problem. Otherwise apply the next step. 
   

Step 5. Repeat Steps 2-3 1N  times, in order to check possible combinations in different 

m -dimensional subspaces. If for a significantly large 1N  a feasible solution has 

still not been obtained, apply the next step. 
   

Step 6. Repeat Steps 1-5 2N  times, where 2N  is a significantly large number. If no 

feasible solution has been obtained, the initial search point cannot be determined. 

We have either to alter values   mb1,Z,Y bb  , or to select other possible 

versions of the subproducts. 

We have deliberately chosen the so-called undirected Monte-Carlo search method 

[176] because of its simplicity. If m  is not large, using the method for solving Problem 

AI does not cause any particular difficulties. 

14.1.7  Cyclic coordinate search method for the problem’s solution 

To obtain the problem‟s solution, we suggest implementing the CCSA in the two-

level optimization algorithm. The step-wise algorithm is as follows: 

Step 1. Solve subsidiary Problem AI to obtain a feasible problem‟s solution, i.e., 

determine vector D  which will be used henceforth as the initial search point. 
  
 

Step 2. Assign to all subproducts‟ versions entering D  (obtained at Step 1), the minimal 

index 1, i.e.,  1,...,1,1D . For each subproduct i , qi1  , all other versions can 

be enumerated in an arbitrary order from 2  to ir . 
  

Step 3. Transfer the information about the initial search point, i.e., the set of subproducts‟ 

versions, to the expert team. After carrying out questioning interviews and 

receiving the experts‟ subjective judgments, calculate value CU  by (14.1.3).  

Coordinates of vector D  together with value CU  are placed in a special array W .  

In the course of the optimization process, this array will contain the 

monotonously increasing utility value CU  together with the corresponding vector 

of optimized variables D . Denote henceforth the stored information by 
CU  and 



D , correspondingly. 
  

Step 4. Start using CCSA with respect to the coordinate variables q21 d,...,d,d ,  

beginning from the initial search point  1,...,1,1D . The general idea is to 

increase the first coordinate 1d  by a constant step equal 1, i.e., 1dd 1j,1j,1   ,  

while all other coordinates q2 d,...,d  are fixed and remain unchanged in the 
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course of the coordinate optimization. After the first coordinate 1d  is optimized, 

we fix the index of the latter, and proceed by increasing the second coordinate  

2d  by a step equal 1 (coordinates ,...,d3  qd  being fixed). Afterwards, when 

completing optimization of the second coordinate, the latter is fixed as well, and 

we proceed with the third coordinate 3d , and so forth, until all coordinates are 

looked through by the partial coordinate increasing procedure. Go to Step 5. 
  

Step 5. Proceed with the optimization process starting again from the first coordinate 1d  

with the index obtained in the course of carrying out Step 4. Check two opposite 

directions: 11 d1d   and 11 d1d   and choose one of them which results 

in obtaining a feasible solution as well as in increasing utility value CU .  If such a 

direction can be chosen, proceed changing 1d  in that direction by a constant step 

equal 1. The same procedure has to be undertaken with other coordinates. Note 

that, similar to Step 4, only one coordinate undergoes optimization, while all 

other coordinates remain fixed and unchanged. 
 

If in the course of carrying out Steps 4-5 a routine feasible search point D  

coincides with the previously obtained and stored in array W  feasible point 


D ,  

the corresponding utility value 
CU  is taken as the quasi-optimal solution of the 

harmonization problem. Thus, the search process terminates. Go to Step 9. 
\ 

Implementing the optimization search process at Steps 4-5 centers on numerous 

applications to a group of Steps 6-7, which actually examine the routine search 

point and carry out decision-making as follows: 
  

  either to accept the routine search point as a successful one,  i.e.,  to proceed 

with the search procedure from that point on, or 

 to reject the routine search point and change the optimizing coordinate. 

 

 
  

 As outlined above, the coordinate optimization centers on examining a routine 

search point D  in order to check: 
  

  the search point‟s feasibility, and 

 the increase of the corresponding total utility CU  relatively to the previously 

obtained maximal value 
CU . 

 

 

  

 In order to check the feasibility, apply the next step. 
  

Step 6. To check the routine search point‟s feasibility, one has to carry out Steps 2-5 of 

Problem AI outlined in Section 14.1.6. Note that coordinate values  q21 d,...,d,d  

enter the routine search point D . 
 

If in the course of carrying out Step 6 a feasible solution has been obtained, go to 

the next step. Otherwise reject the routine search point  and go to Step 8. 
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Step 7. Undertake questioning interviews of experts and, after obtaining their subjective 

judgments, calculate value CU  by (14.1.3).  If CU  exceeds 
CU  (stored in array 

W ), examine the relative increase of the utility value by calculating 
  

  


 CC

C

C UU
U

1
U  . (14.1.8) 

   

 If relation  CU  holds, the optimization process terminates. Go to Step 9.  

Otherwise, when  CU  holds, accept the routine search point as a successful 

one. Go to Step 4, to continue the search procedure. 
 

If CU  does not exceed 
CU , the routine search point has to be rejected. Go to the 

next step. 
  

Step 8. Assume that in the course of the optimization search process, the i -th coordinate, 

i.e., value id , has increased its index by 1, while other values  

q1i1i1 d,...,d,d,...,d   were fixed and remained unchanged. If qi  , decrease 

value id  by 1, 11 d1d  , fix value id  and start optimizing the next coordinate 

1id  . So to Step 4. 
 

If qi  , i.e., all coordinates have been partially optimized, the process is then 

repeated starting with id  again. Go to Step 5. 
  

Step 9. The optimization search process terminates, and the information stored in array 

W , i.e., 


D  with objective 
CU , is taken as the optimal solution of the 

harmonization problem. 

14.1.8  Case of compound study 

It can be well-recognized that in previous sections the competitive utility value  CU   

has been favored over the project utility value PU . However, under certain conditions 

those different utility parameters may be regarded as practically of equal importance. 

Thus, the problem of maximizing the competitive utility value CU  has to be substituted 

for maximizing the compound utility 

TCCPP UUU    , (14.1.9) 

where TU  is the total utility value  and P  and C  are properly chosen coefficients to 

present both utility parameters in similar ranking and scaling. 

The problem is, thus, to determine the optimal set of versions for each subproduct D   

in order to maximize the total utility TU  
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 CCPP

D

T

D

UUxaMUxaM   (14.1.10) 

subject to (14.1.5), where CU  is calculated by (14.1.3) and PU  satisfies [11-14] 

 



m

1b
bbP BPAU   . (14.1.11) 

We suggest optimizing harmonization model (14.1.3, 14.1.5, 14.1.9-14.1.11) by using 

the same search algorithm as being outlined in 14.1.7.  Only minor modifications have to 

be implemented, namely: 

1. Step 1 has to be substituted by the algorithm of solving Problem AII to maximize the 

project‟s utility value 
  

 

   
  








 



m

1b
bb

D

P

D

BPAxaMUxaM   (14.1.12) 

  

 subject to (14.1.5). 
 

Problem (14.1.5, 14.1.12) together with the corresponding algorithm has been 

outlined in [11-14] and in Chapter 8, for the three-attribute harmonization model in 

project management. 
  

2. Step 6 has to be substituted by solving problem (14.1.5, 14.1.11) as well. 
  
 

3. Competitive utility value 
CU  in array W  has to be substituted by the total utility 

value 
TU . 

  

4. Relation (14.1.8) has to be substituted by another one, honoring modification 

(14.1.9). 

All other steps of the algorithm do not undergo any changes. 

14.1.9  Example on designing a new passengers vehicle 

An example on designing a new passengers vehicle which is widely presented in the 

literature on project management (see, e.g., [168]), can illustrate implementation of the 

outlined above harmonization model. The example is subject to restrictions by 

competitive attributes which have been used within a long period by questioning experts 

and obtaining from the latter all kinds of subjective decision-making. However, no 

harmonization models have been suggested and no optimization problems have been 

solved. 

Three basic attributes define usually the R&D project‟s utility [11, 14]: 

1BPA  - budget assigned to the whole project; 
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2BPA  - time to accomplish the project; 

3BPA  - reliability for the project to be accomplished on time on condition of pregiven 

1BPA  and 2BPA . 

Thus, there are two independent attributes ( 1BPA  and 2BPA ) and a dependent one (

3BPA ).  For the case of a PERT-COST project the harmonization model together with the 

optimization algorithm obtained a detailed solution in §§5.3-5.4, 8.1-8.4. 

As to competitive attributes, nine of them have been singled out [168] and are usually 

examined by experts in case of designing a new vehicle: 

1BCA  - relative fuel economy; 

2BCA  - initial cost; 

3BCA  - life cycle cost per mile; 

4BCA  - maintainability  (special scaling); 

5BCA  - safety  (special scaling); 

6BCA  - refuel time; 

7BCA  - unrefueled range; 

8BCA  - maximum startup time; 

9BCA  - minimum speed-up time from 0  to 80  mph. 

As to the worst and the best competitive attribute estimates, they are as follows (for 

the last decade - based on best experts‟ opinion): 

1. 
1BCA  = 20  mpg equivalent; 

 
1BCA  = 80  mpg equivalent; 

    

2. 
2BCA  = 000,25$ ; 

 
2BCA  = 000,5$ ; 

    

3. 
3BCA  = mile00.1$ ; 

 
3BCA  = mile20.0$ ; 

    

4. 
4BCA  = 0   (special scaling); 

 
4BCA  = 10  (special scaling); 

    

5. 
5BCA  = 0   (special scaling); 

 
5BCA  = 10  (special scaling); 

    

6. 
6BCA  = 8      hours; 

 
6BCA  = 17.0  hours; 

    

7. 
7BCA  =   50  miles; 
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7BCA  = 250  miles; 

    

8. 
8BCA  = 600  seconds; 

 
8BCA  =     5  seconds; 

    

9. 
9BCA  =   60  seconds; 

 
9BCA  =     5  seconds; 

It can be well-recognized that an experienced decision-maker is capable of 

undertaking subjective judgment for any kBCA , 9k1  , together with scaling the 

attribute‟s level of importance k . 

14.1.10  Conclusions 

1. The problem of maximizing the product‟s utility by means of considering optimal 

components for that product, is widely regarded in the literature as an important 

strategic area in project management. Thus, developing new harmonization models 

on that subject refers to strategic harmonization models. Those models practically 

cover the entire life cycle of any newly designed and developed product. 
  

2. The backbone of the models under consideration is the generalized search procedure 

comprising partially harmonization models on the basis of heuristic approaches with 

decision-making on the competitive ability of the designed product, to be undertaken 

by a qualified expert team. 
  

3. The suggested search algorithm is based on the cyclic coordinate search method.  

The latter may either comprise: 
 

 an optimization procedure in the area of basic competitive attributes only, in order 

to maximize the total competitive utility subject to restrictions for basic 

parameters of the designing project,  or 

 a search procedure to maximize the total product‟s utility comprising as 

summands both the competitive utility  and the project‟s utility values. 
 

The two outlined above procedures are not of any principal difference; one can be 

obtained from another by implementing only minor modifications. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

4. An emphasis has to be drawn that, in dependence on the novelty of the designed 

product, the market‟s demands, etc., other variables to be optimized may be 

introduced in the harmonization model. However, the basic concepts linked to the 

necessity of developing a mixed type optimization procedure comprising a 

combination of heuristic methods and interview dialogs with experts, have to remain 

unchanged. 
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§14.2  Harmonization models for designing compound systems 

14.2.1  The system’s description 

The solution of engineering design problems generally requires a compromise 

between several objectives, including a trade-off among cost and reliability parameters.  

Those problems become extremely important in cases when an overall compound system 

is composed of several subsystems. The objective is to use the reliability model to assign 

reliability to the subsystems so as to achieve a specified reliability goal for the system. 

The optimization model may be to minimize the total costs of developing the subsystems  

subject to the condition that the reliability of the system must meet a certain pregiven 

level (the direct problem) or to maximize the reliability subject to certain cost constraints  

(the dual problem). However, it can be well-recognized that most of the publications on 

that area deal with relatively simple system configurations (e.g. for series and parallel 

systems) where the functional relationship between the subsystems‟ failures and the top 

system failures is well known (see, e.g. [56, 115, 123]). In cases when this relationship is 

complex for other system configurations, e.g., when the linkage between the subsystems 

is carried out under random disturbances, the number of such publications remains very 

scanty. 

We will consider a complicated system to be designed which is composed of several 

subsystems. The functional relationship between the subsystems and the system output 

parameters can be formalized only by means of a simulation model which comprises a 

variety of random parameters. Subsystems‟ failures are not independent, and the linkage 

between subsystems is carried out via various information signals. Each subsystem can 

be designed and developed independently and is a subject of several alternative 

measurable versions, including the cost of designing and creating the subsystem and its 

reliability. 

The problems to be considered are as follows: in the system under consideration 

assign optimal reliability and cost parameters (versions) to all subsystems in order to 

minimize the total costs of designing and creating, subject to the specified reliability 

target for the system (the direct problem), and to optimize the subsystems‟ reliability and 

cost parameters in order to maximize the system‟s reliability subject to the restricted total 

costs (the dual problem). 

The solution of both problems is based on a two-level heuristic algorithm. At the 

upper level a search of optimal subsystems‟ parameters is undertaken, while the lower 

level is faced with numerous realization of the simulation model to obtain representative 

statistics. The output data of the search procedure at the upper level is the input data for 

the simulation model. 

The results obtained are later on considered within the general problem of the 

designed system standards harmonization. We formulate an optimization problem to 

assign optimal versions to all subsystems in order to provide harmonization to the system 

reliability and cost standards [9, 27]. 
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14.2.2  Notation 

Let us introduce the following terms: 

S  - the system to be designed and created; 

SSi   - the i -th subsystem entering S , ni1  ; 

n  - the number of subsystems; 

ijS  - the j -th version of designing subsystem iS , imj1  ; 

im  - the number of possible versions of designing and creating the subsystem iS ; 

ijC  - the average cost of designing and developing 
ijS  (pregiven); 

ijR  - reliability value of subsystem 
ijS  (pregiven); 

SM  - simulation model with input subsystems' reliabilities and the outcome system 

reliability; 

 iaR  - system reliability value obtained by means of simulation,    ii aSMaR  ,  

where integer value jai  , ii ma1  ,  is the ordinal number of version j   

of subsystem 
ijS , ni1  ; 

C  - the total costs of designing and creating the system, 



n

1i
ia

i
CC ; 

R  - pregiven specified system reliability; 

C  - pregiven restricted total cost amount  to design and create system S ; 

C  - accuracy estimate (pregiven); 

R  - parametrical utility “weight” of the system reliability; 

C  - parametrical utility “weight” of the system total costs. 

14.2.3  The problem’s formulation 

The direct cost-optimization problem [9, 27] is as follows: 

Determine the optimal set of integer values ia , ni 1 , which requires the minimal 

amount of costs 

 



n

1i
ia

a
i

i

CniM  (14.2.1) 

subject to 

    *
ii RaSMaR  ,     ni1  ,     ii ma1  . (14.2.2) 

The dual problem  is as follows: 
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Determine the optimal set  ia , ni 1 , in order to maximize the system reliability 

by means of simulation 

 
 i

a

aRxaMR
i

  (14.2.3) 

subject to 

*
n

1i
ia CC

i




. (14.2.4) 

Note that the costs of unifying subsystems  iS  into a complex system S  are assumed 

to be negligibly small in comparison with the total costs of designing and creating all 

those subsystems. 

It can be well-recognized  that if the number of subsystems n , as well as the number 

of alternative options im  to design subsystems iS , is high enough, both problems 

(14.2.114.2.2) and (14.2.3-14.2.4) are NP-complete [66]. Thus, an optimal solution can 

be obtained only by means of a look-over algorithm that checks the feasibility of each of   




n

i

im
1

 combinations  ia . If the number of combinations is high enough and taking into 

account that each combination requires numerous simulation runs, solving both problems 

by means of precise classical methods meets unavoidable computational difficulties (see 

justification in Chapter 5). To avoid this obstacle, we suggest a high-speed two-level 

approximate heuristic algorithm. At the bottom level a simulation model to realize the 

functional relationship between reliability values of local subsystems iS , is implemented. 

At the upper level a search procedure to determine optimal values  ia ,   has to be carried 

out. 

Note, in conclusion, that for any subsystem iS  increasing its version number jai   

results in increasing both costs ijC  and the reliability value ijR . Thus, the im -th version 

has the highest reliability 
i

imR , as well as requires the highest costs 
i

imC . If for  each iS    

its  highest version has been chosen, it can be well-recognized  that the overall system S    

has the highest possible reliability  
i

maSMR ** , ni 1 .  Thus, if relation   RR   

holds, problem (14.2.1-14.2.2) has no solution. 

We will assume henceforth that both relations 

    *
mm RaSMaR

ii
  (14.2.5) 

and 
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*
n

1i
1i CC 



 (14.2.6) 

hold. 

14.2.4  Two-level heuristic algorithm for solving the direct cost-optimization problem 

As outlined above, the system reliability  iaSMR   is a complicated non-linear 

function of values  ia . This enables solution of problem (14.2.1-14.2.2) by using the 

cyclic coordinate search algorithm ( CCSA ) with optimized variables  ia  [133]. The 

justification of using CCSA  is outlined in Chapter 5. To solve the problem, SM  is 

implemented to obtain representative statistics for calculating  iaSMR  . The 

expanded step-by-step procedure of CCSA  is as follows: 

 

Step  1. Choose an initial search point  n21

)0(

m,...,m,mX  . According to (14.2.5), 

search point 
)0(

X  is a feasible solution. 
  
 

Step  2. Start using CCSA  which minimizes value 


n

1i
ia

i
C with respect to the coordinate 

variables. Decrease the first coordinate 1
)0(

1 mx   by a constant step equal 1, i.e., 
)1(

1
)0(

1 x1x  , while all other coordinates 22 mx  , 33 mx  , … , nn mx    are 

fixed (see Step 1) and remain unchanged. In the course of undertaking the search 

steps  the feasibility of every routine search point X  is examined by performing 

numerous simulation runs by means of the SM  in order to check relation 
  

   *RXSM  . (14.2.7) 
  

 The process of decreasing the first coordinate   x1   terminates in two cases: 
 

 if for a certain value 1jx1   relation (14.2.7) ceases to hold; 

 if for all values 11 mx1   relation  (14.2.7) remains true. 
 

For the first case  we set 1jx1  ,  while in the second case 1x1   is fixed. 
  

Step  3. After the first coordinate 1x  is optimized in the course of carrying out Step 2, we 

proceed with the CCSA  by decreasing the second coordinate 2x  by a constant 

step, i.e., )1(
2

)0(
2 x1x  , while all other coordinates, namely, 1x  (the new 

optimized value at Step 2), n3 x,...,x  are fixed and remain unchanged. After 

examining the coordinate 2x  by a step-wise decrease via simulation, its newly 

obtained value is fixed, similarly to 1x , and we proceed with the third coordinate 

3x , and so forth, until nx  is reached and checked by the constant step decreasing 

procedure. 
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Step  4. After all coordinates  ix  are checked by means of the CCSA  (first iteration), 

the process is then repeated starting with 1x  again. The CCSA  terminates after a 

current iteration does not succeed in bringing any changes to the search point  

 n21 x,...,x,xX  . Thus, the n -dimensional search point X  is then taken as 

the quasi-optimal solution of the direct problem (14.2.1-14.2.2). 

Call henceforth the above algorithm of CCSA  to solve the direct problem (14.2.1-

14.2.2) - Algorithm I. Note that in the course of implementing Algorithm I the total costs  





n

i

ia
i

CC
1

 decrease monotonously at each step  iaX  . 

After obtaining an approximate solution  iaX   we suggest to undertake a 

corrective random search procedure designated henceforth as Algorithm II. The enlarged 

step-by-step procedure of Algorithm II is as follows: 

 

Step  1. Choose an initial search point  i
)0(

aX   which has been determined in the 

course of implementing Algorithm I. Denote, in addition, the required total costs 

to design the system with   ia ,  by 

 











n

1i
ia

)0(

i
CXC . (14.2.8) 

  

Step  2. Simulate n  random independent values nipi 1, ,  uniformly distributed in 

the interval  1,1  . 
  
 

Step  3. Introduce a random step XXX
)0()1(

  obtained by 
  

  nXX  ,...,,, 21

)0()1(

 , (14.2.9) 
  

 where local steps equal 1  and 
  

 










0pif1

0pif1

i

i
i  ,  

  

 subject to additional constraints for the i -th coordinate niX i 1,
)1(

, 
  

 










.0pand1Xif1

0pandmXifm
X

i
)0(

i

ii
)0(

ii
)1(

i   (14.2.10) 

  
 

Step  4. Calculate by means of the SM  frequency rate 






 )1(

XR  and compare the latter 

with R .  If  








RXR
)1(

 apply the next step. Otherwise go to Step 6. 

  
 

Step  5. Calculate the total costs to design the system with  ii

)1(

aX  .  If relation 
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)0(n

1i
ia

n

1i
a,i

)1(

XCCCXC
iii

  (14.2.11) 

  

 holds, go to Step 7. Otherwise apply the next step. 
  
 

Step  6. Set 






 )1(

XC  equal to K , where K  is a very large number (take, e.g., 1710K 

). Go to the next step. 
  

Step  7. 
Repeat Steps 2-6 Z  times, i.e., undertake Z  independent steps   XX

)0(

   
)1(

X . 
  
 

Step  8. Determine the minimal cost value 






 )1(

XC  from Z  values (14.2.11). Denote it 

by  1C  . 
  
 

Step  9. If 









)0(
)1(* XCC  the search process terminates. That means that search point 

)0(

X  cannot be improved. Go to Step 11. In case 









)0(
)1(* XCC   apply the 

next step. 
  
 

Step 10. Set  









)0(
)1(*

)0()1(

XCC,XX ,  and return to Step 2. 

  
 

Step 11. Take 
)0(

X , together with its corresponding budget value 






 )0(

XC , as the 

quasi-optimal solution of Algorithm II. 

Note that since using a search step of pregiven length in the n -dimensional space with 

a finite number of feasible solutions cannot result in an infinite monotonic convergence, 

the random search process always terminates. 

As outlined above, we suggest using Algorithm II on condition that the initial search 

point 
)0(

X  is determined by using Algorithm I. 

14.2.5  The dual cost-optimization problem 

The step-by-step algorithm to solve problem (14.2.1-14.2.2) (call it henceforth 

Algorithm III) is based on the bisection method [176] and runs as follows: 

Step  1. Calculate reliability values by means of the SM  
  

  1,...,1,1SMRmin  , (14.2.12) 
  

  n21max m,...,m,mSMR  . (14.2.13) 
  

Step  2. Calculate cost values 
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n

1i
1imin CC , (14.2.14) 

  

 




n

1i
immax

i
CC . (14.2.15) 

  

 Note that relation *
min CC   holds, otherwise problem (14.2.3-14.2.4) has no 

solution. In case max
* CC   there is a trivial solution:    ii ma  . Thus, we will 

assume that a reasonable relation 
  

 
max

*
min CCC   (14.2.16) 

  

 holds. 
 

Step  3. Calculate 
  

  maxmin RR5.0'R  . (14.2.17) 
  
 

Step  4. Solve direct cost-optimization problem (14.2.1-14.2.2) with  R'R . Denote the 

minimal cost objective value obtained in the course of implementing Algorithms  

I-II,  by 'C . 
  
 

Step  5. Compare values 'C and C . If C'CC*  , go to Step 9. Otherwise go to 

Step 6. Here 0C   designates the pregiven problem‟s solution accuracy as 

outlined in 14.2.2. 
  
 

Step  6. Examine relation *
min C'CC  . In case it holds, go to Step 7. Otherwise, i.e., in 

case max
* C'CC  ,  go to Step 8. 

  

Step  7. Set minR'R   . Go to Step 3. 
  

Step  8. Set maxR'R  . Go to Step 3. 
  

Step  9. Solution  ia  of the direct problem (14.2.1-14.2.2) obtained at Step 4, is taken 

as the quasi-optimal solution of problem (14.2.3-14.2.4). 

14.2.6  Harmonization models in designing compound engineering systems 

As outlined above, in 14.2.1, engineering design problems generally require a 

compromise between certain parameters of the system to be designed, e.g., a compromise 

between cost and quality parameters. If a system to be designed and created is compound 

in nature and consists of several local subsystems with complex configuration, such a 

compromise may be realized by means of certain optimization problems [27]. Let us 

describe two different situations which lead to a “compromise optimization”: 
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Strategy  A 

A company is faced with designing and creating a new complicated technical system 

which consists of several subsystems. The latter have to be designed and further on 

created at the company‟s design office. Each subsystem may be created in several 

technical versions, as outlined above. The problem is to determine optimal versions for 

each subsystem to be designed, in order to: 

 meet the system reliability restriction from below; 

 meet the system total cost restriction from above; 

 optimize a trade-off function between reliability and cost parameters. 

Both restrictions can be formalized by relations (14.2.2) and (14.2.4). 

Strategy  B 

A highly complicated compound technical system has to be created (e.g., a new 

aircraft). The system comprises several subsystems (with complex configuration) which 

are already manufactured by several different companies (and, quite possible, in different 

countries). Each company manufactures only one version of a certain subsystem while 

other companies may produce other versions. Thus, each subsystem is available in 

several alternative versions provided to the international market with pregiven cost and 

reliability parameters. The compromise optimization problem is similar to that outlined 

above for Strategy A. 

It can be well-recognized, however, that both from the point of logical assumptions 

and considering the solution method, those optimization problems are different. Strategy 

A is based on the assumption that for each subsystem iS  reducing the costs ijC  results in 

reducing its reliability level ijR , and vice versa. This simplifies essentially the solution 

method. 

However, for Strategy B the relation between cost and reliability parameters for 

different competing versions may be entirely different, since certain subsystems may be 

produced and purchased in different countries and thus affected by their domestic policies 

in business and standardization. 

A detailed description of different strategies (there may be more than two of them), 

together with developing optimization problems and the corresponding methods of 

solution, do not lie within the framework of this discussion. However, we will show the 

nature of the “compromise optimization” by an example of Strategy A. 

We suggest formalizing the “compromise optimization” problem as follows: 

Determine optimal integer values (versions) ia  to maximize a “system priority value” 

which is composed of local priority functions  RR  and  CC  (see Notation in 14.2.2), 
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      iCiR

a

aCaRxaM
i

 

 

subject to (14.2.2) and (14.2.4). 

It goes without saying that decreasing the total cost C  increases the corresponding 

priority function  CC ,  while decreasing reliability value R  decreases value  RR . 

Thus, we suggest introducing the concept of harmonization by means of a 

compromise, trade-off optimization. Finally, we obtain: 

 
      iCiR

a

aCaRxaM
i

   (14.2.18) 

subject to 

  *
i RaR  , (14.2.19) 

  

  *
i CaC  . (14.2.20) 

This is a complicated stochastic optimization problem since value  iaR  is calculated 

through a simulation model and can be determined in frequency terms only. As to 

functions R  and C , we suggest to assume they are deterministic. 

14.2.7  Harmonization model’s algorithm 

The enlarged step-wise procedure of the suggested problem‟s solution is as follows: 

Step  1. Solve cost-optimization problem (14.2.1-14.2.2) by means of Algorithms I-II.  

Denote the quasi-optimal solution as *
n

*
2

*
1 a,...,a,a  . 

  

Step  2. Solve cost-optimization problem (14.2.3-14.2.4) by means of Algorithm III.   

Denote the quasi-optimal solution by **
n

**
2

**
1 a,...,a,a  . 

  

Step  3. 

3 
 

Calculate 



n

1i
ia **

i

C'C . 

  
 

Step  4. If relation *C'C   holds, problem (14.2.18-14.2.20) has no solution. Otherwise 

apply the next step. 
  

Step  5. Determine three n -dimensional areas: 
  

 
 area I which comprises n -dimensional points  iaX   between 

)1(

X  

 1,...,1,1   and   *
i

)2(

aX   ; 
   

  area II which comprises n -dimensional points  iaX   between   
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 *
i

)2(

aX     and    )3(
**

i Xa   ; 
   

  area III which comprises n -dimensional points  iaX   between   

 **
i

)3(

aX     and    )4(

m Xa
i

 . 

   
 

Step  6. Note that solution  *
ia  of problem (14.2.1-14.2.2), as well as solution  **

ia , are 

approximate ones. However, it can be well-recognized that: 
 

 an overwhelming majority of n -dimensional points X  entering area  I  does 

not meet reliability level R ; 

 an overwhelming majority of n -dimensional points X  entering area  III  

does not meet total cost restriction C . 

 
 

Both assertions can be easily checked by simulating points X  by means of the 

Monte-Carlo method in areas I and III with coordinates )1(
iX  and )3(

iX  as 

follows: 
 

 1,0U,ni1,1aX ii
*
i

)1(
i 








   , 

 

 1,0U,ni1,1amaX ii
**

ii
**

i
)3(

i 
















   , 

 

where  x  denotes the whole part of x  and ii ,    are random values uniformly 

distributed in  1,0 . 
 

Later on, by means of the SM , the outlined above assertions can be easily 

verified. Practically speaking, points X  in areas I and III do not meet 

restrictions (14.2.19) and (14.2.20). 
  

Step  7. A Monte-Carlo sub-algorithm (call it henceforth Algorithm IV) is suggested to 

solve problem (14.2.18-14.2.20) for area II. The sub-steps of Algorithm IV are as 

follows: 
 
 

Step  7.1. Simulate by means of the Monte-Carlo method points X  in area II with co- 

ordinates  )2(
iX , 

 1,0U,ni1,1aaaX i
*
ii

*
i

**
i

)2(
i 

















  . 

  

 

Step  7.2. Check by means of SM  and 



n

1i
ia*

i

C'C  restrictions (14.2.19-14.2.20). If at 

least one restriction does not hold apply sub-Step 7.1. Otherwise go to the next 

sub-step. 
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Step  7.3. Calculate for point )2(
iX , by means of the SM  and 




n

1i
ia

i
CC , system 

priority value     







 



n

1i
iaCiaR

ii
CaSM  . 

  

Step  7.4. Undertake a random search outlined in Algorithm II, by substituting 

maximization for minimization. Take the local optimum obtained in the 

course of the random search, as a local solution. 
  

Step  7.5. Check the number of local solutions generated in the course of implementing 

the optimum trial random search method. If the number of such solutions 

exceeds N ,  go to the next sub-step. Otherwise apply sub-Step 7.1. 
  

Step  7.6. Choose the maximum of local solutions obtained at sub-Steps 7.1-7.5. The 

result should be taken as the approximate solution of the trade-off problem  

(14.2.18-14.2.20). 

The above global random search method is highly recommended in [9, 67, 176] and 

can be considered as an effective one for solving harmonization problems of type 

(14.2.18-14.2.20). 

As for harmonization problems related to Strategy B, using the global random search 

method is less effective. This is because optimization methods for Strategy B may deal 

with a lot of isolated n -dimensional points in both areas I and II (see Algorithm IV). It 

normally causes much computational troubles to detect those points. 

Note, in conclusion, that in the harmonization model (14.2.18-14.2.20) partial 

harmonization models do not exist, since all basic factors (C  and R ) are independent.  

Similarly to model (10.1.9-10.1.11), both basic factors are set by means of restrictions 

(14.2.19-14.2.20) and should be pregiven beforehand. 
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Chapter 15.  Strategic Hierarchical Harmonization Model for 
Complex Holding Corporations  

 

§15.1  The problem’s formulation 

15.1.1  Introduction 

In the three recent decades extensive research has been undertaken in developing 

various quality assessment techniques for marketing competitive problems. The authors 

of the multi-attribute utility theory [125-127, 150, 168] dealt mostly with marketability of 

output products in order to gain future commercial success. 

In papers [9, 11-15, 23] utility concepts have been used to estimate various system‟s 

quality parameters, especially in project management, in the course of the project‟s 

realization. New harmonization models comprising analytical, heuristic and simulation 

algorithms, have been developed. In Chapter 14 a new harmonization model has been 

suggested to optimize the process of designing, creating and marketing a new product 

within its entire life cycle. The developed optimization algorithm is of a mixed type, in 

order to comprise both analytical calculations and man-computer dialogs at the stage of 

decision-making on the basis of experts‟ information. Thus, the results obtained in this 

area are restricted as yet to developing competitive quality models for output products to 

be delivered in large quantities to the market. 

The Chapter under consideration presents an essential extension of the recently 

outlined results [15]. We suggest to develop a generalized utility harmonization model by 

implementing in the latter highly complicated hierarchical organization systems, e.g., 

complex holding corporations. The latter are usually involved in financial management of 

designing and creating simultaneously various new outcome products as well as 

providing services. A holding corporation usually comprises several subsidiary 

corporations or companies, which are actually the direct designers and producers of the 

new products and services. 

Given the budget of the holding corporation, the problem is to maximize the 

corporation‟s competitive utility on the markets by undertaking optimal budget allocation 

among subsidiary corporations. The latter, in turn, have to reallocate independently the 

assigned budget among the projects entering the subsidiary corporation. At the project 

level a man - computer dialog has to be carried out in order to obtain subjective judgment 

from the experts on the competitive ability of the product‟s (or service‟s) attributes to 

gain commercial success on the market. Thus, the general harmonization model of the 

hierarchical holding corporation requires by itself a proper hierarchical structure together 

with the multi-level optimization algorithm. 

A three-level search algorithm of the problem‟s solution, i.e., of determining the 

optimal holding corporation‟s budget structure to maximize the corporation‟s 

marketability, is suggested. The higher and the intermediate levels are faced with 
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optimizing the budget allocation‟s structure by means of the newly developed couple 

reverse cyclic coordinate search method (CRCCSM). The lower level centers on 

optimizing the product‟s or service‟s competitive utility by means of experts‟ 

information. 

The problem of developing the general harmonization model for a hierarchical 

holding corporation is essentially more complicated, than a similar model for an 

individual project. However, the gain of implementing the model for real holding 

corporations may be tremendous. 

15.1.2  The problem’s description 

A holding corporation S  (e.g., Boeing, General Electric, Pepsico, etc.), comprising 

several subsidiary corporations iS  (e.g., Pizza Hut, Pepsi, Kentucky Fried Chicken - all 

entering Pepsico), is considered. For each subsidiary corporation iS  its corresponding 

index of importance (priority index) i  is pregiven. Each subsidiary corporation 

comprises, in turn, several projects ijQ , inj1 , in order either to design and create new 

products ijV  or to develop new service systems. All the subsidiary corporations are 

functioning simultaneously within a common planning horizon with the due date  D . For 

each project ijQ  its basic project‟s attribute ijbBPA , ijmb1 , together with the 

corresponding restriction values 

ijbBPA  and 

ijbBPA , are pregiven. Here 

ijbBPA  denotes the 

worst acceptable value of ijbBPA , while 

ijbBPA  stands for the best possible value. A 

quantitative parameter entering the outcome product which actually forms the product‟s 

competitive utility in order to gain future commercial success on the market, is called the 

basic competitive attribute ( BCA ). For each routine k -th competitive attribute of product

ijV , ijkBCA , two opposite estimates have to be predetermined: 

 the least preferred value 
ijkBCA  having practically very poor chances to win the 

market competition,  and 

 the most preferred value 
ijkBCA  which enables the attribute to win the competition. 

Note that both opposite estimates for each competitive attribute can be obtained from 

the expert team on the basis of interview questions. Those estimates play the leading part 

in the process of questioning experts to obtain the multi-attribute utility values [125-127, 

140, 150]. 

15.1.3  The expert interview procedure 

In Chapter 14 we have outlined a modification of the classical MAUT procedure of 

both questioning experts and determining competitive utility values. In the present 

chapter we have implemented additional modifications, namely: 
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 for each project ijQ  its priority index ij  (within the set of in  projects entering the 

subsidiary corporation iS ), is assigned. Determining ij  has to be carried out in 

advance either by the subsidiary corporation management, or by means of expert 

information; 

 the experts‟ subjective judgment on competitive attributes 








ijk

BCA , ijdk1  , is 

based on analyzing the basic project attribute values ijbBPA , ijmb1  ; 

 for important basic project attributes (e.g., in safety engineering, environmental 

protection, etc.) which actually may have a strong influence on the future public 

opinion and thus the desired commercial success, experts have to forecast the 

corresponding restriction estimates, especially values 
ijbBPA . Those estimates are 

usually determined in cost values (see §15.2); 

 similarly to §14.1, the g -th expert‟s estimated index of importance of the k -th 

attribute ijkBCA  to win the competition for product ijV  on the market, namely 

parameter ijgk , has to be introduced; 

 denote the g -th expert‟s personal subjective judgment to forecast the expected 

value ijkBCA , by ijgkBCA ; 

 similarly to §14.1, after obtaining answers from all experts entering the expert 

team, we suggest to modify values ijgkBCA , ijdk1  , fg1  , to their relative 

equivalents ijgk  as follows: 










ijgkijgk

ijgkijgk

ijgk
BCABCA

BCABCA
 ; 

 the product‟s ijV  competitive utility, or it‟s marketability ijM , is calculated by 

means of the experts‟ averaged conclusion 

  
 


f

1g

m

1k
ijgkijgkij

ij

f

1
M  ; 

 we suggest to introduce the concept of the subsidiary corporation‟s iS  competitive 

utility, or marketability, by 

 



in

1j
ijiji MM  . 

Later on we will replace terms iM  and ijM  by more correct designations, namely,  

 ii CM  and  ijij CM . The latter denote the dependence of the competitive utility 

on the assigned budget values iC  and ijC , correspondingly; 

 the level of marketability of the holding corporation by use of expert information  

is calculated by means of 

 



n

1i
ii MM  . 
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It is the value which has to be maximized in the course of solving the general 

harmonization problem. 

15.1.4  Notation 

Let us introduce the following terms: 

Holding  Corporation  Level 

S  - holding corporation; 

C  - holding corporation‟s budget (pregiven); 

iS  - the i -th subsidiary corporation, ni1  ; 

n  - number of subsidiary corporations; 

iC  - budget assigned to the i -th subsidiary corporation (to be determined and 

optimized); 

miniC  - the minimal possible budget to be assigned to iS  (to be calculated 

beforehand); 

maxiC  - the maximal budget to be assigned to iS  (to be calculated beforehand). In 

case maxii CC   value maxiii CCC   will be redundant; 

i  - index of importance (priority index) of the i -th subsidiary corporation (pre- 

given); 

M  - holding corporation‟s marketability (to be maximized); 

 ii CM  - the i -th subsidiary corporation‟s marketability on the basis of budget iC  

assigned to the corporation (a random value obtained by expert information); 

D  - the due date (pregiven); 

C  - the search step length at the upper level (pregiven); 

  - the relative accuracy of the search procedure at the upper level (pregiven); 

 n1 C,...,CX 


 - a routine search point for the Couple Reverse Cyclic Coordinate Search 

Method (CRCCSM) algorithm, in order to reallocate C  among n  subsidiary 

corporations. 

Subsidiary  Corporation  Level ( iS  Corporation) 

ijQ  - the j -th project entering the iS -th corporation, inj1  ; 

ijV  - the product (services) to be designed and created by realizing ijQ ; 

in  - number of projects (products, services) entering iS  (pregiven); 

ijC  - budget assigned to ijQ  (to be determined and optimized); 

minijC  - the minimal possible budget to be assigned to project ijQ  (to be calculated 

beforehand); 
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maxijC  - the maximal budget to be assigned to ijQ  (to be calculated beforehand). In 

case maxijij CC   value maxijijij CCC   will be redundant; 

ij  - priority index of project ijQ  (relatively to other projects entering iS ); 

ijM  - product‟s ijV  marketability; 

 ijij CM  - product‟s ijV  marketability determined (by expert information) on the basis 

of the assigned budget ijC ; 

iC  - the search step length at the intermediate level (in the course of reallocating 

budget iC  among in  projects); 

i  - the relative accuracy of the search procedure with step length iC   

(pregiven); 

 
i

in1ii C,...,CX 


 - a routine search point  for the CRCCSM algorithm, in order to 

reallocate iC  among in  projects. 

Project  Level (Project ijQ ) 

ijV  - the product  to be designed and manufactured; 

ijbBPA  - the b -th basic project attribute value, ijmb1  ; 

ijm  - number of BPA  values in product ijV ; 

ijkBCA  - the k -th basic competitive attribute value, ijdk1  ; 

ijd  - number of BCA  values in product ijV ; 


ijbBPA  - the worst permissible (acceptable) value for the b -th basic project attribute 

value ijbBPA  (pregiven); 


ijbBPA  - the best possible value for ijbBPA  (pregiven); 


ijkBCA  - the worst competitive estimate for the k -th competitive attribute ijkBCA  

(pregiven by experts); 


ijkBCA  - the best competitive estimate for ijkBCA  (pregiven by experts); 

ijgk  - priority index (level of importance) of the k -th competitive attribute of 

product ijV , given by the g -th expert, fg1  ; 

f  - the number of experts entering the decision-making team; 

ijgkBCA  - the personal subjective judgment of the g -th expert on the expected value of 

the k -th competitive attribute ijkBCA ; 

ijM  - the product‟s ijV  marketability, determined by means of expert information; 


ijM  - the minimal acceptable marketability (competitive utility) of product ijV ,  
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ni1  , inj1   (pregiven); 

ijC  - the search step length at the project level, in the course of determining value 

minijC . 

15.1.5  The problem’s formulation 

The strategic hierarchical harmonization problem is based on multistage budget 

reallocation and is as follows: determine budget values  iC  assigned to subsidiary 

corporations  iS , as well as budget values  ijC  assigned to individual projects  ijQ , in 

order to maximize the holding corporation‟s marketability 

  
MxaM

iji C,C

 
(15.1.1) 

subject to 

CC
n

1i
i 



, (15.1.2) 

 

i

n

1j
ij CC

i




, (15.1.3) 

 

   ijijij MCM  (15.1.4) 
 

     ijbijbijbijbijb BPA,BPAMaxBPABPA,BPAMin , 

ni1  , inj1  , ijmb1  , 

(15.1.5) 

where (see Chapter 14) 

  
 


f

1g

m

1k
ijgkijgkij

ij

f

1
M   , (15.1.6) 

 










ijgkijgk

ijgkijgk

ijgk
BCABCA

BCABCA
  , (15.1.7) 

and 

  
  





















n

1i

n

1j
ijijiji

i

CMM   . (15.1.8) 

We suggest solving the strategic hierarchical harmonization problem (15.1.1-15.1.8) 

by means of a three-stage algorithm. At the first stage a heuristic budget reallocation 

procedure implementing the CRCCSM, is carried out, namely, the problem 
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n

1i
iii

C

CMxaM
i

  (15.1.9) 

subject to 

CC
n

1i
i 



, (15.1.10) 

 

maxiimini CCC   , (15.1.11) 

has to be solved. Here values miniC  and maxiC  are not pregiven and have to be 

determined beforehand. Quasi-optimal values  iC  serve as input parameters for another,  

similar optimal budget reallocation problem at the intermediate hierarchical level 

 
  












i

ij

n

1j
ijijij

C

CMxaM   (15.1.12) 

subject to 

i

n

1j
ij CC

i




, (15.1.13) 

 

maxijijminij CCC   ,   ni1  , (15.1.14) 

where values minijC  and maxijC  also have to be determined beforehand. Note that 

evident relations 





in

1j
minijmini CC , (15.1.15) 

 





in

1j
maxijmaxi CC ,   ni1  , (15.1.16) 

hold. 

At the lower level each random value  
ijij CM  has to be calculated by means of 

experts‟ judgments, on the basis of multiple interviews, and taking into account 

restrictions (15.1.5-15.1.6). 

Note that other, non-essential modifications of problems (15.1.1-15.1.16), may be 

suggested, but the basic principles of the solution remain the same. In order to solve 

problem (15.1.1-15.1.8) we have to implement a new coordinate search algorithm which 

will be outlined below. To determine constraints 








maxmin , ijij CC , we will use auxiliary 

Problem A [14] which will be outlined below. 
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§15.2  Auxiliary problems and methods 

15.2.1  Auxiliary problem A 

It has been outlined above  that calculating values  maxminijC  and  maxminiC  has to be 

carried out beforehand of solving problem (15.1.1-15.1.8), as well as solving problems  

(15.1.9-15.1.11) – (15.1.12-15.1.14). The main difficulties arise in determining estimates  









minijC , since estimates (15.1.15-15.1.16) and 





ijm

1b
ijbmaxij BPAC ,   ni1  , (15.2.1) 

are evident. 

To determine values minijC  we will use the outlined above multi-attribute 

harmonization problem in strategic project management (see §14.1) to be denoted 

henceforth as Problem A. Note that the latter can be applied to individual projects only.  

To simplify the problem‟s solution we will, thus, omit unnecessary indices i  and j . The 

problem is to maximize the total project‟s competitive utility (marketability) which 

results in maximizing the global marketability [12-15, 22] 

CCPP UUM    , (15.2.2) 

where PU  stands for the project‟s utility, CU  is the product‟s competitive multi-

attribute utility, while P  and C  are properly chosen coefficients to present both utility 

parameters in similar scaling and ranking. Note that in modern project management most 

BPA  estimates can be presented in cost values, as well as their corresponding lower and 

upper bounds BPA  and BPA . Namely, to honor the company‟s good name, the 

following project‟s restrictions BPA , i.e., restrictions (15.1.5), have to be incorporated: 

a) the budget for designing the product; 

b) the budget for creating the product‟s pattern example; 

c) the budget to undertake proper safety engineering actions; 

d) the budget to implement proper actions to prevent jeopardizing environmental safety; 

e) the budget to carry out advertisement programs; 

f) the budget to realize various customer service and organizational procedures 

supporting the product‟s marketability,  etc. 

Thus, a conclusion can be drawn that for any product V  the summarized constraint 




 
m

1b
bBPAC , (15.2.3) 
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where m  is the total amount of basic project‟s attributes, can be regarded as the lower 

bound of the minimal budget to be assigned to the project in order to design and create a 

new product, i.e., relation 

minCC   (15.2.4) 

holds. Here minC  denotes the minimal budget which enables honoring basic project 

attributes’ together with the project’s marketability restriction 

  







 MCM:CMinCmin  (15.2.5) 

subject to (15.1.5).  Here  CM  stands for the product‟s marketability on the basis of 

budget C  assigned to the project for designing and creating the product. 

Auxiliary Problem A as well as the corresponding Model A (see §14.1) enables 

determining  CM , while M  comprises both the utility of designing and creating the 

product‟s pattern example as well as its competitive utility to gain future commercial 

success. 

The heuristic algorithm to solve Problem A is outlined in Chapter 14. A two-level 

optimization procedure based on the cyclic coordinate search algorithm (CCSA) [9-15, 

133], is suggested. The internal level is faced with optimizing the product‟s competitive 

utility by making use of experts‟ information, while the external level centers on 

obtaining a routine feasible solution from the point of designing process. 

15.2.2  Solving the problem of determining 








minijC  

For the problem under consideration, in order to determine budget values 








minijC , 

ni1 , inj1 , we suggest to use auxiliary Problem A as follows. First, for each project 

ijQ  separately, values 

ijC  satisfying 




 
m

1b
ijbij BPAC , (15.2.6) 

have to be calculated. Afterwards, for each project ijQ  separately, start increasing 

value 

ijC  by cost step ijC . After determining the routine accumulated value 

  ijijij CCC   , (15.2.7) 
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solve Problem A to determine the marketability value  ijij CM . The process terminates 

after relation 

    ijijij MCM  (15.2.8) 

ceases to hold. The minimal value 
ijC  satisfying (15.1.4), is taken as the problem‟s 

solution, i.e., as the minimal budget value minijC  which may be assigned by iS  to project 

ijQ . Other restrictive values 








maxijC , 








miniC  and 








maxiC  can be determined by 

using (15.1.15-15.1.16, 15.2.1). 

15.2.3  Couple Reverse Cycling Coordinate Search Method (CRCCSM) 

It can be well-recognized that both budget reallocations problems (15.1.9-15.1.11) 

and (15.1.12-15.1.14) deal with random values, since all marketability estimates for each 

element of the hierarchical system “holding corporation – subsidiary corporation – 

project (product)” - are partially determined by means of experts‟ subjective judgments.  

Moreover, the objectives at each hierarchical level are in fact non-linear ones. This makes 

impossible to solve those problems via mathematical programming models. Thus, only 

heuristic approaches enable an approximate satisfactory solution. 

In our previous publications we have used the cyclic coordinate search algorithm 

(CCSA) [9-15, 133] in order to optimize a complicated non-linear multi-dimensional 

objective. However, it is impossible to use CCSA for solving budget reallocation 

problems (15.1.9-15.1.11) and (15.1.12-15.1.14), since undertaking a search for a certain 

coordinate  results in introducing reverse amendments for other coordinates [5, 15].  Due 

to dependability restrictions (15.1.11) and (15.1.14), the CCSA requires essential 

modifications. 

We have developed a modified version of the CCSA - the Couple Reverse Cyclic 

Coordinate Search Method (CRCCSM), which enables carrying out an optimization 

search procedure for a three-level hierarchical system under consideration. The general 

approach of using CRCCSM for multi-dimensional systems under random disturbances is 

as follows. 

Given: 

 variables (coordinates) n21 X,...,X,X  to be optimized; 
 

 non-linear multi-dimensional objective  n21 X,...,X,XF  with complicated 

logical links and subject to random disturbances (e.g., comprising subjective 

experts‟ judgments); 
 

 linear restrictions 
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n

1i
i CX , 

 

 

(15.2.9) 

 maxiimini XXX  ,  ni1  , 
 

(15.2.10) 

 where C , miniX  and maxiX  are constant pregiven values; 
 

 non-linear restrictions under random disturbances 
 

   qn21q WX,...,X,XF  ,  rq1  , 
 

(15.2.11) 

 search step length X  common for all coordinates iX ; 
 

 relative accuracy 0  of the search procedure. 

The problem is to determine quasi-optimal values 

nXXX ,...,, 21  to maximize the 

objective  XF


 subject to all restrictions. 

The enlarged step-wise procedure of the problem‟s solution by implementing the 

CRCCSM is as follows: 

Step 1. By any mean establish a feasible problem‟s solution, i.e., determine values

n21 X,...,X,X  satisfying relations (15.2.9-15.2.11). The techniques to be used 

depend usually on the structure of objective F . However, reasonable 

approaches for carrying out the step are outlined in various publications (see,  

e.g., [9]). Values iX , ni1  , obtained in the course of Step 1, are taken as the 

initial search point 0X


. Denote vector 0X


‟s coordinates by i0X , ni1  . 
 

 

Step 2. For initial point 0X


 calculate it‟s corresponding objective value  0XF


. Note 

that since 0X


 presents a feasible solution, restrictions (15.2.9-15.2.11) will be 

honored. 
 

Store vector 0X


 in a special array A  together with the corresponding objective 

value. In the course of the optimization process array A  will contain the 

problem‟s approximate solution. 
 

Step 3. First, coordinate 1X  has to be optimized, by advancing with the constant search 

step X  in two opposite directions: 
 

1101 XXX    and 1101 XXX   . If both directions can be taken,  

go to Step 11. 
 

If, for a certain reason, only one direction can be chosen, e.g.,  

1101 XXX    or 1101 XXX   , apply the next step. If no changes 

can be introduced for the first coordinate, go to Step 7. Note that cases of less 

than two possible directions usually take place when value 1X  is on the border, 

i.e., relations min101 XX   or max101 XX    hold. 
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Step 4. Assume that only direction 1101 XXX    can be chosen. Calculate 11X  

and choose a reverse direction for the second coordinate to decrease the latter, 

i.e., determine 1202 XXX   . If such a reverse direction cannot be 

undertaken (usually when min202 XX   holds), try to implement a reverse 

direction for the third coordinate 3X , and so forth, until either: 
 

  for a certain coordinate iX , ni2  , such a reverse direction can be chosen  

and value i1i0 XXX    is calculated. Go to Step 5. 
 

  or for any coordinate iX , ni2  , no reverse direction can be chosen. Go to   

Step 7. 

 If, in the course of carrying out Step 4, direction 1101 XXX    is chosen, 

substitute the reverse direction by increasing the second coordinate. In all other 

aspects the step remains unchanged. 
 

 

Step 5. Calculate objective F  for the new vector   1
n0i111 XX,...,X,...,X


  where, 

besides coordinates 1X  and iX , all other coordinates remain unchanged. If 

either: 
 

  at least one restriction (15.2.9-15.2.11) is not honored, or 
 

  objective value F  did not increase, 
 

 -  go to the next step. Otherwise apply Step 8. 
 

Step 6. Apply Step 4 and try to determine a new coordinate iX  with a possible reverse 

direction. If such a coordinate iX , ni2  , can be determined, go to Step 5. 

Otherwise apply the next step. 
 

Step 7. Applying this step means that the first coordinate 1X  cannot be optimized.  

Substitute coordinate 1X  by the next coordinate 2X  and apply Step 3. While 

carrying out anew Steps 3-7 the index of the coordinate to be optimized has to 

be increased by one, i.e., the optimized coordinate changes from 1X  to 2X , 

later on from 2X  to 3X , and so forth, until all coordinates n21 X,...,X,X  are 

examined. Then go to Step 13. 
 

Step 8. Check relation 
 

    
 




0

01

XF

XFXF




 . (15.2.12) 

 
 

If the relation holds, go to Step 10. Otherwise apply the next step. 
 

 

Step 9. Take search point 1X


 for the initial one, i.e., transform 01 XX


 . Store the 

newly obtained vector X


 together with its objective value F . Go to Step 3.  

Note that in the course of carrying out Step 9 the index of the optimized 

coordinate has not to be changed for the next one in Steps 3-7. 
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Step 10. The optimization process terminates, and vector 1X


 together with its 

corresponding objective value is taken as the quasi-optimal problem‟s solution. 
 

Step 11. Check both new search points (vectors) 
 

  n00201
1 X,...,X,XXX 


 (15.2.13) 

 
 

and 
 

 

  n00201
2 X,...,X,XXX 


, (15.2.14) 

 
 

i.e., check restrictions (15.2.9-15.2.11) together with calculating objective 

values  1XF


 and  2XF


. If at least one restriction (15.2.9-15.2.11) proves 

not to be satisfied, or objectives  1XF


 and  2XF


 did not increase for both 

search points 1X


 and 2X


, go to Step 7. If for one of the search points all the 

restrictions are honored and the objective value has increased (let it be 1X


), go 

to Step 8. If for both search points under examination all the restrictions are 

honored and both objectives have increased their values, choose the search 

point with the highest increase. For the sake of definition, let it be 1X


. Apply 

the next step. 
 

 

 

Step 12. If relation (15.2.12) holds go to Step 10. Otherwise take search point 1X


 as the 

initial one and go to Step 4, i.e., proceed changing the optimized coordinate in 

the same direction as it has been chosen by determining point 1X


. Similarly to 

Step 9, the index of the optimized coordinate has not to be altered in the course 

of repeating Steps 4-7. 
 

Step 13. After all coordinates n21 X,...,X,X  have been examined by means of the 

CRCCSM algorithm, proceed the optimization process further in cyclic 

succession, i.e., after coordinate nX  return optimizing 1X , etc. 
 

The optimization process terminates if in the course of examining all 

coordinates n21 X,...,X,X  the latter do not undergo any changes. In case like 

that vector X


 entering array A , together with the objective value, are taken as 

the problem‟s quasi-optimal solution. 

§15.3  Three-level heuristic algorithm for the hierarchical harmonization 

problem 

The general idea of the three-level algorithm to solve the strategic harmonization 

problem for complex holding corporations is presented on Fig. 15.1. The step-wise 

procedure of the algorithm is based on the results outlined in §15.2 and comprises the 

following subalgorithms: 

Subalgorithm 1. Using auxiliary Problem A (see §15.2), outlined in details in §14.1, 

determine for each project ijQ  independently value minijC  in order to cover the minimal 
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acceptable marketability 

ijM . The general idea of Subalgorithm 1 is outlined in §15.2. 

The input values are 








ijbBPA  which are forwarded to the expert team to undertake a 

multi-stage mutual man-computer dialog. 

Subalgorithm 2. This block centers on determining a feasible initial search point for 

solving problem (15.1.9-15.1.11) at the highest hierarchical level by means of the 

CRCCSM. Note that input values for Subalgorithm 2 are 








miniC  and 








maxiC  obtained 

from relations (15.1.15-15.1.16, 15.2.1) on the basis of the input parameters of Problem 

A, as well as of priority indices i , ni1 . The substeps of Subalgorithm 2 are as 

follows: 

2.1. Reorder all priority indices i  in descending order. 
 

2.2. Reorder all corresponding ordinal numbers of subsidiary holdings iS . 
 

2.3. Assign to all iS  their minimal budget values miniC ,  imini CC  ,  ni1  . 
 

2.4. Set 1 . 

2.5. 

 

Calculate  







 


minmax

n

1i
mini CC,CCCMinW   . 

 

2.6. Determine for the subsidiary holding S  its feasible budget  CCW min  . 
 

2.7. Update CWC    . If  0C   go to Substep 2.10. Otherwise apply the next 

substep. 
 

2.8. Set 11  . 
 

2.9. If n  go to Substep 2.5. Otherwise apply the next substep. 
 

 

2.10. Vector iC


 serves as a feasible solution of problem (15.1.9-15.1.11) and as the 

initial search point X . 

It is assumed that a reasonable relation CC
n

i

i 
1

min  holds, otherwise the problem has 

no solution. Another relation CC
n

i

i 
1

max  is evident, otherwise values maxiC , ni1 , are 

the sought optimum variables at the higher hierarchical level. 

Subalgorithm 3 centers on implementing the couple reverse cyclic coordinate search 

method for problem (15.1.9-15.1.11), with initial feasible search point X . The CRCCSM 

is outlined in §15.2. Steps 2, 5 and 11 result in applying Subalgorithm 4 at the 

intermediate hierarchical level (subsidiary corporation level). The search step length 

equals C . 
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Subalgorithm 4.  The input values for the subalgorithm are values  iC , ni1 . For 

each corporation iS  independently,  the couple reverse cyclic coordinate search method 

has to be carried out, in order to redistribute budget value iC  among in  projects ijQ , 

inj1 , i.e., to solve budget allocation problem (15.1.12-15.1.14). Thus, instead of the n

-dimensional CRCCSM of Subalgorithm 3,  a in -dimensional search procedure has to be 

implemented. Determining the initial search point is carried out similarly to the analytical 

approach outlined in Subalgorithm 2. Steps 2, 5 and 11 of the CRCCSM procedure (see  

§15.2) are realized by applying the following Subalgorithm 5 at the project level. For 

each subsidiary corporation iS  the search step length equals iC . Thus, values ijC  serve 

as input values for that subalgorithm. 

Subalgorithm 5 is carried out by calculating the product‟s competitive utility and, 

later on, by determining the product‟s marketability ijM , on the basis of experts‟ 

information. Establishing value ijM  is facilitated via (15.1.6-15.1.7), on the basis of the 

averaged experts‟ subjective judgments [13, 150, 168]. The calculated value  
ijij CM  is 

provided to  Subalgorithm 4,  where for each subsidiary corporation marketability values 

 ii CM  have to be maximized according to (15.1.12). Thus, a multiple information 

exchange among Subalgorithms 4 and 5 takes place until, for all projects ijQ , ni1 , 

inj1 , conditional sub-optimal values  opt

ijM  and  opt

iM  are determined, together with 

the corresponding values ijC  and iC . Only afterwards values  opt

iM  are provided to 

Subalgorithm 3 (see Steps 2, 5 and 11 of CRCCSM in §15.2) in order to calculate 

objective F - the marketability value of the holding corporation at the routine search 

point of problem‟s (15.1.9-15.1.11) solution. 

In the course of carrying out the CRCCSM by Subalgorithm 3 by means of multiple 

applications to Subalgorithm 4, conditional sub-optimal values  opt

iM , ni1 , undergo 

numerous changes, until the search process at the higher level terminates. Finally 

obtained values M , iM , ijM , iC  and ijC , ni1 , inj1 , are taken as the quasi-optimal 

solution. 

Thus, a double optimization cycle to solve the hierarchical harmonization problem has 

to be implemented. 

§15.4  Conclusions 

The following conclusions can be drawn from the Chapter: 

1. The harmonization model for a large hierarchical holding corporation refers to a very 

important area of strategic management.  The desired future of any complex holding 

corporation is to gain commercial success on international and domestic markets.  

Since nowadays the budget of such corporations often exceeds billions of dollars, 

even small quality refinements may result in tremendous additional profits. 
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2. The suggested harmonization model for a holding corporation comprises local 

harmonization models for subsidiary corporations. The latter enter the general holding 

corporation and usually form a hierarchical “tree”. Thus, the harmonization model 

itself turns out to be a hierarchical model, with a governing sub-model at the higher 

level. The intermediate level comprises harmonization models for subsidiary 

corporations. At the lower level harmonization models for individual projects, to 

design and create new products and/or new service systems, have to be incorporated. 
  

3. The harmonization model for a holding corporation actually refers to multi-

dimensional budget reallocation models under random disturbances. This is an 

extremely complicated non-linear model which cannot obtain an analytic solution.  

Only heuristic, approximate approaches may be implemented. 
  

4. Since one of the most simple and efficient methods to optimize non-linear multi-

dimensional models - the cyclic coordinate search algorithm (CCSA, see [133]) - 

cannot be applied to hierarchical budget reallocation models, we developed an 

efficient modified version of the CCSA - the couple reverse CCSA (CRCCSM) which 

has been applied to the optimization process for the general harmonization model of 

the holding corporation. 
  

5. The developed harmonization model, thus, comprises three levels together with an 

auxiliary expert‟s team at the fourth level. The first two levels comprise a double 

cycle optimization model by means of CRCCSM. The project level calculates the 

marketability of all individual projects and service systems independently, while the 

experts‟ level provides experts‟ subjective judgments on basic competitive attributes 

for the future commercial success of new products and service systems. 
  

6. The suggested harmonization model is an essential extension of our previous 

publications on harmonization models for estimating the project‟s utility outlined in 

[9]. As a matter of fact, the results obtained in the past are not more but several 

structural elements in the newly developed hierarchical tree. 
  

7. If necessary, due to specific market requirements, etc., additional project‟s and 

competitive attributes may be incorporated in the harmonization model. 
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Figure 15.1.  The general idea of the three-level heuristic harmonization algorithm 
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Chapter 16.  Optimization Models in Strategic Marketability  
 

§16.1  The problem 

16.1.1  Introduction 

In Chapters 8, 14-15 we have outlined various harmonization models to determine 

system quality parameters in project management. Those models deal mostly with 

marketability estimates of outcome products in order to gain future commercial success. 

Those models present an essential extension of the recently developed multi-attribute 

utility theory [125-127, 150]. 

In this Chapter we will solve the problem of optimizing the individual project‟s 

utility, i.e., maximizing the marketability estimate of the new product to be obtained in 

the course of the project‟s realization. The process of designing and creating the product 

is described in the form of a stochastic PERT-COST network model.   

Each activity  ji,  entering network model  ANG ,  has a random duration  jit ,  

depending parametrically on the budget value  jic ,  assigned to that activity. Note that 

each value  jic ,  has two opposite restrictive values      
maxmin

,,, jicjicjic  . In case 

   
min,, jicjic   activity  ji,  cannot be realized, in case    

max,, jicjic   cost value 

   
min

,, jicjiccij   is redundant. 

The product‟s marketability can be calculated by means of experts‟ subjective 

judgment in the form of a function of basic competitive attributes nkBCAk 1, , [14, 

150, 168], which actually determine the future commercial success. It can be well-

recognized that values kBCA  depend on the total budget C  to be invested in the project‟s 

realization to design and to create the new product. Note that besides obtaining proper 

attribute values, honoring both the pregiven due date of completing the project, as well as 

the reliability value of meeting the due date on time, has also to be taken into account. 

Thus, the problem is as follows: 

Given: 

 the stochastic network graph of PERT-COST type  ANG ,  comprising activities of 

random duration, 

 the due date D  (pregiven), 

 chance constraint   DGTPrR   of accomplishing the project on time (pregiven), 

-  the problem is to determine the minimal project total budget minC  to be distributed 

among the project‟s activities  ji, , in order to obtain the highest possible new product‟s 

marketability value M . Besides determining total value minC , values  jic ,  assigned to 

project‟s activities  ji,  have to be determined as well. 
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A dual cost-optimization problem can be formulated as follows:  given the restricted 

project‟s budget C  together with pregiven due date and reliability values D  and R ,  

determine the maximal marketability value M  (here value M  may not be the highest 

possible one). Note that solving the direct cost-optimization problem usually enables the 

solution of the dual one. 

Both problems are solved by means of a heuristic algorithm which comprises three 

different procedures: 

1. A lookover search procedure of determining the optimal value of C . 

2. A trade-off “time - cost” model to maximize the project‟s reliability R  with preset 

value C . 

3. A heuristic corrective procedure of redistributing a pregiven budget value C  among 

the project‟s activities in order to maximize the product‟s marketability subject to the 

pregiven chance constraint. 

A newly developed important conception of the attribute‟s sensitivity relative to the 

corresponding investment is introduced. The suggested compound rate, i.e., the so-called 

cost-marketability, is imbedded in the developed budget reallocation algorithm [19, 22]. 

16.1.2  The problem’s description and definitions 

The newly developed product to be delivered to the market possesses n  basic 

competitive attributes nkBCAk 1, , together with its corresponding restriction values  

(see Chapter 14 and [14, 26]. The latter serve as the worst permissible values that may be 

implemented into the design process of the new product. Several basic competitive 

attributes may be independent as well as dependent parameters. BCA  values form the 

product‟s competitive utility in order to gain future commercial success. Those values are 

usually calculated by means of expert information. 

We will assume [14, 150] that for each kBCA  value two opposite estimates have to be 

established before carrying out the design process: 

 the worst competitive estimate 
kBCA  having practically very poor chances to win the 

market competition, and 

 the best competitive estimate 
kBCA  which enables the attribute to win the 

competition. 

Note that both opposite estimates for each competitive attribute can be obtained from 

the expert team on the basis of interview questions. 

As an example of competitive attributes, nine of them have been singled out and are 

usually examined by experts in case of designing a new automotive vehicle (see Section 

14.1.9). 
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As to the worst and the best competitive attribute estimates, they are presented in 

14.1.9 as well. 

As outlined above, the process of designing and creating the new product can be 

formalized and described by means of a PERT-COST stochastic network model  ANG ,  

with activities  ji,  of random duration. In order to formalize the problem to be 

considered we will require additional definitions. 

Call the k -th array  ANGARk , , nk1 , a unification of activities    ANGji ,,    

which are related to attribute kBCA  and have to be carried out in order to create a product 

with that attribute. Denote henceforth those activities   kk ji , . It goes without saying that 

for certain different arrays 
1

kAR  and 
2

kAR , nkk  21,1 , their intersection may not be 

empty, i.e., two different arrays may comprise similar activities. An array is usually 

presented not in the form of a graph, but rather in the form of a list of activities. 

As an example of an activity array for a new vehicle [14, 168], array 6AR  comprises 

activities  66 , ji  to be processed in order to raise the unrefueled vehicle‟s range as much 

as possible. 

Call the k -th sub-budget CCk   the partial budget assigned to carry out activities 

entering array kAR , 

 
  


kk j,i
kkk j,icC , 

(16.1.1) 

where  kk jic ,  represents the budget assigned to activity  kk ji , . 

Call the minimal budget value 

kC  the minimal budget required to obtain the new 

product with the least preferred attribute 

kBCA . Call the maximal budget value 

kC             

the assigned budget which results in the best attribute‟s value 

kBCA . 

Call the priority level (level of importance) k  of the k -th competitive attribute kBCA  

a positive value 10  k ,  
k

k 1 , determined by experts and denoting the contribution 

of a kBCA  unit in the marketability estimate M . Thus, relation 

 



n

1k
kk BCAM   (16.1.2) 

holds. 

Call the cost-sensitiveness of each attribute nkBCAk 1, , the ratio 
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kk

kkk
k

CC

BCABCA
  , (16.1.3) 

which determines the contribution of each cost unit of sub-budget kC  invested in the 

project, to the entire product‟s marketability M . Relation 
21

kk    signifies that 

attribute 
1

kBCA  has a higher cost-sensitivity than attribute 
2

kBCA . 

16.1.3  Notation 

Let us introduce the following terms: 

 A,NG  - the PERT-COST network model to formalize the process of designing and 

creating a new product; 

 j,i  - activity with random duration  j,it  entering  A,NG ; 

 j,ic  - budget assigned to activity  j,i ; 

 minj,ic  - the lower possible value of budget  j,ic  (pregiven); 

 maxj,ic  - the upper bound of value  j,ic  (pregiven); 

kBCA  - the k -th basic competitive attribute value of the newly developed product,

nk1  ; 

n  - number of BCA values; 

kBCA  - the worst competitive estimate of the k -th competitive attribute (pregiven by 

experts); 


kBCA  - the best competitive estimate of the k -th competitive attribute (pregiven by 

experts); 

k  - priority level (level of importance) of the k -th competitive attribute  

(pregiven by experts); 

D  - due date of project  A,NG  (pregiven); 

R  - reliability (chance constraint) value for accomplishing the project on time  

(pregiven); 

C  - total budget invested in the project (to be determined); 

 
  













j,i

j,icCGT - random project‟s duration on condition that budget C  has been 

invested and later on redistributed among activities  j,i ; 

kAR  - a set of activities entering  A,NG  and related to the attribute kBCA  (to be 

determined beforehand); 

  kk j,i  - activities entering kAR ; 

km  - number of activities entering kAR ; 
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kC  - budget assigned to carry out activities entering kAR ; note that usually 





n

1k
k CC  holds, since sets  kAR  have common  activities; 


kC  - budget required to provide attribute kBCA  with the worst value 

kBCA  (given 

by experts); 


kC  - budget required to provide the best competitive value 
kBCA  (given by 

experts); 

k  - cost-sensitivity value for attribute kBCA  calculated by (16.1.3) (to be 

determined beforehand); 

M  - the product‟s marketability calculated by (16.1.2); 
M  - the minimal possible marketability to be obtained by investing  kC , nk1  ,  

to each array  kAR . Value M  is always obtained by assigning  minj,ic  to 

each activity    A,NGj,i  ; 

M  - the maximal possible product‟s marketability. It can be well-recognized that 
M  can be obtained by assigning  maxj,ic  to each  j,i . However, in most 

practical cases M  can be reached by investing budget  
 


j,i
maxj,icC ; 

C  - the cost unit to be transferred from activity to activity; 

C  - the cost step, i.e., the total budget‟s step, for solving the general problem. 

16.1.4  The problem’s formulation 

The problem is as follows: 

Determine the minimal budget value  
 


ji

jicC
,

,  which 

 results in the product‟s marketability being equal M , and 

 satisfies chance constraint 

       
 

RDj,icCGTPr
j,i


























 . (16.1.4) 

Since any product‟s marketability value M  is, practically speaking, an implicit 

function  CM  of the project‟s budget C , the optimization problem can be formalized as 

follows: 

Determine optimal budget value optC  together with assigned activity budgets  

  opt
jic ,  which results in the maximal product‟s marketability M , 
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 MCM:CMinC opt  (16.1.5) 

subject to (16.1.4). 

It can be well-recognized that problem (16.1.4-16.1.5) is a multi-parametrical non-

linear stochastic optimization problem, which allows only approximated heuristic 

solutions. The main difficulty of solving problem (16.1.4-16.1.5) is to formalize the 

implicit function  CM  which reflects the experts‟ subjective judgments. Assume that for 

any k -th attribute, nk1 , its contribution kk BCA  can be determined by 

   kkkkkk CCBCABCA   , (16.1.6) 

where k  stands for the cost-sensitivity of attribute kBCA  to be calculated beforehand 

by (16.1.3), and kC  represents the partial budget to carry out activities entering array kAR

. Thus, we assume that cost-sensitiveness remains constant for each k -th attribute 

throughout interval 






 

kk BCABCA , . 

The above assumption enables heuristic solution of problem (16.1.4-16.1.5) by using 

two subsidiary procedures. 

§16.2  Subsidiary procedures 

16.2.1  Reliability optimization (Procedure I) 

In [9, 12, 70, 109] a trade-off cost-reliability procedure is considered. The problem is 

as follows: 

Given: 

a) a PERT-COST type network model  A,NG  comprising activities    A,NGj,i   with 

random time durations  j,it  depending parametrically on the local budgets assigned 

to those activities  j,ic ; 

b) upper and lower budget levels  minj,ic  and  maxj,ic  for each activity  j,i ; 

c) the project‟s due date D ; 

d) probability density function    







j,ic,j,itp  for each activity duration  j,it  for all 

   ANGji ,,  ; 

e) the total project‟s budget C , 

- determine local budgets  j,ic  to all activities in order to maximize the project‟s 

reliability 
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 Dj,icCGTPrxaM

j,ij,ic

 (16.2.1) 

subject to 

     maxmin j,icj,icj,ic  , (16.2.2) 
 

 
 

Cj,ic
j,i

 . 
(16.2.3) 

The problem‟s solution algorithm is outlined in details in Chapter 8 and is based on 

extensive simulation of the p.d.f.‟s    







jicjitp ,,,  together with various heuristic 

procedures. Most of them are based on examining special activity values  

         

















 jicjiLjicjiPji cr ,,,,,  , where   ji,  stands for the average value 

of    jicjit ,,  and    








 crLjicjiP ,,  denotes the probability of activity  ji,  to be on 

the critical path in the course of the project‟s realization, on condition that each activity 

 ji,  obtains local budget  jic , , subject to (16.2.2) and (16.2.3). A unit cost transfer 

procedure from activities  ji,  with small  ji,  values to activities with larger  ji,  

values, is arranged in order to diminish the project‟s critical path as much as possible. 

Call henceforth problem (16.2.1-16.2.3) Problem I. Note, that a dual problem can be 

formulated as follows: 

Given the chance constraint (reliability value) R , determine the minimal total 

project‟s budget C , together with local assigned cost budgets  jic , , subject to (16.2.2-

16.2.3). Thus, the problem satisfies  

 
  







































 RDj,icCGTPr:CCniM

j,i

 (16.2.4) 

subject to (16.2.2) and (16.2.3). 

Call henceforth problem (16.2.2-16.2.3) Problem II. Both problems - the direct and 

the dual one - are outlined in Chapter 8 together with their detailed solutions. 

Note, in conclusion, that both Problems I and II comprise a standard problem as 

follows: 

Given: 

 the project‟s budget C ; 
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 assigned cost values  j,ic  satisfying (16.2.2) and (16.2.3); 

 the project‟s due date D , 

- determine the probability of meeting the project‟s target on time, i.e., 

 
  























 Dj,icCGTPr

j,i

. (16.2.5) 

Value (16.2.5) can be determined by simulating the project‟s realization in order to 

obtain representative statistics. Call henceforth problem (16.2.5) Problem III. 

16.2.2  Subsidiary corrective Procedure II to increase product’s marketability and 

corporate sustainability 

The procedure outlined below presents a heuristic solution of the problem as follows: 

Given: 

 the  PERT-COST  type network model with activities of random duration  j,it  

depending parametrically on the budget values assigned to that activities (p.d.f. 

given); 
 

 total project‟s budget C ; 
 

 assigned budget values  j,ic  satisfying (16.2.2) and (16.2.3); 
 

 project‟s due date D ; 
 

 project‟s reliability R  satisfying (16.2.5); 
 

 arrays  kAR , nk1  , which actually define n  kBCA ;  kAR  are given in the form of 

activity sets; 
 

 values 
kBCA , 

kBCA , k ,  
 



 
kARj,i

mink j,icC ,  
 



 
kARj,i

maxk j,icC  and k , nk1  , 

obtained by (16.1.3); 
 

 marketability value M  calculated by (16.1.2), (16.1.3) and (16.1.6), where 

 
 




kARj,i

k j,icC ; it goes without saying that reasonable relations   kkk CCC , 

nk1  , hold; 

-  the problem is to determine new assigned values  jic ,  to maximize value (16.1.2) 

subject to (16.2.2), (16.2.3) and 

  RDj,ic,CGTPr 




















 . (16.2.6) 
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Thus, the objective to be maximized is as follows: 

  
  



 
n

1k
kkkkk

j,ic

CCBCAxaM   (16.2.7) 

subject to 

 
  

Cj,ic
j,i

 , 
(16.2.8) 

 

     maxmin j,icj,icj,ic   , (16.2.9) 
 

  RDj,ic,CGTPr 




















 , (16.2.10) 

 

 
 

   k
j,i

kk Cj,icCC . (16.2.11) 

The step-wise heuristic procedure of solving problem (16.2.7-16.2.11) is as follows: 

Step 1. Reorder the cost-sensitivity values k  of attributes kBCA , nk1  , in descending 

order. Thus, denote henceforth 1BCA  the competitive attribute with the highest 

cost-sensitivity, 2BCA  - with lower cost-sensitivity, etc. Attribute nBCA  obtains, 

thus, the least cost-sensitivity. It goes without saying that the corresponding 

arrays  kAR , nk1  , receive from now the same relative order numbers as 

well. 
 

Step 2. For each array kAR  reschedule the corresponding entering activities 









kk j,i ,  

km1  , in descending order of the product 

 




























 kkkkkk j,ij,ipj,i ,   km1  , (16.2.12) 

 
where 










 kk j,i  stands for the average value of the activity‟s duration and 











kk j,ip  represents the probability of the activity to be on the critical path in 

the course of the project‟s realization. The regarded probabilities can be easily 

calculated by solving Problem III, with pregiven C  and  j,ic , in the course of 

maximizing reliability value (16.2.5). 
 

All activities  j,i  in arrays kAR  with   0j,ip   have to be rescheduled at the 

end of the list (for each array) in descending order of their average values  j,i . 
 

Note that Steps 1-2 have to be carried out beforehand and do not actually 
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participate in solving problem (16.2.7-16.2.11). 
 

Step 3. Set 1v   and nw . 
 

Step 4. Determine activity entering vAR  with the highest order for which the assigned 

budget is less than the corresponding maximal possible budget value. Let this 

activity be 








11
vv j,i


. Apply the next step. If such an activity does not exist,  

go to Step 12. 
 

Step 5. Determine activity entering wAR  with the lowest order for which the assigned 

budget exceeds the corresponding minimal possible budget value. Let the activity 

be 








22
ww j,i


. Apply the next step. If such an activity does not exist, go to Step 

10. 
 

Step 6. If value CCw  , i.e., Cj,ic
wm

1
ww 















, becomes less than 
wC , go to Step 

10. Otherwise apply the next step. 
 

 

Step 7. If value CCv  , i.e., Cj,ic
vm

1
vv 















, exceeds 
vC , go to Step 12. 

Otherwise apply the next step. 
 

 

Step 8. Calculate value  




















Dj,ic,CGTPr  by solving Problem III (see 16.2.1) 

with new values 

















2222
wwww j,icCj,ic


  and



















1111
vvvv j,icCj,ic


 . If the new reliability value becomes not 

less than the pregiven target R , apply the next step. Otherwise go to Step 10. 
 

Step 9. Transfer of the cost unit value C  from array wAR  to array vAR  is carried out.  

Thus, array vAR  obtains activity 








11
vv j,i


 with a new increased budget, while 

array wAR  comprises activity 








22
ww j,i


 with the new diminished budget. 

New values vC  and wC  are calculated. Go to Step 4. 
 

Step 10. Applying this step means that no cost transfers can be implemented from any 

activity entering array wAR . Thus, counter w  works, w1w  . 
 

Step 11. If w  becomes equal v , Procedure II is accomplished. Go to Step 13. If w  
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exceeds v , go to Step 4. 
 

 

Step 12. Applying this step means that value vC  of array vAR  cannot be increased.  

Counter v  works, v1v  . 
  

Step 13. Calculate the new increased marketability value M  for new local assigned 

budgets  j,ic  entering the project. Note that some of them have not been altered 

in the course of carrying out Procedure II while other activities undergo changes 

by means of cost transfers as described above. 

It can be well-recognized that the general idea of Procedure II is to facilitate transfer 

of cost amounts from arrays of attributes with smaller cost-sensitivity rates to arrays 

representing more sensitive attributes. 

§16.3  Enlarged heuristic procedure 

In strategic management a company is usually faced with the necessity both of 

gaining maximal profit from distributing finished products on the market, as well as 

developing new products for the future. A certain part of the profit obtained has usually 

to be invested in creating newly developed products to be later on delivered in large 

quantities to markets. Thus, determining the budget to be invested in R&D projects in 

order to maximize the long-term profit becomes one of the main problems in strategic 

management. This problem is connected with raising the new product‟s marketability as 

much as possible. In this course, problem (16.1.4-16.1.5) outlined above becomes 

especially significant from both theoretical and applied points of view. 

Thus, given 

 the R&D project to develop a new product; 

 the project‟s due date D ; 

 the project‟s reliability R ; 

 the forecasted maximal value of the project‟s marketability M , 

-  problem (16.1.4-16.1.5) boils down to determining the minimal budget C  which 

results in the highest marketability rate M  while honoring chance constraint R . 

The enlarged procedure of solving problem (16.1.4-16.1.5) is as follows: 

Stage 1. Solve Problem II (see 16.2.1) to obtain the minimal budget C  honoring chance 

constraint R . The output values to be obtained are values C  and   j,ic  

honoring restrictions (16.2.2) and (16.2.3). 
 

Stage 2. Carry out Procedure II (see 16.2.2) to improve the product‟s marketability as 

much as possible by means of cost transfers from attribute to attribute. Denote by 

M  the obtained marketability value. 
 

 

Stage 3. Compare values M  and M . If those values are equal, problem (16.1.4-16.1.5) 
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is solved, and values C  and  j,ic  obtained at Stage 2, are taken as the optimal 

ones. Otherwise, in case  MM , apply the next step. 
 

Stage 4. Increase C  by C . Solve Problem I (see 16.2.1). The problem‟s output values 

are taken as the input for carrying out Procedure II.  Go to Stage 2. 

The process terminates when value M  becomes equal M  at Stage 3. It can be well-

recognized that the number of iterations is finite since value C  increases with a constant 

step C  and cannot exceed  
  


j,i
maxj,icC . 

§16.4  Additional application areas 

The discussed problem (16.1.4-16.1.5) can be linked with many other essential 

problems related to strategic management. Note that the problem has to be solved on 

preliminary stages of the project‟s realization, to determine the total R&D project‟s 

budget. However, modern holding corporations deal simultaneously both with delivering 

products to the market and with researching and developing new products for the future. 

Thus, in our opinion, the following problem can be suggested. 

A holding company is faced with developing a new product in order to deliver it later 

on to the market for high-demand sells. After developing the new product and 

determining the cost of manufacturing the product‟s unit (e.g., a vehicle, a consumer 

product, etc.), the unit price has to be decided upon. Existing approaches on that subject 

[179] enable optimizing the net profit of delivering the already created new product to the 

market with a fixed, preset marketability. However, as it has been shown in the Chapter, 

the product‟s marketability turns out to be a variable function which depends actually on 

the project‟s budget assigned for developing the new product. Thus, the project‟s budget 

has an essential influence both on the product‟s marketability and on the forecasted 

purchased quantities of that product.  We suggest undertaking future research to consider 

a combined problem where the project‟s expenses, the manufacturing expenses of 

producing large quantities of the product, the selling price of the product and the future 

purchased quantities of the product have to be unified in one general model. The 

problem‟s objective is to maximize the net profit on a long-term period comprising both 

the stage of designing the product, as well as delivering the latter to the market. On our 

opinion, the optimized variable should be the project‟s budget C  which influences all 

other model components. The most complicated part of the research is to formalize the 

linkage between the product‟s marketability, the level of market‟s demand for that 

product, and its selling price. However, it is possible to obtain a heuristic solution of such 

a generalized problem, probably with the help of expert judgment. 

Another important area is based on considering multi-period planning horizons for 

designing and creating new products. Problem (16.1.4-16.1.5) suggests a single, i.e., 

indivisible period. Subdividing the latter into several periods (e.g. 3÷5 years to design 

and to create a new product) and determining capital investments for each such period 
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separately, may raise essentially the net profit to be obtained within the product‟s life 

cycle. 

§16.5  Marketability model in project management 

Assume that at a certain pregiven moment (due date) a newly designed product has to 

be developed in order to be later on manufactured and delivered in large quantities to the 

market. Assume, further on, that in order to design and to develop a new product with 

marketability value M  a certain budget value DRC &  has to be invested. Thus, value M  

can be regarded as an implicit function of value DRC & . Assume that the total product's 

marketing period T  comprises m  subperiods (e.g., years) iT . Denote the decreasing 

product's marketability for the i -th subperiod  by iM , mi 1 , where ji MM   for each 

ji  . 

A reasonable assumption can be implemented: if M  is an implicit function of DRC & , 

then values of the descending row  iM  are implicit functions of DRC &  as well. Thus, 

denote  DRii CFM & , mi 1 , where MM 1 . 

For each sub-period iT  relation holds: 

iiii SNQ  ,  


N
S0  , (16.5.1) 

where iN  represents the potential market's capacity for the considered product, iQ  

stands for the quantity of the product's purchased units within subperiod iT , iS  denotes 

the product's selling price in that period and i  is the product's price-sensitivity [179] 

depending on marketability value iM . Assume that the product's life cycle terminates at 

the end of the m -th subperiod. A standard optimization problem for any sub-period iT  (to 

simplify the notation we will omit index i ) can be suggested [179]. Given: 

 the cost of manufacturing a single item manC ; 

 values N  and   (pregiven by means of experts' information); 

 other overhead marketing expenses K  (non-unit related expenses), 

- determine the selling price S  in order to obtain the maximal revenue   for the 

considered subperiod 

 

       KSNCSSNMaxKQCSQMaxMax man
S

man
SS

  

  KSNCSMax 2

man
S

   
(16.5.2) 

subject to evident restrictions 
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N
S0  , manCS  . (16.5.3) 

Problem (16.5.2-16.5.3) can be easily solved by examining the square equation 

(16.5.2). We will suggest an essentially more generalized marketing problem applicable 

to the entire product's life cycle, including the period of designing and creating the 

product and the marketing period comprising m  subperiods. The problem's formulation 

and its solution are based on the assumption that for each marketing sub-period iT  values 

iN  and i  are implicit functions of iM , mi 1 . Values iM , in turn, satisfy  DRi CF & , 

where iF  can be approximately formalized by means of expert information. Thus, values 

iN , i , mi 1 , for each period iT , as well as values manC  and K  for the entire 

marketing period, are functions of DRC & . The problem is as follows: at the stage 

preceding the new product's design, i.e., before the project of designing the new product 

actually starts, determine optimal value DRC & , to maximize the company's profit   within 

the entire product's life cycle: 

    







  

 

m

1i

m

1i

i

m

1i

iiimaniiii
CC

KSNCSSNMaxMax
D&RD&R

  (16.5.4) 

subject to 

i

i
i

N
S0


 , mani CS  ,  mi1  . (16.5.5) 

Here values iN , i , mi 1 , manC  and K  are all implicit functions of DRC & , while 

values iS  are obtained by solving problem (16.5.2-16.5.3) for each subperiod iT  

independently. The problem's solution results in undertaking a one-dimensional search 

for the optimized value DRC &  in order to maximize the marketability parameter M  as 

much as possible. For each search value DRC &  objective (16.5.4) is calculated to obtain 

the maximal life cycle profit  . Note that the optimal value  opt

DRC &  for problem (16.5.4-

16.5.5) may not coincide with value DRC &  providing the maximal marketability 1MM  . 

This may happen, e.g., in case when just a minor improvement of parameter M  requires 

an essential increase of manC , which, in turn, leads to diminishing the overall life cycle 

profit of the product. 

The solution of the subsidiary problem to maximize the marketability value M  for a 

preset D&RC  is outlined in §§16.1-16.3. 

§16.6  Conclusions 

The following conclusions can be drawn from the Chapter: 

1. The problem of maximizing the product‟s marketability by means of optimizing the 
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project‟s capital investments, is an important area in strategic management. The recently 

developed models cover different periods of the entire life cycle of any newly developed 

product. This duscussion presents a newly developed model to forecast the product‟s 

marketability before the R&D project of designing the product actually starts. 
  

2. The backbone of the newly developed model is a heuristic procedure to reschedule local 

budgets assigned to project‟s activities in order to maximize the future product‟s 

marketability with pregiven project‟s budget and honoring appropriate chance constraint 

restrictions. 
  

3. The optimization procedure is based on the suggested cost-sensitivity values for each 

product‟s attribute entering the compound cost-marketability rate. 
  

4. The suggested model is structured from standard optimization blocks based on extensive 

simulation in combination with heuristic procedures. 
  

5. In Chapters 8, 14-15  we have formulated the basic concepts underlying the necessity of 

developing a mixed type optimization model covering the entire product‟s life cycle. 

Those basic concepts not only remain unchanged in the newly developed model but are 

strengthened in the course of undergoing greater detailization and covering new levels in 

strategic project management. 
  

6. The results obtained in §§16.1-16.3 can be used in the problem of optimal budget 

reallocation within the project‟s life cycle subject to the products selling price. This 

problem, in turn, is an important milestone on the way of solving the overall problem of 

maximizing the company‟s profit. 
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PART  IV  
 HIERARCHICAL ON-LINE CONTROL 

MODELS OF ORGANIZATION 
SYSTEMS 

 

Chapter 17.  Hierarchical On-Line Control Model for Stochastic 
Project Management 

 

§17.1  The system’s description 

Until now we have examined only two- and three-level cases of various OS. Now we 

present an essentially more complicated system, for which some results outlined above, 

in previous Chapters, meet together. We will also present a hierarchical on-line control 

system in combination with the active systems theory outlined in Chapter 13. 

The outlined below hierarchical model combines together two resource reallocation 

models at the upper level, the on-line control model at the medium level and a resource 

supportability model at the lower level.    

Several activity-on-arc network projects (graphs) with independent activities of 

random durations are considered. Each activity duration follows а beta probability 

density function while the cost-duration function is based on the assumption that each 

activity duration is close to be inversely proportional to the budget assigned to that 

activity. 

А hierarchical control model is suggested which at any control point determines [70, 

104]: 

 optimal budget values assigned from the company to each project, 

 optimal budget reallocation among the project's activities, 

 optimal control points to inspect each project, 

 optimal resource delivery schedule for project activities; the corresponding resources 

are hired and maintained on the account of the budget assigned to these activities, 

in order to 

 minimize the total number of control points for all projects,  and 

 maximize the probability of meeting the deadline of the slowest project. 

The model is based on а stochastic optimization problem with two conflicting 

objectives and а variable number of constraints. The problem cannot be solved in the 
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general case and allows only heuristic solutions. The general control model is modified to 

the hierarchical on-line control model, which comprises three optimization problems. 

Problem I, at the company level, enables optimal budget reassignment among the 

projects. The problem's solution, i.e., the budget assigned to each project, serves as the 

initial data for Problem II (at the project level), where budget is reallocated among the 

project's activities to maximize the probability of meeting the project's deadline. The 

solution of Problem II serves, in turn, as the initial data for Problem III, which carries out 

on-line control, i.e., determines optimal control points to inspect the progress of the 

project. This is done by determining the planned trajectories that must be repeatedly 

corrected in the course of the project's realization. At the lower level the problem boils 

down to determine the delivery schedule for different types of renewable resources, 

namely, for 

 rare and costly resources which have to be delivered from outside for а relatively 

small group of project activities; 

 non-restricted resources, which are always at the disposal of the project management; 

 restricted renewable resources which are feeded-in at random moments when the 

resources are available and at least one project activity has to be supported with 

resources in order to start processing (see Chapters 8 and 12). 

Thus, practically speaking, the hierarchical control model comprises four levels. 

If, at any control point, it turns out that а project deviates from the planned trajectory, 

an error signal is generated, and decision-making is based on solving Problem II to 

reassign the remaining budget among the remaining project's activities to maximize the 

probability to meet the deadline. If the problem's solution enables the project's deadline to 

be met, subject to the chance constraint, а corrected planned trajectory is determined, and 

Problem III is resolved to determine the next control point. Otherwise an emergency 

signal is generated, and decision-making is carried out at the company level. Problem I is 

resolved under emergency conditions to reassign the remaining budget among the non-

accomplished projects. Thus, in the course of controlling а group of projects, the latter 

are first optimized on line from "top-to-bottom". In the case of an emergency, the 

generated "bottom-top" signals are converted into control actions to enable the projects' 

due dates to be met on time. This general idea, which has been outlined in many of our 

publications (see, e.g., [67-70, 78, 81, 102, 104, 109, etc.]), is recommended to be 

implemented in any on-line control hierarchical OS. 

§17.2  Notation 

Let us introduce the following terms: 

I.  The company level 

C  - the total company budget assigned at 0t  for all project's realization; 

n  - number of projects; 

 ANGk ,  - the k -th stochastic network project (graph) of PERT-COST type, nk 1 ; 
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kC  - budget assigned to the k -th project at moment 0t ; 

ktC  - budget assigned to the k -th project at moment 0t ; 

 tCk  - the remaining project‟s budget at moment 0t  (observed via inspection), 

  kk CC 0 . 

kD  - the due date for the k -th project; 



kP  - the pregiven minimal possible probability for the k -th project to meet it's 

deadline on time; 

ktG  - the remaining part of graph  ANGk ,  at moment 0t ; kk GG 0 ; 

  tCT kkt  - the random duration of ktG  on condition that at 0t  the remaining budget is 

 tCk ; 

  tCPP kkt   - the probability of meeting the project's ktG  deadline on time on condition 

that at moment 0t  the remaining budget is  tCk , i.e., 

   kkktkt DtCTtPP  ; 

 tC  - the remaining company‟s budget at moment 0t . 

II.  The project level 

For simplicity we will omit index k : 

   ANGji ,,   - activity entering the project; 

ijt  - random duration of  ji, ; 

 jic ,  - budget assigned to activity  ji, ; 

 
min

, jic  - the minimal budget with which activity  ji,  can be operated (pregiven); 

 
max

, jic  - the maximal budget to operate  ji,  (pregiven); 

  jictij ,  - the random duration of activity  ji,  on condition that budget ijc  is assigned 

to  ji, ,      
maxmin

,,, jicjicjic  ; 

ijS  - the moment  ji,  actually starts; 

r

ijT  - the resource delivery moment for activity  ji,  (а random value, which is 

determined in the course of the project's realization); 

ijijij tSF   - the moment activity  ji,  is accomplished; 

V  - target amount for the project of PERT-COST type; let CV  , where C  is the 

budget assigned to the project; 
tV  

- 

the actual realized part of target amount V  at moment 0t ; for PERT-

COST projects tt CV  , where tC  is the budget actually realized at moment 

t ; 

  tCCtC   - the remaining (non-realized) budget at moment 0t  (observed via 
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inspection); 

 DtxTr ,,  - the control trajectory for the project determined at moment 0t ; this is а 

straight line connecting points  tCt,  and  0,D ; 

N  - number of control (inspection) points in the course of controlling the project; 
*P  - the pregiven minimal confidence probability of meeting the deadline on time; 

gt  - the g -th control point, Ng ,...,1,0 ; 00 t , DtN  ; 

  - the minimal time span between two consecutive control points (pregiven for 

each project); 

§17.3  Optimization Problem I at the company level 

At moment 0t  the problem is as follows: determine values kC  assigned for each 

project  ANGk , , nk 1 , to maximize 

  k
kC

CPMinMaxJ
k

  (17.3.1) 

subject to 





n

k

k CC
1

 (17.3.2) 

and 

   kk PCP . (17.3.3) 

Problem (17.3.1-17.3.3) is а very complicated problem which does not obtain а 

precise solution. Its heuristic solution is outlined in [70, 77, 109]. 

The corresponding dual problem for the case of one project centers on determining 

the minimal budget C  with pregiven due date D  and minimal confidence probability P . 

One has to determine 

CMin  (17.3.4) 

subject to 

   PCPr . (17.3.5) 

At moment 0t  problem (17.3.1-17.3.3) is as follows: determine the newly corrected 

values 

ktC  to maximize 

 
  kt

kC
CPMinMax

kt

 (17.3.6) 

subject to 
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n

k

kt tCC
1

, (17.3.7) 

  

    kkt PCP ,  nk 1 , (17.3.8) 

where  tC  is the remaining company budget which has to be redistributed among the 

projects. 

§17.4  Optimization Problem II at the project level 

For Problem II the input parameters are either kC  or ktC , which, for the sake of 

simplicity, are designated by C  or tC . Thus, in §§17.4-17.6 index k  is omitted. 

The problem is as follows: to redistribute C  among the project's activities in order to 

obtain the maximal  CP , i.e., to determine values  jic ,  

 
  

 
   DCTMaxCPMax

jicjic

 Pr
,,

 (17.4.1) 

subject to  

   PCP , (17.4.2) 
  

 
 
 

ji

Cjic
,

, , (17.4.3) 

  

   ANGji ,,   (17.4.4) 

and 

     
maxmin

,,, jicjicjic  . (17.4.5) 

Problem (17.4.1-17.4.5) is solved (see Section 8.1.4) by using а combination of 

heuristic procedures and simulation modeling. Note that problem (17.4.1-17.4.5) is in fact 

а simplified version of problem (17.3.4-17.3.5). 

If 0t , the problem can be modified to а more complicated version 

 
    DtCTtMax

jic
Pr

,
, (17.4.6) 

subject to (17.4.2-17.4.5). 

After determining values   jic ,  control points gt  have to be determined. 
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§17.5  On-line control Problem III 

The problem (see [70, 81,109]) is to determine control points gt , Ng ,...,1,0 , which 

deliver the minimum of the number of those points 

 
NMin

gt
 (17.5.1) 

subject to 

   PCD 0Pr , (17.5.2) 
  

 gg tt 1 , (17.5.3) 
  

01 t ,  DtN  . (17.5.4) 

Problem (17.5.1-17.5.4) is а very complicated problem of non-linear stochastic 

programming. The problem can be solved by substituting it for another one, i.e., to 

maximize the time span between two consecutive control points. The problem is to 

determine values  
gt  in order to maximize 









 gg ttMax 1 , (17.5.5) 

subject to 

 gg tt 1 , (17.5.6) 
  

  








 PDttTC grt ,,Pr . (17.5.7) 

In (17.5.7) trajectory  DttT gr ,,  is а straight line connecting two points  gt

g Ct ,  and

 0,D . The trajectory line is as follows: 

 
g

t

g

t

g

t

gr
tD

Dt
C

tD

CD

tD

Ct
DttT g

gg














,, . 

(17.5.8) 

Problem (17.5.5-17.5.7) has been solved in [70, 81, 109] by а combination of 

statistical sequential analysis and simulation. 

If   
 ,, 1

1

ggr

t
ttTC g  holds, that means that the project does not deviate from its 

target and there is no need in any additional control actions. In case   
 ,, 1

1

ggr

t
ttTC g  

one has to resolve problem (17.4.1-17.4.5) for the remaining part of the budget 

  1

1


gt

g CCtC  and the remaining project  ANG
gt

,
1

. The problem results in 

maximizing the probability of meeting the target on time by rescheduling the budget 
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among the remaining activities. If in the course of solving problem (17.4.1-17.4.5) we 

obtain    

  PtCP g 1 , that means that а new trajectory has to be developed. Thus, а new 

control point 2gt  is obtained, and the project's realization proceeds. If relation  

   

  PtCP g 1  holds, that means that the project is unable to meet its target on time and 

needs help from the company. 

§17.6  Resource delivery Problem IV 

If there is no essential deviation from the target, а resource delivery schedule  r

ijT , 

   ANGji
gt

,,
1

 ,  
1 g

r

ijg tTt , has to be determined (see Chapter 12). That means, that 

 r

ijT  enables processing activities  ji,  which are operated between two adjacent control 

points gt  and 1gt . Resources have to be hired and delivered from the budget  jic ,  

assigned to the corresponding activity  ji, . Note that  jic ,  is determined on the basis of 

optimization problem (17.4.1-17.4.5) which has been solved at moment gtt  . 

To determine resource delivery schedule  r

ijT  we suggest а heuristic procedure as 

follows: 

Step 1. Simulate the duration of all remaining activities   jictij , ,    ANGji
gt

,,
1

 . 
 

Step 2. For all nodes 
1


gtGi , besides the sink ones, determine on the basis of simulated 

values (at Step 1) the earliest moments of realizing event (node) i ,  iT ear .  

Value  iT ear  is the value of the longest path connecting the prospect's source 

node and node i . The algorithm to determine  iT ear  is outlined in many books 

on network planning (see, e.g. [67]). 
 

Step 3. Realize steps 21  M  times, where M  is large enough to obtain the 

representative statistics, in order to obtain parameters of random value  iT ear . 
 

Step 4. For each random value  iT ear  on the basis of the statistics obtained determine its 

lower and upper values  iT ear  and  iT ear . 
 

Step 5. Assume that the density function of random value  iT ear  satisfies the beta-

distribution [9, 67-70] with p.d.f. 
 

   
    

      2

4

12
tiTiTt

iTiT
iTf earear

earear

ear

t 


 , (17.6.1) 

 
 

where  iT ear  and  iT ear  are obtained (for each i ) at Step 4. 
 

Note that for p.d.f. (17.6.1) the average value of  iT ear  is as follows [67, 70]: 

      iTiTiTE earearear 4.06.0  . 
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Step 6. Single out all nodes (events)  ANGi
gt

,
1

  satisfying 
 

    1g

ear

g tiTEt  . 
 

(17.6.2) 

 

Step 7. For all activities  ji,  satisfying (17.6.2), determine  r

ijT  by 
 

 

        iTiTiTET earearearr

ij 4.06.0  . 
 

(17.6.3) 

 

Thus, (17.6.3) can be used as an approximate estimation for resource delivery 

schedule  r

ijT . 

Fig. 17.1 presents the interconnections between the elements of the multilevel on-line 

control model. In order to review the model as a whole (see §17.1) index k  has been 

restored. 

§17.7  Human factors revisited 

17.7.1  The problem’s description 

In §13.4 we have outlined several problems connected with human behavior in OS. 

Now we will present another problem in that area referring to multilevel stochastic 

project management. 

Assume that the project management system S  comprising several simultaneously 

realized stochastic network PERT-COST projects at the lower level and the company 

personnel at the upper level, receives at the end of the planning period an award SW , 

depending on the portfolio‟s utility SU  determined by (8.2.7) or (8.2.30). Usually a 

certain pregiven part of SW  remains at the company‟s disposal, while the other part (call 

henceforth those two parts SIW  and SIIW , correspondingly) is dispersed among the 

projects. If n  projects  ANGk , , nk 1 , with utilities kU  participate in this division, 

each project  ANGk ,  receives an award estimated as 





n

k

k

k
SIIIIk

U

U
WW

1

,  nk 1 . 
(17.7.1) 

Here the calculation is carried out for each project  ANGk ,  by means of (8.1.10), 

with values kC , kD  and kR  being preplanned and predetermined. 
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Figure 17.1.  Hierarchical on-line control model (emergency at 1,  gktt ) 

Problem I                             

17.3.1-17.3.3 (t=0)            
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Note that in accordance with the theory of active organization systems (see Chapter 

13), all executors at the medium level of an OS, i.e., practically all executors responsible 

for operating project‟s activities  
kji, , nk 1 , are playing their active game similar to 

that outlined in §13.2. They deliberately overestimate their activity durations by 

prolonging the right “tail” of the beta p.d.f. (2.1.3), i.e., parameter b . This results in 

overestimating the due date kD  and enables the project‟s personnel both comfortable 

(non-intense) working conditions accompanied by guaranteed awards. However if the 

project‟s personnel would be informed beforehand that in case of executing the project 

within a shorter preplanned time their award share would be significantly higher, than for 

a longer preplanned kD  (and this is one of the psychological backbones of the theory of 

active systems!), the players might become interested in changing their game strategy. 

Namely, we suggest that each activity executor be allowed to determine several (2-3) 

estimates b : 

 the basic one ( b ) which practically guarantees a quiet life for the executor; 

 the intermediate estimate bb   which actually enables to operate the activity with 

p.d.f. duration (2.1.3),  bb , but by means of a higher labor productivity, and  

 the minimal value bbb   , which requires from the executor to work in the most 

exhausting manner, i.e., with the utmost labor productivity. 

Honoring the active systems theory applied to our case, we suggest to each activity 

executor to proclaim beforehand the three estimates for the right bound of the 

corresponding p.d.f. (2.1.3) for that activity. Such an action would result (see Chapter 8) 

in diminishing the due date kD  for each project and, later on, in increasing the 

corresponding utility function for that project as well, i.e., in changing the system‟s utility 

SU  to 

SU  and 

SU , correspondingly. Since SSS UUU    holds, the corresponding 

awards SW   would increase as well, namely 























.
S

S
SS

S

S
SS

U

U
WW

U

U
WW

 (17.7.2) 

Thus, each project  ANGk ,  would be granted an essentially higher award, but only 

on condition that the project executers decided to declare beforehand the appropriate 

improvement of the former due date kD  (to be changed to 

kD  or 

kD ) with subsequently 

implementing this amended due date as a plan parameter. 

According to the active systems theory, only the project‟s personnel and nobody else 

can undertake such an alternative decision: either working harder and earning more or 

just leaving things as they stand now. It goes without saying that an individual project‟s 

decision does not influence other projects. Note that in the course of undertaking such a 
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game the pregiven reliability values kR  for each project remain the same, independently 

of the due dates‟ changes. 

Let us formulate in appropriate terms the problem under consideration. Two cases 

will be examined: 

A. Case of a single project (a two-level on-line control model), and 

B. Case of several projects (a three-level on-line control model). 

17.7.2  A two-level model 

In the case of one project subordinated to the company level, we will require a few 

additional terms to be added to the Notation “The project level” outlined in §17.2, 

namely: 

ijij bb   - the modified right bound of the beta-distribution (2.1.3) for each activity by 

means of intensifying the labor productivity of operating  ji,  as compared to 

the existing one (received from executors of all activities    ANGji ,,  ); 

  ijij bb  - practically the minimal right bound of (2.1.3) which can be achieved by 

executing  ji,  with the utmost labor productivity (received from all 

executors as well). 

   








ijbjicANGT ,,, - the project‟s random completion time on condition that the project 

budget value C  is reallocated among activities  ji,  and regular or 

“curtailed” values ijb  are used in calculating T . 

Note (see Chapters 2 and 5) that ijb  actually depends on budget values  jic ,  assigned 

to activity  ji,  which are unknown beforehand. Therefore we suggest expressing 

ijb  and 


ijb  in relative terms, e.g., ijij bb 95.0 , ijij bb 90.0 . When interacting with project‟s 

decision makers, one have to bear in mind that consecutive diminishing the right “tail” 

ijb  will sooner or later lead to the equilibrium value 

ijb  where even working with the 

utmost intensity may result in failing to meet the project‟s target on time. Each executor 

must be aware of such a situation to refrain himself from getting too close to the regarded 

equilibrium point by estimating ijb . Note that the concept of equilibrium plays an 

essential role in the theory of active systems. 

The problem‟s formulation is as follows: minimize the p -th quantile of 

   








ijbjicANGT ,,,  
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 ijp
bjicANGTWMin ,,,  (17.7.3) 

subject to 

 ijij bb , (17.7.4) 
  

 
 

Cjic
ji


,

,  (17.7.5) 

and (17.4.5). 

Thus,   jic ,  have to be reallocated among all  ji,  optimally, together with an 

optimal combination of  
ijb  for all activities    ANGji ,,  . 

To solve problem (17.4.5, 17.7.3-17.7.5), one has to check all combinations 

 ijijij bbb ,,   submitted by the executors, with subsequently choosing the optimal set  
ijb  

delivering minimum to (17.7.3) by solving optimization problem 

  

































jic
p

ANGTWMin
,

,,  (17.7.6) 

subject to (17.4.5, 17.7.5) with fixed  
ijb . 

After determining the optimal sequence  
ijb  the latter has to be sent to the executors 

in order to confirm the possibility of realizing the process of the project. The optimal 

value (17.7.3) has to be considered as the new preplanned due date D  (lower than the 

former value). If for some activities  ji,  there are objections from the corresponding 

executors, restriction (17.7.2) has to be corrected and optimization problem (17.4.5, 

17.7.1-17.7.3) resolved, until no contradictions take place any more. 

We recommend solving problem (17.4.5, 17.7.3-17.7.5) in two stages. At the first 

stage a cyclic coordinate search algorithm CCSA [133] is implemented in the space of 

 
ijb ,    ANGji ,,  , while for a fixed set of  

ijb  problem (17.4.1-17.4.5) has to be 

solved at the second stage. In order to simplify the problem‟s solution one has to apply 

for all activities    ANGji ,,   one and the same relations connecting 

ijb , 

ijb  and ijb , 

e.g., ijij bb 95.0 , ijij bb 90.0 . Thus, problem (17.7.1-17.7.5) has to be solved only for 

three combinations. 

17.7.3  Case of several projects (a three-level on-line model) 

Analyzing such a case results in an essentially more complicated solution. We suggest 

for projects  ANGk ,  participating in a game similar to that outlined above, as it was 
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stated for the case of one single project, to question all executors responsible for 

operating activities  
kji, , nk 1 , regarding their psychological possibilities of 

shortening the corresponding right “tails” ijkb . We suggest to obtain from each executor 

several (2-3) relative estimates, i.e., ijkb , ijkb95.0 , ijkb90.0 , which, on their opinion, may be 

achieved by the appropriate intensifying effort. Thus, if the k -th project incorporates kn  

activities, then at the first level a cyclic coordinate descent algorithm has to be 

implemented in the 



n

k

knN
1

-dimensions space in order to obtain for each combination 

 
ijkb  one of those three values under examination, namely: 

 the existing estimate ijkb ; 

 the slightly curtailed  ijkijk bb95.0 ; 

 the essentially curtailed  ijkijk bb90.0 ,    ANGji kk ,,  , nk 1 . 

Each coordinate  
ijkb  serves as the output value of the CCSA algorithm [133] and the 

input value for the algorithm outlined above, in §§17.1-17.5. Thus, the problem is to 

determine optimal values   
kjic ,  and  

ijkb  in order to maximize the utility of the 

projects‟ portfolio by using the model outlined in §8.2. After determining the routine 

feasible combination of estimates  
ijkb  by applying CCSA (see Chapters 5 and 8), we 

solve  




n

k

kkUMax
1

  (17.7.7) 

on the basis of intermediate models outlined in §8.2. An optimal combination of  
ijkb  

and   
kjic ,  has to be determined in order to solve problem (17.7.7) by obtaining a 

preliminary optimal solution: 

To minimize for all n  projects kG , nk 1 , values 

    








  ijkkkpk bjicANGTWD
k

,,,  (17.7.8) 

subject to 

 ijkijk bb   (obtained from all executors), (17.7.9) 
  

 
 

Cjic
n

k ji

k

k


1 ,

,  (17.7.10) 

and (17.4.5). 
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Note that after reallocating cost resources among the projects values 
kp

W  are obtained 

and later on minimized independently. Moreover, after determining  
ijkb  by means of 

CCSA we may further improve them by solving problem (17.7.8-17.7.10). After solving 

that problem for the group of n  projects the optimal portfolio utility‟s value (8.2.5) has to 

be maximized. Since values  
 

k

ji

k Cjic
k


,

,  and 

kp  are practically not changed 

essentially in the course of “curtailing” parameters ijkb  (this affects only the due dates 

    








  ijkkkpk bjicANGTWD
k

,,, , nk 1 ), increasing the utility of the projects‟ 

portfolio can be undertaken only by shortening the activities‟ “tails”. 

17.7.4  Conclusions 

The problem outlined in 17.7.2-17.7.3 is a complicated one since considering 

psychological interactions and human behavior changes on-line control problems 

essentially. However, solving that problem results in improving the hierarchical project 

management system‟s utility. 

What is, in essence, the similarity and the difference between the theory presented in 

§13.4, and the model outlined in §17.7? Both models refer to stochastic project 

management. In §13.4 the Center (company) is an active player, while in §17.7 players 

are system‟s active elements (projects). Being different in nature, they are similar in 

results: the OS in both cases raises its utility without any antagonistic losses among all 

reciprocating elements entering the OS. 

Many other cases may be examined but it can be well-recognized that, being actually 

psychological, an active systems‟ model in conjunction with classical planning and 

control models, refines the effectiveness of an OS and improves its utility estimates. 
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Chapter 18.  A Hierarchical On-Line Production Control Model  
 

§18.1  Introduction 

This approach to the interaction problems between different levels in hierarchical 

control systems is based on the conception of emergency, introduced by Golenko-

Ginzburg and Sinuany-Stern [79]. By using the idea that hierarchical levels can interact 

only in special situations, so-called emergency points, one can decompose a general and 

complex multilevel problem of optimal production control into a sequence of one-level 

problems. 

In the current Chapter we present applications of the hierarchical control approach to 

some large and complex industrial systems. They consider three levels: company, section 

and production unit, where each level is faced with stochastic optimization problems. 

Each unit produces a given target amount by a given due date (common to all units) and 

has several possible speeds, which are subject to disturbances. At the unit level, at each 

control point, decision-making centers on determining both the next control point and the 

speed to proceed with up to that point. The section level faces problems of either 

reallocation resources among the section's units or reassigning the remaining target 

amounts among the units so that the faster one will help the slower one. The company 

level is faced with similar problems, i.e., reallocating resources or reassigning target 

amounts among the sections. Two different optimization cases are considered: 

 case with a conflicting two-criteria objective, namely, to maximize the probability of 

completing the production on the due date and to minimize the number of control 

points, but the first criterion is dominant; 

 the objective is to maximize the expected net profit. 

Simulation results demonstrate the high probability of target achievement by this 

approach [124]. 

§18.2  Notation 

Let us introduce the following terms: 

kcV  - production plan of the c -th product for unit k , bc1  , nk1  ; 

kcT  - planning horizon for production plan kcV ; 

kdR  - the d -th type of resource capacity allocated to unit k , fd 1 , nk 1 ; 

n  - number of production units; 

b  - number of different resources; 

f  - number of different products; 

 kf1kjkc R,...,Rv  - the j -th speed of unit k  to manufacture product c , mj1  , bc1  , 

nk1  . Speeds jkcv  are subject to disturbances and represent random 
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values; 

m  - number of possible speeds common to all units; 

 kf1kjkc R,...,Rv  - the average of speed  kf1kjkc R,...,Rv ; speeds are sorted in ascending 

order of their average values; 

 kf1kpkc R,...,Rv  - the planned speed of unit k  to manufacture product c ,  m,1p ; in 

non-critical cases the planned speed is recommended; 

 tVkc  - the actual output of product c  manufactured by unit k , observed at moment 

t ; 

kcit  - the i -th inspection moment (control point) of unit k  when producing product 

c , kcNi1  , kckci Tt0  ; note that for every new product value i  starts 

from 1 ; 

kcN  - number of control points of unit k  to produce product c  (a random variable 

determined by the control model); 

kc  - minimal value of closeness of inspection moment kcit  to the planning horizon 

kcT , bc1  , nk1  ; 

kcd  - the minimal given time span between two consecutive control points kcit  and 

1i,kct   (in order to force convergence); 

cW  - production plan of the factory for product c , bc1   (pregiven); 

T  - the due date (pregiven); 

dR  - total resources of type d  at the factory's disposal (to be determined); 

min
kdR  - lower bound of value kdR  (pregiven); 

max
kdR  - upper bound of value kdR  (pregiven); 

h
dR  - total resources of type d  allocated to section h , uh1  ; 

u  - number of sections; 
h

cW  - production plan for product c  assigned to section h ; 

 tX kc  - the future amount of product c  to be manufactured by unit k  during interval 

of length t  (a random variable determined by the control model); 

gT  - the g -th overall emergency moment, i.e., the g -th target amount and 

resource reallocation moment to be implemented at the factory level,  

,...1,0g  , 0T0  ; 

 hk  - set of units entering section h ; 

dC  - the cost of the d -th resource unit's renting and utilization (per time unit); 

pjC  - the average processing cost per time unit when speed j  is implemented by 

all factory units; note that pjC  is determined in addition to resource 
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utilization values dC ; 

insC  - the average cost of performing a single inspection of a production unit; 

penC  - the penalty cost imposed on the factory for not accomplishing the total 

production program at the given due date T ; 

emC  - the cost of reallocating resources and target amounts at the section level in 

case of emergency; 

em.ovC  - the cost of implementing control actions at the factory level in case of an 

overall emergency; note that all cost values dC  ÷ em.ovC  are pregiven; 

E  - the total factory expenses accumulated at the due date T . 

§18.3  Optimal planning model at the factory level 

At moment 0t , the problem is to determine values dR , fd 1 , to be put at the 

factory's disposal, as well as to determine optimal target amounts 0kcV  and resource 

capacities 0kdR , nk 1 , bc 1 , fd 1 , for each production unit k . The 

problem is as follows: 

 
  








 



f

1d

dd
R

TRCniMF
d

 (18.3.1) 

subject to 

 
   1VtVPrniMxaMJ

b

1c

kckc
kR,V kdkc









 



 (18.3.2) 

and 

c

n

1k

kc WV 


,     d

n

1k

kd RR 


,     max
kdkd

min
kd RRR  . (18.3.3) 

Thus, at moment 0t , the factory management has to minimize the total budget for 

resource  dR  renting and utilization, on condition that those resources are sufficient to 

accomplish the factory production program on time when operating with the 

intermediate, planned speed pkcv  for all products and all production units. Resources  dR  

have to be reallocated among all production units entering the factory, irrespective of 

their sectional subordination. Thus, values kcV  and kdR  have to be determined for each 

production unit. 

Problem (18.3.1-18.3.3) is a complicated stochastic optimization problem. We suggest 

replacing the probabilistic value J  by a deterministic value, namely, 
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b

1c kf1kpkc
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kR,VR,V kdkckdkc














 


. (18.3.4) 

Solving problem (18.3.4) means that the factory obtains the minimal budget 

TFC opt   to rent resources and utilize them within the planning horizon to accomplish 

the target on time. The problem is a non-linear programming problem of general type; we 

solve it by using a modified coordinate descent method which is essentially faster than 

the recently developed alternatives (see, e.g., [78]). An approximate method for solving 

problem (18.3.1-18.3.3) will be outlined in §18.7. Note that problem (18.3.4) has to be 

solved only once, at 0t . Later on, at 0t , other optimization problems have to be 

solved at the factory level. 

After solving problem (18.3.1-18.3.4) each section h , uh 1 , obtains resources h

dR  

as well as target amounts h

cW , by summarizing values kdR   and kcV  for each unit entering 

the corresponding section. Control is then delegated to the unit level. 

§18.4  Control model at the unit level 

At the unit level, all units first work independently and are controlled separately. The 

decisions are taken on-line, in real time. For each unit k , nk 1 , and for each product 

c  manufactured by that unit, the problem is to determine at each routine control point kcit  

both the index of the new speed j  and the next control point 1, ikct . The problem thus is 

both 

 to minimize the number of control points 

     
 

kc
j,t

NniM
kci

 (18.4.1) 

 and to maximize the probability of meeting the target amount kcV  on time, i.e., not 

later than at the planning horizon kcT  

     
 

  kckckc
j,t

VTVPrxaM
kci

 , (18.4.2) 

subject to 

  0tV 1kckc  ; (18.4.3) 
 

 
 









1c,VtVifTt

Tt:i,VtVifT
t

kckcikckckci

kckcikckcikckc
1,1c,k ; (18.4.4) 

 

kckckci1i,kc Ni1:idtt  ; (18.4.5) 
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kckckckc Ni1:itT   ; (18.4.6) 
 

     kcikcjkckcikckckckckc,1j tTvtVVtTv  ,   nk1  ,   bc1  . (18.4.7) 

Restriction (18.4.3) means that for each production unit k , the starting time of 

manufacturing product c  has to be chosen as the first control point 1kct . Decision-making 

at that control point centers on determining both the next control point 2kct  and the index 

of the speed, j , to be implemented from the beginning up to the second control point 2kct . 

Restriction (18.4.4) means that for the next product  1c  its first control point 1,1, ckt  

coincides with the planning horizon kcT  for the c -th product, 1c , only if that product 

has to be inspected within the whole planning horizon. Otherwise, if a control point 

kckci Tt   it has been observed that the c -th product has met its target, then the next  1c -

st product starts manufacturing from that point on. 

Restriction (18.4.5) ensures that the time span between two consecutive control points 

is restricted from below (in order to force convergence). Restriction (18.4.6) enables the 

inspection moment to be close to the due date. Restriction (18.4.7) means that at all 

control points kcit , index j  denotes the minimal speed that on average guarantees 

completion of kcV  by the due date kcT . Thus, the on-line control model at the unit level 

prohibits implementing unnecessarily high and exhausting speeds. 

The stochastic optimization problem (18.4.1-18.4.7) cannot be solved analytically in 

the general case; it allows only a heuristic solution. The heuristic algorithm outlined in 

[78, 102] determines at each control point kcit  for unit  k  engaged in manufacturing 

product c , the following parameters: 

 speed jkcv  to be implemented until the next control point 1i,kct  . The index of the 

speed j  is the minimal value satisfying (18.4.7); 
 

 the next control point 1i,kct   which is determined by using risk-averse decision-

making.  Assume that, due to most unfavorable circumstances, the unit will produce 

product c  according to the minimal rate until the next control point. This point has to 

be determined so that, by applying the average maximal speed kc.inv  from that point 

on, there will still be enough time to meet target kcV  on time. 

§18.5  Control model at the section level 

If at any moment t  it is anticipated that the unit would not be able to meet its target on 

time, a local emergency is declared, and the section level solves the optimization 

reallocation problem as follows: for section h  under emergency, reallocate target 

amounts h

cW  and  resources h

dR  among units k  subordinated to that section, i.e., to 

determine optimal target amounts 0kcV  and resource capacities 0kdR ,  hkk  , 
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bc 1 , fd 1 , to maximize the probability of the slowest unit to meet its deadline 

on time, namely 

 
    








 



b

1c

kckckc
kR,V

VtTXtVPrniMxaMJ
kdkc

 (18.5.1) 

subject to 

 
  

 
 


h hkk kk

kc
h

ckc tVWV ,   bc1  ,  

(18.5.2) 
 

 




hkk

h
dkd RR ,   fd1  ,  

(18.5.3) 
 

max
kdkd

min
kd RRR  ,   fd1  ,   nk1  . (18.5.4) 

Here values  tTX kc   are being determined by solving problem (18.3.1-18.3.4, 

18.4.1) at the unit level with new target amounts kcV  and new resource capacities kdR . 

It can be well-recognized that in (18.5.1), 

    



b

1c

kckckc VtTXtVPr  (18.5.5) 

stands actually for the probability of unit k  to accomplish  all  the products on time, 

subject to new target amounts kcV . Thus, objective (18.5.1) maximizes the probability of 

the slowest unit k  to meet its due date T  on time. Restriction (18.5.2) means that for 

each product c , bc 1 , the sum of target amounts kcV  determined by solving problem 

(18.5.1-18.5.4), has to be equal to the non-accomplished part of the section's target for 

that product at moment t . Restrictions (18.5.3-18.5.4) require that in the course of 

manufacturing, all available non-consumable resources at the section's disposal should be 

reallocated among the units while satisfying applicable boundary limits min

kdR  and max

kdR . 

Reallocation problem (18.5.1-18.5.4) is a complicated stochastic optimization 

problem. A detailed description of the problem's solution is outlined in [77]. The solution 

is based on replacing objective (18.5.1) by 
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, (18.5.6) 

where only units k  subordinated to section h  are taken into consideration. A newly 

developed approximate algorithm to solve problem (18.5.2-18.5.4, 18.5.6) is presented in 

§18.7. 
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Note that the principal difference between objectives (18.3.4) and (18.5.6) boils down 

to the fact that (18.3.4) is based on planned speeds pkcv , while objective (18.5.6) is, in 

essence, the average time required by the unit to meet its deadline on time, given that  

only maximal speeds mkcv  will be actually used throughout. 

If solving reallocation problem (18.5.2-18.5.4, 18.5.6) after a recent emergency call at 

the unit level at moment t , results in obtaining tTJ  , section h  is unable to 

accomplish all its products on time,  even when introducing the highest production speeds 

with the utmost intensity. In such a case, an overall emergency is declared, and decision-

making has to be carried out at the factory level. 

The structure of the three-level control model is presented in Fig. 18.1. 

§18.6  Control model at the factory level 

The control model at the factory level operates in cases of overall emergencies 

declared. 

To reassign, at 0t , the remaining budget among sections, control actions have to be 

undertaken as follows: 

A. The factory budget C  has to be updated at moment gTt  , i.e., within the interval 

 g1g T,T  between two routine adjacent overall emergencies 
 

 
   CRCTTC

f

1d

dd1gg  


 . (18.6.1) 

   

B. An optimization problem,  which is a dual one to the direct problem  (1-4),  has to be 

solved as follows: 
 

determine new values dR , fd1  , as well as values kcV  and kdR , nk1  , bc1 

, for each production unit k  entering the factory, to minimize (18.5.6)  subject to 
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Solving problem (18.5.6, 18.6.1-18.6.3) means that the factory has to rent and utilize 

resources within the remaining limited budget and to reallocate these resources among 

the units to meet the target on time. Note that, due to an overall emergency, only maximal 

production speeds will be used throughout. 
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After determining new resource values dR , new resource capacities kdR  and target 

amounts kcV  are passed to the units, and the manufacturing process proceeds. 

Fig. 18.1 presents interconnections between elements at all hierarchical levels. 

§18.7  Approximate method for solving reallocation problems 

It can be well-recognized that problems (18.3.1-18.3.4), (18.5.1-18.5.4) and (18.5.6, 

18.6.1-18.6.3) are in fact modifications of a general production control reallocation 

problem. In [77], a "section → unit" reallocation problem is solved by applying the cyclic 

coordinate descent method [133]. However, the latter cannot be regarded as a high-speed 

method and may only be applied to control models of small or medium size. Otherwise, 

i.e., for large-scale hierarchical production systems, a more efficient algorithm has to be 

developed. 

Let us briefly recall the main properties of the coordinate descent method. To solve 

the general production reallocation problem, one has to determine either of the optimal 

set of pairs  kdkc RV ,  or  kdkc RT , . Note that knowing the first set results in determining 

the second one, and vice-versa. Thus,  nfnb   variables have to be determined, 

including  fb   dependent variables, namely, ncV , bc 1 , and ndR , fd 1 . The 

latter satisfy constraints 
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The cyclic coordinate descent method minimizes objective (18.3.4) cyclically with 

respect to the independent coordinate variables. 

In order to speed up the approximate method for solving production control 

reallocation problems, we use two different criteria: 

a) the union criterion 
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b) the production criterion 
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where   mkc

f

d

kdkcd vRh 
1

 represents the average maximal speed of unit k  to produce 

product c  with resources kdR  (linear relationship holds). 
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Figure 18.1.  The structure of the three-level control model 
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Two corresponding production control reallocation problems have been formulated 

[78, 124]: 

1. Reallocation Problem 1 (RP1): 
 

 

 Determine optimal values kdR  and kcV , bc1  , nk1  , to maximize 

 
1

R,V

JxaM
kdkc

 

 

subject to (18.3.3), where 1J  satisfies (18.7.1), and 
   

2. Reallocation Problem 2 (RP2): 
 

 

 Determine optimal values kdR  and kcT , bc1  , nk1  , to maximize 
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subject to 
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min
kd RRR  ,  fd1  . (18.7.3) 

Solving Problems RP1 and RP2 results in obtaining optimal production plans 

 kdkc RV ,  and  kdkc RT , , respectively. It has been proven [124] that: 

Theorem 1 

For any fixed set  kdR  of resource capacities, solving Problems RP1 and RP2 results 

in obtaining equal objectives 1J  and 2J , i.e., 
    21 JMaxJMax

kckc TV
  holds. 

Theorem 2 

Solving optimization Problems RP1 and RP2 results in obtaining identical optimal 

production plans  kdkc RV ,  and  kdkc RT , , with equal objectives 1J  and 2J . 

On the basis of these assertions, we have developed a high-speed algorithm (called 

here Algorithm A) which determines quasi-optimal plans for a fixed set  kdR  satisfying 

(18.3.3). The algorithm comprises a switching procedure using both criteria 1J  and 2J .  

Extensive simulation [124] shows that the algorithm converges well and is more efficient 

than various linear programming methods. 

Thus, to solve reallocation Problems RP1 and RP2, a combined Algorithm B has been 

developed [124], which is, in essence, a combination of two algorithms: the cyclic 

coordinate descent algorithm and Algorithm A. The idea of carrying out Algorithm B is as 

follows: 

The cyclic coordinate descent algorithm undertakes the search with respect to each 

coordinate only on the nf -dimensional set of variables  kdR . After obtaining a routine 
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search point  kdRX  , Algorithm A calculates for that point the additional nb  

coordinates  kcV  or  kcT  for Problems RP1 and RP2, respectively. Since, in practice, the 

number of products b  usually exceeds the number of resources f , value nb  exceeds 

value nf . Thus, we substitute the relatively slow coordinate descent algorithm in a high-

dimensional area for the same algorithm in a lower dimensional area { nf  versus 

 nfnb  } in combination with a high-speed Algorithm I to calculate the additional nb  

coordinates. For each search point X  in the nf -dimensional area, the value of the 

objective is calculated according to  nfnb   coordinates  kdkc RV ,  or  kdkc RT , , to 

determine the direction of the objective's increase. The iterative process terminates either 

at a local maximum point, or upon reaching a boundary point of set  kdR . 

Thus, the input information for Algorithm B is the set of pregiven values  dR ,  

fd 1 , while at the output, we obtain either production plan  kdkc RV ,  or  kdkc RT , . 

Note that the algorithm provides only a quasi-optimal solution, since the latter depends 

on the initial search point  0

kdR  which has to satisfy obvious restrictions 
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Since the initial data  dR  satisfies, in turn,   
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 (18.7.5) 

it can be clearly recognized that one may obtain numerous initial search points  0

kdR   

by implementing various trivial procedures. Thus, the algorithm's solution varies 

correspondingly. 

Let us consider now in greater detail reallocation models (18.3.1-18.3.4), (18.5.1-

18.5.4) and (18.5.6, 18.6.1-18.6.3). In the course of simulating the three-level control 

system, we solved problems (18.5.1-18.5.4) by implementing Algorithm B. As for the 

more complicated problems, e.g., problems (18.3.1-18.3.4) and their dual supplement 

(18.5.6, 18.6.1-18.6.3), they have been solved by using a newly developed approximate 

algorithm (call it Algorithm C). We shall illustrate the basic principles of the algorithm 

through the example of the two-level reallocation problem (18.3.1-18.3.4). 
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Algorithm C comprises two cycles - external and internal. In the external cycle, we 

implement the classical coordinate descent search algorithm with variables  dR  (to be 

optimized) and an objective 
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where 

 









.otherwise

0xif0
x  

Here   is a very large number (in the course of experimentation, we took it to be 

equal 1710 ), while 1J  is obtained by applying Algorithm B with the input  dR . Thus, 

introducing a quasi-optimal search by means of Algorithm B, forms the internal cycle.  

Note, in conclusion, that objective (18.7.6) automatically prohibits cases 11 J , which do 

not lead to a feasible solution of problem (18.3.1-18.3.4). It must be also pointed out that  

 
TIMin

kdkc RV


,
 in (18.3.4) and 

 
11

,
JMax

kdkc RV
 in Algorithm B are equivalent relationships. 

The dual reallocation problem (18.5.6, 18.6.1-18.6.3) has been solved by means of a 

small modification of Algorithm C. 

The following conclusions can be drawn from the Chapter: 

1. The developed three-level control algorithm can be successfully applied to real man-

machine OS under random disturbances when the output can be measured only at 

pregiven control points. The algorithm can be used for controlling production 

systems with multiple resources and numerous products. The latter can be 

manufactured at several possible speeds. 
 

2. The developed control algorithm is easy to handle: it can be implemented on a PC. 

Verifying the algorithm's performance by means of simulation for a factory 

comprising 24 production units on a PC, requires little computational time [124]. In 

our opinion, the three-level control model may be used for controlling man-machine 

production systems of any size. 
 

3. The developed control algorithm enables determining the system's optimal structure, 

which results in minimizing the system's total expenses within the planning horizon. 

Calculating the system's cost parameters may be carried out by means of simulation. 
 

4. It can be well-recognized that the active systems‟ techniques, similar to those 

outlined in the preceding chapter, can be applied for optimizing the multilevel 

production control model as well. Here human factors‟ influence can manifest itself 

by underestimating unit speeds jkcv  in order to work without intensity and, later on, 

returning to more realistic estimates accompanied by much-desired rewards. It goes 
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without saying that monitoring various multilevel OS under random disturbances by 

means of the active systems‟ theory results in different control models, yet the 

principal concepts (as well as the results) remain the same. 
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Conclusions  
 

1. Modern man-machine organization systems (OS) are playing nowadays an important 

role in world‟s economics. Until now a lot of books and papers have been published 

referring to various particular problems in OS: human behavior, psychology, 

sociology, environment, construction, production management, safety engineering, 

health care, project management, etc. However, as yet there are no publications where 

for a standard man-machine OS a model would be created to enable monitoring and 

controlling the system as a whole, within the system‟s functioning. The purpose of 

our book (which is actually not a text-book, but rather a research monograph) was 

creating and presenting such a cybernetic model (usually a multilevel one) that would 

facilitate planning and controlling a hierarchical OS from bottom to top, until the 

system would reach its target. We have created such a model for various important 

OS related to project management, construction, production management, safety 

engineering, and maintenance systems. We have done our best to develop this 

research in conjunction with concepts of the Theory of Active Systems based on 

human behavior and socio-economics. 
 

2. Problems of estimating the utility of complicated and usually multilevel OS are very 

urgent, especially for organization systems with a variety of quality parameters.  

Applications of the utility theory in recent publications are restricted to market 

competitive models and do not deal as yet with complicated hierarchical systems‟ 

functioning. The nowadays existing multi-attribute utility theory can be applied only 

to the stage preceding the product‟s design and determining the objectives for future 

market competition. We suggest implementing the utility concept as a generalized 

system‟s quality estimate which takes into account several essential parameters. The 

latter usually define the quality of the system as a whole. We have developed a 

generalized harmonization problem in order to maximize the system‟s utility. The 

corresponding model is optimized by means of a two-level heuristic algorithm. At the 

upper level (the level of independent parameters) a relatively simple search procedure, 

e.g., the cyclic coordinate algorithm, has to be implemented. At the lower level partial 

harmonization problems to optimize the dependent parameters, have to be used. Note, 

that nowadays there is no formalized linkage between the system‟s parameters and 

attributes and, thus, no optimization problem can be put and solved in order to 

maximize the product‟s utility within its specific life cycle [7, 49]. The developed 

research enables implementing such a linkage, in future, on the stages of both 

designing and creating new products and, later on, on the stage of marketing the 

product. Besides optimizing and calculating the system's utility, harmonization 

models are used in determining various reliability parameters. Thus, those models can 

be implemented in risk assessment analysis. 
 

3. The newly developed harmonization models are examined and verified by considering 

various examples of organization systems. For stochastic PERT-COST network 

projects three parameters are implemented in the model: the budget assigned to the 

project, the due date and the project‟s reliability to meet the due date on time. The 
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harmonization model‟s solution is achieved by means of implementing a two-level 

heuristic algorithm. At the upper level a cyclic coordinate search algorithm to 

determine the quasi-optimal couple (budget – due date) is suggested. At the bottom 

level a high-speed heuristic procedure serving as a partial harmonization sub-model, 

is implemented:  on the basis of input values (the assigned budget and the set due 

date) to maximize the probability of meeting the deadline on time by undertaking 

optimal budget reallocation among the project‟s activities. For the case of several 

stochastic network projects the developed theory enables determining optimal 

parametrical values for all projects in order to achieve the maximal utility level for the 

unification of all projects. The developed algorithm to optimize the harmonization 

model for a hierarchical project management system in R&D design offices, presents 

a two-level heuristic procedure. At the upper level a cyclic coordinate search 

algorithm together with a subsidiary model to verify the feasibility is implemented.  

At the lower level certain linear programming techniques can be applied to obtain an 

approximate solution. The harmonization model can be used both for projects with 

different priorities and for projects of equal significance. 
 

4. Safety engineering concepts have been also implemented in the project‟s 

harmonization model for PERT-COST type stochastic network projects. Four 

parameters are imbedded in the model:  the budget assigned to the project, the due 

date, the project‟s reliability to meet the due date on time and the hazardous failure 

probability. The latter criterion is difficult to be formalized and requires human 

judgment, rating schemes and other expert estimates in order to turn qualitative 

information into quantitative estimates. Thus, expert systems have been used to obtain 

the required information. Implementing an additional safety engineering related 

parameter results in an essential increase of the project‟s utility. This fully 

corresponds with the modern requirements of strengthening safety parameters as 

much as reasonably possible. Harmonization approaches in reliability and safety 

engineering have been successfully used to develop various cost – reliability 

optimization models. The latter are applicable to a broad spectrum of hierarchical 

technical systems with a possibility of hazardous failure at the top level and a 

pregiven multi-linkage of failure elements at different levels of the fault tree. In order 

to obtain quasi-optimal solutions of harmonization problems in reliability and safety 

engineering, we have implemented the sensitivity analysis in the corresponding 

optimization algorithms. Sensitivity values (e.g. cost-reliability sensitivity) have been 

successfully utilized for developing heuristic computational techniques. The newly 

developed harmonization models in project management and in reliability and safety 

engineering cannot be compared with any similar research outlined in former 

publications in the regarded area. The existing references do not cover multi-

parametrical optimization both for multilevel PERT-COPST projects and hierarchical 

production plants with the possibility of hazardous failures at the top level. 
 

5. Besides project management and safety engineering, harmonization models can be 

applied directly to all kinds of man-machine OS under random disturbances, e.g., 

construction and maintenance systems. The latter represent an essential part of 
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existing OS and require a high quality monitoring. For such OS we suggest using the 

developed harmonization techniques both for estimating the system‟s utility and for 

implementing regular control actions at inspection points to enhance the progress of 

the OS in the desired direction. Being a regulation model, harmonization can be 

implemented (in a random disturbances environment) as a risk assessment tool as 

well. Thus, for this class of OS, harmonization, controlling and risk assessment 

usually meet. 
 

6. We have undertaken extensive experimentation to verify the fitness of the developed 

harmonization theory, especially in project management and safety engineering (see 

§§8.5, 9.2, 10.2 and 11.9). Besides justification purposes, the aim of such an 

experimentation was to show to the general reader the effectiveness of the developed 

approach, i.e., the comparative importance of the targets achieved versus non-

complicated computations available on a common PC. 
 

7. We have developed and presented in our book various man-machine OS being 

capable of approaching the goal with different speeds, depending on the intensity of 

the system‟s functioning. Those OS mainly cover production systems, especially 

building systems, mining enterprises, R&D projects, etc. We have developed cost-

optimization models to monitor those systems. The fitness of the models has been 

verified by experimentation [173]. 
 

8. We have developed and presented several cost-optimization models referring to 

different cases of planning and controlling construction OS, especially for long-term 

innovative construction projects under random disturbances. The latter are usually 

characterized by a high level of uncertainty (e.g., by undertaking periodical geological 

surveys), which, in turn, leads to unpredictable alternative outcomes. The 

corresponding network projects, thus, comprise branching nodes in key events both of 

random and deterministic nature. To control such complicated projects we developed 

a special controlled alternative activity network (CAAN) model which enables 

decision-making in deterministic branching nodes [67-70, 83-84]. We also developed 

decision-making rules for undertaking capital investments (including contracting 

procedures) for long-term alternative innovative projects under random disturbances 

[25]. 
 

9. For various maintenance OS (especially in safety engineering) we have developed 

heuristic cost-reliability algorithms which enable solving two main problems: 
 

 to maximize the reliability of OS subject to cost-restriction (the direct problem) 

and to minimize the costs of maintenance subject to the system‟s reliability level 

(the dual problem). 
 

To solve those problems we applied a combination of cost-reliability sensitivity and 

predicting models. 
 

10. We have undertaken intensive research to develop multi-attribute harmonization 

models in strategic management. A company engaged in designing and creating a new 
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product and, later on, delivering the latter in large quantities to the market, is 

considered. The product is composed of several subproducts, each of them, in turn, 

being a subject of several possible versions. The product‟s utility comprises both the 

utility of designing and creating the product‟s pattern example as well as the 

competitive utility to gain the future commercial success. The problem is to determine 

the input versions of designing subproducts in order to maximize the product‟s 

competitive utility subject to restrictions related to the design process. A two-level 

search algorithm of the problem‟s solution is suggested. The internal level is faced 

with optimizing the product‟s competitive utility by means of experts‟ information, 

while the external level centers on obtaining a routine feasible solution from the point 

of designing process. 
 

11. Another important and urgent problem considered in the monograph refers to creating 

strategic hierarchical optimization models for complex holding corporations. A large-

scale holding corporation comprising several subsidiary corporations, is considered. 

Each subsidiary corporation is engaged in designing and creating simultaneously 

several new products or providing services and, later on, delivering the latter in large 

quantities to the market. The product‟s utility comprises its marketability, i.e., the 

competitive ability to gain future commercial success on the market. The ability 

estimate can be forecast and determined by using scaled quantitative measures. In 

order to honor the company‟s good name for each product and service, their 

marketability has to be restricted from below. Given the holding corporation‟s budget, 

the problem boils down to optimal budget reallocation among subsidiary corporations 

and, later on, between individual projects. The objective is to maximize the holding 

corporation‟s marketability subject to the projects‟ marketability restrictions. This is a 

very complicated optimization model comprising three hierarchical levels - the 

holding corporation level, the subsidiary corporation level, and the project level. A 

heuristic three-level optimization algorithm based on the combination of a cyclic 

coordinate search method and the newly developed couple-reverse procedure, is 

suggested. 
 

12. We have developed and outlined a new strategic optimization model to maximize 

products marketability and corporate sustainability. A company is faced with the 

problem of developing a new product intended for mass production and delivering in 

large quantities to the market. The product‟s utility expresses its marketability, i.e., 

the ability to gain future commercial success on the market. The R&D project at the 

development stage can be expressed by means of a stochastic network model with 

random activity durations. The due date of meeting the project‟s target as well as the 

desired probability of meeting the due date on time, are pregiven. The newly designed 

product comprises several competitive quantitative attributes with the corresponding 

restriction estimates. All attributes‟ values fully determine the product‟s marketability 

by means of experts‟ subjective judgment. Each attribute value depends on the 

corresponding part of the budget assigned to that attribute. The problem is to 

determine the minimal total R&D project‟s budget which enables accomplishing the 

project on time subject to the reliability constraint, and results in the maximal possible 
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marketability value. This means that assigning additional budget does not result in 

further improving the product‟s marketability. 

 

Another, not less important problem is as follows: the project of designing a new 

product is considered. The problem is to reallocate the company's expenses within the 

product's life cycle in order to maximize the company's profit. Thus, we deal with 

optimal budget reallocation within product's life cycle, including the sub-period of 

designing and creating the new product, as well as the sub-period of distributing the 

manufactured product on the market. Here the problem deals mostly with determining 

the product's selling price. 
 

The results obtained can be directly applied to some urgent marketability problems 

(see, e.g., [118, 178]). 
 

13. We have created and outlined in the book two multilevel complicated on-line control 

models for several important OS, namely: 
 

A. Project management OS (a portfolio of several stochastic PERT-COST projects) 

comprising a three-level on-line control model in conjunction with a resource 

delivery model (the fourth level). 

B. Production management OS (a three-level man-machine semiautomated control 

model). 
 

The following general idea is implemented in both on-line control models (see [70, 

102, 104, 109, 124]) which comprise three optimization problems. Problem I, at the 

company level, enables optimal budget reassignment among the projects. The 

problem's solution, i.e., the budget assigned to each project, serves as the initial data 

for Problem II (at the project level), where budget is reallocated among the project's 

activities to maximize the probability of meeting the project's deadline. The solution 

of Problem II serves, in turn, as the initial data for Problem III, which carries out on-

line control, i.e., determines optimal control points to inspect the progress of the 

project. This is done by determining the planned trajectories that must be repeatedly 

corrected in the course of the project's realization. If, at any control point, it turns out 

that а project deviates from the planned trajectory, an error signal is generated, and 

decision-making is based on solving Problem II to reassign the remaining budget 

among the remaining project's activities to maximize the probability to meet the 

deadline. If the problem's solution enables the project's deadline to be met, subject to 

the chance constraint, а corrected planned trajectory is determined, and Problem III is 

resolved to determine the next control point. Otherwise an emergency signal is 

generated, and decision-making is carried out at the company level. Problem I is 

resolved under emergency conditions to reassign the remaining budget among the 

non-accomplished projects. Thus, in the course of controlling а group of projects, the 

latter are first optimized on line from "top-to-bottom". In the case of an emergency, 

the generated "bottom-top" signals are converted into control actions to enable the 

projects' due dates to be met on time. 
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This general idea can be applied both to OS for project- and production management. 

One has only to substitute “design office” by “factory”, “project” by “section”, and 

“activity” by “production unit”, but the ideology of controlling a hierarchical OS 

remains the same. Extensive experimentation to verify the fitness of both models has 

yielded good results [109, 124]. 
 

14. When creating multilevel on-line control models for different OS, we have 

incorporated cost-optimization problems at the bottom hierarchical level, e.g., for 

controlling production- and project units. Those problems have been solved by 

introducing the newly developed chance constraint principle [87] to replace our 

former less effective risk averse principle [79]. 
 

15. Research has been undertaken to combine the general ideas of the outlined above 

multilevel on-line control models (see §§8.2-8.4) for several stochastic network 

projects, on one hand, with certain basic approaches and developments of the theory 

of active systems (§§13.4, 17.7), on the other hand. A conclusion can be drawn that 

such unification, being non-antagonistic to the human personnel‟s rights, improves the 

quality of the project‟s portfolio. 
 

16. It can be well-recognized that the majority of OS considered in our monograph, have 

a strong innovative tendency. Indeed, in Chapters 9-11 research has been undertaken 

in the area of improving modern safety engineering devices which are subject to 

hazardous accidents. In Chapter 12 long-term construction projects with random 

alternative outcomes in key events and deterministic decision-making nodes are 

analyzed and controlled. Both chapters, based on a high level of indeterminacy, are 

taking aim at developing novel solutions in construction industry and in creating new 

engineering or technological devices. Chapters 8, 13-18 deal with complicated 

hierarchical on-line control models in project and strategic management which have 

not been described as yet in any publications. Thus, a conclusion can be drawn that 

the presented monograph covers OS which are innovative in nature. 
 

17. To close up, we recommend to apply the basic general ideas of our research to any 

multilevel man-machine OS under random disturbances which: 
 

 can be formalized, and 

 requires monitoring and controlling, 
 

in order to reach its target subject to restrictions and chance constraints. We deal with 

such systems in our daily life. 
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